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} SUBROUTINE LISTINGS -'
3 Listings of subroutines which have been added and modified during
the development of SIMDA/SINFLO are presented in alphabetical order in this






















ELTOTT RLIB70 021 '2d-031lB%21-(G0
000001	 000	 FUNCTION 6551{R1
000002	 0130
















000 03 000 ON AC(I).OIMEUSI	 Altil, AM IT
000004 000 C




000008 000 Act = AC(l)






000 IFU C	 .NE. Nil Go TO 910
000012 000 1 F(MOO(Nc,2 IN	 GO TO 930
0 0001913 0 00 0 0 100
000014 000 CALL
000015 000 Act I	 Al( I
000016 000 Act 1*1 3	 = Fl*AI(t 4. 1	 + F2•V
000017 00 100 CONTINUE
000018 000 CALL LINECKt2i
000019 000 CALL GEN0UTtAC(2) # I,NC, P 000M5IfJEV ARARY N I
000020 000 RETURN
000021 000 910 WRITE(6,9201 NC,	 N1
000022 Goo 920 F0nMAT(57HDARRAVS ARE NOT OF EQUAL LENGTH IN SUBROUTINE ACOMB, WC
600023 Ojo I= 15,	 6" ut	 = 15)
000024 coo GO TO 9510
W 000025 000 930 WRITE(6,940) NC
000026 000 990 FOAMATC46HOWRONG ARRAY LENGTH FOR SUBROUTINE ACOMB, IC a I51
000027 000 950 CALL IJLKBCK
000026 000 CALL EXIT
000029 Goo END
END ELT.
aT6si f BATE 022873
4ELT,L ATOR
_ ELTOTT RLln70 02128-03:18e4+i-(2,)
a00E41 001 SUBROUTINE ATOR ( KODE , IA,ILDC.ILEN,ISUl
000002 000 C
000003 (500 COMMON /BUCKET/
	
[B(1)
000004 000 COMMON /POINT / LOC(201,
	
LEN(20)
000005 004 COMMON /OATA	 / DUM1(6lr NGT, NUC, DUM2(5), ERR
000006 000 COMMON / TAPE	 / NIN, NOUT
- 000007 001 DIMENSION COOE151
000000 000 C
000009 001 DATA COO£/iHR,1HT,2HVP,1HW,2HPR/
000010 000 C
000011 000 C
000012 000 i5w = 1
(100013 DOD M KODE .LT. 0) G0 TD 500
000014 001 IF (KOOE.GT.21 GO TO 30






10 L = 1



















L = L + IBC LL )^+
LL = LL + 1
000025 000 11 CONTINUE
G00O26 001) GO TO 480
000027 000 C
000028 000 20 NLOC a Lac(1)
000029 000 NLEN : LEN(1)
000030 000 GO TO 450
000031 001 C
000032 001 30 NLOC=)LOC
_ 00[1033 001 NLEN=ILEN
„ 00003.1 000 C
- 000035 000 450 CALL SEARCH(IA,1btNLOC),NLEN,L)
" 000036 000 1F(L) 486,480,490
000037 000 480 ERR =	 1.0
000038 000 WRITE(NOUT,485) COUECKODE),
	 [A
- 000034 001 N85 FORMAT115HOr . s	 ACTUAL A2,15,26H IS NOT IN THE LIST
	
•11
000040 000 (A = 0
0000 ,11 O00 ISW = 2
_ 000042 DOG RETURN
600043 000 490 IA = L
000044 000 RETURN
a6OO45 000 C






CABIN	 /	 DATE 022875	 PAGE
OFLT,L CABIN
ELTOTT RLIB70 02/28-03,18196-(0,)
000001 (100 SUBROUTINE CABINCNLOC,TC,SUMQL,SUNWL)
000002 000 C
000003 000 LOGICAL EXPLCT
000009 000 C
000005 000 COMMON /ARRAY I DATACI)
000006 OOC1 COMMON /PtXCON/ CON(t)
00000T 000 COMMON /TEMP	 / T(l)
100008 000 COMMON /SOURCE/ Q(t)
0^0009 000 COMMON /XSPACEI NOIM, NTH, EXTtl)
000010 000 COMMON IDIMENSI NND n NNA
000011 000 C
000012 000 DIMENSION HLOC(1)
000013 000 DIMENSION NDATA(I)
000014 000 DIMENSION NEXTlt1
000015 000 C
000016 000 EQUIVALENCE (CON(l),TIME), (CON(Z),TINC).
	 (CDN(22).UTIMEI)
000017 000 EQUIVALENCE (OATA,NDATAI, (EXT,NEXT)
000010 000 C
000019 000 DEFINE DTAU:I) = EXT(NNC;I)
000020 000 C
000021 COO NNT = NNA + NND
000022 000 HNC = NTH -NUT
j^	000023 000 EXPLCT = .TRUE.
000024 000 TFCDTIMEI	 .GT.	 0.01 EXPLCT =	 .FALSE.
V1	 000025 000 IF(NLQC(I)	 .ED.	 6) GO
	 T9	 102
000026 000 CALL TOPLIN
000027 000 31RtTEC6,1011	 NLOC(1)
000028 000 101 FORMAT(57H0• . w	 INCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO CABIN,
	 IC
000029 000 1=	 15,	 TH	 v	 s	 w)
000030 000 CALL WLXBCX
000031 000 CALL EXIT
000032 000 C
00(1033 000 102 NST	 = NLOC(2)
000034 000 NCRV = NLOC( 31
000035 000 NEON = NLDC(41
000036 000 LHC	 = NLOC(5)
000037 000 LHFP = NLOC(61
000038 000 LUTE = NLOC(TI
000039 000 LAR	 a NTH . l
000040 000 C
000O4t 000 NSPT = 0
000092 000 NLI = 0
000043 000 NL2 = 0
000044 000 NL3 = 0
000045 000 IF(LHTB
	 .GT. 0) NLI = NDATA(LHTB)
000046 000 tF(LHFP	 .GT. 01 NL2 = NOATA(LHFP)
000047 G00 tF(LHC	 GT.	 O) NL3 = NDATAILHC
	 )
000048 000 NSPT = (NLI/4 • NLZ15 + NL312) r 3
000049 000 NEXT(LAR) = NSPT
000050 000 tFINDIM	 .GE. N5PT1 GO TO
	
104
000051 ODO NEED = NSPT - NDIM
000052 000 CALL TOPLIN
004053 000 URTTE16,1031 NEED
003054 000 103 FORMAT(83H0• w w	 INSUFFICIENT DYNAMIC 5TDRAGf AVAILABLE FDA CABIN
000055 000 I ANALYSIS SUBROUTINE
	







000056 000 CALL WLKBCK
000057 000 CALL EXIT
000058 000 C
00005 9 000 ion CONTINUE
000060 000 'c
000061 000 HS	 NUATAINST*ll
000062 000 NVI	 1ABSENDATACNST11	 I
000063 000 IF (FJOATA(fAST)	 LT.	 0) GO TO 2
000064 000 IF ( US	 .NE. NY1 1 3) CALL ERft(31IISTI
000065 OGG NUATMNST) = -NDATACNS-F)
000066 000 2 IF tNOATR(NCFLVJ	 LT. 0) Go TO ff
000067 Ono TRUDATA(NERV)	 NF-. 8) CALL ERnI MUD I
000068 000 4OATA(NCRV) = -T4DATA(NCftV)
000069 000 q	 IRUDATACNCON) JIE.	 III CALL ERtt(3fl3RD1
000070 000 NCPA = N0ATAcRcRV*41
Docal t Ono NCPV = hDATA( fjcnv*5() 000F2 Doe LAMDA = HOATA(NCRY+8)
000073 000 RA = DATA( ?)C(!N+l I
00007 01 Ono RV = CATA(NCON+2$
000075 000 VC = DATAENC04+3)
0000115 000 PC = DATA( HCON+'t )
000077 000 XC = nATA; NCON*5 ,
GOOD?$ 000 UV = ORTA(RCON*61
000079 000 PSIrCL8 = DATAENCON-1,73
000080 000 PO = OATA ( NCOR+0)
000001 000 TO = DATft(NCON+91
GN 000002 000 CONY = OATWICON+101000003 000 TZ = DATA(NCON*II)
0000e4 DOG FLOTR = 0.0
000085 coo PSIIN = 0.0
000086 000 TIN = 0.0
DODO$? Ono FLOCP a 0.0
000088 coo 00 5 t=I.W03
0040389 000 LOC	 HST	 1	 1
000090 000 LOCI	 LOC	 I
000091 000 LOCI	 LOC	 2
009092 000 FLO	 DATA(LOC)
000093 000 MTABS(NDATA(LOCII.LE. 99999	 AND.	 JABS(NDA7ft(LOC)l.GT. 01
000094 coo R	 FLO = POL(NORTACLOCI,TIME)
000095 OGG PSI s OATA(LOCI)
000096 000 FRIABSINORTA(LOril).LE.
	 99999	 AND.	 1ftBS(NDATA(LflCI)l.GT. 0)
000097 000 1	 PSI	 POL(NOATAILOCI),TIME)
000098 000 TEMP	 DATACLOC21
000099 000 IF l IADS ( NOATA ( LOC2 ) 3.LE.	 9999'y	AND.	 IABSCNDI%TA ( LOC2)1.GT.	 01
000100 000 X	 TEMP c POL(NOftTA ( LOC2) . TlmV
000101 000 FLOIN	 FLOfN 4 FLO(J 013 162 000 PS:Ift	 PSItN * FLO-PSI
000103 000 CPIN	 (POL(NCPA,TEMPI+PSI*PGLlrjCPV,TEMP))lti.D+PSII
000304 000 TIN	 TIN * FLO*CPIN*TEMP
000105 000 FLOCP	 FLOCP + FLOoCPIN
000106 Goo 5 CONTINUE
Gootor 000 PSIIAI = PSITNIFLOIN
000108 000 TIN	 TIN/FLOCP
000109 000 FLOC	 P0L(fiQATa(NCTlV-I ),TIME)
Daoilo 000 WVIN	 TINC w FLOIN*PSfIN /( 1.0+PSIIN;
000111 coo RG	 = RA*1I.0*PSIIN /XC)f(I.O*PSIIN)






WY = WV + WVItf - WVOUT - SUMWL
QATA(NCON+6) = WY
PV = WV+RV*C TC-TZ)/VC













R11OC = ^WV +WA)/VC






IF(LHTB .ED. 01 GO TO 25
PRC31 = PRC•*.31
IF(MOO(NOATA(LHTBl,4) .NE. 0) CALL ERR(3H7TH1
00 20 1=1.NL1.4
LOC = LHTO +







XNU = .43 + .533*SORTf RE )vPRC3I
GO TO 15
7 XNU = .43 + .193+RE** .618*PRC31
GO TO t5
10 XNU = .43 * .0265•RE••.HOS*PRC31




r 25 IF(LHFP .CO. 0) GO TO 35
PRC33 = CBRT(PRC)
IF(M0o(NOATAf LNFP ) , 5) .HE. 01 CALL EFIR( 3H6TH )
30 30 1=S.NL2.5
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CABIN DATE 022875	 PAGE	 4
000170 G00 VRU = VI*AHOC/UC
000171 000 XNU = .664*PRCVv(SQRT(VRU*(XX+XI)) - SQaTCVRU*XX))
' 000172 000 HA = AIaCC*XNU/XI
E 0001T3 000 CALL QSUM
G001179 000 30 CONTINUE
000175 000 C
000176 000 35 IF(LHC	 .EQ. 0) GO TO 45
0001TT 000 IF(MGO(NOATA1LHC),2) .NE. 03 CALL EARC M TH)
000178 000 DO q 0	 1=1,141-3,2
000179 000 LOC = LHC + I
000180 000 J = NOATA(LOC )
000181 000 HA = DATA(LOC+1)
000182 000 CALL OSUM
000103 000 q0 CONTINUE
"- 000184 000 C
`•' 000185 000 95 011PAME = WY + WV1N - WVOUT - SUMWL
' 000166 000 PVPRME = WVPAME*RV*(TC-TZ)/VC
000107 000 SUMWL = 0.
000188 000 KK = NEXT(LAR)/3*2 + LAR
ri- 000109 000 LL = LAR
000190 000 IF(LHTO	 .GT. 0) CALL CONCKCNLI,N,LHTB)
000191 000 IF(LHFP	 .GT. 0) CALL C0NCK(NL2.5,tHFP)
000192 000. IF(LHC	 -GT.	 0) CALL CONCKCNL3.2,LHC)
000193 000 RETURN
''
O00)9 q 000 C
000195 000 SUBROUTINE CONCK(NN,NUM,IND)
k' 00 000196 000 DO 60	 I=I,NN,NUM
006197 000 J = NOATA(IND+I)
000190 000 LL = LL + I
000199 000 PWI = EXTILL)
000200 000 LL = LL + 1
000201 000 OUI = EXT(LL)
- 000202 000 PVPW = PV - PWI
000203 000 IF((PVPRME-PWI)/PVPW .LT. 0.) DWI = DWI*PVPW/CPV-PVPRME)
000204 000 KK	 = KK + I
000205 000 IF(EXT(KK)+OWI	 .LT. 0.01 DWI = -EXT(KK)
000206 000 EAT(KK) = EXTI KK) + DWI
- 000207 000 SUMWL = SUMWL + DWI
000200 000 OL = DWI+POLILAMOA,T(J))/TINC
000209 000 O(J) = 0(J) + OL
000210 000 60 CONTINUE
000211 000 RETURN
000212 000 C
000213 000 SUBROUTINE ERR(NUMB)
000214 000 CALL TOPLIN
000215 000 WRITE(60001 NUMB
000216 000 100 FORMATCIHD 131(1H=)//IX'THE 'A3,' ARGUMENT IN THE CALL DOES NOT HA
4300217 000 XVE THC CORRECT NUMBER OF VALUES. EI(ECUTION TERMINATED IN SUBROUTIN
000218 000 X£ CABIN'//1X	 13111H*))
000219 000 CALL GILKBCK
000220 700 CALL EXIT
000221 000 C
000222 000 SUBROUTINE QSUR
• 000223 000 IFIEXPLCTI DTAU(J) = OTAU(J) + HA
00022'1 000 OC J ) = OC J )	 + HA*( TC-T( ' `)
OOOzzS 000 OL = HA*(TC-T(J))*TINC
000226 O00 SUMWL a SUMWL + OLr,.
DRTE 022875
	 PAGE
0002ZT	 000 XLAM = POLI LAMDA,'(( J I I
000220	 Got PUT	 PO*EXPCXLAR/RVI(TO-TZ)*(TCJ)-TG)/(T(J)-'rZ),PCONV)
000229	 coo LL	 LL 4 1
000230	 000 eXT(LLI = PUT
000Z31	 000 DUT	 HAlCPClPC*(PV-PUll*TlFiC
000232	 Goo L'	 LL + t
060233	 000 EX,tLL) = DWI








^	 c°onna	 nnrn umours	 rxoc
	 x	 '
msLTA CxnnIm
^	 sL`orr vLxoro umxem-ou,xu,"o-(Zo)
,	 wvnonx	 onw	 SonnouTrnc rwxn,'mrsw,
! 000002	 oo*	 COmonm^ro"c x m/m, wour
 oovoon	 (100	 Connom vxonu , nnu ^ xnL. "xxvL
oovuo"	 voo	 Connuu luxmoos, xAno(oo)
uovoos	 voo	 cuwwow ^mnocnnl xuLI KoLcr oex(xv) xuos w xoLxI nouo1)
oonoou	 uuo	 x	 Iwno^. nmr(^«, ^ J162(62), x y ^ o^,z^. x^, wnuurx^nc)
00000/	 ouo c









000013	 uou	 :o/,c,mour.ax	 xou
ovoom000	 * ronnAr(xx. oOoI)
'	 ^^~~'~	 ^~~	 '~^^'^ ~^ ''` ~^ -~ ~
`~~,^~	 ^~^ `-`^"^^	 '"°` ^" "" '" "
000016	 *uo Ip^xnus .co '
 wnsw) oo TO n
uouo`z	 000 oo	 10	 :=12.00
u000w
	
uov m,xonu,T, ' su ' nn, no TO xo	







oo n co nx^oL = x - x .
uvvvun
	
000 xsw =	  
	
'	
,000ves	 ouo xp/xuns'su' ^cmo^ znw = a
000029	 oot L=12  
^ c»	 uvuoco	 ouo nsnmpm
















000001 000 COUM PROC
000002 CIO 1FSFL0( 1sl.HSO!(KI+1}}.E9.41 GO TO 240
'	 004443 000 HTYPE = FLO( 4,S,N5C :(K211
000009 000 GO TO (i44,148.198.198,149,190,198,190,1991. N7YP^
000005 000 190 K2 = K2+1
000006 000 199 K2 = K2+1





CINDSL DATE 022875	 PAGE	 1
+(ELT,L CIKOSL
£LTOT7 RLIB70 02128-63118 ;49-(l,l
000001 000 SUBROUTINE CINOSL
600002 006 C SSEAOV STATE EXECUTION SUBROUTINE FOR SINDA	 FORTRAN V
'r1 000003 000 C TIIE LONG PSEUDO-COMPUTE SEDUENL• E 15 REQUIRED
000004 000 C DIF'JSION NODES RECEIVE A SUCCESSTVE POINT ITERATION
000005 000 C ARITHMETIC NODES RECEIVE A SUCESSIVE POINT ITERATION
000006 000 C OVER-RELAXA7ION IS ALLOWED, THE DAMPING FACTORS ARE AOORESSABLE
000007 001 LOGICAL FLOG
000008 001 COMMON /FDIMNS/ NTYP, NSYSq' 000009	 f 000 INCLUDE COMM,LIST
DOOM 000 INCLUDE DEFF,LIST
000011 000 IF(KON(5).LE.01 GO TO 999
000012 000 IF(CON(9).LE.O.)	 CON(91	 =	 1.0
000013 000 IF(CON(101.LE.0.1 CON(1D) =	 1.0	 -`
_ 000014 000 IFSNNA.GT.O.ANO.CON(19).LE.O.I GO TO 998
000015 000 IF( NNO.GT.O.AND.COti(26).LE.0.1 GO	 TO 997
000016 000 IF(KON[31).NE.1) GO	 TD 994
000017 '100 IF	 (CON150)	 I.E.. 	 0.)	 CON(501=1.0
000018 GOO PASS = -1.0
060OI9 D01, f[N = NND+l
- 000020 06o HNC = NNA+NND
000021 001 FLOW =	 . FALSE.
000022 001 TZERG = -460,
000023 001 NSP = 0
000024 001 I%F = NTH
000025 001 IF(NSYS	 .LT.	 11 GO TO 2
IV 000026 001 FLOW =	 .TRUE.
000021 001 NSP = NNT
000028 001 DO	 I	 1 =1,NNT
000029 001 NX(IXF+11=0
000030 001 I CON1INUE
000031 001 2 IEI=TXT+NSP
000032 090 IE2 =	 IEI +NNC
000033 000 NLR = NOIM
000039 001 JJ =	 2vff1NC+NsP)
' 000035 000 NTH = NTH+JJ
000036 000 Notm = NOIM-J.!
. 000037 000 IF(NDIM.LT.0) GA TO 996
000038 000 CON(1)	 = CON(131
000039 000 CON(14) = CON[I31
000040 040 GO 70 10
000041 000 5	 CON(1)	 = CON(13)+CON(I81
000042 000 IF( CON[ I I-CONt 31.GT. D. ) CONt 1 ) = CON(3)	 i
000043 000 CON(I41	 =	 ICON(1)+CON(13))l2.0
000044 000 CON(21	 = CON(II-CON1133
000045 000 C COMPUTE STEADY STATE TEMPERATURES
000046 000 10 LAX = KON:5I
000047 000 JJ = 0
000048 000 00 145 KI	 =	 1,LAX
000049 000 !J = JJ+1
000050 000 KON(20) = KI
000051 000 C ZERO O[:' ALL SOURCE LOCATIC45
000052 000 DO	 15	 1	 =	 I.[1NC
00005.4 00(1 15	 0(I)	 =	 0.0
000054 000 CALL VARBLI
000055 000 IF(PASS.GE.O.) 60	 TO	 20t
• C1
(i
CINOSL / DATE n2?n75 PAGE	 2
000056 000 CALL OUTCAL
000057 000 PASS = 1.0
000058 000 20 It = 0
r 000059 GOO ,12 =	 1 ;.
000060 000 RLXD = 0.0 i
000061 000 RLXA a 0.0
000062 000 TF(NNO.LE.01 GO TO 75 ._
000063 001 CONGO) = 0.0
000069 001 TF(FLOW) CALL FLUID(S,O,T%F,O.O,KOP)
000065 001 RLXCA = CONI30) is S
000066 000 ON = CON():)
000067 000 00 =	 1.0-13"
000068 000 C 00 A SUCCESSIVE POINT ITERATION ON THE DIFFUSION NODES
000069 000 DO TO I = 1,NND
IX 000070 000 GSUM = 0.0
000071 000 INCLUDE DUMC,LIST
000072 000 INCLUDE VARG,LTST
000OT3 ODD 25 11 = Jl+l
- ODOOT9 000 LG = FLD(5,16,N5Glt.1I))
000075 001 IF(LG.EG.03 60 TO	 36






CHECK FOR 1(ADIATIGN CONDUCTOR
t^
000079 0000 tF(FLD(3.1.)lSD1(11)).EG.01 GO TO	 30 1--1un
} t7i 000:080 000 T1 "= T( I 1+4b00.0 G
- I 000001 DO6 T2 = TILTAI-f6p,0
000082 000 GV = G(LGI•(T1*T1+T2 nT21+(T1+T2)
000083 000 GV = GV•CON(5G1
000084 000 GO TO 35 )d
000005 000 30 V = G(LGI„
000006 000 35 GSUM = GSUM+GV
000007 000 D(1)	 =	 (It I)+GV*T(LTAI
000006 000 C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR TO THIS NODE
- 000009 000 IF(NSO1(11].GT.D 1 	GO
	
TO 25
000090 001 36 IFI.NOT.	 FLOW) G1 TO 40
000091 001 LMP	 = NX(IXF+I)
000042 001 IF(LMP	 .ED.	 0) GO TO 40
000:0093 001 HA = X(I%F+LMP)
000094 001 0(11 = 8(11	 + HA+TtLMP)
0000095 00l GSU19 n GSUM + HA
000696 001 110 T2 = OD•T(I) + DN*00(1)/GSUM
000097 000 C OBTAIN THE CALCULATED TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
' 000098 000 T1 = ASS( T(1)-T21
000099 000 C STORE THE NEW TEMPERATURES AND EXTRAPOLATION FACTORS
' 000100 000 GO TO165.60,55),11
+( 00010) 000 55 LEI	 = IE1+1
000102 000 LE2 =	 IE2+1
000103 ODD R1	 = T2-T(I)
OOOl04 000 XtLEI) =	 TtII
i 000105 000 XtLE2) = RI/tRl-X(LC2))
00010b 0000 60 TO 65
066107 000 60 LE2 = IE2+1 J4
000108 000 %(LE2) = T2-T(I) !_
000109 000 65 T(t) = T2 
DOOM 000 C SAVE THE MAXIMUM DIFFUSION RELAXATION CHANGE
- 000111 O00 1F( RLXO.GT .'M GO TO 70





















































































































N1 = i ?(
TO CONTINUE
CON(271 = RLXD
IFtNNA.LE.0) G8 TO	 130
75 ON = CON(9)
on = 1.0-ON
ii  = !1 1
JJ2 = J2
C 00 SUCCESSIVE POINT ITERATION ON ARITHMETIC NODES
DO 125 I = NN,NNC
GSUM = 0.0
INCLUDE VRO2,LIST
80 JJI = JJI+1
LG = C• LOi5,16,N5QI(JJI)1 W---
LTA = FLD(22,14,NS01(JJ1))
INCLUDE VRG2,LiST j
C CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR
IF(FLD(3,ItNSOItJJI)).EQA) GO TO 85 j
T1	 = T(11+460.0
T2 = Ti LTA)+460.0
GV = G(LG1•(T)%Tit-T2•T2)r(Tt+T2)
GV = GV*CON(501
GO TO 90 f. ^"-85 GV = GtLG)
90 at I 1 = Q(I 1+GV•Tt LTA )
GSum = GSUM+GV





T1	 = A85( T(1 1-T21
C STORE THE NEW TEMPERATURES 4ND EXTRAPOLATION FACTORS tj "
GO T0( 120, 115, 11O W.1
110 LEA	 =	 IEI+I tp





115 I.E2 =	 IE2+I
G; LE2) = T2-T(l)





N2 = I 3
125 CONTINUE
CON(301 a RLXA #.
C SEE IF THE RELAXATION CRITERIA ARE MET
130 IF(RLXA.LE.CDN(19).AND.RLXD.LE.CON(2611 GO 10
	 140
IF(JJ.LE.2) GO TO	 140
JJ = 0
DO	 115	 1	 = 1,NNC
LE2 =	 IE2+I
C SEE IF THE EXTRAPOLATION CRITERIA ARE nET
IFtX(LE2).GE.O.) GO TO	 135









000182 000 155 CALL NONLIN
000183 000 GOUT = 0.0
000164 000 GIN = 0.0
000185 000 JI	 = 0
000186 000 00	 195	 1 =	 1,NNC
0001sT 00G 0111 =	 QIN+Qt I1
000188 001 IF(.NOT.	 FLOW) GO TO 165
000189 001 LMP = NX(IXF+I)
000190 Oct IFtLMP	 .EQ.	 O) GO TO 165
000191 001 GIN = OIN + XIIXF+LMP1+(T(LMP1-T(I))
000192 000 165 JI	 =	 J1+1
000193 000 LTA = FLOC22,14,N501931))
000194 000 IF(LTA.LE.NNC) GO TO
	
ITS
000195 000 LG =	 FLO15,16,NSQ1(J1))
000196 001 IF(LG.E0.0) GO TO
	
195
000197 000 IFtFLD(3,I,NS01(J1)).E0.Q) GO,
	 TO 170
000199 000 T1	 =	 Ttl)+460.0
000199 G00 T2 = T(LTC.)*460.0
000200 GOO GOUT = GOUT +G(LGIrCONt50) qp (T1rs4 -T2ssg1
000201 000 GO TO
	
ITS
000202 000 170 GOUT = 000T+GfLGI•(T[I)-T(LTAll
000203 000 C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR TO THIS NODE
000204 000 175 IFtNSOIfJ11.GT.G) GO TO
	
165
000205 000 195 CONTINUE
000206 000 CON(321 = A85IGIN-OOUTI
000207 000 CALL VARBL2
000200 000 CON(13) = CONC1)
000209 000 CALL OUTCAL
000210 000 Wg1TE16,802)
000211 000 WRITE(6,8831 KON(201,CON(32)
000212 000 KGN(261 = KON(281+2
000213 000 iF[CGN(3).ST.CONfIl-1.0000011 GO TO 5
000214 00t NTH =	 IXF
600215 000 NGICI = NLA
000216 000 RETURN
000217 000 994 WRITEC6,8841
000218 000 GO TO 1000
000219 000 99b WRITE16,0861 NOIM
000220 000 GO TO	 1000
000221 000 991 WRITEt6,8871
000222 000 GO TO 1000
000223 000 996 WRITE(6,888)
000224 000 GO TO 1000
000225 000 999 WRITEC6,8691
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000179	 000	 T[; 1 = XtLE21*Xt LE1)+(1.G-X(LE2) I*Tt I )
O00i71	 000	 135 CONTINUE
000172
	





000175	 000	 Wi(ITEt6,085) LAX
Ih-	 000176	 000	 KON(20) = KON(28)+2
000177	 000	 150 KON(371 = 112
000178	 000	 IF(RLXA.GT.RLX0) GO TO 155
00[1179	 000	 CON( 30 ) = RLXU
000(80	 000	 K0N(37) = NI
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000229 00 683 FORMAT(IOH LOOPCT = 16.10H ENGBAL = E12.5)
000230 000 B80f FORMAT(95H CINDSL REQUIRES LONG P5E000—COMPUTE SEQUENCE)
00023L 000 B85 FORMAT(3511 ITERATION COUNT EXCEEDED, LOOPCT =. 	 110)
000232 000 886 FORMAT(I8.20H LOCATIONS AVAILABLE)
000233 000 887 FORMAVIOH NO ORLXCA)
000239 O00 B80 FORMAT(10H NO ARLXCA)






000041 000 SUBROUTINE CIND55
000002 000 C STEADY STATE EXECUTION SUBROUTINE FOR SINDA	 FORTRAN V
000003 OOD C. THE SHORT PSEUDO—COMPUTE SEDUENCE IS REOUIR£D
00000 91 000 C DIFFUSION NODES RECEIVE A BLOCK ITERATION
000005 400 C ARITHMETIC NODES RECEIVE A SUCESSIVE POINT ITERATION i3
000006 400 C OVER—RELAXATION IS ALLOWED, THE DAMPING FACTORS ARE ADDRESSABLE !
000007 001 COMMON /FDIMNS/ NTYP, NSYS
000008 000 INCLUDE COMM,LIST ,}
000009 004 INCLUDE DEFF,LIST
004010 000 IF(KONC5I.LE.01 GO TO 999
400011 400 IF(CON(91.LE.O,)	 CON(91 =	 I.0 !E
000012 0O0 M CON(10).LE.O.) CON(IO) =
	
1.0
,f000013 000 IF(NNA.GT.O.AND.00N(191.LE.0.) GO TO 998
D006191 Ofl0 IFINND.GT.O.AND.CON(26),LE.O.) GO TO
	
997 1
000615 004 IF(CON(501	 .LE.	 0) C04(50)=	 1. k
000016 000 IF(KON(3I1.NE.0) GO TO
	
994
000017 000 PASS = — 1.0 i
000018 000 NN = NND +1
000019 000 NNC=NNA*NND
000020 000 IE=NTH
000021 000 NLA = NOIM
406622 0tl6 NTH=NT11*NND
000023 000 NOIM=NDIM—NND #
0000291 000 IF( NOIM. LT. 0) GO TO 996
000025 000 CON( I) = CON( 131
000026 000 CONC 14 ) = CON( 13)
000027 DOO GO TO	 15
000028 000 10 CON(1) = CONC13)+CON(181
000029 000 IF(CON(11—CON(31.01.0.1 CONI1) = COMM
000030 040 CDN(I4)	 '	 I CONC I )*CON( 13 11/2. 0
000031 000 C COMPUTE STEADY STATE TEMPERATURES
000032 000 15 LAX	 = KON(5)
000033 000 DO 120 K1 = I,LAX
0400391 000 K01020) = K1
000035 000 C ZERO OUT ALL SOURCE LOCATIONS
000036 000 00 20	 I =	 1,NNC
060037 000 20 0(I1=0.
400038 006 CALL VARBLI
000039 000 IF(PASS.GE.O.)GG TO 25
000090 600 CALL OUTCAL
000041 000 PASS a	 1.0
000042 000 25 J1 = 0 w#
000043 000 J2 = I
000049 000 RC.XD = 0.0
000045 000 RLXA = 0.0
006046 OOD M UND.LE-D) GO TO 75 :E
000047 000 ON = COW to s600040 064 DO = 1.0—ON
000099 000 C ZER1 OUT EXTRA LOCATIONS
000050 000 00 '0 1 = I,NND
000051 000 LE=1E+I
000052 000 30 X(LF.)=0.0 ;
000053 000 C 00 A BLOCK ITERATION ON THE DIFFUSION NODES 3
0000591 000 OP 70 1	 =	 1,NND
000055 000 LE=iEel
14'=wrv.J ^ _'^"^	 ^ ^ ^':_ _^ ^.,,....,^	 ^	 -'v	 Y......w.^ 	 u>	 0-	 > aT u	 .	 u ..^..•	 r_. 1
_ :'!33333
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000056 000 INCLUDE DUMC,LIST
000057 000 INCLUDE VARU AIST	
3
000058 000 3K it = J1+1
_ 000059 000 LG = FLO(5,16,NS01(JI))
000060 000
a
IF(LG.EO.O1 GO TO 50	 a
000061 000 LTA = I'M 2z,I+f,NSO!(J11)
000061 000 INCLUDE VARG,L)ST
0v 't7 000
	 C CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR
0000— 000 IF(FLD(3.I,NSDI(J1)).E0.0) GO TO 40
000065 000 T1 = T(I1+960.0
000066 000 T2 = T(LTA)+460.0
^.^ 000067 OOp GY = G(LG)s(TlsTl+T2sT2)s[T1+721
`
000068 004 GV= GV sCON(50)
	
a
000069 000 GD TO 45
000070 000 40 GV = G(LG)V.. OOOOTI ODO 45 X( LE 1 = XI LE )+GV
000012 000 0(I1	 = 0(()+GV.T( LTA I
^J 000073 000	 C CHECK FOR ADJOINING DIFFUSION NOOCs WATCH FOR ONE WAV CONDUCTOR
000074 G00 IF(LTA.GT.1'ff1D.OR.FLO(21s1,NSOI(JIl1.EO.tI
	 GO	 TO 50
MOTS 000 LEI = IE+LTA
000076 000 X(LEI) =
	 X{LE1) +GV
000077 000 Q(LTA) = O(LTA)*GV*T(1)
000078 OOG C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR TO THIS NODE
006079 000 50 IF(NSOI(J1).GT.0) 60
	
TO	 35
000080 ODD 70 CONTINUE
000081 001 KOP = COMM
000082 005 CON(301 = 0.0
1-4	600083 005 KON(371 = 0
OD	 000084 005 IF(I)SYS.NE.0) CALL
	 FLUTO(3,1E,0,0.,KOP)
000085 005 RLXD = CON(301 $
000006 005 N1 = KON(37)
000087 005 00 79	 I=1,NND
000080 006 LE =	 EE+1
000089 005 IF(,NOT.X(LG).GT.O.0) GO
	 TO	 74
000090 005 T2	 = OOrT(II+UNsO(I1/X(LE)
000091 005 T1	 = ABS(T(II—T21
000092 D05 T(I 1	 =	 T2
000093. 005 1F(RLXD.GT.711 GO TO 74
000094 605 RLXO =71
000095 005 M.	 = I
000096 005 P* CONTINUE
066097 005 76 CON(271 = RLXD {
000098 000 IF(NNA.(.E.0)	 GO TO
	
115
000099 000 75 ON = CON(9)
000100 000 DO = 1.0—ON ?
000101 000 JJI	 = Jl
000102 000 JJ2 = J2
000103 000 C DO A SUCCESSIVE POINT ITERATION ON THE ARITHMETIC NODES
G00104 000 OO 110 I = NN,NNC j
600105 000 GSUM a 0.0
000106 000 L =	 I
000107 000 INCLUDE VRO2,LIST
000108 000 80 JJI	 = 11I+1
000109 004 LG= FLO(5.I6,NSO1(JJ11) #
000110 000 LTA = FM 22,14,NS131{JJI 11 `!
000111 000 INCLUDE YRG2,LIST







000113	 000	 IF(FLDC3.I,NSOItJJI)1.EG.0) G6 TO 85
0 0 0 114	 000	 71 = T( 1)+46D.0
000115	 Goo	 T2 = T(LTA)+460.0
DOOM	 000	 GV = G(LG)*CTl•T1+T2+T21+(T1+T2)
000117	 004	 GVm GV *CON(50)
000116	 000	 GD To 90
000119	 000	 85 GV = G(LG)
000120	 000	 90 0(I1 = D(I)+GV*T(LTA)
000122	 000	 GSUM = GSUM+GY
000122
	
000	 C	 CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR TO THIS NODE
000123
	
000	 IF(N501(JJI).GT.0) GO TO 60
000)24	 000	 T2 = DD-T(II+DN+OII)/GSUM
000125	 000	 TI = ABS(TCI1-T2)
000126	 000	 C	 STORE THE NEW TEMPERATURES
000127	 000	 T(1) = T2
^S	
000128	 000	 IFIRLXA.GT.TIl GG TO 110
GoOI29	 000	 RLXA = 71
OOOl30	 000	 N2 = 1
000131 000 110 CONTINUE
000132 000 CON( 30) = RLXA
;. 000133 DOD C SEE IF THE RELAXATION CRITERIA ARE MET
? 00013+1 000 115 IFIRLXn.LE.CGNl191,AND.RLXD.LE.CON(26)1 60 TO 125
P	 '. 000135 000 IFCKON(TI.NE.01 CALL DUTCAL
tj
000136 000 120 CONTINUE
000131 000 WRITE(6.082)
F•' 000138 000 WRITE(6,885) LAX
000139 000 KON(28) = KONC281+2
000140 001 125 KONt371= N2
000141 000 IF( ULXA.G7 RLXD) GO TO 155
_ 000142 000 CON1303 = RLXO
000143 000 KON(37)	 = fit
00014++ 000 C CHECK THE ENERGY BALANCE OF THE SYSTEM
000195 000 155 CALL NONLIN
000196 000 GOUT = 0.0
000147 000 DIN = 0.0
- 000148 000 J1 = 0
000149 000 00	 195	 1 = 1,NNC
000150 000 OIN = GIN+0111
000151 000 165 11	 = Jl+l
000152 000 LTA = FLD(22,14,NSO1(J1))
000153 Goo IFILTA.LE.NNC) GO TO
	 175	 F
000159 000 LG = FLD(5,16.NS0llJll)
DOOM Goo TF(FL13(3.1,NS01(Jl)).E0.0) GO TO
	
170
000156 000 T1	 = T(t)+960.0
000157 000 T2 = TtLTA)+460.0
- 000158 004 ODUT= ROUT +GlLG1^CON150)r1T1+•41-T2rr41
000159 000 GO TO 175
000160 000 170 GOUT = ODUT+G(LG)•(T(I)-T(LTA))
DOOM 000 C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR TO THIS NODE
000162 000 1.75 IF(NSOI(jl1.GT.0) GO TO
	
165
000163 000 195 CONTINUE
0001641 000 CON13210 = ABS(OIN-GOUT)
000165 000 CALL VAROL2	 -
0001166 000 CON(13) = CONCI)
OOOt57 000 CALL DUTCAL
000168 000 WRITE16,8821





























883 FORMAT(1011 LOOPCT = 16,10H ENGBAL = E1Z.53
8811 FORMAT(4611 CINDSS REQUIRES SHOAT PSEUDO-COMPUTE SEQUENCE)
BB5 FORMATC35H ITERATION COUNT EXCEEDED, NLOGP =	 110)
086 FORMAT(18,20H LOCATIONS AVAILABLE)
087 FOAMAT9100 NO ORLXCA)
088 FORMAT(IOH NOARLXCA)
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AELT,L CMPRSS
ELTOTY BLI3TO D2l28-03=18153-(0,)
000001 000 SUBROUTINE CMPRSS(SPR,IPR.A,B,L28 n B)
000002 000 C
000003 000 eC THIS SUBROUTINE REDUCES THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX FOR PFCS
000004 000 C
- 000005 000 C




000010 000 C LOCATE RELATIVE PRESSURE NODE NUMBER (NPR) OF ACTUAL PRESSURE
000411 GOO C NODE NUMBER (IPR) WHICH HAS A SPECIFIED PRESSURE (SPR)
000012 000 C
000013 004 MPRH a L20(1)
000014 000 OD 5 NPR=1,MPRN
000015 000 IF(IPR	 .ED. L28(NPR•1)) GO TO 10
- 006016 000 5 CONTINUE
000017 000 RETURN 6
000018 000 C
- 000419 Goo C CALCULATE THE STARTING LOCATION OF COLUMN NPR
000020 GOo C
000021 000 10 LOC = (NPR-I)+NPR/2
000022 000 LO = LUC + NPR + NPR
000023 000 C
L.. 004024 000 C MODIFY THE RIGHT NAND SIDE
(	 400025 004 C
I` N	 000026 000 DO 20 J=1,MPRN
600027 000 IF(J-NPR) 12,20.15
000028 000 12 BIJI = BIJ) - SPR•AiLOC+J1
a00029 000 GO TO 20
000030 000 15 B(J-1) = BIJ) - SPR•A(LD)
-_ 000031 000 LO = LO + J
000032 000 20 CONTINUE
000039 000 C
000034 000 C CALCULATE THE STARTING LOCATION OF ROW NPR
000075 000 C
- 000036 000 LO = LOG + NPR
00003r 000 NPK = NPR
000030 000 C
h 000439 000 C DELETE COLUMN NPR





NPR = NPR • 1
00 30 J=NPR.MPRN
^C	 000043 000 b0 25 L=1,J 
L: 0040y9 OOD C .
iz	 000045 000 C DELETE ROU NPR
000 C
0GaO97 000 IF(L.EA.	 NPK) GO TO 25
j
aD Oa9S
0'00048 000 LO 	 = LOC + I
000049 000 AI LOC) = At LU+L 1
ODOOSo 000 25 CONTINUE
000051 000 Lb = LO + J
000052 000 30 CONTINUE
000053 000 C
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000056 000 DD 40 J=NPR,MPRN
000057 000 1.28( J) = L281J+11
000058 000 40 CONTINUE
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000001 003 SUBROUTINE CNBACK
000002 003 C IMPLICIT BACKUARO DIFFERENCING EXECUTION SUBROUTINE
000003 003 C THE LONG PSEUDO-COMPUTE SEQUENCE IS REQUIRED, STNDA	 FORTRAN V
000009 003 C ALL NODES. RECEIVE A SUCCESSIVE POINT ITERATION
000005 003 C RELAXATION CRITERIA MUST BE SPECIFIED
000006 003 C OVER-RELAXATIOw i5 ALLOWED, THE DAMPENING FACTORS ARE ADDRESSABLE
004007 003 LOGICAL FLOW
000008 003 COMMON /FDIMNS/ NTYP, NSYS
000009 003 COMMON /POINTN/ LNDDE
000010 003 INCLUDE COMN,LIST
000011 003 INCLUDE DEFF,LIST
000012 CM IFIKQN(5l.LE.01 GO TO 999
000013 003 1FtCON(6). LE. 0.)	 C 
ONE 
61 =	 1.E+8
000014 003 IF(CON(S).LE.O.)	 CONIB) =	 1.E+,.1
000015 003 IF[CON(9).LE.O.) CON(91 =	 1.0
000016 003 IF( CON(101.I.E.O. )	 CON(IO)	 =	 1.0
000017 003 IF(CON(li).LE.O.)	 CON(it) =	 1.E+8
OU0018 003 IF(CON(3)_LE.CON[I311	 GO TO
	
990
000019 003 TF(CDN(IB1.LE.0.) GO
	
TO 990
000020 003 1F(NNA. GT . 0. AND. CONE M .LE.0.) GO TO 997.
000021 003 1F(CON(22).LE.D.) 60 TO 996
000022 003 1F(He7D.6T.0. AND. CON( 261.LE.0.) GO TD 995
000023 003 T	 [t(ON(31).NE.1)	 GO	 TO	 991
00002'1 005 TF[CON(50l	 .LE.	 0) COIM I= 1.
000025 003 TZERG = -460.
000026 003 PASS a -1.0
000027 003 Nh = NND+1
000028 003 NLA = NOIM
000029 003 HNC = NND + NNA
000030 003 NSP = NNO
000031 003 I£(NSYS	 .NE.	 01 NSP =PINT
000032 003 TE1 = NTH
000033 003 IE2 = IE1 + NUT
000039 003 IE3 = IE2 + NSP
000035 003 J = NND + NSP + NNT
000036 003 NTH = HTH+J
000037 003 NDIN =	 NDIM-J
00003B 003 C CHECS FOR EXTRA LOCATIONS FOR CALCULATED NODES
000039 063 :F(NDIM.LT .0) GO TO 994
000040 00: FLOG =	 .FALSE.
000041 003 IFINSYS	 .EQ. O) GO YO 4
000092 003 FLSU =	 .TRUE.
0000 ,43 003 DO 3 1-1,NNC
000094 003 NX(IEZ+II = 0
000045 003 3 CONTINUE
000046 003 tl TPRINT = CON(131
0000117 003 C iNITALIZE TIME SUM BETWEEN OUTPUT INTERVALS
004098 003 5 TSUM = 0.0
000049 003 C DOES OLD TIME PLUS THE OUTPUT INTERVAL EXCEED THE STOP TIME
000050 003 IF[ CON[ 13)+CON( 18 ).GT.CON( 3)1	 CON( 18) = CONI 31-CON( 13)
000051 003 C OONT EXCEED IT
000052 003 10 TSTEPN = CON(221
040053 003 IF(TSTEPN.LE.004(0)1 GO TO 20
000054 D03 15 TSTEPN = COMB)




CNBACK UATE 022376	 PAGE
	
2
000056 003 C DOES THE TIME SUM PLUS THE TIME STEP EXCEED OUTPUT INTERVAL
000057 003 20 IFtTSUM*TSTEPN-CON(IBll 30.35.25
000058 003 C DONT EXCEED IT
000059 001 25 TSTEPN = CONCIB)-TSUti
000060 003 GO 70 35
000061 003 C. DOES TIME SUM PLUS TWO TIME STEPS EXCEED OUTPUT INTERVAL
000062 003 30 1v(TSUM*2.0*TSTEPN.LE.CONt18)) GO TO 35
000063 003 C APPROACH THE OUTPUT INTERVAL GRADUALLY
00006 11 003 TSTEPN = (CONCIB)-TSUr ► Z.O
000065 003 C STORE DELTA TIME STEP IN THE CONSTANTS
000066 003 35 CON(23 = TSTEPN
000067 003 C CALCULATE THE NEW TIME
000068 003 IF(PA55.GT.0.1 GO TO 110
000069 003 CON(l) = TPRINT
000070 003 CON(21 = 0.0
000011 003 Go To 11i7i
000072 003 :10 CON(l)	 TPtl.INT+TSUn*TSTEPN
000013 003 C COMPUTE THE MEAN TIME BETUEEN ITERATIONS
00007 11 003 45 CON( 14)	 COW I )+CON( 13) )/2.0
caoOls 003 LAX	 KOW 51
000076 003 ON	 CON(IO)
QQcOTT 003 no1.0-ON
000018 003 AN = COW 9)
000079 003 AA = 1.0-An
000080 003 r 110 THE RELAXATION LOOP
SV 000081 003 00 240 KI = I,LAX
000002 003 KC114 20	 K1
0001383 003 11 = a
:j 0000e4 003 nLXA = 0.0
Cl000ss 003 ALXO. =	 0.43
000086 003 KOP = COL4471
000007 003 IF (KI	 GT.	 13 90 TO 106
000088 003 32 =	 I
000009 003 C ZERO OUT ALL SOURCE LOCATIONS AND SHIFT TEMPERATURES
000090 003 DO So I = I,NNC
000091 003 50 Q( I 1	 0-0
000092 003 no 55 1 = I AWT
000093 003 LEI = IEI*J
000099 003 55 XILEI	 TC I)
000095 004 IF(FLOWl CALL FLUlO(2tlEI.IE2v0-,9OP)
000096 003 9011( 12) = 0
000097 003 CALL VfIAOLI
000098 003 C CHECK THE BACKUP SWITCH
000099 003 IF(KON112).NE.01 GO 70	 IS
000100 003 C CHECK FOR FIRST PASS
000101 003 IFtPASS-GE.O.) GO TO 60
DOOM col CALL OUTCAL
000103 003 PASS = 1-0
Doolo ri 003 60 to 10
000105 003 60 RC a	 l.E*B
(1 00106 003 J1
000107 003 C CALCULATE FIRST PASS TEMPERATURES AND CSGMIN
Oua)os 003 00 105	 1 = I,NND
000109 003 INCLUDE VARC.LIST
oaollo 003 C FOLD DELTAT INTO THE CAPACITANCES
000111 003 CC I I = Cf I )ITSTEPU







	 003	 5 = 0.0




G`	 OdO l l6	 003	 Q( I ) = Q( T )-C( I )*( Tt 1 )*460.0 )




E`	 000!10	 003	 GSUM = C(I)
000119	 003	 IF ( .NOT. FLOW) GO TO 70
000120	 003
	 LMP = IIX(IEZ+I)
l„	 000121	 003
	 IF (LMfi .EQ. 0) GO TO TO	 4
000122	 003	 QSUM = QSUM .* %(IE2+L;qP1w(T(LMPl-TZERD)
000123	 003
	
QSUM = GSUM + X(IE2+LMP)
"	 000124	 003




000126	 003	 IF (LG .EQ. 0) GO TO 80
000127	 003	 LTA = FLO(22.14,NSQ1(Jl1)
000128	 003	 INCLUDE VARG,LIST
000129	 003	 TI = T(I)*460.0
000130	 OG3
	
TZ = T( LTA 1+960.0
000131	 003	 C	 CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR
000132	 003
	
IF1FL0(3,1,NSQl(J1)).ED.01 GO TO T5
000133	 005	 R!= Rl +G(LGI+CQN(5o)
'_-	 000134	 005	 OSUM= QSUM + G(LG)*CON(501*T2**4
_	 000135	 005	 G2- GZ 4 G(LG )*COfI(501s(T!*71+TZ*T2 )*(T1+ •TZ )lj	 BOOM
	
003
	 GO IR 80
1	 00013T	 003	 75 GV = G(LG1
000138
	 003	 G2 = G2+GV
000139	 003	 GSUM = GSUM+GV
000140	 003	 QSUM = OSUM*GV*T2
000141	 003	 C	 CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR
000142	 003
	 80 1F(NSO)(J11.GT.0) GO TO 70
000143
	
003	 C	 DAMPEN RADIATION ON THIS NODE IF PRESENT
000194	 003	 IF(R1.LE.0.) GO TO 100
._^	 004145	 003	 R2 = 01*Tl-*%
000146
	 003	 72 = (QSUM-R21/QSUM
000141
	 003	 R1 = R!•T2•*4
000148	 003	 5 = (R)+82112.0
000149	 003
	
C	 OBTAIN THE NEW TEMPERATURE
000150	 003	 100 TI l = (ON•(fQSUM-5)/GSUM)+OD*T1)-460.0
000151	 003	 R1 = C(II/G2
"	 000152	 007
	
IF(R1,GE.RC1 GO TO 305
000153	 003	 IF ( .NOT. G2'.GT. 0.0) GO TO 105
000154	 003	 RC = RL
000155




000157	 003	 C	 CONYERT TEMPERATURE TO RANKINE
_	 000158	 003	 00 65 1 = 1,NNT
_	 000159	 003	 LEI = lEl+l
_	 000160	 003	 T( I1 = T(11+460.
600161
	
003	 65 X(LEI) = X(LE1)+460,
E	 000162	 003	 CON(L71 = RC n TSTEPN
000163	 003	 GO TO 225
000161	 003	 C	 NOW RELAX THE NETWORK BY SUCC£S
- IVE POINT AND EXTRAPOLATION
000165	 004	 106 IF(FLOW) CALL FLi11O92,IEl,1£2,TZERD,KOP)
000166	 003	 110 JJ = JJ+1
000167	 003	 00 165 1 = I,NND
_	 000168	 003	 R1 = 0.0
































































003	 GSUM W Q(I)
003	 GSUM = Eli)
003	 IF(.NOT. FLOW) GO TO 115
003	 LMP = NX(IE2+1)
009	 IF(LMP.Ea. 0) G0 TO ii5
003
	 asuM = nSUM + 'it tE7+LMP )sTt LMP 1
003
	 GSUM = GSUM + X(IE2+LMPI
003	 115 JI = J1+1
003
	 LG = FLD(5,16,NSQ1lJT)3
003	 IF (LG .EQ. 0) GO TO 125
003	 LTA = FLD(22,14.NSQI(J111
003
	 C	 CHECK TiOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR
003	 IF(FL0(3,1,NSQI(Jt)).EQ.0) GO TO 120
005	 R1= Al +G(LG1•CONC501





	 120 GSUM = GSUM+G(LG)
003	 ,USUM = QSUM+G(LG)•T(LTA)
003	 C	 CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR
003
	
125 IF(NSQ1(J1).GT.0) GO TO 115
003
	 C	 DAMPEN RADIATION ON THIS NODE IF PRESENT .
003
	 1F(RI.LE_0.) GO TO I45




003	 111 = RL+T2w:4
003	 S = (R1+112112.0
003	 C	 OBTAIN THE NEU TEMPERATURE
003	 1415 T2 = ONw((aSUt1-S)1GSUn)+DO•T4t)
003	 C	 OBTAIN THE CALCULATED TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
003
	
71 = ABS( T(1)-T21
003	 C	 STORE THE NEU AND OLD TEMPERATURES
003
	
GO TO (160,155.1501, JJ
003	 150 LE2 = IE2+1
003




003	 X(M) = Tit)





	 155 LE3 = IE3+1
003	 X(LE3) = TZ-T(I)
003	 160 T(I) = T2
003	 IF(RLXQ.GE.T1) GO TO 165





003	 GD TO C180,180,170). JJ
003 C	 PERFORM LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION ON THE 0MA FUNCTIPN CURVE
003	 170 JJ = 0
003
	 00 175 1 = 1.NND
003	 -	 LE3 = IE3+1
OCT	 LE2= TE2+I
003	 C	 SEE IF THE EXTRAPOLATION IS ALLOWABLE
006	 IF(X(LE3).GE.0.) GO TO IT3
003	 C	 LIMIT ;4E EXTRAPOLATION




006	 173 NX(LE2) = 0
i
41	 9A	 44
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000227 403 175 CONTINUE
000228 003 180 IF(NNA.LE.Q) GO TO 220
000229 003 JJ1 = J1
000230 003 JJ2 = J2
004231 00.'. DO 230 I = 1,NNT
000232 043 230 T(l) = TII)-960.0
000233 003 00 215 I = NN,NNC
OOOZ34 003 L = I
000235 003 GSUM = 0.0
000236 003 IF(KI.GT.2) GO TO 6000
004237 003 INCLUDE URQ2,LIST
- 000238 003 QSUM,=	 OIIJ
OOD239 003 185 JJS
	 = JJ1+I
000290 003 LG = FLO(5,%6,N5Q1(JJII)
_- 000291 403 LTA = FL0122, l li,NS01( JJ1) )
000292 003 IF(K1.GT.21 GO TO 4000
_ 000293 003 INCLUDE VRGZ,LIST
000299 003 T1	 ='TlI)+960.0
000295 Dpi T2 = T(LTA)+460.0
000296 003 C CHECK FOR RAO,ATIGN CONDUCTOR
._= 006297 003 IF(FLO(3,I,NS01(JJ1)1.EQ.0) GO TO
	
190
000290 003 GV = G(LG)n(TI+T1+T2•T21•IT1+T2)
000249 005 GV= GV •CON(50)
b 000250 003 GO TO 145 -000251 003 190 GV = G(LG)
N 000252 003 195 GSUM = GSUM+GV
^i 000253 003 GSUM = OSUM+GV+T2
000259 003 C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR
- 000255 003 IF(NS01(JJ1).GT.0)	 GO TO
	
185
000256 003 C CALCULATE THE NEW TEMPERATURE a
000257 003 T2 = AN•OSUM/GSUM+AA.TI
000258 003 TI	 m AOSIT2-T11
000259 003 T(l) = T2-960.0
0 p026D 1,03 EF(ALXA.GE.TI) GO TO
	 215
00026) 003 RLXA = TI
000262 003 XK2 =	 I
b G00263 003 215 CONTINUE
006264 003 DO 235	 1	 =	 1,NNT
-V o 000265 003 235 T(1)	 =	 T(11+960.0
i+ 000266 003 C SEE	 IF THE ARITHMETIC RELAXATION CRITERIA WAS ME7'
;• 00026T 003 IFIRLXA.GT.CON(19)) GO TO
	
225


















M KON128).GE.651 CALL TOPLIN
000279 003 WRITE(6t882)
000275 003 KQN(28) = KON(281+2
' 000276 003 C SEE IF THE TEMPERATURE CHANGES WERE TOO LARGE
000277 003 295 TCGD = O.0
000278 003 TCGA = 0.0
060274 003 DO 250	 I = 1,NNO
_ 000x90 003 LE =	 I&I+I
000281 003 C(1) = CII)*TSTEPN
< 000292 003 TI	 = ABS(T(1)-XILE)1











000289	 003	 TCGU = T1
000285	 003	 KON(36) = I
400286	 Oda	 250 CONTINUE
000287	 003	 IF(TCGO.LE.CON(6)) GO TO 265
000288	 003	 TSTEPN = 0.95*TSTEPN*CON(6)/TCGO 	
1000289	 003	 255 DO 260 1 = 1,NNT
000290	 003	 LE = IE1+I
0042 ,11	 003	 260 T(I) = X(LE)°960.0
000292
	
003	 60 TO 30
000293	 003	 265 IFCNNA.LE.0) GO TO 275
000294	 003
	
00 2TO I = NN,NNC
000295	 003	 LE = TE1+T
000296	 003
	
T1 = ABS( TtI)-XCLE1)
00029T	 003
	
TF(TCGA.GT.T1) GO TO 270
000298	 003	 TCGA = T1	 !s
000299	 003
	
KDCC( 301 = 1
000300	 003	 2TO CONTINUE







	 GO TO 255
000304	 003	 C	 CONVERT TEMPERATURES BACK YO FARENHETT
000305	 003	 2T5 00 280 1 = L,NNT
000306	 003	 0 T( I 1 = T[ I l^460.0=7
400307	 003
	














000313	 003	 RLXA = RL c D	 ql
000314	 003	 205 KONC37) = KK2
000345	 003	 CON1301 = RLXA
000316	 003	 KONi)2) = 0	 -
0
	
000317	 003	 CALL VARBL2
Yt}	 000318	 043	 C	 CHECK THE BACKUP SWITCH	 -	 -:
000319	 003	 IF(KON(I2).NE.0) GO TO 255
	
i
000320	 003	 C	 ADVANCE TIME
000321	 OL J	 CONC 131 = CONt 1 )	 ;3





C	 CHECK FOR TIDE TO PRINT
000329	 003
	
IF(TSU-).GE.CON(18)) GO TO 290
G00325	 003	 C	 CHECK FOR PRINT EVERY ITERATION
006326	 003	 1F[KONCT).NE.01 CALL O+UTCAL
f	 00032T	 003	 GQ TO LO
-000320	 003	 C	 TRY TO EVEN THE QUTPFIT INTERVALS
000329	 003	 290 TPAI.11T = TPRINT+TSUM
".'700330	 003	 CALL OUTCAL
000331	 003	 C	 IS TIME GREATER THAN ENO COnPUTE TIME
000332	 003	 TF:CON(I)•I.000001.LT.CON(3)) GO TO 5
000333	 003	 NTH = IEl
000339	 003	 NOIn = NLA
000335	 003	 RETURN	
S
400336	 003	 99D WRITE(6,8801
000337	 003	 GR TO 1000
000338	 003	 991 WRTTE(6,8811
000339	 003	 GO TO 1000
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900311 003 GO TO 1000
000342 007 995 WRITV 6,8851
000343 003 60 TO 1000
000344 003 996 WRITE(6,886)E
000345 003 00 TO 1000
E 000346 003 997 WRITE(6,88T)
000347 003 GO TO 1000
— 000348 003 .998 WRITE(6,8081
000349 003 GO TO 1000
000350 903 999 WR17E(6,009)
_ 000351 CO3 1000 CALL OUTCAL
000352 003 CALL EXIT
k ` 000353 003 880 FORMAT(2911 TRANSIENT TIME NOT SPECIFIED)







FORMAT(29H RELAXIATION CRITERIA NOT MET)
FORMAM 8,28H LOCATIONS AVATLABLE)
000357 003 085 FORMATCIOH NO URLXCAI
000358 OG3 886 FORMAT(SOH NO OTINEI)
_ 000359 093 887 FORMAT(1Oil N0 ARLXCAI
" 000360 003 888 FORMAT(19H NO OUTPUT	 INTERVAL)
000361 003 089 FORMAT(914 NO NLOOP)
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000:01 001 SUBROUTINE CNFAST
000:02 Opt C AN EXPLICIT EXECUTION SUBROUTINE FOR SINDA	 FORTRAN V
000003 001 C THE SHORT PSEUDO COMPUTE SEQUENCE IS REQUIRED
0000" 001 C N00E5 WITH CSG BELOW DTIMEI RECEIVE STEADY STATE SOLUTION
000005 001 C NO BACKING UP IS DONE OR ALLOWED
000006 0 o COMMON IFDIMNSJ NTYP, NSYS
000007 001 INCLUDE COMM,LIST
000000 D01 INCLUDE DEFF,LIST
000009 001 IFtKON(51.LE.01 KONtSf =	 1
000010 001 IF(CONte).LE.0.1 CON(81 a	 I.E+O
000011 001 IFICONI9I.LE.O.) CON 19) =	 1.0
000012 001 IFCCON(I8I. LE. 0.) 00	 TO 999
000013 001 IFICON(19).LE.0.) CON(19) = 	 I.E+S
00001 11 001 IFCCONt21).LE.O.) GO
	
TO 998
000015 005 I F(COU( 50 ) 	 .LE.	 0) CON(50 )=	 1.
000016 001 IFIKON(31).NE.0) GO 	 TO 9(15
000017 001 PASS = '-1.0
G00018 001 HNC = NNA+NNO
010019 0°,: IE = NTH
uar^z. 001 NLA = :OIM
00OL'I 001 NTH = 1171i+NND
000022 041 NDIM = NOIM-NND
000023 001 1F(NDIM.LT.G) GO TO 997
004424 001 HN = IJND+1
000025 001 TPRINT = CON(13)
000026 001 TSTEP = CONC21)
000027 Got 5 Tsui, = 0.0
000028 00' IF(CON(13)+CON(10).GT.CON(31) CONCH) = CONt3)-CDN(13)
000029 001 10 IF(TSTEP.GT.00N(8)) TSTEP = CONCB)
000030 001 IF(TSTEP.LT.CGN(21)) TSTEP = CON(21)oL.000001
00001 001 IF( TSUM+TSTEP-CON( 10 ) 1 20, 25, L5
000032 001 15 TSTEP = CONCIO)-TSUM
000033 001 GO TO 25
000034 001 20 IF(7SUM+2.0sTSTEP.GT.CO'A(181) TSTEP = 0.5a1CDNC18)-TSUM)
000035 001 25 CON(2) = TSTEP
000036 001 CONC1) = TPRINT+TSUM+TSTEP
000037 001 CONC141 = 0.5•(CO4(1)+G0N(13))
000038 001 00 30 T = 1,NND
000039 001 O(t)	 =	 0.0
00DO46 001 LE = IE+T
000041 001 30 XtLE) = 0.0
0400$2 001 IF(NNA.LE.01 GO TO 44
000043 001 00 35	 1 = NN,NNC
o00444 001 O(l) =	 0.0
044045 001 35 CONTINUE
000046 001 110 KONC121 = 0
0000 ,4T 001 CALL VnRBL1
4400^f0 001 IF(KDN(12).NE.0) GO TO .10
OOo049 001 IF(PASS.GT .O.) GO TO 45
06005o 001 PASS =	 1.0
0000:5..1 001 CONC11 = TPP.INT
000052 001 CON92) = 0.0
030053 001 CALL OUTCAL
00005 q 00l CON(1) = TPRINT•TSTEP
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- 004456 001 31 = 0
; 004057 Oct J2 = 1
000058 001 DD 85	 1 = 1,110 f
0(0059 001 LE = IE+1 4
000060 001 INCLUDE YARC,LIST •
000061 001 INCLUDE YARO,LI5T l
000062 001 'SO J1 = Jl+l
r.> 060063 001 LG = FLO(5,16,NSGLtJI))
000064 001 IF(LG.E9.0) GO TO 85
+ `000065 001 LTA = FLD(22,14.NS01(J11)
009066 001 INCLUDE VARG,LIST
004067 001 IF(FLDi3,l.N501(JI)1.EO.01 GO TO 55
000068 OOL T1 = T(1)+460.0
000069 401 T2 = T(LTA)+460,0
900070 OGl GV = G(LG1*(Tl*Tl+T2*T2)*(TL+T2)
' 000071 a 0 GV= GY *CON(50) 1
" 000072 001 GO TO 60
000073 GY = G(LGI
040074
00!
00! b0 OD G7 = GY.(T(LTA)-T(I1)
090075 001 all I = O( I) + GOV
000076 001 XI LE 1 =	 X(L£ )+GV j
000077 001 IF(LTA.GT.NNO.OR.FLD(21,1,NSOL(Jl)I.EO.II GO-10 65
000078 001 LEA• a	 IE+LTA






O(LTA) = O(LTA) - ODOT
IF(NSGI(J1).GT.0) GO TO 50
000082 001 85 CONTINUE
000083 001 CKM = 1.E+8
000084 001 TCGM = 0.0
000085 401 D0 105	 I =	 1,NN0
000086 001 LE = IE+1
000087 004 IF(.N6T.X(LE).GT.9.G)	 GO TO 90 r
000098 001 T1 = C(I)IM LE)
- 000089 001 MT1.Grz.CKM1 GD TO 90
000090 001 CKM = T1
0000'91 001 KON( 35 1 =
	 I
`t000492 001 90 IF(TSTEP.GT.T1) GO TO 95
000093 001• T1	 = T{ I 1	 + TSTEPsQ(I)/C(i )
000094 001 60 TO 100
-000095 001 95 T1	 =	 T(L)	 +	 Tl*011)1C(I1
000496 GOi 100 T2	 = A85CTI-T(III
000097 001 T11)	 =	 T1
000098 001 IFtT2.LT.TCGM) GO TO 105
000.099 001 TCGM = 12 t
004100 00i KON1151	 =	 1
00.0101 001 105 CONTINUE
000102 001 CON(151 = TCGM
000103 001 CON(17) = CKM
000+04 001 KOP = C9Nt7)
000105 003 IFINSVS	 .NE.	 01 CALL FLUID(I,0,0,0.,KDP1
000106 001 IFINNA.LE.01 GO TO 160 -
040107 001 LAX = KON(5 ) °`E
009108 001 DAMPN = CON(91
009109 001 DAMPO = 1.0-OAMPN
000!10 001 00	 150	 I =	 1,LAX
000111 001 KONl20) =	 I
000112 001 RLX = 0.0
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000115	 001	 DO 195 L = NN,NNC
000116	 001	 SUMC = 0.0
040117	 001	 SuMCV = 0.0
0001!8	 001	 IF(].GT.11 GO TO 6000
000119	 001	 INCLUDE VRO2,LIST
000120	 001'	 110 J11 = JJ1+1
0001 .21	 001	 LG = FLD(5,16,NSDI(JJi))
000122	 041	 LTA _ FL D(22 14 NS41(JJ13)
000123 001 IF( I_GT.I)Go T6 4000
000129 001 INCLUDE VRG2,LIST j
000125 OOt C CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR L—^
000126 00! IFIFLD(3,1.NS41(JJI)).EQ.0) GO TO 	 115
040127 001 71 = T(L)+466.0
040128 001 T2 = T(LTA1+460.0
000129 001 GV = G(LG)•(T1-T1+T2•T2)•(T1+T2)
004130 005 GV= GV •CON(50)
000131 401 GO TO 120
000132 001 115 GV = G(LG)
000133 001 T2 = TILTAI
000139 001 120 SUMC= SUMC+GV
000135 001 SU,,CV = SUNCV+GV•T2
000136 001 C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR TO THIS NODE
00613E 081 [F(N541(JJ1).GT.4)	 GO TO
	
110
000138 041 Tt = DAMPN+(SUMCV+Q(L))ISUMC+DAMPO*T(Lt
000139 003 T2 = AOS(T(L)-TI)
OODL40 001 IF(RLX.GE .T2) GO TO 190
400!91 001 RLX = T2
g006192 001 KON(37) = L
000193 001 140 T(L) = T1
000149 001 145 CONTINUE
006195 001 IF(RLX,LE.CON(19)) GO TO 155
0601 +►& 001 150 CONTINUE
000197 (101 155 CONGO) = RLX -
D0014s 001 160 CALL VARBL2 I
OOOi g9 OOl CON( 131 =	 CON( II
000150 001 TSUM = TSUM+TSTEP
000ISI 001 TSTEP = CKM
000152 001 IF(TSUn,LT.CON(181) GO TO	 LO
00015: 3 001 TPRINT = TPRINT+TSUM
000154 061 CALL OUTCAL
00005 001 1F(CON(1)•1.000O01.LT.CON(3)) GO TO 5
000156 001 N:H = IE
000157 001 NOIM	 NLA
400158 001 RETURN
400159 001 995 WRITE(6,8851
000160 001 OO TO 1000
000161 Oct 997 WR1TE(6,887) NDIM
000162 001 GO TO 1000
006163 041 998 WRITE (6,088)
000 .169 001 GO TO 1000
040165 001 999 WRITE(618893
040166 001 1000 CALL QUTCAL
000167 001 CALL EXIT
000.168 061 885 FQRMAT(4611 CNFAST REQUIRES SHORT PSEUDO-COMPUTE SEQUENCE) i
000169 001 087 FQAMATltO.26H LOCATIONS AVAILABLEI u
7
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000170	 Oct 888 FOAMAT(IOH NO OTIMELI
000171	 001 889 FORMATC19H NO OUTPUT INTERVAL)
000172










000001 000 SUBROUTINE CNFRWD
000002 000 C EXPLICIT FORWARD OtFFERENCING EXECUTION SUBROUTINE FOR SINDA F-V
•000003 000 C THE SHORT PSEUDO-COMPUTE SEQUENCE 15 REQUIRED
000004 001 COMMON IFDIMNSI NTYP, NSYS
000005 000 INCLUDE COMM,LIST
000006 000 INCLUDE DEFF,LIST
000007 000 IF(CONC9).LT.1.01	 CON(9) =	 1.0
000008 000 IFtKONt5).LE.0) KGN(5) =	 i
000009 000 IF(CON(6).LE.O.)	 CON(61 =	 I.E+B
000010 GOO IF(CON(81.LE.0.1	 CON($) =	 1_E+8
000011 000 IFC CON(91.I.E.O. ) 	 CON4 9 ) =	 1.0
000012 000 IFCCONCII).LE.0,1	 CON(I1)	 =	 l.E+B
_ OOOOl3 000 IF(CON:181.LE.0.I GO	 TO 999
000014 000 IFCCON119).LE.O.)	 CON(19) =	 I.EaB
000015 005 IF(CON(50)	 .LE.	 0)CON(50)=	 1.
000016 000 IF(KON(3)).NE.0) GO	 TO	 995
000017 000 PASS = -1.0
000018 000 NNC a NND+NNA
000019 000 IE = NTH
000020 000 NLA = NDIM
000021 004 NTH = NTH+NNT	 k ,
b 000022 004 NDIM = NOIrt-NNT
W 000023 000 C CHECK FOR EXTRA LOCA T IONS FOR CALCULATED NODES
- ^. 000024 000 I =NLA-N!tC
000025 000 IFII.LT .01 GD TO 998
000026 000 Lt = NNO+i
,• 000027 000 TSTEP	 = C01)(18)
000028 000 TPRINT	 =	 CON(131
000029 000 C )NITALIZE TIME SUM BETWEEN OUTPUT INTERVALS
000030 000 5 TSUM a 0.0
d
000011 (100 C DOES OLD TIME PLUS THE OUTPUT INTERVAL EXCEED THE STOP TIME
000032 ODD IFtCONlI3)*CON(l8).LE.CON(31) GO TO 10
000033 OGG C DONT EXCEED IT
000034 000 CON(10) = CON(31-CON9131
b 000035 000 C IS THE TIME STEP LARGER THAN ALLOWED
000036 000 10 IFtTSTEP.LE.CGN(B)) GO TO 	 15
000037 000 TSTEP = CON(8)
C 000038 000 C DOES THE TIME SUM PLUS TIIE TiAE STEP EXCEED OUTPUT INTERVAL
000039 000 15 IF(TSUM+TSTEP-CON(181) 25.30,20
000040 000 C GOUT EXCEED	 IT
000041 000 20 TSTEP = CONCIB)-TSUM
9 iya 000042 000 GO TO 30





25 IFCTSUM+2.0•TSTEP.LE.CONC18)) GO TO 30
APPROACH THE OUTPUT INTERVAL GRADUALLV
000046 000 TSTEP =(:DN1181-TSUM112.0
000047 000 C STORE OEL(A TIME STEP IN THE CONSTANTS
000048 000 30 CON(2) = TSTEP
000049 000 C 15 THE TIME STEP USED LESS THAN THE TIME STEP ALLOWED
000050 000 IFITSTEP.LT.COr1121)) GO TO 997
000051 000 C CALCULATE THE NEW TIME
000052 000 MCI) = TPRINT+TSUM+TSIEP
000053 000 C COMP)TE THE MEAN TIME BETWEEN	 ITERATIONS
000059 000 CON( 19 )	 = 1 CON( I )+CON( 13) )12.0
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000056 000 00 35 1	 1ORT)
000057 000 LE = IE+T
000058 000 ME)	 0.0
000059 000 091)	 0.0
000060 000 35 CONTINUE
00006[ 000 c SHIFT THE ARITHMETIC TEMPERATURES INTO THE EXTRA LOCATIONS
000062 004 IFCNNO.EQ.NNT) 60 TO 45
000063 Ooq DO 31 I=LI,NUT
000069 OOZI XIIE+I) = T(I)
000065 ijag 31 CONTINUE
000066 000 IF(NNft.LE.0) GO TO 15
000067 000 00 810 1 = LIANC
000068 Goo QCI)	 =	 0.0
000069 000 10 CONTINUE
000070 000 45 KON9123
000011 000 CALL VARBLt
000012 000 IFCK0U(I2).fJE.01 GO TO	 10
009J73 000 ji = 0
00007 11 coo J2 = I






CALCULATE Q SUM AMU G SUM
000078 000 00 85	 1 = I,NN0
0 00079 000 LE = TE+I
000000 000 INCLUDE VARC.L]S*T
000081 GOO INCLUDE VAPII,LIST
%.n 000082 Do(] 50 J1 = jl+l600083 000 LG	 = FLDt5.1b.NS01CJll)
000084 DOO c CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR
0000a5 000 MLG.F?.0) GO TO 85
000086 000 LTA = FLl3t22,14,US0IfJ1ll
000001 000 INCLUDE VftRG,LIST
000000 000 c CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR
000089 000 lF(FLOf3,1,USQ19J1)).EO.D) GO TO 55
000090 Goo T)	 =	 T(15 4 i60.0
000091 000 T2 = T(LTAI*960.0







000095 000 55 GV = G(LGI
000096 coo c DBTAtN THE 0 RATE THRU THE CONDUCTOR
000097 000 60 ODOT =
000090 000 OCT) =	 Q(l)*0DOT
000099 000 C SAVE SUMMATION OF CONDUCTORS
000100 000 X(LEI = l(LEI+GV
000101 000 c CHECK FOR ADJOINING DIFFUSION MODE
000102 000 GO TO 65
000103 000 C SAVE SUMMATION OF CONDUCTORS FOR ADJOINING NODE
000104 000 LEA = IE•LTA
000105 000 %( LEA) = X(LEA)+GY
000106 Goo OCLTA) = O(LfA)-QDDT
000107 000 c CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR
000108 '000 65 ll: tNS0ltJ1).57.01
	 GO	 T:'	 50
000109 000 05 CONTINUE
Goolto 000 c OBTAIN NEW DIFFUSION TEMPERATURES, DTMPCC 10 CSGMIN
000111 000 00	 100	 1
	
a	 1,Nli0
000112 000 LE	 [E*l
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000113 000 C CALCULATE CJ5K MINIMUM
o00114 004 I F(. N5 f'. X(LE).6T.O.0) GO T. 90
000115 000 T! = C{1]/X(LE}
000116 000 IF(TS.GE.cKM) GO TO 90
0001)7 000 CKM = 71
000118 000 KON(351 =	 I
000119 000 C COMPUTE NEW TEMPERATURES USING CALCULATED SOURCE,TERMS
000120 000 90 71	 =	 TSTEP*Q[II/C(I.)
000121 000 C CALCULATE THE ABSOLUTE VALUE: TEMPERATURE CHANGE
000122 000 T2 = ABSCTI) 1^
OOOl23 000 C SAVE THE LARGEST TEMPERATURE CHANGE
OOO12q 000 IFCTCGM.GE.T21 GO TO 95
- 000125 000 TCGM	 t2
000126 400 KON[ 3b) =	 1
000127 000 C STORE THE TEMPERATURES t
000128 000 95 YC LE) = TC 1) s
000129 000 T(1I	 =	 TfI)*T1
000130 000 100 CONTINUE
000131 000 CON(IT) = CKM
000132 000 DELTA = CKMICON(4)
000133 001 KOP = CON(7)
GO0134 003 IFINSVS .NE.	 0) CALL FLUTDC1,0,0,0.,KOP1
000135 GOO C CHECK FOR FIRST PASS
000136 000 IF[PASS.GT.0.01	 GO	 TO	 115
1 000137 000 C UNDO THE TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS
=
W 000138 004 105 GO	 Sit	 I=I,NfiT
01 000139 000 LE =	 IF+I
'. 000140 000 T(I)
	 = %(LEI
000141 000 110 CONTINUE
000142 000 IF(PASS.GT.0.01 GO TO	 15
000193 000 PASS = 1.0
J000!94 000 CON(l] = TPAINT
OGOI45 000 CON{21 = o.0
000196 000 TSTEP = DELTA*0.95
000147- 000 GO	 TO 195
_ 000148 000 C IS THE TIME STEP USED LESS THAN THE TIME STEP CALCULATED
000199 000 1.15 IF(TSTEP.LE.DELTA) GO TO 130
000L50 000 C COMPUTE THE TIME STEP
OOGISI Ono TSTEP = QELTAwO.95 j
' 000152 QOO GO TO	 105 ;i
008153 000 120 TSTEP= 0.95*TSTEP*CON(6)/TCGM
€.: 000159 000 GO TD 105
000155 000 125 T57EP = 0.95*TSTEP*CON(11)/TCGM
000156 000 GG TO 105
000157 000 C SEE IF THE TEMPERATURE CHANGE WAS TOO LARGE t,
000158 000 130 IF(TCGM.GT.CDN(b)) GO TO
	 120 }
000159 000 C STORE THE MAXIMUM DIFFUSION TEMPERATURE CHANGE
000160 00o CON(15) - TCGM
000161 000 C CHECK TO SEE IF THERE ARE AN% ARITHMETIC NODES
000162 000 Ir(RNA.LE.0) GO TO
	
185
040163 Goo C COMPUTE ARITHMETIC TEMPERATURES BY SUCCESSIVE POINT OVER-RELAX
0001b9 000 ON = CON(9)
000165 000 DQ a 1.0-ON pi
000166 000 LAX = KONCS)
000167 000 DO	 170	 I	 c	 1,LAX
COGI.68 0o0 JJ1
	 =	 J1 h
000169 000 JJ2 = J2
w0001T2 000 00 165 L = L1,NNC
OOS1T3 000 SUMC = 0.0
OGSIT4 000 SUMCV = 0.0
GOOIT5 000 IF(1.GT.l) GO TO 6000
OGOIT6 000 INCLUDE VRD2,LIST
OOOITT 000 135 JJ1 = JJ1+1'
OOOITO 000 LG = FLO(5,16,NS01(JJ1)1
OOG1T9 000 LTA = FLO(22,14,N501(JJ111
000180 000 IFII.GT.1) GO TO 4000
000181 000 INCLUDE VR62.LIST
000182 000 C CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR
000183 000 IF( FLO(3.I,NSOIIJJIII.E0.0) 00 TO 140
000184 000 71 = T(L)+460.0
OD0185 000 T2 = TILTA)+460.0
00018+6 000 GV = G( (.G)•(TI*T1+T2*T2)*(Tl+T2 )
000161 005 GV= GV *CON(50)
000188 000 60 TO	 145
000109 000 140 GV = G(LG)
000190 000 1+15 SUMC = SUMC46V
UOO191 000 SUMCV = SUMCY+GV+T(LTA)
000192 000 C CHECK FUR LAST CONDUCTOR
ry 000193 000 IF(NSD1(JJ1).GT.0) GO TO
	
135
1 000194 000 T2 = UD*T(LI-DN•IStJMCV+O(L)I/SUMC
00019: 000 C OBTAIN IHE CALCULATED TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
000196 000 TI = ABS(T(LI-T2I
060197 GOO C STORE THE NEU TEMPERATURE
000) 98 000 T(L) = T2
[00199 000 C SAVE THE MAXIMUM ARITHMETIC RELAXATION CHANGE
000200 000 IF(TCGM.GE.T1) GO TO 165
000201 000 TCGM = T1
000202 000 961Y(37) = L
000203 000 165 CONTINUE
000204 000 C SEE IF RELAXATION CRITERIA WAS MET
000205 000 IFITCGM.LE.CO4(19)) GO TO
	
175
000206 000 170 CONTINUE
000207 000 C STORE THE MAXIMUM ARITHMETIC RELAXATION CHANGE
000208 000 ITS CON130f a TCGM
000204 D00 C COMPUTE THE ARITHMETIC TEMPERATURE CHANGE
000210 000 TCGM = 0.0
000211 GDO 00 180	 1	 = LI.NNC
009212 000 LE = ]E+I
000213 000 T1	 = ABSI TI I I-XI LE 11
000214 000 IF(TI.LT.TCGM) GD TO
	
180
040215 000 TCGM = T1
000216 000 KON(38)
	 =	 I
000217 000 180 CONTINUE
000218 000 C SEE IF ATMPCA UAS SATISFIED
000219 000 IF(TCGM.GT.CCN(11)1 00 TG 125
000220 000 CON(16) = TCGM
600221 000 185	 KON(12)	 =	 0
000222 000 CALL VAROL2
000223 000 C CHECK THE BACKUP SWITCH
000224 000 FF(r0N(12J.NE.0) Go TO 105
000225 000 C ADVANCE TIME
000226 000 CON(13)	 = CON( 1f
:_ »_:,	
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000227	 440 TSUM = TSUM+TSTEP
000228	 000 TSTEP = DELTR;0.95
000229	 000 C CHECK FOR TIME TO PRINT
000230
	
000 IF[TSUM.GE.CON(IO)) 00 TO 190
000231
	
000 C	 ` CHECK FOR PRINT EVERY ITERATION




000234	 000 00 TO LO I
000235	 040 C TRY TO EVEN THE OUTPUT INTERVALS i
000236	 000 190 TPRIUT = TPRINT+TSUM
- 000237	 000 195 CALL OUTCAL
000238	 000 C IS TIME GREATER THAN END COMPUTE TIME
F`
000239	 000 IF[CON(1)*t.000001.LT.CON(3)1 00 TO 5
000240
	
000 NTH = lE









000244	 000 GO TO 1000
f' 000215	 000 997 WRITEt6,887}
000246
	
000 GO TO 1000
} 000297	 000 998 WRITE(6,888)	 I
000298
	
000 GO TO 1000
000249	 000 999 WRITE[b,8891




03 000252	 000 :85 FORMAT(46H CNFRWD REQUIRES SHORT PSEUDO-COMPUTE SEQUENCE)000253
	
000 887 FORMAT12011 TIME
	
STEP TOO SMALL)
r 000254	 000 W FORMAT(14,20H LOCATIONS AVAILABLE]















000001 000 SUBROUTINE CNFWBK
000002 000 C IMPLICIT FORW4RD-BACKWARD DIFFERENCING EXECUTION SUBROUTINE
000003 060 C THE LONG PSEUDO-COMPUTE SEQUENCE 15 REQUIRED, SINDA 	 FORTRAN V
000004^_- 000 C ALL NODES RECEIVE A SUCCESSIVE POINT ITERATION
000005 000 C RELAXATION CRITERIA MUST BE SPECIFIED
000006 000 C OVER-RELAXATION IS ALLOWED, THE DAMPENING FACTORS ARE ADDRESSABLE
000007 001 LOGICAL FLOW
000008 061 COMMON /FDIMNS/ NTYPE. NSYS
000009 000 INCLUDE COMM,LIST
000010 000 INCLUDE DEFF,LIST
000011 000 IF(XON(5).LE .0)
 GO TO 999
000012 900 IFICON(6).LE.O.) CON(6) =
	 1.E+0
00OD13 000 IF(CON(8).LE_0.)	 CON(6]	 =	 1.E+8 -




	 CON(1 0) =	 1.0
000016 000 IF(CONtII).LE.O.) CON(11) = 	 I.E+8
000017 000 IF(C6NC3).LE.CON(I31) GO TO 990
000018 000 17CCON(181.LE.0.)	 GO TO	 998
000019 000 I"(NNA.GT.O.AND.00NO9).LE.0.1 GO TO 997
000020 000 ICtCON[221.LE.0.) GO TO	 996
000021 000 IF(NND.GT.O.AIIO.COt((26).LE.O.) GO TO 995
000022 000 IFIKON(31).NE.1) GO
	 TO	 991
000023 006 IFICON(501	 .LE.	 0)	 CON(50)=	 1.
b 000024 001 TIERO =
1 000025 000 PASS = -1.0
{.c) 000026 000 NN = NN0+1
000027 000 NLA = NOIM
000028 001 NNC = NNO + NNR
000029 001 NSP =NUB
000030 001 IF (NSYS	 .NE. 0) NSP =NUT
000031 001 lEl = NTH
000032 001 TE2 = IE1 + NNT
000033 001 IE3 = IE2 + NSP
000034 OD1 J = NND + NSP + NUT
000035 000 NTH = NTH+J
1^^ 000036 000 NDIM =	 NO1M-J
000037 000 C CHECK FOR EXTRA LOCATIONS FOR CALCULATED NODES
000038 000 IF(NOIA.LT,8) GO TO 994D
000039 001 FLOW = .FALSE.
00004a 001 IF (NSYS X. Ol GO TO 4
000041 001 FLOW = .TRUE.








3 CONTINUE) - 0
000045 001 M TPRINT = CON(13)
000046 000 C INITALI-aE TIME SUM BETWEEN OUTPUT INTERVALS
0000107 000 5 TSUM = 0.0
000048 000 C DOES OLD TIME PLUS THE OUTPUT INTERVAL EXCEED THE STOP TIME
000049 000 IFCCON(13)+CON[l8).GT.CON(3)) CONCl81	 =	 CON(3)-CON(13)
000050 000 C BOUT EXCEED IT
000051 000 10 TSTEPN = CON(22)
000052 006 1FITSTEPN.LE.CON18)) 00 TO 20
000053 000 113	 T„TIrPN = CON(8)
000054 000 GO TO 35
000055 000 C DOES THE TIME SUM PLUS THE TIME STEP EXCEED OUTPUT INTERVAL
Lima
6°•^""'.7	 IS.-,	 I' •^ '
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000056	 000	 20 IF(TSUM+TSTEPN-CON(18)1 30,35,25
	
000057	 000	 C	 DUNT EXCEED IT
	
000058	 000	 25 TSTEPN = CONOB)-TSUM
	
000059	 000	 60 TO 35
	
000060	 000	 0	 DUES TIME SUM PLUS TUU TIME STEPS EXCEED OUTPUT INTERVAL
	








000	 TSTEPN = (CON[IS)-TSUM)/2.0
	
00006 .1	 000	 C	 STORE DELTA TIME STEP IN THE CONSTANTS
	
_	 000065	 000	 35 CON( 2) = TSTEPN
	
000066	 000	 C	 CALCULATE THE NEW TIME
	
OOOO&T	 000	 IF(PASS.GT .O.) GO TO 40
	
000068	 000	 Ceti[ II = TPRINT
	000069	 000	 CON(2)	 0.0
	




000	 $10 CONI1) = TPRINT+TSUM+TSTEPN
	
000072	 O00	 C	 COMPUTE THE MEAN TIME OETWEEN ITERATIONS
	
000073	 000	 45 CON(19) = ICONII)*CON(131)/2.0
	
00007 +1	 000	 LAX = KON15 )
	000075
	
000	 ON = CDH(10)
	
000076	 000	 DD = 1.0-ON
	
_	 000077	 000	 A!( = CON( 91
	000078	 000	 AA = 1.0-AN
b	 000079	 000	 TSTEP a TSTEPN/2.0
	
000080	 000	 C	 00 THE RELAXATION LOOP
Q	 000081	 000	 00 240 X1 = 1,LAX
	
000062	 000	 KON(20) = KI
	
000083	 000	 J1 = 0
	
000004	 000	 RLXA = 0.0
	
000085	 000	 RLXO = 0.0
	
(000086	 00l
	 KOP = CON(?)
	
000007	 001	 IF (K1 .GT. 1) 00 TO 106	 -_
	
000088	 Goo	 J2 = I
Fv51	 O000B9	 000	 C	 ZERO BUT ALL SOURCE LOCATIONS AND SHIFT TEMPERATURES
	
000090
	 000	 00 50 1 = I,NNC
9	 000091	 000	 30 O[I) = 0.0
y	 000092	 000	 00 55 I = I,NNT
a	 000093	 000	 LEI = IE1+I
	




O04	 INFLOW) CALL FLU1L'[2,IFI.IE2.8„KOP)
	000696
	 000	 KON(12) = 0
	
000097	 000	 CALL VARB1 1
	000 98
	




000	 IF(KON(121 mt.0) GO TO 15
	
000100












000	 PASS = 1.0
	




000	 60 RC = I.E+8	 -
	
000106	 000	 JJ = 0
	
000107	 000	 C	 CALCULATE FIRST PASS TEMPERATURES AND CSGMIN
	
000108
	 000	 08 105 I - (.NNO
	
000109
	 000	 INCLUDE VARC,LIST
	




000	 C(11 = C[ [ I/TSTEP
	ODOLIZ
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000113 004 5 = 0.0
OOQII11 900 G2 a 0.0
000115 000 INCLUDE VARQ,LIS-,
000116 000 Qt[) = 2.0*Ot11+C(I)*(T(I)+460.0)
000117 000 O5UM = QII)
400110 000 ;5UM = Cti1
400119 001 1i t	 .NOT	 FLOW) GO TO 70
(.00120 001 LMP = UM ir=Z+I1
1300121 Oat IF (LMP
	 .ED. 01 GO TO TO
000I22 005 HA = x(IE2+LMP)
004123 Gas Qt I ) = Qf I )+HA*1 Tt LMP )-Tt 13 )
000124 045 QSUM = QSUM+HA+tT(LMP)-TZEROI
000125 003 GSUM = GSUM+HA
040126 000 70 J1	 = 11+1
0?0127 000 LO = FLO(5,16,NS011JI])
000128 001 IF tLG
	
ED. 0) GO TO 00
000129 000 LTA = FLO(22,t4,NSQ1(1l))
000130 000 LTAE = LTA+IEI
000131 000 INCLUDE VARG,LIST
400132 400 TI	 =	 Tt I)+'160.0
000133 000 T2 = T(LTA1+960.0
000134 000 C CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR
000135 000 IFIFLD13,1,NSO1(Jl)).EO.0) GO TO 75
000136 406 R1= RI	 +GILG)+CON(5O)
004177 0^-t aSUm= QSUM + G(LG)¢CON1501+T2*+9
000138 re0b G2= G2 + GILG)rtTI-TI+T2*T2)*[TI+T2)*CONt501
000139 006 Ot T )= Q( I )+ G( LG )*CON( 50 )*( I Xt LTAE 1+460. 1**4-Tl+*11 )
000140 000 GO TO 80
000191 000 75 GV = GILG)
000142 000 Ot 13 = Ot 1 ) +GV r t XI LTAE )-T( I 1 )
OGOl'13 000 02 = G2+GV
OOOt411 000 GSUM = GSUM•GV
000145 000 OsUn = OSUM+GV*T2
000196 000 C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR
000147 000 80 IFINS01111I.G7.0) GO TO
	
TO
00140 000 C OAMPEN RADIATION ON THIS NODE IF PRESENT
000149 004 IF(RI.LE.O.)	 GO	 TG	 100
000150 000 RZ = R1*TI•+4




000153 000 5	 = (R1+021/2.0
0001511 000 C OBTAIN THE NEW TEMPERATURE
000155 000 100 TI I1 = ION-(IOSUM-5)/GSUM)+00•T1)-y60.0
000156 000 111
	 =	 Ctl)/G2
000157 000 IF(RI.GE.RC7 C2 Ye	 :05
000150 001 IF I	 .NOT.	 62	 .GT.	 0.01 GO TO 105
000159 000 RC a R1
000160 000 XON(351 =	 I
004161 000 105 CONTINUE
000162. 000 C CONVERT TEMPERATURES TO RANSINE
000163 000 DO 65
	
1 = I.NNT
0001611 400 LEI	 =	 IEI-I
000165 003 T(I ) =	 Tt I 1+460.
000166 000 65 %(LEI) = M LEI)+460.
000167 Oda CON(17) = RC*TSTEP
900168 444 GO TO 225









000170 00ot 106 IF(FLOW) CALL FLUIU(2,IEl,IEZ,TZERO,KOP)
000171 000 110 JJ = JJ+1
000172 000 DO 165	 I = 1,NND
000173 000 R1 = 0.0
000174 000 S = 0.0
000175 GOO USUN a 0(I)
000176 000 GSUM a C(I)
000177 001 IF t	 .ROT.	 FLOW) GO TO 115
o00178 001 LMP = NX(IE2+I)
000179 001 IF	 (LMP	 .E(I.	 0) GO TO
	
115
OOOl80 001 GSUM = OSUM + X(IEZ+LMP)*T[LMP)
000181 001 GSUM = GSUM + X(IE2+LMP)
066102 000 115 it = JI+1
OGGL83 000 LG = FLD(5,16,NSGI(JI3l
000184 001 IF (LG	 .EQ.	 0) 60 TO	 125
000185 000 LTA = FLO(22,19,NSUl(J1))
000186 000 C CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR
000187 000 IF(FLD(3,1,NSOLIJI)).E0.01	 GO TO	 120
00G1BB 006 R1= R1+G(LGIsCON(50)
000109 006 GSUM= GSUM +G(LG)•T(LTA)s.4 +CON(50)
000190 000 GO TO 125
000191 000 120 GSUM = GSUM+G(LGl
000192 Goo GSUM = OSUM+G(LG)*T(LTA)
000193 000 C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR
000194 000 1ZS IF(NS01(Jl).GT.01	 GO	 TO	 115
^-	 000195 000 C DAMPEN RADIATION ON THIS NODE IF PRESENT
ro	 ODO M 000 IF(R1.LE.G.) GO	 TO	 145
o0419T 000 112	 =	 RIrT(I)*f4
G00190 000 T2 = (OSUM-92)/GSUM
000199 000 111 = R1•T2+-4
000200 000 S =	 IR)+821/2.0
000201 000 C OBTAIN THE NEW TEMPERATURE
000202 000 l45 T2 = 0N-((GSUM-S)/GSUM)+9OwT(1)
000203 BOG c OBTAIN THE CALCULATED TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
OOG204 000 T1	 =	 A8S[T(I1-T2)
000205 000 C STORE THE NEW AND OLD -TEMPERATURES
000206 000 GO	 TO	 I160,155,15DI,	 JI
000207 Goo 150 LE2 =	 IE2+1
000200 000 LE3 = 1E3+1
000209 000 Al	 = 12—T(I)
000210 000 X(LE21 = T(l)
000211 000 XILE31	 = Atl(RI-X(LE3))
030212 000 GO TO 160
000213 000 155 LE3 =	 IE3+1
000219 000 X(LE31 = T2-T(I1
000215 Goo 1.60 T(1) = T2
000216 000 IF(RLXD.GE.Ti) GO TO 	 165
00021T 000 RLXO =TI
000218 000 KKI	 =	 I
000219 000 165 CONTINUE
000220 000 GO	 TO (100,180,170),	 JJ
000221 GOO C PERFORM LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION ON THE ERROR FUNCTION CURVE
600222 000 170 JJ = 0
000223 GOO no	 175	 I	 =	 1,N:9D
00822+1 000 LE3 = 1E3+1
000225 000 LE2 =	 IE2+1
000226 006 GV= GY +CON(50)`r
I
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000227 000 C SEE If THE EXTRAPOLATION 1S ALLOWABLE
000228 007 IF(X(LE3).GE.0.) 00 TO	 173
000229 000 C LIMIT THE EXTRAPOLATION
000230 Goo IFtX(LE3).LT.-10.1 X(LE31 = -10.
000231 000 Ttl) = X(LE3)+XILE2)+(1.O-%tLE3))*TIl)
000232 007 173 NX(LE21 = 0
000233 000 175 CONTINUE
000239 000 180 IFINNA.LE.0) GO TO 220
000235 000 JJI	 = J1
000236 000 JJ2 = J2
000237 000 00 230 I = 1.NNT
it 000230 000 230 T(I) = Tt I 1-460.0 i	 I
000239 000 60 215 1 = NN,NlB.
000290 000 L = I
000241 000 IF(K1.GT.2) 60 TO 6000
000242 000 INCLUDE YR02,LIST
'F 000243 000 GSUM = 0.0
000249 000 OSUII =	 O(I1
000295 000 185 JJl	 = JJI+I a
000246 000 LG = FLO(5 n 16,NS01(JJI))
000247 000 LTA = FLD(22,14,NS01(JJ1))
000298 000 IF(K1 GT 21 GO TD 4000
000299 000 INCLUDE VRG2.LIST i000250 000 T1 = T( 1 1+460.0
OW51 000 T2 = T( LTA )+960.0
000952 000 C CHECK FSR RADIATION CONDUCTOR




= 000254 000 GV= G(LG1-(TI*Tl+T2*T2)*(T1+T2) i
I( 000255 000 GO TO 195
` 000256 000 190 GV = G(LG)
000257 000 195 GSUM = GSUM+GV
000250 000 GSUM = OSUM*GV•T2 !
000259 000 C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR
060260 000 IF(NSOItJJI).GT.01 60
	
TO	 185
000261 000 C CALCULATE THE NEW TEMPERATURE
000262 000 T2 = AN.OSUMIGSUM*AA.Tl
- 000263 000 T1	 = ABS(72-TI)
000264 000 71 1) =	 T2-460.0 ?`'
000265 000 IFtRLXA.GE.Tl) GO TO 215
000266 000 RLXA =TI
000267 000 KK2 = I
000260 000 215 CONTINUE
-
_3
r: , 000269 000 00 235	 1 = 1,NNT jJ
00027o 000 235 T( II	 =	 T(11+960.0
000271 000 C SEE IF THE ARITHMETIC R£LAXATIOli CRITERIA WAS VET t
000272 000 IFtHLXA-GT.CON(191) GO TO 225
000273 000 C SEE IF THE DIFFUSION RELAXATION CRITERIA WAS MET
000214 000 220 1F(RLXO.LE.CON(26)1 GO TO 245
000275 000 225 IF(KO4(7).E0.0) GO TO 240
000276 000 CALL OUTCAL
000277 000 240 CONTINUE
000278 000 IF(KON(28).GE.651 CALL TOPLIN
000279 000 WRITE(6,802)
000280 000 KON1201 = KONt281+2
000261 000 C SEE IF THE TEMPERATURE CHANGES WERE TOO LARGE
000282 000 245 TCGO = 0.0
000283 000 TOGA = 0.0
'a
^.-.;._J	 ^ ;.': _.':!
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000289 000 DO 250 1 = 1,HNO
000285 000 LB = IE1+I
000286 000 CI I) = C(I)OTSTEP
000287 000 T1 a ABS(TI1)-%(LE)1
000208 000 IF(TCGO.GT.TJ ) GO TO 250
009289 000 TCGD = T1
000290 000 KON(36) = I
000291 000 250 CONTINUE
000292 000 IF(TCGD.LE.CON(6)) GO TO 265
000293 000 TSTEPN = 0.95+T5TEPNsCON(61/TCGD
000294 000 255 00 260 1 = 1,NUT
000295 000 LE = IE1+I
000296 11(10 260 T(I ) = X( LE)-460.0
OOG297 000 G0 TO 30
000298 000 265 IF(NNA.LE.0) GO TO Z75
000299 000 IIO 270 1 = NN,NNC
000300 000 LE = IE1{1
000301 000 T1 = ABS(T(1)-%(LE)l
000302 000 IF(TCGA.GT.T1) 60 %D 270
000303 000 TCGA = TI
000304 000 KON(361 =	 [
000305 000 270 CONTINUE
000306 000 )FITCGA.LE.CON(11)) G0 TO 275
000307 000 TSTEPN = 0.95*TSTEPN*CON(111/TC5A
000308 000 60 TO 255
000309 000 C CONVERT TEMPERATURES BACK TO FARENHEIT
000310 000 275 00 200 1 =
	
I,NNT
000311 000 280 T(T) = T1O-960.0 u
000312 000 C STORE THE TEMPERATURE AND RELAXATION CHANGES
000313 000 CON115) = TCGD
000314 000 CON(161 = TCGA
000315 000 CON(27) = RLXO
000316 000 IFIRLXA.GT.RLXD) GO TO 265
000317 000 KK2 = KKI
000318 000 RLXA = RL%0
000319 000 265 KON(3T) = KK2
000320 000 CON(30) = RLXA
000321 000 KON112)	 = (I
000322 000 CALL VARBL2
000323 000 C CHECK THE BACKUP SWITCH
000324 000 IFtKON(12).NE.01 GO TO 255
000325 000 C ADVANCE TIME
000326 000 CON(13) = CON(1)






IF(TSUM.GEON(18)1 GO TO 290
000330 000 C CHECK FOR PRINT EVERY ITERATION
000331 000 IF(KON(7).NE.0) CALL OUTCAL
0 0033 000 GO TO
	
10
000333 OOO C TRY TO EVEN THE OUTPUT INTERVALS
000334 000 290 TPRINT = TPRINT*TSUM
000335 000 CALL OUTCAL
000336 000 C 15 TIME GREATER TUAN END COMPUTE TIME
000337 000 IF(CON(11s1.000001_LT.CON(31) GO TO 5
000338 000 NTH = IE1
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0003M1 000 990 SIRITES6.880)
0003'(2 000 GO TO 1000
000393 000 991 WRITES 6,881)
000399 000 60 TO 1000
`	 ( 000345 000 999 WRITE( 6 r 809 ) IEOIM
0003;16 000 GO TO	 1000
000347 000 995 WRITE(6,085) !`
000348 000 GO TO	 1000
000399 000 996 WRITE(6,806)
000'350 000 GO TO 1000
000351 000 997 tin ITE(6.OB7)
000352 000 GO TO 1000
000353 000 998 WRITES6,888) ---
000354 000 00 TO 1000
000355 000 999 WRITE(6,689)
000356 G00 1000 CALL OUTCAL
OOU357 000 CALL EXII
000358 000 880 FORMAT(29H TRANSIENT TIME NOT SPECIFIED)
000359 000 88l FORMAT(45H CNFWBK REQUIRES LONG PSEUDO-COMPUTE SEQUENCE)
000360 000 082 FORMAT(28H RELAXATION CRITERIA NOT MET)
000361 000 889 FORMAT(18,20H LOCATIOUS AVAILABLE)
't 000362 000 8B5 FORMATOOH 110 QRLXCA) 7
000363 000 686 FORMAT(lOH NO OTTMEI) 1
000364 000 087 FORnAT(LOH NO ARLXCA)
` 000 ,365 000 868 FORMRT(1915 NO OUTPUT INTERVAL)
` 000366 000 889 FORMAT(9H NO NLOOP)

















DATE 022875 PAGE	 1
AELT,L COGERD /PS
ELTOT7 PLIB70 02128-G3il9;05-10.1
000001 000 ",• SUBAQUTINI_ COOERD CDR 1
000002 000 C CDR 2
004003 00`• C SUBROUTINE CDDERD (CODE READ1 READS THE TITLE BLOCK AND THE CCR 3
000004 000 C NEXT FOUR BLOCK HEADER CARDS. 	 1E. BCD 3NODE DATA, CDR 'if -
000005 000 C BCD 3CONDUCTOR DATA, BCD 3CONSTANTS DATA, AND CDR 5
": n 06 000 C BCD 3ARRAY DATA, CDR 6
-- 040007 000 C CDR 7
000008 000 COMMONIJPS/JPSTOT.FACTOR
000009 DOG COMMON /BUCKEW B(11 CDR 8
400010 000 COMMON /LOGIC/ LYODE,LCOND,LCONST,LA R RAY,LPA1NT, KBRNCH CDR 9
' 000011 000 1	 ,IlxC(501.KTP9NT,AVPRNT,GENERL,LQ,LONG2 VERS-005
OOOOIZ 000 COMMON /TAPE/	 NIA, NOUT,	 INTERN,	 LB30, LBRP, LUTI,LUT2,LUT3,LUT4 COR 11
i_ 000413 000 COMMON /DATA/ NNO,NNA,NNB,NNT,NGL.NGR,NGT.NUC,NECI,NECZ, NCT , LENA , CDR 12
[E 000014 000 1	 ERGATA,PROGRn,ENDRUN,LSEOI.LSE02:LONG CDR 13
f.r
.
000015 000 COMMON /PLaGIC/	 PARINT, PARIIN,	 PNOOE.	 PCONO, PCQNST, PARRAY, CDR I F!
004016 000  y1	 PTITLE,	 C GIQ CDR 15
000017 000 COMMON /POINT/ LBC1201,LEN(20),LENBKT,TITLE(201 COR 16
000018 000 INTEGER	 ALPH,	 THERM, PCSLNG, CODE,	 END, REMARK,	 TEMPS, CONOB, CDR IT
000019 000 1	 CONSTB, ARRYB,	 ENODAT. PRINT,	 HINIT,	 GENRLP, BLANK, TITLE,COR 18
i' 000020 000 2	 FINE,	 PCHGID CDR 19 L	 .
°i• 000021 000 INTEGER	 COLI,COMMNT,PCSSHT,BLOCK CDR 20
000022 ODD INTEGER OB,ENDPRM CDR Z1
b 000023 000 LGGICA- LNODE,LLOGIC,LENO,NoR£AD Con 22I
000024 000 LOGICAL	 LCOND, LCONST, LARRAY, LPAINT. GENERL, LONG CDR 23
cr, 000025 000 LOGICAL	 PARINT,	 PARFIH,	 PNDDE,	 PCOND,	 PCQNST,	 PARAAV,	 PTITLE CDR 24
000026 000 LOGICAL KTPRNT,AYPRNT,L0,LONG2 VERS-005
000021 000 DIMENSION	 ALP11114),	 IS( I).	 BLOCK141,	 LLOGIClII C 26 4
000028 000 DIMENSION FIXC111 YERS-005
000029 000 EQUIVALENCE	 (IFIXC,F1XC1 YERS-005
040030 000 EQUIVALENCE (BA B),	 (LLOGIC -,LNODE) COA 27
000031 000 DATA	 END 16HEND	 /.BLANK/6H	 / Cott 28
000032 000 DATA	 THERM161fTHEPMA1	 PCSLNG/6HL LPCS/ CDR 29
000033 a00 DATA	 REMARK/6HREM	 /.	 PRINT / 6H r	 / CDR 30
044034 000 DATA	 TEMPS	 / 611NOOE D 1. COND0 /61fCONDUC /, CON5T516HCONSTA /, ARRYB CDR 31
000035 Goo 1	 1611ARRAY /,	 GENALP 16HGENERAI, HINIT/6HINITIA/, ENDDAT CDR 32
000036 000 2	 1 611ENO	 OF/,	 FINE/611F1NAL	 / CDR 33
000037 000 DATA CaMMNT	 11HCI. PCSSIIT /6HL	 SPCS/.	 ITWO IlH2/ CDR 34
000038 000 DATA (BLOCK( 11,1 = 1,41 I61iNOOE O,	 6HCONDUC,	 611CONSTA,	 6HARRAY / CDR 35
000039 000 DATA 08/611SOURCEI COR 36
000040 000 DATA EN0PRMf611ENO PA/ CDR 37
000041 000 COMMON/SRGCOM/CDLI.COL27,ALPH,000£.N Y 6
000042 000 C CDR 38
004043 000 C INITIALIZATION COR 39
000049 000 C COR 40
004045 000 KFLOU=D
000046 000 1LAST=O CUR 41I.
000047 000 PTITLE=.FALS4. COR 42
040048 000 PNDDE=.FALSE. CDR 43
^- 000049 000 PCOND=.FALSE. CDA 44
° 000050 000 PCQNST=.FALSE. CAR 45fw
000051 000 PARRAY=.FALSE. CDR 46
000052 000 LPRINT=_FALSE.- CDR 47€
f, 000053 000 KTPRNT=.FALSE.
COR 4B
000054 040 AYPRNT=.FALSE. CDs 49
(
000455 000 PARINT=.FALSE. LOP 50
t
-.-.	 ::. ,.	 '.	 ..
.r :w	 -..«.
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CDDERO /P8 HATE 022875	 PAGE	 2
000056 000 PARFIN=.FALSE. CDR 51
j0005T 000 LDNG2=.FALSE. Vt!85-005
000058 000 LO=.FALSE. Con 52
000059 000 C con 53
000060 000 C READ Btn 3TRERMAL/GENERAL. CARD CDR 54
OOD06I 000 C CDR 55
000062 000 10 CONTINUE CDR 56
000063 000 CALL SREADC(II Y 6
000068 000 IF ICOLI.NE.COMMNT) GO TO 20 CnR 56
000065 000 WPITE (NoUT,670) 3LANK,CDL27.ALPH.COL1 CDR 59
000066 000 GU TO 10 CDR 60
000061 000 20 CONTINUE CDR 61
000068 000 IF (ALPH(3)_E0.ENODAT) GO TO 520 CDR 62
000069 000 IF (ALPH(3).ED.ENO?RM) GO TO	 10 CDR 63
000070 000 WRITE (NOUT.6201 CDR 64	 -
000071 O00 WRITE (NOUT,660) ALPH CDR 65
000072 000 C CDR 66
000073 000 C DEBUG PRINT IF • IN COLUMN 00 CDR 67
OOOOT4 000 C CDR 68
000075 000 IF (ALPH(t4).EO.PRINT) LPRINT=.TRUE. COn 69
000076 000 IF (ALPH(3).NE.THFRM) GO TO 60 CDR 70
DOOo7r 000 C CDR 71
000078 000 C THERMAL PROBLEM - CHECK FOR LONG OR SHORT PSEUDO COMPUTE SEQ.
	 CDR 72b 000079 090 C CD R 7 3
I 00oo90 000 IF (ALPH(4).NE.PCSLNG) 60 TO 30 Con 714
000081 000 LONC.=.TRUE. CDR 75
000082 Goo IF SALPH(5).E0.17WO) LG'iG2=.TRUE. VER$-005
000003 000 GO TO 80 CDR 76
000069 000 30 IF	 t^• i.PH(4I.NE.PCS5HT) GO TO 500 CDR 77
000085 000 GO	 .a 00 CDR T8	
$
000086 000 C CDR 7i
000081 000 C C.:ECK FOR	 INITIAL PARAMETER RUN COR 80
- 000088 000 C con 01
000089 000 4G COttINUE CDR 02
G00090 000 IF tALPHI3I.NE.HINiT) GO TO 50 CDR 83
000091 000 PARINT=.TAU£. Con 64
000092 Goo "rmGInonINIT CDR 85
000093 000 WRITE (L830) (HINIT,I=1.50) VERS 3000094 000 [AI.L
	
INCORE (0) COR 87
000095 GCo GC TO 80 CDR Be
- 000096 000 C CDR 89
000097 000 C FIfiiAL PARAMETER RUN CDR 90
000098 000 C CDR 91
000099 000 50 IF CsLPNi3).NE.FINE1 GG TO 510 con 92
000100 000 PARFtN=.TRUE. CDR 93
000101 000 PCHGIO=FINE CDR 94
000102 000 WRITE (LB301 tFINE,I-1,50) YEAS 3
000103 090 CALL	 ?NCORE (0) CDR 96
000104 000 GO To 00 CDR 97
000105 000 C CDR 98
000106 000 C CHECK FOR GENERAL PROBLEM CDR 99
OOol07 00^ C CDR too
000100 G 60 CONTINUE COR 101
010109 00C '.F (ALPN(3).NE.GENRLP) GO TO 40 CDR 102
000110 000 GENEi!L=.TRUE. CDR 103
00011t coo 00	 70	 1=1,10 Can 1011
000112 000 LOCIII^O CDR IDS
y,....-.	 ..	 ..	 .,..	 ....	 ..	 '	 ..., . 	 ..	 ..	 ..._.:	 1 .	 .-_:	 ..-	 .., _.-....^,	 -
/CODERTIM DATE 022875	 PAGE	 3
000113 000 TO CONTINUE CDR 106
000114 000 C CDR I07
OOOlts 000 C SET UP TITLE CDR 108	 i
000116 000 C CDR 109
000117 000 80 CONTINUE CDR I10
000118 000 M=0 CDR	 Ill
000119 000 11=1 Can	 112	
^000120 000 90 CALL SREADC( 21 Y	 6	 "•
000121 000 IF (COLI.NE .COMMNT) GO TO 100 CDR	 114
000122 000 URITE (NOUT,640) DLANK,ALPH.COLI CDR 115
000123 000 GO TO 90 CDR 116
000124 000 100 CALL SREADC(3) Y 6
000125 000 IF (CODE.EO.END) DO TO I20 CDR Ito
000126 000 PTITLE=.TRUE. CDR	 119
000127 000 WRITE	 (NOUT,630) COOE,fi, ( ALPlI(1 ), I=1, N ) CDR	 120
000126 000 M=M+N CDR	 121
000129 000 IF (ILAST.GT.20) GO TO 9D CDR 122
000130 000 1=31 CDR 123
000131 000 K=0 CDR	 124
000132 000 00	 110	 I = .l,M CDR 125
000133 000 TLAST=1 CDR	 126	 -
000134 000 IF (I.GT.201 GO TO 90 CDR	 127
"+ b 000135 000 K=K+1 CDR	 1281 000136 000 TITLE( 11=40111K) CDR 129
000137 000 110 CONTINUE CDR	 130
00 000138 000 J1-M+l CDR	 131
000139 000 60 TO 90 CDR	 132
- 000140 000 120 WRITE (NOUT.650) CODE CDR 133
000141 000 IF ((TLAST.EO-G).AUD.(PARINT.Oft.PARFINII GO TO 	 INO CDR t39
000142 000 IF (ILAST.GE.20) GO TD	 140 CDR 135
,' ® OOC143 000 [LAST=TLAST+1 CDR 136
1^"T
000144 000 C CDR	 137











e^ ^{ 000148000!49 000000 TITLE[ I)=BLANK130 CONTINUE
CDR 141
CDR	 1112
000150 000 C CDR	 143









000!54 000 CALL WRTDTA 10) CDR	 I47	 {
000!55 000 IF (PARINT.DR.PARFIN) GO TO 530 CDR	 140
000156 000 CALL URTPMT 101 CDR	 199	 {
000157 000 C CDR	 150
DOOM 000 C ZERO ARRAY OF FIXED CONSTANTS FOR CALLS TO DATARD CDR	 151
000159 000 C CDR	 152
000160 000 DD	 150	 I=1,50 DR 153-^
000161 000 IFIXC(I )=0 CDR	 159
000162 000 150 CONTINUE CDR	 155
000163 000 1F (.NOT.GENERLI GO TO 160 CDR	 156
000164 000 IFIXC(311=2 CDR 157
000165 000 GO TO 260 CDR	 150
000166 000 16G CONTINUE COR	 159
000167 000 IF (LONG1	 1FIXC[31)=l CDR	 160
000160 000 FIXC(501=1.

































































000172 000 170 CONTINUE
-: 000173 000 CALL SR£AOC(!)
Oo0174 GOO ' WRITE (NOUT.6701 13LANK,COL27,ALPH,COL1
000175 000 IF (COL1.E0.COMMNT) GO TO 170
000176 000 IF (ALPH(I).EO.AEMARK) GO TO 	 ITO
0001 TT 000 IF (ALPH(3).NE.TEMPOI GO TO 510
000170 000 loo CONTINUE
00L! 1i9 000 CALL SREAOC(I)
000100 000 WRITE (ROUT,6701 BLANK,COL27,ALPH,COLI
00018I 000 IF ICOLL.EO.COMMNT) GOTO	 100
000182 000 IF (ALPH(i).EO.END) GO TO 230
000183 000 SBRNCI]=1




" Goals$ 000 NINC=LENBKT/6
000189 000 LOC( 1 )= 1
r" 000 LEN(I)=O




000195 000 190 CONTINUEn
000196 000 CALL QATARD
000197 000 CALL SOUE5z (1151
000190 000 CALL WATOTA (1)
000199 000 CALL WRTPM7 (1)
000200 000 IF 9.NOT.t.PRINT1 GO TO 230
000201 000 WRITE (NOUT,7201 NND,NRA,NNB,NNT
000202 000 WRITE (NOUT,7001 	 (I,LOC(I).LEN(I1,1=4.51
000703 000 M=LOCt51+LEN(5)-I
000204 000 WRITE(NOUT,710)	 Il.la[I1.a1IS.BIII,I=l.M)
000205 000 GO To 230
000206 000 C
040207 000 C READ ISCD 35OURCE DATA) BLOCK IF ANY
060200 000 C
000209 000 200 CONTINUE
000210 000 IF	 C ALP11( 3).NE.VB .' GO TO 540
000211 000 210 CONTINUE
000212 000 CALL	 SREADC(l)
000213 000 WRITE (NPUT,6701 aL9NK.COL27,ALP1I,COLI
_ 000219 000 IF (COL).EO.00ManNT1 Go TO 210




000219 000 LEN( 31=0
000220 000 CALL QATARD
000221 000 CALL SOUEEI (1,5)
000222 000 IF (.NOT.LPRIIIT) G0 TO	 220
000223 000 WRITE	 (NOUT.100)	 (I.LOCCI1,t.ENCT1,t=1,4)
000224 000 n1=LOC(2)
000225 000 M'i.00(3)+LEN(3)-1
-' 000226 000 WRITE	 ( NOUT,710)	 1 [.a(I ).8{ 11,6[ 1 ),1=Ml,n!
t
READ (9C0 3NOUE DATA) BLOCK
CODERDOPB
000227	 000	 220 CONTTHUE
000228	 000	 C
000229	 000	 C	 DEAD (BCD 3CONDUCTOD DATA) BLOCK
000230	 000	 C




000	 END FILE 27
060234	 coo	 REWIND 27
000235	 000	 CALL SREABC(I)
000236	 000	 WRITE (NOUT,670) SLANK,COL27,ALPIl,COLI
000237	 000	 IF fCOL1.E0.COMMNT) GO TO 230
000238	 000	 IF (ALPt(( I ).EO.REMARK) GO TO 230
aaaz3s	 aao	 H	 N
f
i












A  I ALP ( 31. E. Up	 4 GO TD 200	 CUR 227











000	 IF (COLI.EO.COMMNT) GO TO 2110
	 CDR 231








	 CDR 236	 i
E	 000249	 000	 LARRAY=.FALSE. CDR 237
000250	 000	 NNEW=LEN6KT-•(LGC(5)+LEN(5)).l	 CDR 238
`:y	 b	 000251	 000	 NINC=KNEW15	 CDR 239
000252
	
000	 LUC(6)=LOCI5I-LEN(5) 	 COR 2110
I	 Oa0253	 000	 LENP6)=0	 CDR 2111
00025 q
	000	 00 250	 I=7.10	 CDR 242
000255	 000	 LOCI II=LOC(1-1)+NINC	 CDR 2113
000256	 000	 LEN(I)=0	 CDR 244	
a000257	 009	 250 CONTINUE CDR 2115
000258	 000	 FACTOR=1.
`	 000259	 000	 CALL DATARO CDR 246







!	 Ysj	 000262	 000	 WRITE
	
127) ( R+ ­_..sj =JJIST,JJENO)
	 VERS 7
000263	 000	 CALL WRTPP(T(2)
	 VERS 7
y^	 000264	 000	 CALL WRTDTA(3)
	 VERS 7
`	 QQQ fj	 000265	 000	 READ (27) (B(JJ).JJ=JJIST,JJENO)
	 VERS 7
000266	 000	 CALL SOUEE2(6,10)	 VERS 7
_`	 k	 000267	 000	 IF I	 NOT.LPnINT) GO TO 260
	 CDR 250
000268	 000	 WRITE (NOUT,130) NGL,NGR,NBT
	 C09 251,..y"






	 CDA	 254000272	 000	 WRITE
	 ( NOUT. 710) t I, IBt t ),Bt l 1.8+ 11, I =nt,n )
	
CDR	 755
000213	 000	 C	 CDB 256
;.	 0002TR	 000	 C	 READ (BCD 3CONSTANTS DATA) BLOCK
	 CDR 257E	 000375	 000	 C	 CDR 258	 -
:,	 0002T6	 000	 260 CONTINUE	 CDR 259
000217	 000	 CALL SPERM II	 V 6




000279	 000	 IF fCOLI_EO.00MMNVl L` TO X60	 CDR 262
000280	 000	 IF (ALPU(13.E0.REMARKI GO Ta 260
	 CDR 263




	 .NE.	 IFLQWI GO i0 265







IF IALPH(3).NE.00NSTBl GO TO 510 CDR x69
IF (ALPH(141.EO.PRINT) KTPRNT=.TRt)E. CDR 7^-5
270 CONTINUE CUP 266
CALL SREADC(1} V 6
WRITE CUGVT,.5TO) 13LANK,COL27,ALPH,COLI CUR 268
IF (Ct,L1.E0.COMMNT) GO TO 2TO CDR 269
KBRNCm=3 CDR 270
LNOOE=.FALSE. CUR 271
LCONO = .FALSE. CDR 272
LCONST = . T RUE. CDR 273
LARRAY=.FALSE. GDR 274





LOCI 121=LOCCII)+MINC CDR 2T9
LEN(121 = 0 CDR 280
CALL OATARD CDR 281
CALL
	 SQUEE2 111,12) CUR 282
CALL WRTDTA (3) CDR 283
CALL WRTPPIT t3) CDR 284
IF I.NOT.LPRINTI GO TO 280 CDR 285
WRITEtf)OUT,7401 NUC.NECI,NEC2,NCT CDR 286
WRITE	 tNOUT, -.50)	 [l,IFlXC(1l.IFI)CC(1),IFIXC(1 1	 =1,501 CDR 287
WRITE fHOUT,001 (1rLOCI11>LEN(1},1=11.121 CDR 288
MI=LOC(11) CDR 209
M=LOC112)+LENC123-1 CDR 240
WRITE	 (NOUT,T10)	 t1,18ti),OIl)>Btt),I=M1,M) COR 291
CDR 292
READ IBCO 3ARRAY DATA) BLOCK CDR 293
CDR 294
280 CONTINUE CDR 295
CALL SREADC111 Y 6
WRITE (NOUT.670) SLANK,COL27,ALPH,COLI CDR 297
IF (COLI.EO.COMMtIT) GO TO 280 CDR 298
IF IALPH(I1.EO.AEMARK) GO TO 280 CUR 299
IF (ALPII(31.NE.ARRYB) 60 TO 510 CDR 300
IF (ALPH(14).ED.PRINT) AYPRNT=.TRUE. CDR 301
290 CONTINUE CDR 302
CALL SPEADC911 Y 6
WRITE ((4OUT.6701 OLANK,COL2I.ALPH,COLI CUR 304
IF (COLI.EO.COMMNTI GO TO 290 CDR 305




LCONST= .FALSE. CDR 310
LARRAY=.TRUE. COR 3L1
LOCI 13)=LOCtI2I-LENI121 CUR 3)2
LENC131=0 CDR 3I3
LOCI)4)=L0CI131+200 CDR 314
LEN( 14 1=0 CDR 315





























000301 000b 000308 000
i 000309 000
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0003RI 000 LEN(15)=0 CDR 317
000342 000 CALL DATARD CDR 310 y
000343 000 CAA L IMBED V 9 .f
000344 000 300 CONTINUE CDR 319
000345 000 CALL SOUEEX (13,15) CDR 320 i
0003116 000 CALL URTOTA (4) CDR 321 != -
000347 000 CALL URTPMT (4) CDR 322
0003118 000 IF (.NOT.LPRINT) GO TO 310 CBn 323
_- 000349 000 WRITE (NOUT,760) LENA COR 324
000350 000 WRITE (NOUT,700) fS,LDCt11,LEN(I),I=13.15) CDR 325
000351 000 M1=LDC(13) CDR 326
000352 000 M=LOC(15)+LEN(15)-1 CDR 327
000353 000 WRITE (NOUT,710) CDR 328
000354 000 C CDR 329
000355 000 C NORMAL RETURN CDR 330
- 000351, 000 C CDR 331
000357 000 310 CONTINUE CDR 332
000358 000 IF(KFLOW)
	 312,314,312
000359 000 312 CALL FLOU2
000360 000 GO TO 316
000361 000 314 J = 0
000362 000 WRITE(LB301	 [J,I=1.61
000363 000 316 IF (BENERLI G0 TO 320
000364 000 C SET LOC AND LEN FOR CALL TO PSEUDO CDR 334 ^--
000365 000 N4EW=LEN0KT-tLOCt15)+LENt15))+1 CDR 3"55
000366 000 NINC=IJNtW/2 CDR 336J 000367 000 LOCI 16 1=LOCf 15 )*LEN( 15 ) CDR 337
Ln 000360 000 LENJ 16)=0 CD P. 330
_	 N 000369 000 LOC117)=L3C(t6)+NINC CDR 339
000370 000 LEN(I7)=0 CDR 3110
000371 000 C CONVERT ARRAYS AND CONSTANTS TO FORTRAN CDR 341
000372 000 320 CONTINUE CDR 342
- 000373 000 Fi=4 CDR 343
000374 000 J=l CDR 344
000375 000 330 IF tLEN(MI.EQ.01 GO TO '100 CDR 345


















000383 000 BO 390	 1=1,tEND CDR 353









IF (LITA.E0.11 GO TO 350
CALL RELACT 12,IANUM.J,Ml COP
35:0
357
000308 000 GO TO 360 COn 35B
000309 000 350 IANUM=IANUM+RUC+1 CBR 359
004390 000 IF	 t!^..EO.91	 IANUM=IANUM+NEC1 COR 360
000391 000 360 FLB(5.1,1ADDR)=LTTA CDR 361 -^-
000392 000 FLO(6,16,IADOR1=IANUM CDR 362
000393 000 LTTI(=FL9t2l,l.IB(K11 CDR 363
000395• 000 KNUM=FLn(22,I4,IB(K1) CDR "64
000395 000 IF	 (LITK.EO.I) GO	 TO	 370 COR J65
r- 000396 000 CALL RELACT 13,KNUM,J.M) CDn 366
000347 000 GO TO 300 CDR 361
:
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000398 000 370 KNUM=%NUM+NUC+I COR 368
000399 000 IF (M.E0.91 KNUM=KNUM+NEC1 CD 369
000400 000 TV (KNUM.GT .8191) CALL ERNMES (4A,KNUM,0.0) tOR 370
000 ,103 000 300 FLD(22,1,IADOS)=tTTK CUR 371
000402 000 FLO(23,13,IAO13R)=KNUM CUR 37z
000403 000 IB(K1=IAOOR CUR 373
000404 DOD IA0DR=0 CDR 374
000405 000 K=K+t CDR 375
000406 000 3s0 CONTINUE CDR 376
000407 000 J=J+t CDR 377
000408 000 IF (II TYPE. E0.0).Dr1.(ITYPE,EO.3)1 K=K+I CDR 378
000409 000 IF (K.LT.KEND) GD TO 340 CDR 379
000410 000 400 IF (M,EO.9) GO TL 410 CDR 380
000411 000 M=9 CDR 30S
000412 000 GO TO 330 CDR 302
000413 000 +110 CONTINUE CUR 303
000414 000 IF (.NDT.L01 GO TO 490 CDR 384
_ 000,(15 000 NCC=NUC+NECS+NEC2+l CDR 305
0004t6 000 J=-1 CDR 386
000 ,117 000 K=LOC(21 CDR 307
000418 000 KEN13=K+LEN(2) CDR 300
000419 000 IAUDn=O CDR 3c")
b 000420 000 120 ITYPE=FLn(0,6,IO(K)1 CDR 390_ 1 000421 000 K=K+1 CDR 391
tJ') 000422 000 SEND=1 CDR 392
W 000423 000 IF (ITYPE.GT .31
	 IEND=2 con 393
000424 000 DO 480	 I=!,IEND CDR 394
000925 000 IF (ITYP£.ED.11 GO TO 450 CDR 395
000426 000 LITA=FLD(6.1,IB1K1) CDR 396
00042T 000 tANUM=FLD(7,14,IB(K)1 CAR 397
000420 000 IF (LITA.EU.1) GO
	
TO 430' CDR 398
000429 000 CALL sELACT (2,1ANUM,J,Pl CDR 399
000430 000 GO TO 440 CUR 400
000431 000 1130 IANUM=IANUM+NCC CDR 40S
000432 000 444 FLO(5,I.IAOOR)=LITA CDR 402
000433 000 FLU( 6.16, TABOR )=tANt)M CDR 403
000434 coo 450 LITK=FLO(21,1,I6(K)) CDR 404
_ 000,135 000 KNUM=FLD(22,14,18(K)) CSR 405
000436 000 1F (LITK.E0.11 GO
	
TO 460 CUR 406
000437 000 CALL
	
RELACT f3.K11UM,J,21 Con 407
_ 000431t 000 GO TO 4'0 COR 400
000439 060 0130 KNUM=KNUM+NCC CON 4D4
000440 000 IF (KNUM.GT.0191) CALL ERRMES (40.KNUM.0,0) CDR 410
000491 000 -170 FLD(22.1,IAn0Ri=LITK CDR 4l1
000442 000 FLD123.13.1A90R)=K14UM COs 1112
000443 000 IB(K)=IADDR CDR 913
000994 000 1ADOR=G Con 414
000495 000 K =K +1 CDR 415
000446 000 480 CONTINUE CDR +.16
00044T 000 J=J-I CDR 41T
000948 000 IF (K.LT,KEND) GO TO 420 CDR 410
000449 000 490 CONTINUE COR 1119
- 000950 000 LNODE=.FALSE. CDR 420
000,151 000 LCONU=.FALSE. CDR 421
000452 ^90 LCONST=.FALSE. CDR 422
000453 000 LARRAY=.FALSE. CSR 423










000956 000 C ERROR nrTm CDR S126
000457 000 C con J127
00045 8 000 500 WRITE CNOUT,690) CDR 420
000 11 59 000 j EROATA=2.0 con 429
000460 000 GO TO 520 CDR 430000 11 61 000 510 WRITE (NOUT.680) Con 431000 11 62 000 EROATA=2_O con 432
000 11 63 000 520 CONTINUE COR 433 000464 000 ENORUN=1.0 CDR '1 3-4
000465 000 RETURN CDR 435
000466 000 C CDR 436
000967 000 C PARAMETER RUNS CDR 43700041 68 Goo C CDR '1 38
000469 000 530 CONTINUE CDR 439
000970 000 LEND =. FALSE. CDR 440
000971 000 NOREAD =. FALSE. CDR qql000972 000 IST=I CDR 442
000473 coo IF (GENERL) T5T=3 CDR 443
000414 000 DO 610	 T=IST.4 CDR 44q
chli ) 4 75 coo IF (LEND.DR.NOREAD) SO TO 580 con qq5000416 000 510 CALL SREADMI) V 6000 A,17 000 WRITE ( NOUT,6TO) BLANX , CUL27 , ALPH.COLI CDR 447
000478 000 IF (COLI.ED.00MMU71 GO TO 540 CDR 44 8
Lfl 000479 ' 000 IF C ALPH ( II.EG . REMARK) GO TO 5 110 CDR 449
000980 Goo IF (ALPH(3).NE.ENDPRM) GO TO 550 con 450
0004 01 000 LENnz.TRUE. CUR 151
000482 000 GO TO 580 CDR 452












060491 000 IF	 (ALPH131.EO.REMARK) 	 GO	 TO 570 con 461
rq 000492 000 580 CALL	 TNCGA9
	 (I) COR 462
^d 000493 Goo IF	 (ALPH(I).EO.ENO) 00	 TO 600 toil 463000494 000 NOREAD=.TRUE. CDR 464000495 000 IF	 (16 11 C.NE.BLOCK(l)) GO TO 600 CDR 11 65










r, 000490 000 00	 590	 J=1.4 con 14 68
L 000 10 99 coo LLOGTCCJ)z.PALSE. con 469
a—" 000500 000 590 CONTINUE Cj)R 470
000501 fl oo LLOGIC(I )& .TnUE. CDR 471
000502 000 CALL DATARD CDR 172
000503 000 600 CALF WAT07A t I I COO 973000504 000 610 CONTINUE coo 979
000505 000 GO TO 490 CDR qls
000506 000 C cnn 416
000507 000 C CDR j) y I
000508 000 620 FORMAT	 ( 11411/) Cart q?e
000509 000 630 FORMAT	 (7X,A9,?1,IIA6,A2) con 979
000510 000 6q0 FOR44T (A1.13A6,2AI) con 480
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000512 000 660 FORMAT (7X,ft4,A1,1IA6,ft2) CDR 81 82
0005t3 GOO 670 FORMAT ( A1,A6,A9,At,IIA6,AZ , AI) CDR 403
000519 Ono 680 FORMAT ( 6H • * *,82H DATA	 BLOCKS	 IN	 IMPROPER	 ORDER	 OR ILLEGACOR 484
000515 000 It	 SLOCT%	 DESIGNATION	 ENCOUNTERED	 .) CDR 1195
000516 000 690 i:ORMAT (6H • ^ - , 90H THE PSEUDO COMPUTE SEQUENCE INDICATOR MUST BECDA 486
000517 000 1 EITHER SPCS tR LPCS, AND START IN COLUMN 21) CDR 487
000518 Dan TOO FORMAT (19H ARRAYS LOC AND LEN,1(3110)1 CDR lea
000519 Ono 710 FORMAT (125i DATA BUCKET,/(I10,120,E20.5,5X,O20)) CDR 989
000520 000 720 FORMAT ( 1411 NND,16.4H NNA,16,4H NNB , t&,')H NNT,16) CDR ligo
0r? D52I 000 730 FORMAT (14" NGL,16,911 NGR,16,411 NGT,16) CDR 191
000522 000 740 FORMAT 4/4H	 NUC.16.5H NECI,16.511 f1 EC2,16,4H NCT,161 can 492
000523 000 750 FORMAT ( / 2211 FIXED CONSTANTS CDR 493
000524 Goo 160 FORMAT ( /511 LENA,161 can 494

























	 000	 `	 DIMENSION NBUFR127}, ALPHA(151, XSTART(71, XSTOPII)
00600+1 000 C
060605 000 COMnON /XVARV/ DATAtl)
900006 000 C
000007 000 DATA ALPHA /1HA,1HS.11lC,1!lQ,1H5 n 1H6.1HErlHF,SHG n 1HH.1HI,1HJ,1HK,
004008 000 1	 IHL,IHM/
006009 000 C t
060010 040 C
000011 000 HP.ITE(6,31
000.012 000 3 FUFLMATCIHIIOX3011OUTPUT FROM COMBINE SUBROUTINE//)
000013 000 IF(IUNIT	 .EQ.	 0)	 [UNIT = 7
040019 000 AEwINO RT	
1
000015 000 IF(NTAPE.GT .0) GO TO 7
000016 000 NTAPE = -NTAPE
000017 000 REAO(5,6) (XSTART(I1,XSTOP(11,I=1,N7APE)
000018 000 6 FORMAT(I4F5.3)
000019 000 7 IUNITI=!UNIT-1
000020 DOD 00 39 L-1,NTAPE	 'k
000021 000 M=0	 # ^-
000022 000 N=4
060023 000 I=L^TUNITI
000024 000 REWIND I
000025 000 15 READ11} {NBUFRIJ),J=I,2R1,	 NSL,
	
(DATA( J) n J=1,NSL)
000026 000 NBUFR(27) = NSL
040027 000 ML-11,15
000028 000 9 READ(1)TIME,(OATA(K1.K = I,NTDTAL)	 4
000029 000 IFtTIME-XSTAAT(L))9	 i
000030 000 IF(TIME-XTIME),21.30
000031 000 WRITEt6,121
000032 000 12 FORMAT(lHOlOX3'!HTAPES ARE NOT IN THE CORRECT DnOER)
000033 000 CALL EXIT
000039 000 WRITE(KT) NBUFR, 	 (OATA(JI,J=I,NSL)
000035 000 RIVAL = 0
000036 000 DO	 18	 J=17.27
000037 000 18 N TOTAL =NTOTAL+rJBUFR(J}
000038 000 21 READ(1)TIME n (DATA(K).K-1.NTOTALI
000039 000 !Ft TIME )24
(100040 000 IF(TIME- XSTARTIL))21
000041 000 IF(XSTOPiL))27.27	 el
000092 000 IF(TIME-X5TOP(L))27	 j
000043 000 'TIME=-TlnE
000044 OOD 2'J IF(L-NTAPE)33.30,33	 j
00011 4 5 ODO 27 M =M - 1	 l
000046 060 IF( !1),.21
000047 000 m=111C
006048 000 XTImE=TIME	 t
004049 000 30 WHITE[KTI TIME,( DATA( 9),K=I,NTOTAL)
000050 000 IF(N.EB_0) WRITE(6.31) TIME.L
000051 000 31 FORMAT413X F10,5,	 26H HAS BEEN LOADED FROM TAPE 12)
000052 000 N=I
000053 000 IF(TIME).21,21
000059 000 END FILE KT




COMBIN	 /	 DATE 022873	 PAGE	 2
000056	 000	 33 REWIND I
000057	 000	 uRITEI6,3bIL,%TIP1E
000058	 000	 36 FORMAT(13X 411TAPE I2, 10H ENDING AT FI0_5,	 28H HAS BEEN LOADED
000059	 000	 1 ON NEW TAPEI)
000060	 000	 39 CONTINUE
000061	 000	 IF( K- LE.15)WRITE(6,42)NTAPE,ALPHA(XT)
000062	 000	 4Z FORMAT(//IOX9H0ATA F80t1 I2,33H TAPES HAS BEEN COM INED ON UNIT AZ)
000063	 000	 RETURN
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SICOMII /	 DATE 022875	 PAGE	 1 f
aELT,t SICOMM i
ELTOT7 RLIBTO 02128-03tZhZ9-10,1
000001 004	 Comm PROC
000002 000 COMMON /TITLE/N ( 1) /TEMP /TCII /CAP /CC 11 ISOORCE /O(13 /COND/G(1)
000003 000 COMMON /PC1/NS01 ( II IPCZ /NSO2CI) /KONST/K ( II /ARRAY/A(I
0000011 000 COMMON IFIXC9N /K0N(l) /XSPACE /NOlM,NTH,X(1)
000005 000 COMMON /OIMENS/ NNO,NNA , NNT,HGT , NCT,NAT,LSOI , LSOZ .j
000006 00O DIMENSION CONCI) , XKCI I. N%(11 S
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• 000007	 000	 C
000008	 000 D = A(1)
000009	 000 ICA = N
000019
	
000 0 = 0(I1
000011
	
000 ICB a N
000012
	
000 IF(rl@D(ICA,x)	 .NE.	 0) GG TO
	
100 .
'.. 000013	 (100 IF(ICA	 .NE.	 ICB) GO TO
	
100
t 000019	 000 MICA .LT. y) GO TO 100
000015	 000 B(2) = A(2)
000016
	
000 B(3) = 0.0
000017	 000 DO 50 I=3,ICA,2
000018	 000 8(1+1)	 =	 A(1+11
000019	 000 B(1+2) = 6(1)	 + 0.5+x( AI 1+2 )+A( I I) y( A( 1+1)-AI I-1 )1









000 100 tdR(TE( 6, 101 )
	 ICA.	 ICB
110 000024	 000 101 FORMATOHO 120(1H+1 // 46H INCORRECT ARRAY LENGTH INPUT TO CHVINT,
000025	 000 1	 ICA	 =	 15,	 7H,	 ICB =	 15	 //	 IX	 120(1H+)1
000024i	 000 CALL WLKSCA
000021	 000 CALL EXIT




! >icSGDMT' DATE 022875	 PAGE	 1
*£LT.L CSGOMP '-
ELTOTT RLIB70 02128-03x19311 -130
'r 000001 000 SUBROUTINE CSGDMP
000002 000 C THIS SUBROUTINE LISTS EACH DIFFUSION NODE BY ACTUAL NODE NUMBER
000003 000' C GIVING ITS CAPACITANCE AND CSG PRODUCT. EACH CONNECTED CONDUCTOR ;(
000004 000 C IS LISTED 8Y ACTUAL CONDUCTOR NUMBER GIVING ITS VALUE AND TYPE
000005 000 C AND THE ACTUAL NODE NUMBER AND TYPE OF THE ADJOINING NODE.
000006 000 C EITHER PSEUDO COMPUTE SEQUENCE IS ALLOWED.
	
SINDA	 FORTRAN V
000007 000 INCLUDE COMM,LIST i
000008 000 COMMON /POINTN/ LNO0E,LCONO,LCONS,LARRY,ICOMP
000009 000 INCLUDE OEFFAIST
000010 003 IF(CON(501	 .LE.	 0) CON(50)=	 1.
000011 000 IJK = 1
000012 000 GO TO 2
- _ 000013 000 ENTRY RCIIUMP r
000019 000 iJK = 2
000015 000 2 CALL NONLIN {
000016 000 TFR'.NOOE.EO.0) CALL NNREAOt11
000017 000 TFtLCONO.E0,0) CALL NNREAD(2)
_ 000018 000 IFt1JK.EO.11 CALL OUTCAL
000019 000 NNC = NNB+NNA
000020 000 C TEAD OUT ALL SOURCE LOCATIONS j
_ OODOZI 000 DO 5	 I =	 1,NND t
000022 000 5 011 = 0.0
1 000023 000 IF(%ON(29).EO.O.OR.wf,NIZ$).GE.631 CALL TOPLIN
CJ1 000024 000 NNN = KON( 31 )+1
000025 G00 60 TO I10.IS),	 NNN
000026 000 10 WRITC(6,998) NNC
000027 000 GO TO 20
000028 000 15 WRITE(6.9971 NNC
000029 000 20 K	 81 = K Nt28)+ONI Z	 O	 3
-_ 00030 000 J1	 = 0
000031 000 IF(NND.EG.0) GO TO	 152
000032 000. C CALCULATE G SUll





25 JI = J1+1
LG = FLD(5,16,NS p 1IJ13} 1
000036 000 IF(LG.EO.61 GO TO 45
Q 000037 000 LTA = FLD(22,14,NSOlIJ1)l000038 000 C CHEC% FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR
000039 000 IFtFLD(3.1.NSOSiJ131.Ep.0} GO	 TO	 30
000090 000 T1 = T(I)+460,






GV= .GV sCDNtSO) 1
000094 000 GO TO 35









 00 O 40
o f
3.,
000098 000 ptLTA1 = OtLTA1+GV 14
000049 006 40 IF(NSOI(J11.GT.6) GO TD 25 t
000050 000 45 CONTINUE
000051 000 C CALCULATE C/SK MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM AND NODES ON WHICH THEY OCCUR
000052 000 RCMN =	 t.E+20
000053 000 RCMX = 0.0
000054 000 00 55	 1 = 1.NN0




- C5GOMP DATE 022825	 FRGE 2 ({
000056 000 IF(c(I),GT.RCMN) GO TO 50 }
000057 001 IF{,NOT. QM .GT. 0.0) GO TO 50
000058 coo RPM= Q( I)
000 05 
9
000 N = I
000060 000 50 IF(Q(I).LT.RCMX) GO TO 55
000061 000 RCMX = p(I)
_ 000062 000 M = I
000063 000 55 CONTINUE 
000064 000 WR7T£(6,996) X(N+LNODE),RCMN,X(FI+LNODE),RCMX
000065 000 WRITE(6,977)
000066 000 KON(2B) = KON(281+2
000067 000 M KON(281_GE.651 CALL TOPLIN y
000066 000 WRITE(61995)
000069 000 WRITE(6,977)
000070 000 KON(2B) = KOM 28)+2
000071 000 it	 = 0
000072 000 OO	 150 I	 = 1,NNG
000073 000 WRITE( 6,99 11 1	 XII+LNODE),C( I)to(I
OGOO74 000 KON(28) = K0N(28)+1
000075 000 90 it = 11+1
000076 000 LG = FL015,I6,N501(J M
000077 000 IF(LG.EQ.D) GO TO
	 129
000078 000 LTA = FLO(22,14,N501(J11)
Ly 000079 000 NNN = 1
1 000080 000 IF(FLDI 3,I,N5O1(J)1).EO.I) NNN = 5 -000081 000 IF(LTA.LE.NNC) GO TO 92
000082 000 NNN = NNN+1
000!!83 000 IFtLTA.LE.NNCI GO TO 95
000tidH 000 NNI4 = NNN+1
000065 000 GO TO 95
000086 000 92 IF(FLO(21,I,NSQltJ1)1.EC.I1 NNN = NNN+3
000067 000 95 GO TO (100,105,IIO.112,115,120,125.127),
	
NNN -_
000088 000 100 WRITE(6,9931 X(LG+LCONDI,G(LGI,X(LTA+LNOCE)
000089 000 GO TO	 130
0GO090 000 105 WRITE16,9921
	 X(LG+LC(IND),G(LG1,XCLTA+LNGDEI
000091 000 GO TO 130
000092 000 110 WRITE(6,991) XILG+LCGNDI,G(LG),X(LTA+LNGDE)
000093 000 GO TO 130
000094 000 112 WRITE(6,9861 X(LG+LCO()D).GtLG),X(LTA±LNODE)
000095 000 Go TO 130000096 000 115 WRITE(6,9901	 X(LG+LCGNDI,G(LG).XILTA+LNOOE)
000097 000 GO TO 130
000098 000 120 WRifEi6,984)	 kILG+LCOND3,G(LG),x(LTA+LNOIIE) s
000099 000 GO TO
	
130 :r000100 000 125 WRITE16,988) X(LG+LCONO),G(LGI,X(LTA+LNODEI
000101 000 GO TO 130
000.102 Goo 127 WR1TEt6,985) X(LG+LC(?NO).G(LG),X(LTA+LNDDEI
000103 000 GO TO 130
006104 000 129 WRITE(6,987)
000105 000 130 KoN(28) = KDN(28)+1
000106 000 IF(KON(281.LT.651 GO TO	 135 i
000107 000 CALL TOPLIN t
000108 000 WRITE(6,995}
000109 000 WRITE(6,977)
000110 000 XOM 28 } = 9ON( 20 )+2
000I11 000 135 IF(NSGI(JI).GT.0) GO
	 TO 90 =,::I:-' OHM 000 ISO CONTINUE
 9t ,
CSGDMp DATE 022875 	 FACE	 3
E
000113 000 IF(NNA.Ll.0) GO TO 999
000114 000 152 WRITE(6.977:
000115 000 KON(28) = KONi28)+1
000116 000 1M UNC28).GE.6 2) CALL TOPLIN
000117 000 WRITE( 6.989)	 °-
0001iB 000 WRITE(6,9771
000119 000 K044( 28 	 = KON(281+2
	 3
000120 000 NN = NN0+1
000121 000 00 210 1 = NN.NNC
000122 000 155 it = J1+1
000123 000 LS = FLD(5,16,NS0)tJT))
000124 000 LTA = FLO(22,19,N501(J1))
= 000125 000 NUN = 1
000126 000 IF(FLOt3,l,NS01t11)).Ep.l) NUN = 4
000127 000 IF(LTA.LE.NND) GO TO 158
000128 000 NNN = NN4+1	 j
000129 000 IF(LTA.LE.NUC) GO TO	 158
000130 000 NNU = NNN+1	 a000131 003 I ct NNN	 .GE. k ) GLG= G(LG )•CUN(50 )
000132 000 138 60	 TO	 (160,165,1T0,1T5,I80,185), NUN
000133 000 160 WRilf(6,983) XI1+LNOOE),XCLTA+LNODE),XCLG+LCOND).G(LG1
000134 000 00 TO	 190
(100135 000 165 WAtTE ( 6.4821 X(T+LNODE) , XCLTA +LNDD£1 , XCLG+LCONO),G(LS)	 1
000136 000 GO TO
	
190	 z
I 000137 000 110 WRITE16,901) XtI+LNODE),X(LTA+LN(IDE),X(LG+LCONDI.G(LG)
1	 C31 000138 000 GO TO 190
N 000139 003 175 WRITE(6,980) X(I+L(iGDEI.XCLTA+LNODE),X(LG+LCONO),GLG
000140 000 G8 TO	 190
000141 003 180 URITE(6,9T9) X(l+LNODE),X(LTA+L' -DOE ),X(LG+LCONR).GLG
000142 000 GD TO 190
- 000143 003 185 WRITE16.9T8) X(T+LNODE),X(LTA+LNOOE),X(LG+LCOND),GLG 	 i
000144 000 190 KON(28) = KON(28 1+1
000145 000 IF(KONt28).LT.653 GO TO	 195
008146 000 CALL TOPLIN
000147 000 HRTTE(6,9B4)
000148 000 WRITE(6,977)
000149 000 KONI281 = KON(28)+2













000153 000 998 FORMAT(/,3H A 14.5611 NODE PROBLEM USING SPCS. •µ++ ALL NUMBERS ARE
000154 000 s ACTUAL •.+•,/.
000155 000 997 FORnAT(/.311 A t9.5011 NODE PRORCEM USING LPCS, •_•• ALL NUMBERS ARE A
000156 000 s ACTUAL ••••.I1
000157 000 996 FORMAT(6H NODE
	
I6,19H HAS THE CSGNIN OF iPET2_5.7H. NODE 16.
000150 (100 •	 19H HAS THE CSGMAX OF	 1PE12.51
000159 000 995 FORMAT15911 NODE
	 C-•VALUE	 CSG-VALUE CONO	 TYPE G-VALUE TO NODE T
000160 000 •VPE)
000161 000 994 FORMAT(16,2(IPElO.3))
	 a000162 000 993 FORMAT(26X.I6.511	 LIN1PE10.3.16.5H OIFF)
000163 000 992 FORMAT(26X,T6,5H	 LINIPEID.3.16,5H ARIHI
000164 000 991 FORMAT(26X.16,5H	 LTNIPE10.3.16,5H 000N1
000165 000 990 FORMAT( 26X,16.511	 RADIPE10.3.16,5t(	 RIFF)
000166 000 909 FOPMAT(26X.16.5H	 RADIPE10.3,16,511	 ARTH)
000161 000 988 FORMAT(26X,16.5H	 RADIPE10.3.16.511	 BOUN)
000160 000 9111 FORMAT(261.Z914 THI5 NODE HAS BEEN PROCESSED 
OOOI69 000 986 FORMAT926X.16,511
	 LINIPE10.3.16,24H RIFF. 	 ONE UAY CONDUCTOR)
.3
4f
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!CSGDnf DATE 022875 .	PAGE
	
y
OOOLTO 000 985 FORMRT(26X,I6,5H	 FLADTPEIO.3,16,24H RIFF, ONE WAY CONDUCTOR)
000171 000 984 FORMAT( g OH ARITHMETIC NODE PSEUDO-COMPUTE SECUENCE)
000172 000 983 FORMAT(6H NODE 16,14H TO DIFF NODE 16,15H THRU LIN CL-iO I6,15H,CON
000173 1300 •0 VALUE IS	 IPE11.51
0041Tq 000 982 FORMAT(6H NODE 16,14H TO ARTH NODE I6,15H THRU LIN COND I6215H.CON
000175 000 on VALUE
	
IS 1PEll.°l
OOOIT6 000 983	 FDRMAT(6H NODE	 16,1•.H TO BOUN NODE
	 16,15H THRU LIN COND 16,15H,CON
000t77 000 +0 VALUE IS 1PE11.5)
000178 000 9BO FORMAT(6H NODE I6,19H TO.DIFF NODE 16, ISM THRU BAD COND
	 16,15H,CON
000L79 000 •0	 VALUE
	 15	 1PE11.5)
fie..	 000!80 000 979 FOP.MAT(611 NODE 16,19H TO ARTH NODE 	 16,15H THRU BAD COND 	 I6,1511,CON
000181 000 vD VALUE
	 I5	 1PEI1.5)
OOGI82 000 978 FORMATI6H ( (DOE T6,19H TO BOU_N NODE

















CYCLE DATE 022875	 PAGE	 1
6ELT,L CYCLE
ELT077 RLIE70 02128- 03t19e15-I 0,)
000001 000 SUBROUTINE CYCLE(TIME,A,NAME)
000032 000 C
000003 000• DIMENSION R11)
OOOOOW 000 C `-
000005 000 EQUIVALENCE (AI,NI
000006 000 C
000007 000 C
000008 000 AI	 = A( 1)
000009 000 IF(M00(N.2)
	
.NE. 0) SO TO 910
000010 000 ASSIGN 900 TO 11 EI
000011 000 10 IF(A(2) - TIME1 30,I1.20 j
000012 000 20 DELTA = A(2) - AIN) f
000013 000 60 TO 50
DO p 019 000 30 IF(TIME
	
.LT.	 A(N11 60 TO	 II
fl00 p 15 000 DELTA = AIN) - AM
_ 000016 000 50 IF(DELTAI 60,900,60
000017 000 60 00	 100	 =2,N.2''
000018 000 A( I) a	 A( I I	 + DELTA
000019 000 :90 CGNTINUE
000020 000 ASSIGN 105 TO
	 II
b 000021 000 G0 TO	 10 !	 _
s	 I 000022 000 105 CALL LINECKI2)
'm 000023 000 WRITE16,110) NAME
000029 000 110 FORMAT(7H0ARRAY	 A6, 16H HAS PEEN CYCLED 1
000025 000 CALL LINECK(2)
_ 000026 000 CALL GENOUT(A(2),1,M,'0CYCLE0 ARRAY•1
0000.27 000 900 RETURN
000028 000 910 WRITE(b.9201 NAME
4
000029 000 920 FORMAT(30110WRONG ARRAY LENGTH FOR ARRAY	 A6, 2011 IN SUBROUTINE CYC
000030 000 1LE	 )
000031 000 CALL GENOUT(A[21,I,N.' p ARRAY TO BE CYCLED ')
- 000032 000 CALL WLKRCK
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000001	 000	 BEFF	 PROC
	





	 C	 CONTROL CONSTANT 1 CONTAINS THE NEW PROBLEM TIME 	 (TIMEN)
	
000004	 000	 C	 CONTROL CONSTANT 2 CONTAINS THC 1119E STEP USED 	 (OTIM£UI
	
000005	 007	 C	 CONTROL CONSTANT 3 CONTAINS THE PROBLEM STOP TIME 	 (TIMEND)
	
000006	 000	 C	 CONTROL CONSTANT N CONTAINS THE TIME STEP FACTOR, -EXPLICIT (CSGFAC)
	
09000T	 000	 C	 CC5 IS THE INPUT NUMBER OF ITERATION 00 LOOPS, INTEGER 	 (NLOOP)
	
00000E	 000	 C	 CC6 CONTAINS THE DIFFUSION TEMPERATURE CHANGE ALLOWED 	 (OTMPCAI
	
000009	 000	 C	 CC? CONTAINS THE OUTPUT EACH ITERATION SNITCH 	 (OPEITR)
	
000OtG	 000	 C	 CCB CONTAINS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED TIME STEP 	 (OTIM£HI
	




000	 C	 CCIO CONTAINS THE NEW DIFFUSION TEMP. DAMPING FACTOR 	 10AMPD)
	
000013	 000	 C	 CCSI CONTAINS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED ARITHMETIC TEMP. CHANGE IRTMPCA)
	
000014	 000	 C	 CC12 CONTAINS THE BACKUP SWITCH CHECKED AFTER VARIABLES 	 (BACKUP)
	
000015	 X100	 C	 CC13 CDNTAHIS THE PRESENT TIME OR PROBLEM START TIME 	 (TIMED)
	
000016	 ('09	 C	 CC14 CONTAINS THE MEAN TIME BETWEEN AN ITERATION 	 (TIMEM)
	
000017	 0,0	 C	 CE15 CONTAINS THE DIFFUSION TEMPERATURE CHANGE CALCULATED (DTMPCC)
	
000018	 000	 C	 CC16 CONTAINS ARITHMETIC TEMPERATURE CHANGE CALCULATED 	 IATMPCCI
	
000019	 000	 C	 CONTROL CONSTANT IT 15 RESERVED FOR THE C/SG MINIMUM 	 ICSGMINI
	
000420	 000	 C	 CONTROL CONSTANT 18 CONTAINS THE OUTPUT INTERVAL 	 (OUTPU-i
	
000021	 000	 C	 EC19 CONTAINS THE ARITHMETIC RELAXATION CRITERIA ALLOWED (ARLICAI
b	 000022	 000	 C	 CC20 CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF RELAXATION LOOPS USED,INTEGER fLOOPCT)1	 000023
	
000	 C	 CCZI CONTAINS THE MINIMUM ALLOWED TIME STEP 	 fOTLMEL)
	
000029	 000	 C	 CC22 IS FOR THE INPUT TIME STEP IMPLICIT 	 IDTIMEII
In	 000425	 000	 C	 CC23 CONTAINS THE CISG MAXIMUM 	 (CSGMnx1
	
000026	 000	 G	 CC24 CONTAINS THE C/SG RANGE ALLOWED 	 (CSGAAL)
	
040027	 000	 C	 CC25 CONTAINS THE C/56 RAN5E CALCULATED 	 CCSGRCL)
	
000026	 000	 C	 CC26 CONTAINS THE DIFFUSION RELAXATION CRITERIA ALLOWED 	 (ORLXCA)
	
000029	 000	 C	 CC27 CONTAINS THE DIFFUSION RELAXATION CHANGE CALCULATED IORLXCC)
	




000	 C	 CC29 CONTAINS THE PAGE COUNTFR, INTEGER 	 (PAGECT)
O +7	




000	 C	 CC31 IS INDICATOR, O=THERMAL SPCS,I=THERMAL LPCS.2=GENERAL (LSPCS)
	
'	 000039	 000C	 CC32 CONTAINS THE ENERGY BALANCE OF THE SYSTEM, IN - OUT (ENGBAL)
	
t^d	 000435	 000	 C	 CC33 CONTAINS THE BE SIRE B ENERGY DALANCE, USER INPUT 	 tBALENGI
	
C	 000036	 000	 C	 CC34 CONTAINS THE NOCOPY SW ITCH FOR MATRIX USERS	 (NOCOPY)
	
Q	 000031	 000	 C	 CC35 CONTAINS RELATIVE NODE NUMBER OF CSGMLN
	
►^ j	 000030	 000	 C	 CC36 CONTAINS RELATIVE NODE NUMBER OF OTMPCC
-	 000039	 044	 C	 CC37 CONTAINS RELATIVE NODE NUMBER OF ARLXCC
	
Yj^	 000090	 000	 C	 CC38 CONTAINS RELATIVE NODE NUMBER OF ATMPCC
	
G1 Ttq.	 000041	 000	 C	 EC39-40-41-42-43 CONTAIN OUMMY INTEGER CONSTANTS 	 (1-,l-K-L-MTEST)
	
000042	 000	 C	 CC44-45-46-47-48 CONTAIN DUMMY FLOATING CONSTANTS (R-S-T-U-VTEST)
	
000093	 060	 C	 CC49 IS THE OUAST-LINEARIZATION INTERVAL FOR C1ND5M 	 ILAXFAC)
	









	 i	 DATE 022875	 PAGE	 I
•ELT,T SIDMCC
ELTOT7 RLI870 02IZ8-03t21t3Z-(0,)
1^% 00001 000 OMCC PROC
Od000Z 000 IF(FLOt1.1,NSO1tJ1+111.EQ.0) GO TO NOO
000003 000 NTYPE = FLDIO,S,NSOZ(JZI)
000004 000 GO TO (399,398,398,398,399,398,398,398,39'13, NTYPE
MOOS 000 398 JZ = J2+1
000006 000 399 J2 = J2+1




ELTOTT RLIBTO 02128-03i21%2 '0—(0.1
000001	 000	 MUD	 p1loc
000002	 coo	 60 TO TOO
000003	 000	 NTYPE = FLD(0,5,NSQ2(J2))
000004	 000	 J2 = 32+1
000005	 Goo	 00 TO (100,700,700,699.699,699,699.699,699.699,699,699),NTYPE
000006	 000	 699 J2 = J2+1
000007	 000	 700 CONTINUE
000008	 000	 END
END ELT.







000001	 000	 SUSAOUTINE rNSUM2(NFRM,LOC2,J2,SUMI,SUM2,N21
000002	 000	 L
000003	 000	 COMMON /FLODATI NFLOW(l)
000004	 000	 C
000005	 000	 c
000006	 (100	 JJ2 = 12
00000T	 000	 200 JJ2 = JJ2 - 4
000000	 000	 IFIJJ2 .LT. 4) GO TO 700
000009	 000	 L = LOC2 + JJ2
000010	 000	 IF(IIFLOU(L+2) .NE. NFRM) GO TO 200
000011	 000	 LOCO = NFLOW(L+3)
_	 000012	 000	 I'F1LOCO) 220,200,400
000013	 000	 C
000014	 000	 220 LOC3 = -LOCO
000015	 000	 !3	 = NFLOW(LOC31 + 1
000016	 000	 CALL ONSUM3INFRM.LOC3..13,SU191,SUM2,N3)
000017	 000	 GO TO 200
000ole	 000	 C
_	 000019	 000	 400 CALL FLOSUM(NFLaU( L),LOCO,SUM1,SUM2)
000020	 000	 GO TO 200
000021
	 000	 C
b	 000022	 000	 700 U2 = NFL OW(L+111	 000023
	
000	 RETURN
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000001	 000 DUMC	 PROC
000002	 000 IF(FLDtl n 1sN5A1SJ1+171.EC.OS GO TO 2000
000003
	
000 ` NTYPE = fLD(0,5.NS02(J2))
- 000004	 000 GO TO (!999.1998.1998„1998,3999 n 1998,1998,159B,L999), 	 HTYPE
000005
	
000 1998 J2 = J2+1	 a
000006	 000 1999 J2 = J2+I
00000T	 coo 2000 CONTINUE



























FLBAL OA'£E 022873	 PAGE	 A
AELT.L FLKAL
ELTOTT RLIBTO 02/28-03119120-(6,)
900001 002 SUBROUTINE FLBAL(NPRN,LI11,WIN.NPI,NPO,FROF,014(lX,I}?)
000002 002 C
000003 002 LOGICAL COP, LPR 1
00000 11 002 C




000007 003 COMMON/POINTN /LNOOE,LCONO,LCONS.LARRV,ICOMP,LTB,LP,LV
000008 002 COMMON/FLOOAT/ NOAT4 (l)
(^- 000009 002 COMMON /Wâ OT	 / W	 (1)
-	
E
000010 002 COMMON /PRESS / P	 (1)
000011 002 COMMON IFLO(JG	 / GF	 (1)
000012 002 COMMON IVALVP	 / VP	 (1)
000013 002 COMMON IWOOTI / NI	 (1)
00001 11 002 COMMON /FOATA / COP
000015 002 COMMON /XSPACE/ NOIM. NTH, NEXT(11
000016 002 C




000021 002 L22 = NOATA(L14+21 t
b 000022 002 L23 = I(OATA(L14+3)
a00023 002 L29 = NTH + I
L.e • 000024 006 NTII = NTH + NPAN +	 1
000025 006 LFSV = L25 + NPRN
000026 006 NFSV=O
000027 006 ASSIGN 624	 TO KK
000028 006 ASSIGN 1098 TO LL
000029 002 C
000030 002 C
000031 002 IF(L23	 .LT.	 1) GO TO 602
000032 002 L40 = NOATAIL23)
000033 002 IF(L40	 .LT.	 1) GO TO 6_t
000034 002 C
000035 006 K = LFSV
000036 002 530 DO 600 J=1,L- O
000031 002 L41=NOATAIL23+J)
000038 005 NY	 = NOATA(L4I+1)
000039 002 NTSI	 = ROATA(L 11 1+2)
000040 002 NT52 = NOATA(L41+3)
000041 002 E	 = ROATA(L41+7)
000042 006 IF(E1 536,533,536
000043 006 C
00004- 006 533 NEXT(K+l) = NV ¢
000045 006 NEXT(K+41 = NTS1
000046 006 NEXT( K+5 1 = NT52
000047 006 K = K + 5
0000 118 006 GO TO 600
000049 006 C
000050 006 536 IF(_NOT.COP) GO TO 5110
000051 002 RYSI a 0.0
000052 002 AVS2 = 0.0
000053 002 5140 IF(NT51	 .LT.	 1) GO TO 560
000058 002 RYSI	 = IJ(NTSI)+E/VP(NYI/VP(NV)
000 4355 002 IF(GF(NTSI)1 550.545.550
F'




FLRAL GATE 022875	 PACE	 2
000056 002 393 GF(NTSI) = 1.01RVSI
000057 002 60 TO 560
000058 002 550 GF(NTSI)= 1.0/(I.0/GF(NTSII+RVSI)
000059 002 560 IF(NTSZ .LT.	 11 GO TO 570
000060 002 XS2 = 1.0 - VP((JV)
00006! 002 RVS2 = W(T1TSZ)+E/XS2/XS2
G00062 002 IF(GF(NTS2)1 565,563,565
000063 002 563 GF(NTSZ) = 1.0/RVS2
000064 002 GO TO 5TO
000065 002 565 GFtNTS2) - 1.0!(1_0/GF( NTS2 )+RVS2)
000066 002 C
GoOO67 002 570 1F(.NOT. COP) GO TO 600
000068 002 CALL LINECK(31
000069 002 IF(NTSI	 .GT_	 01 NTSI = HEXT(LTB+NTSI)
000070 002 1F(NTS2	 .GT.	 O9 NTS2 = NEXT(LT8+NTS2) 0
000011 002 XS1 = VP(NV)
000072 003 NV = NEXT(LV+NV)
000073 002 tJRTTE(6,580) NV,	 E,	 XST,
	
NTSI, RVSI, NTS2, RVS2
000074 002 580 FORMAT(/	 7X	 7HNV	 = III)	 ,	 BX THE = G13.8,
000075 002 1	 5X THXS1	 = G13.8, 5X 79NTSI	 =	 110	 ,	 OX THRVSI = 013.8/
000076 002 2	 7X 7HNTS2	 = 110	 ,	 8% THRV52	 = G13.8	 )
00001T 002 C
_ b 000078 Oo2 C000079 002 600 CONTINUE
000080 002 C
!V 000081 002 C
000002 006 NFSV = IK-LFSV)/5
_ 000003 006 IFINFS,
	
.LT.	 11 GG TO 602
' 000084 006 ASSIGN 623	 TO KX
$000085 006 ASSIGN 1085 TB LL
000086 006 L = LFSV








O 000091 006 K = L14 + I
O 000092 006 IFINTSI	 .EO. NGATAIK) .OR. NT52	 .EO. NGATAIK)) GO TO 6013
000093 006 6011 CONTINUE
000094 006 C ERROR





NEXT( L+31 = NPU
00 6014 J=4,120,4^-•^
14} 000098 006 K = LI 4 + J







000102 006 6016 NEXT(L+2) = N4ATA(K)
000103 006 L = L + 5
f 000104 006 6018 CONTINUE
000105 006 C
000106 006 602 MPAN = NPRN + 2+NFSV
000107 006 M = MPRN*(MPR(I+11/2
0001 h 8 006 NTII = NTH + 5*NFSV
000109 002 L26 = NTH + 1
0001I0 002 NTH = NTH • M + 3
000111 002 L27 = NTH + 1
000112 006 NTH = NTH + MPRN + 1
4•^'""" ^•^,! 4-`-"'° [i'	 ^;•0	 U	 4}'.	 -°.{}.,	 :^e.
f
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000113 002 L28 = OTH + I a
i 00011'! 006 NTH = NTFI + MPRN + 1
000115 002 IFtNOIM .GE. NTH —L25+1) 60 TB 610
000116 002 C .i
000117 002 NEED = NTH — NOIM —LZ5 + i 4=
000118 902 CALL TOPLTN
000119 002 WRITE(6,605) NEED,
	
N0ATA(L14+1) i
000120 002 605 FORMAT ( B3H0+ s s	 INSUFFICIENT DYNAMIC STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR FLOW
= 000121 002 18ALANCING SUBROUTINE	 + • w // BX SHSHORT I5, 23H LOCATIONS FOR-N£
00012Z 002 2TWQRX A6)
000123 002 CALL WLKBCK
000124 002 CALL EXIT
000125 002 C.
_ 000126 002 610 00 620 J=L26,NTH
000127 002 NEXT(J) = 0
000126 002 620 CONTINUE
000129 002 C
000130 002 NEXTCL261 = N + 2
000131 006 NEXT(L26•11 = MPRN
- 000132 006 NEXT(L26+21 = MPRN
000133 046 NEXT( L27 	 = MPRN
000134 002 C
0001. 35 006 NEXT(L28 ) = NPRN i
000136 006 00 622 J= 1,l9PAN
000137 002 NEXTIL28+J) = NEXTIL25 +J)
W, 000138 002 622 CONTINUE
000139 002 C
cf. 000140 002 C ASSEMBLE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 	 n
000)41 002 C
000142 002 00 625 J=4.LZO.4
_ 000143 002 K = L19 + J
000144 402 NIB = NORM XI
000145 006 GO TO KK (623,624)
004146 006 C
000147 006 623 L = LFSV + h
000148 006 NFRM = NPRN • 1
000149 006 BQ 6235	 )=1.NFS Y —
000I50 006 IFINTB	 .ED. NEXT(L)) GO TO 6241
004151 006 NFRM = NFRM • 1
^i- 000152 006 •IFINTB	 .ED. UEXTIL+11) GO TO 6241
000153 006 NFRM = NFRM + 1-
000154 006 L = L + 5
000155 006 6235 CONTINUE
000156 006 624 NFRM = NOATA(K+)1 j
000157 006 6241 UTO	 = NOATA(K+21
000158 002 HA	 = MIND tNFRM,NTO)
000159 002 NC	 = MAYO (NFRM,NTO1
000164 002 NANA = (NR+I)+NRl2 + 2
000161 0(12 NRNC = (NC—I1•NCIZ + UR • 2
000162 002 NCNC = (NC+1)•NCJ2 + 2
000163 002 EXTIL26+NRNR) = EXTtL26+NRNR1 + GF(NIBI
00016 ++ 002 EXT(L26 + NRNC) = EXTtL26 +NRNC 1 — GF(NTB )
000165 002 E%T(L26+NCUC) = EXT(1.26+NCNC) + GF(UT4)
000166 002 625 CONTINUE
'ts 000167 002 IF(.NOT.	 COP) 60 TO 630
000166 002 CALL	 LINECK121
j{	 j^ 000169 002 CALL GENOUTtI,1.0, 1 DMAIRIX BEFORE REDUCTION*
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000170 002 CULL LINECK(21
000171 002 CALL GENOUT(EXT(L28+H,I,NEXT(L281	 ."OPRESSURE NODES (RELATIVE)')
000172 002 CALL LINECKI2)
GOO M 006 CALL GENOUT IFXT( L26+31,I,NEXT(L261-2,'OCDEFFICIENT MATRIV
000174 002 CALL LINECK(2)
000175 006 CALL GENOUT(EXTIL27+I I,1,MPRN 	 ,'ORIGHT HAND SIDE')
000!76 002 C
000177 002 C IMPOSED FLOW RATES INTO RUS
000178 002 C
000179 002 630 DO 680 J=I,NPRt(
000180 002 NPR = NEXT(L25+Jt
000181 002 EXT(L27+J1 = WI(NPR)
000102 002 680 CONTINUE
000163 006 IF(NFSV	 .LT.	 11 GO TO 690
O CI O 1B4 006 K = L27 + NPRN
000185 006 L = LFSV
000186 006 OO 6B5 1=1,NFSV
000107 006 NV	 = NEXT(L+1)
000180 006 NTU = NEXT(L+21
000189 006 NPU = NEXT(L+3)
000190 006 EXT(K+I) = VP(NV l vU1 NTU )
000191 006 EXTt K+2) = (1 .0-VP(NV 1 )*UtNTU 1
000192 006 K = K + 1
000193 006 CALL CttPRSS( PI NPU I,NPU,EXT(L26+3 ).EXTI L27.1 1,NEXT(L28 ),+8601
i , 000194 006 L = L + 5
lr 000195 006 685 CONTINUE
000196 002 C
- 000197 002 C INLET FLOW RATE INTO RHS
000190 002 C
000199 002 690 N = NPR"
000200 002 700 M UPl .LT. 11 00 TO 780
000201 002 NIFNR = UPI
000202 002 CALL	 NEXT(l ,
pLr TO)(760R)IF(N	 -. NPRU) 2GO000203 002
000204 002 C
0 000205 002 NIFN = UPI000206 002 720 CALL TOPLIN0 000201 004 IF (LP.E0.01 CALL NNREAO(51( 000200 002 1F(RtIFN	 .GT.	 01 NIFN = NEXT(LP +(YIFN)
000209 002 WAITE(6,740) NIFN, NUATA(L14+1)
000210 002 740 FORMAT46910r f	 ERROR IN LOCATING PRESSURE NODE WITH IMPOSED FLO
( ro 000211 002 1W RATE	 r r 
r 
It OX 4HNOOE 15, 27H WAS NOT FOUND FOR NETWORK A6)
' 000212 002 CALL WL1(0CK
000213 002 CALL EXIT
000214 002 C
000215 002 760 EXTtL27+tiIFNH) = WIN
000216 002 C
000217 002 C SPECIFIED PRESSURES INTO COEFFICIENT MATRIX ANO RH1
000218 002 C
000219 002 780 IFIL22	 I.T.. 	 11 GO TO 840
000220 002 IF(NOATA(L221 - 11 840,800,810
000221 002 800	 IF(NPO	 .GT.	 0) GO TO 810
000222 002 USPRU = NOATA(L22+1)
000223 002 LPR =	 . FALSE.	 }
000224 002 RPA = PtNSpRN1
000225 002 PItiSPANI = 0.0





000227 002 GO TO 920
000228 002 810 L60 m NDATA(L22)
000224 002 no 820 J=I.L&O
r
.
000230 002 NSPRN	 = NUATA(L22+1)
000231 002 CALL CMPR$SfP(tj:PRNI,NSPnN,EXTtL26+31,EXTtLZI-I
000232 Ooz 1 NEXT(L26l,r060)
000233 OQz 820 CONTINUE
000234 002 LPR =	 FALSE;
000235 002 SPR = 0.
000236 002 IF(NPO) 920,420,845
000231 002 C
000238 002 840 1F(PAPO	 LT.	 1) GO TO 920
000239 002 LPA m	 .TRUE_
000240 002 RPR = p(npo)
000241 002 pflypol	 = 0.0,
000242 002 8115 CALL	 eiipnsS(0.0,NPO.EXTtL26+3),tXT(L2T+I),NEXT(LZB).4850)
000243 002 GO TO 920
000244 002 C
000245 Ooz 050 NSPRN = "Po
000216 002 860 CALL TaPLIN
000247 002 IF(fJSPRN	 .GT:	 01 NSPRN z: NEXT(LP*NSPRN)
000248 002 WRITE(b.8801 NSPRN, 	 NOATA(L14*1)
000249 ooz 880 POTIMAT(70HO• • * 	 ERROR IN LOCATING PRESSURE ()OBE WITH PRESSURE SP
000250 002 JECIFIED	 • * • It RX 4HNOOE 15, ZTH WAS NOT FOUND FOR NETWORK A&)
000251 002 CALL WLK8CK
000252 002 CALL EXIT
000253 ooz C
000254 002 C OUTLET PRESSURE INTO COEFFICIENT MATRIX AND PHS
000265 002 c
000256 002 c
000251 002 C SOLVE FOR PRESSURES
000258 002 C
000259 002 920 MPRN m NEXT(L2B)
0002610 002 " E%T(L26) = MPTlN • (MPRN*l)lZ 40	 2
000261 002 NEXTIL26+11 = MPRN
000262 002 NEXTCL26*2) = MPRN
000263 002 IF(.N0T.	 COP) 00 TO 930
000264 002 CALL LINECK121
000265 002 CALL GEl10UT(1,L,0, # OnATRjX AFTER	 REDUCTIOUR)
0002bb 002 CALL LINECKfZ)
000267 002 CALL GEN0UTtEXT(!.28+I1,1#NEXT(L28) 	 •'OPRESSUAE NODES IFIELATIVEIP)
000268 002 CALL LTUECK(2)
000269 006 CALL GENOUT (EXTIL26+3),I.NEXTtL261-2.'00IIEFFICIENT MATRIX')
000270 002 CALL LINECK(2)
000271 006 CALL GENOtJT(EXT(L2T*11,1,MPflN 	 'ORIGHT HAND SIDE')
000272 002 CALL LINECK(21
000273 002 930 CALL	 SVIISOL(EXTtL26*3),IIPFIN.EXT(L27*I),f10201
00027 1 1 002 IF(COP)	 CALL	 GENOUTIEXTILZT+I),I,NEXT(L2131,'OPt%ESSUIIESII




000277 002 1020 CALL VOPLIN
000278 002 Wnf,E(6,1040) NDATA(Llq+tl
000279 002 1040 FORMAT1611200 w • 	 ERROR 14 SOLVING P RESSUREIFLOW EQUATIONS FOR NET
000200 002 It.09K	 Afi,	 lit	 ♦
000281 002 CALL WLKDCK
000202 DOZ NTH = L25 -	 I










000289 002 CALL £xIT
000285 002 C
000286 002 C
OOOZBT 002 C UPDATE PRESSURES
0o02e8 002 C
000289 006 1060 MPRN . = MPRH — 2FNFSV
000290 006 DD 1080 J=1,MPRN
000291 002 NPR = NEXT( L28+3 I
000292 002 P(NPR) = EXT(L27+J)
000293 002 1080 CONTINUE
00029 11 002 C
000295 002 C CALCULATE 1,EW FLOW RATES
000296 002 C
000297 002 DO 1120 J=4,L20,4
000298 002 K	 = L14 + 1
000299 002 NTB	 = NDATA(K1









000304 006 PNFRM = P(NFRIO
000305 006 GO TO LL (1085,10981
000306 006 1005 L = LFSV + 4
000307 006 NPU= MPRN + 1Y
.
000308 006 00 1040	 I=1,NF5V
000309 006 TF(NT9	 .EO. NEXT(L11 60 TO
	 109581 000310 006 NPU = NPU + 1
000311 006 TF(NTH.	 .EO. NEXT(L+1)) GO TO
	 1095
000312 006 NPU = NPU + 1
000313 006 L = L + 5
000314 006 1090 CONTINUE
000315 006 GO TO 1098








000320 006 TEMP= GF(NTB)*(PNFRM—PNTOI
C) 000321 002 WiVTB a W( NTB )000322 002 TEMP = WNTB + FROF+(TEMP-LJNT51
000323 002 W(NTB) = TEMP
00032'1 002 Db1MX = AMAX1(ABStTEMP/WNTB—I.0),DWMX)
Y C000326 002 IF(.NOT. COP) GO TO 1120
000327 002 CALL LINECK(3)
000326 004 GFNTB= GF(NTBI
000329 002 NTB = NEXT(LTB+NTB)„
000330 004 WR(TE(6,1100) NTB,NFRM,NTO,GFNTB.PNFRM,PNTO,UNTB,TEMP
000331 002 1100 FORMAT(/	 7X 7HNT8	 = 110	 . OX ThNFRM	 = 110
000332 002 1	 8X	 THNTO	 =	 110	 .	 8% 7HGF	 = G13.0132X	 THP(NFRM] 613.8,
000333 002 2	 5X	 THP(NTO)= G )1 .8, 5x THWOLD	 = G13.8, 5X	 71WHEW	 = 613.8)
000334 002 1120 CONTINUE
000335 006 C
000336 006 SF(NFSV	 .LT.	 11	 GO	 TO	 1129
000337' 006 DO	 1121 J=4,L2O,4
000338 006 K = LI4 + J
000339 006 L = LF5V
000390 Oct, NTB = NOATA(K)
FLflAL l	 BATE 022875	 PAGE
	
Y
000341 006 NPU = MPRN + 1
000342 006 00 1124	 I-1.NFSV
000393 006 IF(NTB . M NEXT(L+9) .OA. NTB .EQ. NEXT(L+5)) GO TO 1126
000399 006 NPU = NPU + 2_
000345 006 L = L + 5
000346 006 1129 CONTINUE
000347 006 GO TO	 1127
000340 006 1126 NPR = NEXT(L+31 -
000399 006 P(NPR) = AMAXi(EXT(L2T+NPU).EXT(L2T+NPU+I))
000350 006 112T CONTINUE
000351 006 C
000352 006 1129 DP = 0.0
000353 0102 IF(NP1
	 .GT.	 0	 .AND. NPO
	
.GT.	 0) DP = P(NPI) - P(NPOI
000354 002 IF(LPR) GO TO 1130
000355 002 IF(L22	 .LT.	 1) GO TO	 1160
000356 002 IF(IJDATA(L22)	 .NE.	 1) 00 TO	 1160
000357 002 P(NSPRN) = RPR
000350 002 GO TO	 1135
000359 002 1130 P(P)POI	 = APR
000360 002 1135 DO 1140 Jzl.MPAN
000361 002 NPR = NEXT(L20+J)
000362 002 PINPRI = P(NPR) + RPR
000363 002 1140 CONTINUE










000001 000 SUBROUTINE FLOCOA
000002 000 C
000003 O00 LOGICAL LCOPY
000004 000 C
- 00GO05 000 DIMENSION LABEL(101. NAME(101, NSIZEt10)
000006 000 C
000007 000 COMMON /CRUBLK/ LSTART, LECARO, LCDPY
000008 000 COMMON /FOIHNS/ NTYPE , NSYS
	
, NTB	 , NP, NV. NFD
000009 OGO COMMON /SROCOMI ZDY(236), NRNSFR(221
000010 GOO C
000011 000 DATA LABEL / 6HFLDDAT, 611SYSOAT,	 GHTYPDAT, 611WOOT , 6HPRESS
000012 000 1	 6HFLOWG	 .	 611VALt;P	 ,	 WIUDOTI 611FLDLJR . 6RDELTAP
000013 000 C
000014 ODO DATA NAME
	
/ 611:FLOU	 , 6HSYSTEM, 614TYPE
	 , 61161 . 6HP
000015 000 l	 6116F	 ,	 611YP	 ,	 6Nwl







000019 000 NSIZEI	 21 = MAXO( I,NSYS
	
1
000020 000 NSIZEI	 31 = MAID( I.NTVPEI
000021 000 NSIZEI	 '() = MAX O(I,NT13 	 1




CD 000024 000 NSIZE(	 7) = MAXO(1,NV	 !




OB0027 000 NSIZ£(10)	 =	 H5IZE(11
000020 000 NC = 15
000029 000 DO 500 1=1.10
r1 000030 000 CALL CLRVEC
1 000031 000 IF(I
	
.LT. 2	 .OR.	 1	 .GT.	 3) GO TO 200
000032 000 EPi0 E(100,NA NSF RI LABEL[13.
	 RoME(11. NC. 11SIZE(II
n' G00033 000 100 FORMAT(61 BHCOMMON / A6,	 2H/	 A6.	 IN(	 I2, 19.	 16, 1H) 45X	 3
O 000034 000 NC =	 l0
000035 000 GO TO 400
vG0036 000 200 ENCOM 300,NRNSFRI LASEL(I), HAME(]I, NSIZE(t)
'. 00003T 000 300 FORMAT ( 6X SHCOMMON / A6.	 2H/	 A6,	 IN(	 16. IN) 46% 3
000039 000 400 CALL 6LKCR0
000039 000 500 CONT I NUE
000040 000 CALLCLRVEC
000041 000 ENCAOE(600,NRNSFR6














FLOP DATE 022875	 PAGE	 I
4ELT,L FLOP
ELTOW RLI670 02128—O3iI9s24 -t1,)
000001 000 SUBROUTINE FLOP(N,L,i(,I..E1
07(1002 000 C
000603 000 LOGICAL L, ERR
00000k 000 C
000005 000 DIMENSION SYSTEM(I5,1),
	 ROATA(1)
_ 000006 000 C
000007 000 COMMON /SYSOAT/ NSYSTM(15,I) j
000000 000 COMMON /ARRAY / NOATA (1) 1
000009 000 EDUIVALENCE (SYSTEM( I.L),NSYSTM(1,131, 	 (RDATACI),NDATA(1)) a
000010 000 C
004011 000 DATA MAXI
	
/ 999991
^.;. 000012 000 DATA NOUT / 4
000013 000 C
0000:4 000 C
000015 000 N = NSYSTM(I.J1
000016 000 L =	 .TRUE.
00001T 000 IFtN .GT.
	
0	 .AND.
	 N	 .LT. MAXI) GO TO 20
000018 000 R a SY5TEM(I„1)
000019 000 GD TO 40
000020 000 20 tC = NOATA(N) j
- 000021 000 IF(MODITC,2 1
	.ED.	 0) 60 TO	 30
b 000022 000 101ITE(NOUT,251	 N,	 TC +!---
T 000023 000 25 FORMAT(TOHO• • .	 WRONG ARRAY LENGTH FOR FLUID PROPERTY CURVE STOR
@0002~ 000 IED AT LOCATION	 16,	 6H,	 IC =	 16,	 7H	 r • • /s
!+ 000025 D00 ERR =	 ,TRUE.
000026 000 GO TO 50
ODG02T 000 30 (F()C	 .NE.	 2) GO TO 50
000029 000 R c ROATAtN*2)
000029 0013 +:0 L =	 .FALSE.
oao430 000 50 RETURN





.•sw..'.	 K '	 ps	 ,
.^	 _	 ^	 -.,. ^_	 ., __..	 ^.,.
	




000001 001 DIMENSION NX(1), MVF(26),	 NVF(tt), NFC(3)
000002 001 DIMENSION VLOf75),YHI(75).DRDC1),BUFRC9000),XVC33000)
•
^2.043 001 INTEGER	 TITLEA(12],TITLEB(20I.TITLEC(20),TITLES(9,75) GFPL7003
00000 11 001 1	 ,ITYTLS(9o75),BCDX(111,BCDVt9,11),ITEM(75),ITYPECT5) aGEPLT004
000005 001 2 ,IGS[16),KEYA(11),KEYB(12).BLANX GEPLT005
000006 OOt 3 ,TMESCL(3)
000007 001 DIMENSION	 LUC( 76 ],ADS( I GEPLTOO6
000008 001 DIMENSION	 ITMAVG(501,	 AVG(150),	 AYDLOCCl00).	 HBR(12)
000009 001 C GEPLT007
000010 001 COMMON	 NPTS,TPG,BUFR GEPLTOOB
000011 001 COMMON / XYARY/ XV
,X^l'._ 000012 002 DIMENSION NSP( 11 )
000013 001 EQUIVALENCE	 CB S!FR( I I, ABS( I	 I.(BUFR ( 20CI I, ORD( I11, GEPLT009
000014 081 1	 (TITLESCl,I),ITYTLSCL,I)) GEPLTOIO
600015 001 EQUIVALENCE (NX,%Y)
_ 000016 001 C GEPLTOI1
000017 001 C ARRAY DEFINITIONS GEPLT012
000018 001 C GEPLT013
000019 001 C ADS
	
- ABSCISSA VALUES FOR THE CURRENT FRAME GEPLT014
G00020 001 C BCOX	 - ITEM NAMES AND DIMENSION INFORMATION ON THE ABCISSA GEPLT015_
000021 001 C BCDY	 - ITEM NAMES AND DIMENSION INFORMATION ON THE ORDINATE GEPLT016
y
000022 OG1 C SUFR	 - BUFFER FOR READING HISTORY TAPE RECORDS GEPLT017
000023 OOl C ]GS	 - ARRAY FOR STORING THE ITEM TYPE INDICES GEPLT018ODQ 000024 Got C ..^M.	 - THE	 ITEM NUMBERS TO BE PLOTTED GEPLTOl9
_- 000025 001 C 1TYPE
	 - THE	 ITEM TYPES FOR THE RESPECTIVE 	 ITEM NUMBERS GEPLTO20
000026 001 C KEYA	 - ITEM TYPE CODE ARRAY GEPLT021
000027 001 C KEV8	 - INDEX TO
	
ITEM TYPE	 IN BUFR ARRAY GEPLT022
000020 001 C LOC	 -	 INDEX TO
	
ITEM ON EACH TIME RECORD (ERROR CODE IF NEGATIVE) GEPLT023
	
0
000029 001 C ORD	 - ORDINATE VALUES FOR THE CURRENT FRAME GEPLT024
000030 001 C TITLEA - GENERAL TITLE FOR EACH FRAME GEPLT025
000031 OOi C TITLEB - TITLE OF 1-ST ANO 2-ND ITEMS ON THE CURRENT FRAME GEPLT026
000032 001 C TITLEC - TITLE OF 3-RD AND 4-TH ITEMS ON THE CURRENT FRAME GEPLT027
000033 001 C TITLES - TH E	 ITEM PLOTTING SYMBOLS AND DESCRIPTIONS GEPLT028
000034 001 C XY	 - ARRAY FOR	 ITEMS TO BE PLOTTED (INCLUDING T I ME) GEPLT029
000035 001 C YHI	 — THE MAXIMUM ORDINATE VALUES GEPLT030
000036 OOt C VLO	 - THE MINIMUM ORDINATE VALUES GEPLT031
000037 001 C GEPLT032
000038 001 C WORD DEFINITIONS GEPLT033
000039 001 C GEPLT034
090040 001 C ITEMS	 - THE NUMBER OF ITEMS PER TIME RECORD FOR PLOTTING - MAX = 75 GEPLT035
000041 DOl C NGROS
	 - THE NUMBER OF GRIDS AEOUIRED TO SPAN THE RANGE CTZ - TA) GEPLT036
000042 001 C NSIIE . - THE NUMBER OF WOROS ALLOTTED TO THE XY ARRAY GEPLT037
(100043 001 C NTOTL
	
- NUMBER OF WORDS USED IN THE XV ARRAY GEPLT038
0000 .14 001 C NTYMS	 - THE NUMBER 2F POINTS TO BE PLOTTED f 	 a NSIZE/ITCnS1 GEPLT039
000045 001 C NWRDS
	
- 711E NUMBER OF ITEMS PER TIME RECORD ON THE HISTORY TAPE GEPLT040
000046 001 C SEPLT041
0000117 001 C INITIALIZATION GEPLT042
000098 001 C GEPLT043000049 00l DATA C DCOX( I ). i=1.4 1 12411	 TIME - ( •644• I	 /
000050 O01 DATA (TMESCL(l),1=1,31	 11811(	 SEC (	 MIN (HOURS/
000051 001 DATA NVF/'f38X.61ILOADED.F11.5,22H 44064:	 LOOKING FOR,F11.5,6H•.
000052 001 1••++)'/
000053 001 DATA NFC/'
	 SEC.	 MIN.	 HRS.
00005 49 001 DATA MVF1'f lift .48X,23HP L O T	 P R 0 G R A M/C24X,011TITLE
	 -.2X4
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2 74H	 PRESSURE DROP
3 24H	 PRESSURE











C	 ITEM TYPE CODESGEPLT053
DATA KEYA 12HAA,	 ZHDP,	 ZHPR,	 2HVP, ZHBD,	 2HCC,
1	 2HBI, 2HFR, 2HFT, 2077, 2HST	 I GEPLT065
C GEPLTO56
DATA BLANK	 /6H	 if GEPLT057
C GEPLT05D
DATA 01,








CALL RITSTV(12,18,TABL1V) GEPLT	 3
C CEPLT114
CALL RESET GEPLT115
NCASE = 1 GEPLT116
NSIZE=33000
60 TO 60 GEPLTIIB
20 CALL CLOCK(ETIMEI GEPLTIl9
URITE (6.401 ETTME GEPLT120
+10 FORMATE/I1111W CUMPUTER TIME _ ',FIO.5,'
	 MINUTES') GEPLT121
C	 READ THE CASE CARDS AND PPINT THE HEADINGGEPLii22
60 REAO15,8O.EN0-1601 TITLEA, 	 TA, TZ,
	 TPG,
	





	 615	 2F10 O)
000096	 BOi IF( KT	 .L 7.	 1) XT	 23
	 .
d
000097	 001 C CHECK FOR COMBINE OP;^n:.;-rLT126
yr 000098	 00I IF	 INTP.E0.01 GO
	 TO	 100 GEPLTI27
000099	 Dal CALL	 COMBIN(NTP,KT.INC.IUNITI GEPLTt20
000100	 001 CALL CLOCK(ETIME) GEPLTt29
ocalot
	
001 WRITE (6.401 ETIME GEPLT130
OOOtO2	 001 100 IHSTRY=KT GEPLT131
000143	 Oct C
OOOtO4	 001 C CHECK FOR BLANK - END OF JUBGEPLT130
000105	 001 IF tTPG)	 160.160,160 GEPLT139
j' 000106	 001 160 CALL EXIT GEPLT140
000107	 001 C GEPLTl41
000108	 001 180	 IF(ITMX	 .LT.	 1	 .OR.	 ITM%	 .Gl. 3) GO TD 200
000109	 001 RCOX(3) =	 TMESCL(ITMX)
000110	 001 NVF(	 5) = NFC(1TMX1

















000113 001 MVF(19) = NFC(ITMXI
000114 G4l MYFt23) = NFC(ITMX)
000115 001 200 WRITE(6,MVF1 TITLEA, TA, TI R TPG
000116 001 C GEPLT154
000117 001 C READ AND PRINT THE HISTORY TAPE HEADER LABELGEPLT155
100118 002 240 READ CIHSTRY) HOR,(LOCCI),I 	 = 13,16),NSPCI),NW,NPR,NV,
00119 004 1	 (NSP(I),I=5,10),	 NSL, -
000120 004 2 (NX(NSIZE°2•NW-NP'I-NV-NSL+I),3=1,N61)o
V00121 004 3 (NX(NSIIE-NW-NPH-NY-NSL+I),I=1,NPR),





5	 CNX( HST IE-NSL+I 1,1=1,NSL)
NSPI2) = NW
000125 002 NSPC31	 = rips
000126 002 NSP(4)	 =	 Nit
000127	 _ 002 HSP(IL) = NSL
000128 001 LOCI = NSIIE - 2+NW- UPC - NY - NSL
000129 001 00	 250	 I=1,NW
000130 004 NX(NSIIE-NW-NSL+ll = NX(LOCL+I1
000131 001 250 CONTINUE
000132 001 NSIIE = LOCI
000133 001 C INDEX AND COUNT THE ITEMS ON THE HISTORY TAPESEPLT157








260 KEYB(I)	 = KEYO(I-1)	 * NSPIT-11
GEPLT159
co 000137 001 NWRDS = KEYO(121 GEPLTI61
fU 000130 001 IF	 (NCASE.NE .11 GO TO	 300 GEPLT162
000139 004 WRITEC6.2801HOR,CNSPII),KEYA(I),I=loll)





IM COUNTS ARE	 -	 ,	 6(16,A2)	 1	 40 14	 5(I6,A?Illlf/) GEPLT165
GEPLT166 i
000143 001 300 1FINIS = 0 GEPLT161
000144 OOI JFINIS = 0 GEPL7168










000148 001 J = 0 GEPLT175



























TEST FOR ENO OF JOB
	 -	 BLANK
IF	 tITEM11)	 .EQ.	 01 GO	 TO	 20








K	 =	 (	 +	 1
00	 341	 JJ=1,11
000160 004 IF( ITYPE( I ).EO•KEVA( JJ ))	 GO	 TO	 3112+++
000161 001 341	 CONTINUE
000162 004 WRITE(6,440)	 I, ITEM( 11,ITYPE(I
000163 001 LOCK) = -1
000164 001 GO TO 320
_ 000165 Oct 342	 IFCT	 =	 JABS( ITEMII1 y -
000166 004 NS =	 NSP(IJ)
000167 004 LOC2	 = LOCI+KEYB(.Ij)-t
000160 001 OO 343 L=1,NS
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WRITE ( 6.501D) I,ITEn ( I)rITYP£(I)
LOC K ) = -2
GO TO 320
399 LOC K) = KEVB(JJI+L
IGS( I ) = JJ
WRITE(6.510) I,ITEM(I),ITYPE(I1,LOC(K)
C	 CHECK FDA NEW GRID SET SPECIFIED BY USERGEPLT182
IF (ITEM(Il 'L1. 01 J = 0	 SEPLT183
IF (ITEM( T : .LT. 01 NSW = 0
C	 PUT BCD PLOTTING SYMBOL INTO TITLES ARRAYGEPLT184
J = J+=	 GEPLT185
ITYTL! L,I) = BLANK	 GEPLT186
FLDf 3U,6,ITYTLS(I,I)) = J + KSU + 48
1F(R(%VG .ED. D .OR. NDAVG .GE. 50) GO TO 345
NDAVG = NDAVG + L
ITMAVG(NOAYGI = I
IF(XAVG .LT. 10) GO TO 395
ITMAVG(NDAVGI =—I
FLD(0,30,ITVTLS(1,1)) = 6H YES
KSW = KSW + 1
C	 BUMP ITEM COUNTER AND CHECK FOR MAXIMUM NUMBER OF 1TEM5GEPLTibe
34^ I = I + 1
IF(I+l .LT. ITEMS) GO TO 320








SFT FIRST ITEM FOR NEW GRID SETGEPLT02
ITEM(1) = -IARS( ITEM(L ))
	
GEPLT193
C	 FIND THE TYPE CODE IN THE KEYA ARRAVGEPLT194
360 LOC(1) = 1	 59PLT195
140 FGRMATT41XI5,5X4HITEMT8_n?,20H TYPE CODE IN ERAGR )
500 FDRMA;141XI5,5X4H:TF;'IIB,AZ,17H 15 OUT OF RANGE 1
510 FtRMAT(41XI5,5%4HITEMI8,A2, 4H AT 161
C	 GEPLT222
C	 START LOADING THE DATA FROM THE HISTORY TAPEGEPLT223
C	 .	 GEPLT229
c	 COHPUTE THE 11AXInUM HUMBER OF RECORDSGEPLT225
560 NTYMS = NSIZE ► ITEM$	 GEPLT226
WRITE (6,580)
	 GEPLY227




	 POSITION THE HISTORY TAPEGEPLT229
NTPTS = 0
I	 i	 GEPLTZ30
J = 1	 GEPLT231
600 READ (IHSTRY) (BUFR(L),L=I,NWRDSI 	 GEPLT232
C	 CHECK FDR ENO OF DATA FILEGEPLT233
IF (BUFA(II.LT.0.0) GO TO 780	 GEPLT234
C	 CHECK FOR REQUESTED START TIMEGEPLT785
IF C5UFR(11.LT.TA) GO TO 620	 GEPLT230,
GO TO 660	 GEPLT237
620 IFCMPNT .EQ. 11 WRITE(6,f1YF) 60FR(11, TA
GD TO 600
660 IFCMPNT .ED. 1) WRITE(6,NVF) BUFR(I) TZ
C	 CHECK FOR REOJL'TEO FINAL TIMEGEPLT242




























































































































C	 PICK DP THE ITEM/ ITYPI: ARRAY QUANTITIESGEPLT244
00 740 L= I,ITEMS
	 GEPLT245
M = LOC(L1	 GEPLT246
C	 CHECK FOR ERROR ITEMCEPLT247
IF (M .LT. 0) GO TO T40	 GEPLT248
680 XY(J) = BUFP(M)	 GEPLT255
C	 DUMP THE XY ARRAY SUBSCHIPTGEPLT262
740 J = J+1
	 GEPLT263
IF(NOAVG .ED. 01 GO TO 752
IF(BUFR(1) .LT. ASTRT-.0005 	 BUFR(1) .GT. ASTOP+,0005)
X	 GO TO 752





IF(M .LT. 0) GO TO 749
M = MM + J - ITEMS
AVG(L) = AVG(L1 + Mtl)
IFt(JTPTS .GT. 1) GO TO 793
ISTAR7 = I - I
START = BUFR(1 )
AVGLOC ( L	 ) = BUFRM
AVGLOCtL+ 503 = BUFR(I)
AVG	 (L+ 501 = XY(M)
AVG
	








AVG	 (L+ 5G1 = XV(M)
GO TO 7u9
746 IF(XY(M) .GE. AVG(L+100)) GO TO 749
AVGLOC(L+ 501 = BUFR( 1 )
14VG
	
(L+100)  = XY( M)
749 CONTINUE
752 LJ = J - ITEMS + 1
LJI = J - I	 GEPLT265
IFIMPNT .CO. 1) I,RTTE(6,760) (XY(L),L=LJ.LJT)
760 FORMAT tlDFIt.31	 GEPLT267
IF (IFINIS .ED. 1) GO TO 800 	 GEPLT26B
I = I+1GEPLT269
C	 CHECK FOR MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTSGEPLT270
IF (I .LE. NTVMSI GO TO 600 	 GEPLT271
780 NTYMS = 1-1	 GEPLT272
GO TO 820	 GEPLTZ73
800 NTVMS = IGEPLT274
C	 COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF WORDS USED IN THE XY ARRAVGEPLT215
820 NTOTL = J-1	 GEPLT276
REWIND 1HSTRY	 GEPLT277
WRITE(6,840) ITEMS, 1. NTOTL	 GEPLT270
840 FORMAT (SHO,I10,92H DATA VALUES HAVE BEEN STORED FOR EACH OF,16, GEPLT279
113H TIME POINTS/1%110,308 DATA VALUES HAVE BEEN STORED) 	 6EPLT200
C	 ,
IF(NTPTS .EQ. 0) GO TO 852
UR(TF(6,843) HOR. NTPTS, ASTRT, ASTOP, START. STOP
843 FORMAT(1H1 12A6I


























































































































	 f	 DATE 022815	 PAGE
	
6
X ' FOR THE' I7,' TIME POINTS'/' BEGINNING WITH'F7.3,
X ' HRS., AND ENDING WITH' 1 : 7.3,' HR: '/' ACTUAL TIMES -' F7.3,
X • HAS., AND	 ' FT.3,' HRS.'1/' ITEM TYPE	 DESCRIPT .





IF(MM .LT. 0) GO TO 849
AVS(L ) = AVG(L)/TPTS
WRITE(6.846)ITEM(M1,ITYPEtMI,CTITLES(J,M3,J=2,91,AVG(L),
X AVG(L+501, AVGLOCIL). AYG(L+1001, AVGLOCfL+50)
876 FORMAT II •X15, 4XA2, 5XOA6, IXFID.2. 2(6XF1^.2, 2%F7.3))
849 CONTiNA
852 CONTINUE
C	 FIND THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM ORDINATESGEPLT404
920 I = 1	 GEPLT405
940 J = 1
	
GEPLT406
C	 PICK UP THE INPUT VALUESGEPLT407
YB = YLOfI)	 GEPLT4G8
YT = YHI(!)	 GEPLTA109
LYS = — 1	 GEPLT410
IF (Yf—YB) 960,960,980 	 GEPLT411
960 YD = 1.E10	 GEPLT412
VT = — I.E10	 GEPL1413
980 K = t + l	 G,Q :.lLT414
C	 CHECK FOR ERROR ITEMG£PLT415
IF (LOC(K) .LT. 03 60 TO 1020	 €sEPLT416
IF (tYHI(I1 —YLO(i)1.GT.0.011 LYS = !	 SEPLT417




YB = AMIN1(XY(L),VBI 	 GEPLT420
1000 YT = AMAX1(XY(L),YT) 	 GEPLT421
C	 CHECK FOR LAST ITEMCEPLT422
1020 1 = I+1	 GEPLT423
IF 1I .LT. ITEMS) GO TO 107A	 GEPLT424
JFINiS = 1	 GEPLT9125
GO TO 1060	 GEPLT426
C	 CHECK FOR NEW GRID SETGEPLT427
1070 IF (1TEM(l1 .GT. 01 GO TO 900	 GEPLT428
1060 YLC(J) = YB
GEPLT935VHI(J ) = YT GEPLT436IF (JFLNIS .EO. 0) GO TO 940




1100 FORMATttHI l4X 'ITEM TYPE' 6X 'AVG PLOTTING SYMBOL AND'
X ' DESCRIPTION' 28X 'Y-MIN
	
V-MAX	 STATUS'/l
JJ = ITEMS - 1
00 1200 1=1,J!
URITi( 6,1140)I.ITEM( 1 ),ITYPE( I ),(TITLES( J, I1,J=I,9l,YLDf 11.
GEPLT446I	 YHIf ! 1, LOCI l+T)
1140 FORMn7t4:15,sxt5,2xn2,TXa6,lx8A6,6X)P2E11.3,t7)
FLD( 6,6, ITVTLSt 1. f) 1 = FLO( 30,6, ITYTL5( 1, I) )




FLOPLT DATE 022875	 PAGE
000391 001 C START THE PLOTTINGGSPL7455
000392 001 1220 WRITE t6.1240)	 GEPLT956
000393 Got 1240 F0tMAT(1H1,5B%.14HSTARTING PLOTSI)
	 C-EPLT457
000344 001 C COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF GRIPS REOUIREOGEPLT458
000345 Dal NGRDS = .9999 + (TZ-TA)/TPG
	 GEPLT459
000346 001 C INITIALIZE THE ABSCISSA LIMITSGEPLT460
000347 001 tR = 1
	 GEPLT461
0003.10 001 ABSR = TA	 GEPLT462
000349 001 C CENTER THE CASE TITLEGEPLT463
000350 001 NCA = NBLANK (TITLEA,12)
	 GEPL7464
000351 001 NPA = 590 - 6*NCA
	 GEPLT-165
000352 001 NPX = 276
000353 001 NCB = 59
000354 001 C START THE 6010 SET LOUPGEPLT466
_ 000355' 001 00 1620 I=I,NGROS
	 GEPLT467
000356 001 KFINIS = 0	 GEPLT468
000357 001 C SET THE LEFT-NANO LIMITSGEPLT469
- 000358 001 IL = IR	 GEPLT470-
006359 041 ABSL = A850	 GEPLT471
000360 001 ABSR = ABSL47PG
	 GEPLTJ172000361 001 ISs1	 =	 I
000362 001 RAVG = 0
000363 001 CALL DXOVUCt.ABSL.RBSR.DELX,NEX,LABX.NUMX.30.0.IERX)
b
000364 001 ZBSL = iNT((ABSL-(ELX)/OELX)00ELX
I 000365 001 ZBSR = lhT((ABSR+RELX)/OELX)•OELX
co 000366 001 IFIZBSL+DELX	 .LE.	 015SL1 ZBSL = ZBSL • OF.LXCY\ 00036T 001 IFIZBSR-BELX	 .GE. ABSR± ;fiSR = ZBSR -BELIE
•- 000368 GOA tF(ABSR	 .GE.	 10.1 NUMx=NUMX-1
000369 001 C LOAD THE ABSCISSA VAL1l@SGEPLT473
000370 001 C SET THE ITEM COUNTERGEPLT484
0003TL 001 ! _ !	 GEPLT485
s 000372 00t C SET THE CURVE COUNTERGEPLT4B6
000373 001 1300 K = 1	 GEPLT487
000379 001 C CLEAR THE SUBTITLE ARRAVSGEPLT488
000375 OOI 00 1320 L=1.20	 GEPLT489
(^. 000316 001 TITLEB(LI = BLANK 	 GEPLT490
0003TY 001 I320 TITLEC(L) = BLANK 	 GEPLT491
000318 001 CALL. FILMAV(0)	 GEPLT492
00031-1 00! JC = J	 '	 GEPLT494
000380 001 1340 00	 1360 L=1.1
	 GEPLT495
0003E1 OOl 1360 TITLEB(L) = TiTLE5fL,JC1 	 GEPLT496000382 001 NC = FLD(6,6,ITYTLSCI,!Cl) - 48
000383 001 IF (NC.GT.4) 00 TO 1300
	 a TOO MANY CURVES
	 GEPLT496
-: 000384 001 IF (LOC(JC+l).LT.0) GG TO
	




_ 000306 001 NPY = 1005 - NC-18	 GEPLTS03
000381 001 NMAR = NC
000308 001 C WRITE THE SUBTITLESGEPLT50+f
000389 001 CALL aITE2Y(NPx.NPY,1023.90.1,NCB.I,TITLEB,NL1
	 GEPLT505
000390 001 1380 JC = JC + 1	 GEPLT506
000391 001 IF	 (ITEM(JC1.GT.01	 GO	 TO	 1340	 GEPLT507
000392 001 NPY =	 1024 -(NPY-91
	 GEPLT508
000343 001 NEAR = (NMAR +	 11.18
000394 001 IFINOAYG
	 .GT.	 0) NMAR = NMAA +	 18
000395 001 C ORAW THE GRIPGEPLT509
000396 001 C SUBROUTINE PYDYV CALCULATES CERTAIN ARGUMENTS FOP GA(OIY,
	 SUCH AS








IO TOC	 PROCEDURE ADJUSTS THE	 MAX AND MIN LIMITS OF THE GR
EMENTSC	 IM5URE THAT THEY ARE INTEGRAL MULTIPLES OF THE IMCR
1CALL D%pYV[2,YLD( .11,YH[IJ1,OfLY • NEY,LRBY,MU ?1Yr30.D,IERY
YL pJ = INT((YLO[J) — DELY]/OELY1+OEtY
YHI! = INTI(YHl(J) * pELYI/OELY]+pELY
IFtYLOJ + OfLY	 .LE. YLOtl11 YLOJ = YLOJ + pELY
iF(YH[J — OELY	 .GE. YHI{JI) YHIJ = YHIJ — OELY
YL01l1 = YLOJ
Yi111 ! )	 a	 YHI!
CALL 5fTMtv(140.20,50,NMRR)
CALL	 5fTC1Y(12,101
IF(LA$Y.EG_10) LABY = 5
LADY = —LADY
,LABX,CCALLGRID1Y12,ZBSL,2BSR,YLO[J).YHI(J),pEL%,OELY,NE%,NEY1	 LAOY,MUMX,fiUMY 1
C	 LAB£L THE AXE5GEPLT511
L	 =	 iGSIJI GEPLT512
CALL R1TE2V(456.9,ID23,94.1,24,l,8CD%,NL) GEPLT513
CALL R1TE2V(92,340,1023,180, 1. 24, 1.BGDY[S,L),NL1 GEPLT514C	 {1RITE TH E CASE TITLEGEPLT515
CAL! AITE2VtMPA,IOOS,l023,90,1.HCR.I.TITL£R,NL) GEPLTS16
C	 CHECK FOR TOO MANY CURVESGEPLT51?
1400	 IF(K.GT.4) GO TO
	
1440




C	 LOAD THE RESPECTIVE URO INRTE VALUESGEPLT521
IF( ISW	 .ED.





L =	 ITEMS	 KK°1] + t
IR=KK
IF{XYIL]	 .L..	 AQSRf	 DD	 TO	 1404
1403 AOSIJl1 = XYIL1
1906 NPTS = !J
IS^i =	 0
1409 Op	 1420 L=1,NPT5
El =	 ITEMS*( 1L+L-21+!«t GEPLTS23


















1440 WAfiE 46,14601 ITITLESIE,lI,L=1.91
1-11-0 FORMA TI ISx,OHSKTPPING,5x,4a6,5X,28HTOp MANY CURVES ON
GO TO 1550
C
1480 WRITE {6,15001 {T1TLE5(L.J).L=1,93
1500 FpRMATt15%,SHSK ► PP1NG.5X,9A6,5%,21HTHt5 ITEM IS IN ERR
GQ TO 1550
1520 WRITE {6,1540) (TITLE5(L.!),L-1,4)
1540 FORMriT115%,FHPLQFTlNG,5X.4R6s
C	 HUMP THE ITEM AND CC
1550 IF(N!lM1VG ED. 41 GO TO 15T5
iFIJ .NE. 1RBS(tTMAVGINAVG+1)11 GO TO 1575
NAYG = NAYG + f




















































































000 ,155 00i 1F(ITNAVG(NAVG)






000457 001 IF(LOC(J+1)	 .LT. 0) GO TO 1575
000458 001 NC = FLD(6,6,ITYTLS(I,J)) - 47
000459 001 K = K +-1
000460 001 TITLES( 1) = PSYM(K)
000441 001 TITLEB(2) = 6HAVERAG
000462 001 TITLEB(31	 = 611E
000463 001 00 1553 L=9,20
000464 001 1553 TITLED(L) = 6H
000465 001 NPY =1005	 1801C
003466 001 CALL RITE2V(NPX,f)PY,1023,90,I,NCB,I,TITLEB,NL)
000467 001 ISW =	 1
000468 001 00 1556 L=I,NTPTS
000469 OOL ABS(L) = ABS(ISTART+L)
000410 001 1556 OROtL) = AVGINAVG)
000471 001 NPTS = NTPTS
000472 001 CALL GOPLOT(K)
000473 001 1560 CONTINUE
000474 001 1575 J = J	 +	 1
000 ,175 001 K = K+1 GEPLT540




CHECK FOR NEu GRIBGEPLT545
GEPLT546
GEPL754T









b 000476 001 C
OOOg 77 001 IF (J
	
.LT.	 ITEMS) GO TO 1580
co
co 000,478 Oct KFINIS	 'a	 I000479 001 GO TO
	 1600
000480 001 C
000401 001 1500 IF (ITEM(J)	 AT.	 01 GO TO 1400




000484 001 IL =	 IR
000485 OOi ABSL = ABSR
000 8104 001 1620 CONTINUE
000487 001 I08 = 0
000402 Oct 1640 CALL FILt4AV(01
000489 001 NCASE = NCASE + 1


















}^ik i`f	•f "i	 ^
000007 000 COMMON /ARRAY / TABLE (1)
000000 000 COMMON /TEMP	 / T	 11)
000009 000 COMMON IXSPACE/ NOIM, NTH, NEXT(l)
000010 000 COMMON /POINTN/ LNOOE, LCONO, LCONS, LARRY, ICOMP, LTB, LPR
000011 000 COMMON IFLOOATI NOATA ill
000012 000 COMMON ITYPOAT/ TYPE	 (10,11
004013 000 COMMON /WOOT	 / W	 ( 1 )
000014 000. COMMON /FLOUG / GF	 (l)
000015 000 COMMON /FLOWR / AFA	 (1)
000016 000 COMMON IFOATA I COP, LFO,
	
NRO, RO, LMU, NMU,	 %MU, GC2
000017 Goo C
000018 000 C
000019 000 EQUIVALENCE (RDATA(1),NDATA(1)),	 (NL,NHLr,	 (MFF.FFM)
000020 000 C
000021 000 DATA M4%;	 /65000/
000022 000 C
OD 000023 Ot0 C
000024 000 WNTB = ABS(U(NTB))
000025 000 W-1	 = 4.0•UU70
000026 000 RSUM = AFRCNTB)
000027 000 IC	 a NDATA(L30)
000028 000 C
000029 000 C FLUID LUMP LGOP
000030 000 CO 000031 000 DD 200	 1=1,1C,3






IF tFL	 . LT.	 11 GO TO 200iii--^^^„(((ttt 000035 000 (TYPE = NOATA(K+I)
000036 000 NTL	 = NOATAIK^2)
ex^
00003T 000 ESA	 = TYPE(	 1.ITVPE)
000038 Goo. UP	 TYPE4	 2,[TVPEI
000039 000 HL= TYPE1	 5,1TYPE]
}^- 000040 000 FFM	 a TYPE%	 6,ITYPE)
000041 000 FFC	 = TYPEt	 7,ITVPE)
000042 000 FLLO = TYPECIO.ITYPEI
000043 000 C
y` 000044 000 IFILRO) CALL	 Ol0EG1(T(NFL1.TA0LE(NtfO1,
	
RD)
000045 000 1FtLMU) CALL OIOEGI(Tt NFL 1,TABLE(NMU),%MU1
000046 000 RE = W4I%MU/UP
000047 ^.u0 IF(NHL	 ,GT. 0	 ,AND,	 NHL	 .LT.	 MA%I) CALL D1DEGl(RE,TA8LE(NHL),HL)
000040 000 TFtRE	 .GT.	 2000.0) GO TO	 100
000049 000 NMU = %MU
000050 ?00 IF(LMU) CALL OIDEGI(TCNTL),:ABLE(NMUI,UMU)
000051 040 FF	 = 64.0/RE-SORT(UMU/%MU)
000052 001 00 TO 160
000053 000 100 IFIMFF	 .EO.	 0) GO TO 120
000054 000 CALL 010EGCtRE,TABLE(MFF),FF)










000	 LOGICAL LRO, LMU. COP
000004	 000	 C
000005	 000	 DIMENSION ROAT6I11
000006	 000	 C
JFLORES
000056 000 120 IF(RE AT. 1000.01 GO TO 1410
000057 000 FF = 0.316/SORTISORT(REll
000058 000 00 TO 160
000059 000 140 FF = 0.2066082052+ RE•(-0.18682653241E-3 + RE•(0.6236703785E^-7
000060 000 1	 + RE+(-0.65545810E-1111)
000061 000 160 R = (FF • FFCsFLLO +IIL)-WNTB/GCZ/CSA/CSA/RO
000062 000 _	 RSUM = RSUM + R
000063 000 C
000064 000 IF(.NOT. COP) GO TO 200
000065 000 CRLL LINECK(5)
000066 000 WRITEt6,1001 NEXT(LNOOE+NFL),
	
T(NFL),	 ITYPE, NEXT(LNOOE+NTLI,




000068 000 100 FORMAT(/	 7%	 7HNFL =	 110	 .	 0% FHT(NFL)= G13.8,
000069 000 1	 5%	 T111 TYPE =	 110	 ,	 BX	 7HNTL =	 I10	 ,	 0X 78T(NTLI= G13.8/
000070 000 2	 7%	 7HWP	 =	 G13.8,	 5X	 711CSA = G13.8,	 5X 7HFLL	 = G13.8,
0000rl 000 3	 5%	 714` F	 =	 110	 ,	 OX	 7HFFC = G13.8/	 7X 7NHL
	 = G13.8,
000072 000 41	 5X THRB	 = G13.8,	 5X 7HMO = G13.8,	 5X 7HRE
	 = 613
000073 000 5	 5X	 THFF	 = G13.8/	 7X	 7110 =	 G13.8	 )
000014 000 200 CONTINUE
000075 000 GF(NTBI =	 I.GIRSUM
000016 000 C
000017 000 IF(.NOT.	 COP) GO TO	 300
000078 000 CALL LINECK (21
000079 000 WRITE(6,220) GF1NT8)


















FLOSOL DATE 022975	 PAGE
*ELT,L FLOSOL
ELTOT7 RLTBTG 02/28-03tI9-3I-(2,)
000001 coo SUBROUTINE FLOSOL
000002 000 ' C
000003 000 LOGICAL COP, LAO. LMU, LPASS, LPUMP
000009 000 C
000005 000 DIMENSION FtOATA( I ), EXT ( I1, RFLOW I	 NSVSTMC 15,1000006 000
000007
Goo
COMMON / ARRAY / NOATA (11
000008 000 COMMON /TEMP	 I T	 (1)
000009 Goo common IFIXCONI CON	 (1)
000010 000 COMMON /%SPACE/ NnIM, Ulfi, NEXT(I)
006011 DOG COMMON /POtNTMI LNGDE, LCOND. LCONS, LAnSAY,	 ICOMP, LTB, LPR
000012 000 COMMON /FLOOAT/ NFLOU (1)
000013 Goo COMMON JSYSOftTl SYSTEM( 15,1
OOOoI q coo COMrION /PRESS / p	 (t)
0000I5 000 rommou	 IV(kt.YP	 /	 VP	 (1)
OOOG16 000 COMMON IWODTI	 I WI	 (1)
000017 000
COMMON /FDIMNSI NTYPE,ftSYS,NTB,UPn,NV
G000ts 000 COMMON /FOATA / COP,	 LBO,	 NRO,	 RO,	 LMU,	 NMU.	 XMU, GC2
000019 000 COMMON /FDATh / TOL, MXPASS, PROF
000020 Goo -C







NOATA ( I)l,	 (EXT()).NEXTtI 11
EDU 
I 
VALENCE ICGN(I 	 tTIMEN),	 CVN(2),DTIMEU),	 CCON(28),LCI
000024 000 EQUIVALENCE	 ( SVSTEM ( I,1),USVSTM(I,I))
000025 Do 
0 C
000026 000 DATA MAXI	 /65000/
00002T OGG C
000028 000 C
000029 coo C VALYES
000030 000 C
000631 coo IF (Nit 	LT.	 11	 GO TO	 200
000032 000 L41 =	 I
000033 000 DO	 195	 J=I,NV
000034 000 NVLV	 = NFLOWIL14 14- 1)
000035 000 MODE	 a NFLOW(L41+14 1
000036 coo IF(MOOE	 ED.	 01 GO To 190
000037 000 XMINI	 RFLOWL41*51
000038 000 XMAXI	 RFLOW(L9166)
000039 000 NSEN	 NVLOUCL41+81
0000-fo 000 IC	 NFLOWL411
000041' 000 tF(IC	 E0.	 10) GO TO	 160
000092 coo N$ET	 NFLOWIL91+9)
000043 000 IP(NSEN	 GT. 0	 ANO.	 NSEN AT.	 10000) TSEN	 T(NSENI
000044 000 IF(USET	 GT.	 0	 AND.	 NSIE T	 LT.	 10000) TSEY	 T(NSETl
000045 coo MIC	 NE.	 121 GO TO 125
OoGG-f 6 000 C
000047 000 C RATE LIMITED
13 00048 000 C
000049 000 TOB = RFLOUIL91*101
600050 000 IF(ABSITSEIA -TSEt)	 TO51	 190,190.110
000051 000 110 IF(TSEN	 GT.	 TSET	 TOD) 60 TO 120
000052 000 ROOT = AMAXItAFLOWCL41+11l•(TSEAP -TSET-TDB),-AFLOk l!L-i l+121)
DOCC53 000 VP(UVLVI =	 AMAXI(VP ( NVLVI + XUOT * DltrlELI,XMtNl)
00005 11 DOD GO To	 190
000055 002 120 SOOT = AMIFJIIAFLOWiL4t 4 1i)-(TSEN- TSET o-TOB).	 nF LOWIL41+12))
.4
i,a
FLOSOL DATE 022075	 PAGE
	 2
000056 Goo VPtNVLV)	 AMINIEVP(NVLVI+XDOT*DTIMEU,XMAXI)
DOODST 000 GO TO 190
000058 000 C
000059 000 C POLYNOMIAL
000060 000 C
000061 000 125 07
	 TSEN. - TSET
000062 000 XSS c RFLOU(L41+101 + OT•(RFLOW(L41+II) 	 OT*(RFLOtJ(L41+121000063 000 1	 + OT• (RFLOU(L414-I3) + DTw(RFLOtJ(L41+I4)
000064 000 2	 + DT•(qFLOU(L4I+I5)I))))
000065 000 IlF(%Ss	 - XMIN))	 135,150,140
000066 000 135 X55 = RFLOW(L41*5)
000067 000 00 TO 150
000068 000 IqO	 IF( XSS - %MAXII 	 150, 150, 1'15
000069 0010 145	 XSS m AFLOWIL41+61
000070 000 150 VPC NVLV) = XSS # (YPCUVLV)-XSS)4EXPC-DTIMEUtFIFLGIJ(L41+6)I
000071 000 GO TO	 190
000072 000 C
000073 000 C SWITCH 
000074 000 C
oOOOT5 000 160	 IF(IF)X((2.0*TCNSEN)-RFLOW(L41+91-FIFLOW(L41+10))f(RFLOW(L91+9)
0013016 000 1	 - ftFLOW(L 111+10111)	 170,190,180000077 coo t?O VPIIJVLVI	 XMINI





180 VPtNVLV) a XMAXI
000081 000 190 L q l = L41	 NFLOWL41) • 1
ILl 000002 000 195 CONTINUE
090083 000 C
000084 000 C SYSTEM LOOP
000085 000 C
000006 000 200 00	 1000	 1=1pNSVS
000087 000 C
000580 coo C CHECK MPASS OPTION
OoOoa q 000 C
000090 Goo NSYSTM( 14. 1) = NSYSTM(14.1)
	 t
000091 000 IF(NSVSTM(19,1 )	 GT.	 0) GO TO	 1000000092 000 NSYSTM(taf,ll =	 NSVSTM(6,11
000093 000 NOD = NSYSTM12,1)
000094 000 LnO =	 TRUE.
000095 000 IFINRO	 GT.	 I	 AND.	 NRG	 LT. AAXII, GO TO 220000096 000 LRO =.FALSE.
000097 DOG RD	 = SYSTE"(2.1)
000098 GOO 220 NmU = NSVSTM(3.1)
900099 000 Lplu =	 TRUE.
Ovoloo coo IFCNMU	 GT.	 I	 AND.	 NMU	 LT.	 MAX[) 60 TO 230
0013101 000 LMU =	 FALSE.
000102 000 XMU	 7	 S'STEm(3,11
000103 0013 230 GC2 = S y ; T EM( 5 . 1 1*2.0
006164 000 TOL	 = -vSTEM(7,I)
000105 000 M%PASS = USYSTM(G. I I
Or0106 000 FnOF	 = SYSTEM19,13
000107' 000 COP =	 FALSE.
000I08 COG IF	 1 4 SYSTM(lOrl) 	 EQ.	 0) GO TO 232000I09 000 COP z	 TAUE.
000110 000 IF ILNODE	 ED. 0) CALL UNREAW I
000111 000 IF (LT5	 EQ.	 0) CALL UNREAD(S)
0130112 000 C
FLOS,JL
000113 000 C CHECK PUMP OPTION
00011 44 000 c
000115 000 232 LOCP = NSVSTrl(llot)
000tl& 000 IF(LOCP	 LT.	 1) GO TO 240
000i17 coo TF(NFLOWCLOCP)	 - 2) 240,235,260
000118 000 235 UPI	 = NFLOlJ(LDCP*I)
000119 000 NPUMP = UFLOW(LOCP*2)
000120 000 CALL OtOEGICTIMEN.fiDATA(NPU'IP),WICUPti)
00012L 000 2910 LPUMP =	 FALSE.
000122 coo GO TO 300
000123 000 260 LPUMP =	 TRUE.
000124 OQO UPI	 = NFLOU(LDCP+t)
000125 000 aPO = NFLO14(LBCP+2)




000128 000 upunp = UFCbW(LOCP-3)
000129 000 NP = NOATA((JPUnP)
000130 000 WmX	 ROATACNPUMP+hP-I)
000131 goo OPMX	 RDATA(NPUMP+2)
000132 000 60 To 290
500133 Goo 280 RPUMP = 2




A3 = AFLOU L CP 6
Lo ocel138 000 A4 z RFLOUtLOCP•7100009 Goo c
0001 ,1 13 000 C SYSTEM SOLUTION
000141 000 c
000142 000 290 LPASS.FALSE.
000143 000 300 LOLNET	 USYSTM(12,I)
000149 000 NAME = NFLOW( L-3CNET+t
000145 000 00 960 KPASSZ-1,20
000146 000 C
DOGI%? 000 IF(.NDT.	 COP) 00 70 640
000l q s 000 CALL TOPLI 
11000149 OaD wnITEt6,620) KPASS. 	 NAME
000 1 50 oaO 620 rORMAT(70H0•	 CHECKOUT PRINT FOR PRESSURE /FLOW
 COMPUTATION SUROad)st 000 IROUTINE	 OX ?HKPASS = 13. 5H FOR	 9A6)
000152 000 LC = LC	 4
000153 000 IF(LPASS) GO TO 640
cools'l 000 WRIM6,330) TOL. MXPASS. FROF
Goolss 000 330 FORMAT(IHO 16X 5HTVL = GI0.5,	 9H MXPASS	 15,	 TH PROF	 GIO.S)
000156 000 LC = LC 4 2
000157 coo C
000158 coo fitill CALL NTSOL(LDCUET)
000159 000 r.
000160 000 IF(ADT. LPUMP) GO TO 1000
00016L 000 c
000162 000 C PUMP
000163 000 C
000164 000 W5 = Wt(UPI
000165 000 TEST = 0.001•WS
000164 000 PTDL=TOLoWS
000167 000 BPS	 PC UP I I	 PC Npo
000169 000 WK	 WS




-FLOSOL DATE 022873	 PAGE	 h
000170 000 GO TO (660,.800). %PUMP
G0O171 000 C
000172 000 C TABULATEO PUMP CURVE
000173 000 C
000179 000 660 IF(LPASSi GO TO 665
000175 000 C = DPS/WS
G0017b 000 D = 0.0{ 000177 000 GO TO 670
000178 000 465 C = (TIPS-DPLIIIUS-WLI
000119 000 0 = DPL - WL•C
000180 (100 670	 IF(.NOT.	 COP) GO TO 690
000181 (300 CALL LINECK(2)
000102 000 1JRITEI6,6801
000183 000 680 FORMAT(140 7X 39HCtiECKOUT PRENT FOR TABU t'f c(l PUMP CURVE
	 )000104 000 690 DO 740 J=1,100
000185 000 WA = AMlhl(WS.WMx)
000186 000 DP8 = AMINI(OPS,DPMx)
000187 DOG CALL O1DEG1(WA,tIDATA(NPUMPI,DPAl
000188 000 CALL REYPOLIOP(&,NDATA(NPUMP).WB)
000109 000 IF(-NOT.
	 COP) GO TO
	
710
000190 000 CALL LINECK(3)
000191 ODD WRITE(6.705) J. W5, WA, WB, BPS, DPA. OPB
n 000192 000 705 FORnATII	 Tx	 7HJ	 =	 [SO	 . 8X 7HW5	 = G13.8,000193 000 1	 5x	 7EFWA	 = G13.8.	 5X 7HWB	 = G13.8132X	 7HOPS
	 = 013.8.000194 000 2	 5x	 7ffoPa	 = G:3.0,	 51	 7HOP8
	
= G13.8)
000195 000 710 A= tOPB—OPAL/(WB—WA)
000196 000 8 = UPA — WA•A
000197 000 WNEW = (0 — D M A—C)
000198 000 !F(AllS(WNEW—WS) — TEST) 940,940,720
000199 000 720 WS = UNEW
000200 000 UPS '= A•WS + 8
O C) 000201 000 7110 CONTINUE
H
000202 0 Chit-AI	 TOPLIN
000203 000 UPITE(6.760) NAFIE
' rd +n 000204 000 7SO FORMAT( Z9"0* • • 	 SUBROUTINE FLOSOL FAILED TO CONVERGE TO A SOLUTI
is Q 000205 000 ION FOR FLOW RATE
	 + • • IF 81 4HFOR	 A4)
000206 000 41RTTE(6,770)
000207 000 770 FDRM4TIIIOx 52USYSTEM TOTAL FLOW RATE IS SUPPLIED 01' AN INPUT CURV
000208 000 tEt
000209 000 GO TO 900
000210 000 C
000211 000 C POLYNOIITAL PUMP CURVE
000212 000 C
000213 000 800 CHECK = 0.001•DPS
- 000214 000 A00= AO
000215 000 At 	 = Al — OPSIWS
0013716 000 U(tEW = w5
000217 GOO IF( .NOT.	 LPASSI GO TO 820
000218 000 TEMP = IOPS—DPLI/IUS—WLI
000219 000 A00	 = AD — OPL + TEMP•WL
000220 000 All	 = At	 — TEMP
' 000221 000 820 DO 860 J=1.100
000222 000 FWNEW = A00 • WNEW.(All + WNEW•(A2 • WNEU•(43 ; WNEW•A41)l
I` 000223 000 IF(ABSI FWNEW I	 — CHECK)	 940.9'(0, 890EG. 000224 000 840 FP =All	 • w,,CUP(2.0•A2 + WNEU*(3.OrA3 + WNEW4.0•A4)I
000225 000 WNEU = fJNSW — F=FW/FP
<:	 } 000226 000 860 CONTINUE
t.
oFLOSBL DATE 022875	 PAGE	 5
000227 000 C
000228 'J00 CALL TOPLIN
000229 000 WRITEC6,7601 NAME
000230 000 NRITEC6,880)
000231 000 880 FOR„AT(//8X 89USYSTEM TOTAL PRESSURE DROP IS SUPPLIED BY A FOURTH
000232 000 IOROER POLYNOMIAL FUNCTION OF F1 7W RATE 	 1
000233 000 900 CALL WLKBCK
000239 000 CALL OUTCAL
000235 000 CALL EXIT
000236 000 C
00023T 000 940 IFIAOSCWK-WNEW)-PTOL)1000,1000,950
000238 000 950 WICNPI) = WNEW
400239 001 WIINP01= -WNEW
00 ,1240 000 LPASS =	 . TRUE.
000241 000 FJL	 = WK
000242 000 OPL = OPK
0002 !13 000 960 CONTINUE
000249 000 C
000245 000 CALL TOPLIN
000246 000 WR I TEC 6.980) NAME
009247 000 980 FORMATi1l6H0• r •	 SUBROUTINE FLO'SOL FAILED TO CONVERGE TO A SOLUT
000248 000 I104 TO TRUE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS AND TRUF. PUMP CURVE
	
• • • //b 000299 t40 2 $% 4 OOR	 9A61
000250 000 CALL WLKBCK
000251 000 CALL OurCAL
000252 000 CALL EXIT
o0a253 000 C








000001 000 SU0(COUTINE FLOSUMINTB,LOCO.SUMI,SUM21
000002 000	 C
000003 000 COMMON /FLODAT/ NFLOW(I)E..	 000004 ODD COMMON /WOOT	 / W	 (1)
000005 000 COMMON /TEMP	 / T	 (11
'	 000406 000	 C
000007 000
	
Cf	 000008 000 IC
	 = NFLOW(LOCO)
000009 000 LMP	 =	 IAOSCNFLOW(LQCD+IC-2))
000010 000 SUM1 = SUM1 + UINTSJwTPOL(5,T(LMP))















000001 002 SUOROUTINE FLOTMP(TMPTIMI
oo p aa2 oop c
000003 002 INTEGER HEADER112)
000004 000 C
000005 002 COMMON /WOOT/ WI 1)
000006 002 COMMON /VALVPI VP(11
OOOOOT 002 COMMON /PRESS/ Pit)
000006 002 COMMON /DELTAP/ 3Pt1)
000009 002 COMMON /FOIMNS/ NTYPE,NSVS,NTB,NP,NV
000010 000 COMMON /FIXCON/ CON(1)
000011 000 COMMON /TEMP	 / T(1)
000012 Goo COMMON /OIMENS/ NND, NNA, "TL
000011 000 c
000014 Goo DATA IUT / 21 /
000015 000 C
000016 000 C
000017 002 READ( IUTI HEADER,( LL, I=1,51,N1J,NPR,NVP.LL,LL,LL,NWPLL,LL,NSL
000018 002 IFtNP	 .NE. NPR) GO TO
	
10
000019 002 IF(NV	 .NE. NVP) GO TO 10
0Goozo 002 TFtNTB	 .NE.	 NW	 ) GO TO
	 tO
000421 000 1F(NTL	 E0. NSLI GO TO 20
000622 000 10 CALL TOPLIN






000024 DOG 15 FORMAT(02HD- + •	 ITEM, COUNTS FROM HISTORY TAPE 00 NOT MATCH ITEH
000025 000 ICOUNTS FOR THIS RUN
	 + - •// BX 29HTHE HISTORY TAPE LABEL IS -
000026 000 2 12A6 It 8X 43HTHE
	 ITEM COUNTS FOR THIS RUN ARE
	 ^ - - -	 15,
000027 000 3	 3HNPR,	 15,	 3HNVP,	 15,	 3HNW	 ,	 15,	 311NSL	 /
000028 000 4	 8X 43HTHE ITEM COUNTS FROM THE HISTORY TAPE ARE -
	 15,
400629 DOG 5	 3HNPR,	 15.
	
3HNVP,	 15,	 3HNW	 ,	 15,	 3HNSL /I
000030 000 CALL WLKDCK
000031 000 CALL EXIT
000032 000 C
000033 002 20	 READ(TUT) XTIME.(DP(1)s1=I,NW).(P(I1,1=1.NPR1,
000034 002 r	 ( VP(I ), I=1,NVP I,(W(I 1, 1 = 1,HW),I Ti 11, t=1,HSL 1
000035 000 IF(XTIME
	 .LT.	 0.0	 1 GO
	 TO	 30
000036 000 IF(XTIME	 .LT.	 TMPT(M) GO TO 20
000037 000 GO TO 50
000038 000 30 XTIME = -XTIME
000039 000 WRITEt6,40)
000040 000 40 FORMAT(BOHOHTSTORY TAPE READ TIME IS GREATER THAN THE LAST TIME PO
000041 000 LINT ON THE HISTORY TAPE
	
1
000042 000 50	 14RITl:(6,6D)	 XTIME
000043 000 60 FORMAT(62HGINITIAL TE!^•PERATURES AND VALVE POSITIONS INPUT FROM U-T
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+ELT.L FLOWIN
ELTOTT RLTBTO 02!28-03tI9:36--(2,)
000001 000 SUBROUTINE FLOWIN(LAFLOW,35M)
OOOOOZ 000 C
000003 000 LOGTCRL ERR
000004 000 C
000005 000 DIMENST13N NFLOW(1)
G00006 000 C
- 000007 000 COMMON /TAPE	 / NIN, ROUT
OOOOGS 000 COMMON /CARD	 / KRO, KQL, MXKnL
00000 •, 000 COMMON /CIMAGE/ KARD(l)
000010 001 COMMON /FLUERR/ERR
000011 000 C
- 000012 000 L = 0
000013 000 15 CALL iKFS(JSW)
COOO14 000 GO TU(50.i!5G),
	 J5W
6`10015 000 50 I	 =	 1
00oot6 OOD CALL SUBW NFLOW(1) ,ISW)
000017 000 GO 70(65,55,220,240,220), 	 TS14
000018 000 55 WRITE(NOUT,60)
000319 Goo 60 FORMAT ( 46HOr + +	 N 0 1 MUST BE INPUT AS AN INTEGER	 + + s /)
000020 000 Go TQ 240
' b 00002( 000 65 KOL = KUL + 1000022 000 CALL SKPBtJ5W1
)p 000023 000 GQ 70(70,2561, JSW
00 000024 000 70 I = 2
000025 DOG IF(KARD(KOL)	 ,ED.	 IHA) GO TO 100
000026 000 C c
000027 000 CALL 5UBN1 NFLOUC 23, I SU )
' 000020 000 GO TO(65,200,220,240.2201, 	 ISW
000029 000 85 KUL = KOL + 1
_ 000030 000 CALL SKPB(JSWI
000031 000 GO TOC90,250), JSU
040032 000 90 I	 = 3
000033 000 I F(KARO(i(QL)	 .NE.	 IHA) GO TO 115
000034 000 Ito KOL = KUL + I
000035 000 CALL SUBN(NFLQW(ItoISUI
000036 600 GQ TOC200,105,220.240,220). 	 TSW
-000037 000 105 WATTECNOUT,110)
I' 000038 000 110 FQRMAT(59HO• r +	 FLOATING POINT NUMBER TFIF'UT FOR ARRAY NUMBER	 +
000039 000 1+	 +	 /1
' o0OO40 000 GO TO 240 1
000041 000 115 OO	 116 1=4,T
600042 noo NFLUW(I1 = 0 l
060043 000 116 CQ!(TINUE t.,
GOOra4 Goo OQ	 150	 1=3,7
000095 000 CALL SUBB(NFLOU(I1,ISW)
000046 000 GO TU(120.145,130,240,1313),	 TSW
`- 006047 060 120 TF(NFLO1f(I)	 .EQ.	 0) GQ TO	 145
Er. 000440 000 J = I - 3
000099 000 WRITE(NGUT,125) J
000050 000 125 FOAMAT(9110- s • 	 C	 11, 48H MUST BE INPUT AS A FLOATING PO1N7 NUMB
000051 000 IER	 + • + f)
r 000652 000 GO TO 240
_ 000053 060 130 IF(I
	 .GT.	 3) 60 TO
	
160
¢. OOo054 Goo WRITESNOUT,1353
000055 000 135 FORMAT(48H0. • +	 POLYNOMIAL CONSTANTS NO T
 SUPPLIED	 + • +	 11 i
j
-^ - _:A-dluL	 'e:y'..k. s4.w:b.s`Sk `.i..s.....-.3.	 w-^..	 ,..:W3.-..	 .....__[, .,r.. _:.a+.3...M
	 4.F
	 w.«w..- v.h»r,- b—..	 .......e	 ..e.._e^. ^..._..J-..^.1..1...y.^^__
	
.._mow-...-«...^.,.r._...L...._,-_--.-. _...........__.....,i..._ ^»..i_. r__. 	 ^.
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004056	 001 GO TO 240
000057	 000 INS KOL = KOL + I
000058	 D00 150 CONTINUE
- 040059	 000 160 L = 7
000060	 000 GO TO 210
000461
	
000 200 L = 1 i
000062
	




- 000064	 000 RETURN #
000065	 000 220 WRITE(NOUT.225) !
000066	 040 225 FORMAT148110+ • •	 END FOUND WITHIN FLOW SOURC£ DATA 	 + + + 11 i
000067	 001 240 ERR =.TRUE.
- 000068
	
002 230 GO TO(235,250),	 JSW
000069	 002 235 CALL SKPTE(JSW) a
0000TO	 DOG GO	 TO(15.250),	 JSW
000071
	
000 245 JSW =	 2	 `r
000072
	
000 250 RETURN r3
000073	 000 END
ENO ELT.
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000003 000 LOGICAL ERR. TESTS, TESTZ, YES13
000009 GOO C
000005 000 DIMENSION %BLOCKf 6
000004 OGG C
000007 GOO COMMON I TAPE / N I N, NOU T, I HTER N
000000 000 COMMON /CARD	 I XRO, KOL, MXKOL
000009 000 COMMON ICIMAGE/ KARDt SO)
000010 000 common /BUCKET/ IB(l)
000011 000 COMMON /POINT I LOC(20), LEH(201 * LEHBKT
000012 000 COMMON IFOIMNSI NTYPE , NSYS, NTB, NP, NY, NFU
000013 C'1 COMMON /FLOERR/M
000015 000 DATA	 KBLOCK	 4HNETW, q HSUBU. 4HPLUT,
000016 000 1 mlHVAI,V, jiHrL(lW, 4HEN0
000017 Goo C
000018 OGG C
000019 000 NTYPE = 0
000020 0010 Nsys	 = 0
000021 000 NT5	 = a
000022 000 NP	 = 0
000023 000 NY	 = 0
000024 000 NFD	 = 0
C) 000025 Goo TESTI =	 FALSE.
000026 000 TEST2 =. FALSE.
000027 GOD TEST3 =	 FALSE.
00002e 000 !BLOCK	 14 H
000021 000 Nsp = 0
0013 030 000 DO 10 1=1.20
000031 000 IFILEN(t)	 EQ.	 0) GO TO	 10
000032 Goo NSP	 -- LOCI II + LENI I
000033 GOD 10 CONTINUE
000034 Goo KSP = Nsp
000035 000 25 CALL CARDINI.I SM)
006036 000 30 ENCODE(35 , IBLOCIC)
000037 000 35 FDRMATC 14AI I
00003B GOO no 40 I=I,&
000039 000 IF(KOLOCK41)	 Ea, MOCK) GO TO 50
060040 000 fto CONTINUE
zf 000041 40 00 URI TE4 OJOUT.45000042 000 115 FOPMAT( 3 q "O-	 INVALID BLOCK DESIGNATOR	 f)
000093 000 ERR =	 TRUE.
tt 000044 000 RETURN
000045 000 50 CONTINUE
000046 000 GO TO(I00,105.300. ,4 00,500,6M,	 I
000047 Goo IGO j = 20
000048 000 GO TO 110
000049 000 105 j = 23
0 13 0050 000 110 NAME = SH
000051 000 00 115 KOLZJ,MXKUL
000052 Goo IF(KAnOtK0LI	 RE.	 IN	 GO TO 125
000053 000 115 CONTINUE
000054 000 GO TO 130
000055 000 125 J	 MI"Ofrl lXOL,KOL+31
FLOIl1 DATE 022875 PAGE 2
000056 000 ENCOQE(35 DAME) (KAR9(K),K=KOL,J)
000057 000 KOL = J
000058 000 130 CALL CARDIN IJSW)
000059 000 GO TO (150.200),1 }
000060 000 150 CONTINUE
000061 000 TEST1 = .TRUE.
000062 000 CALL SVSPAR(IB(NSP+3I.M,IB(NSP+20).JSW)
^.'. 000063 000 L = NSP + I
' 000064 000 I8(N5P+il =	 16
000065 000 [B( NSP+21 =	 I
000066 000 IB(NSP+141= NAME
000067 000 NSP = 115P +	 IT
000069 000 [B(NSP+1) = M + 1
_ 000069 000 [B(NSP+21 = 2
DOGOTO 000 NSP = NSP + M + 2
000071 000 GO 70(195.25),	 15(1
000072 000 195 NSYS = NSYS + 1
0000T3 000 200 CONTINUE
000074 000 C
000075 000 K = 4
OOOOT6 000 210 17 = NSP + K
000077 000 CALL TUBIN(IB(M),JSW)
000078 000 GO TO(215,2301.	 JSU
-	 (y OOOOT9 000 215 NTB = NTB + 1
1 000080 000 CALL LUMPIN(L,IB(11+41,JSW)
N 000081 000 IBIM+3) = L
000002 000 K = K + L * 4
000003 000 GO TO('10,2301 n 	 1SW
` 000084 000 230 IB(NSP+[) = K - 2
000005 000 IB( NSP+2) = 4
000086 000 I6(NSP+3) = NAME
OOOOBT 000 NSP = 14SP + K - 1
000088 000 GO TO 25
000089 000 C
000090 000 C FLUID LUMP DATA
000091 000 C
v
ebH 000092 000 300 CONTINUE
td
000093 000 CALL CARDIN IJSW) {
000094 000 KOOE = 6
O
^j^
y11 000095 000  = 3T
000096 000 TEST2 = .TRUE.
000097 000 310 M = NSP + K t
000040 000 CALL FLTYP(101M).JSW)
000099 000 GO 70(315.530).	 JSW	 - #







000103 000 NTYPE = NTYP£ + 1
00010 01 000 K = K * L + 11
• ODO M 000 325 CONTINUE '.'''
000106 000 326 60 TQ(3IO.530).	 JSW
000107 000 C
000100 000 C VALVES
000109 000 C
000110 000 400 CONTINUE E
'-	 «,• 000111 000 CALL CARDIN (JSW)
000112 000 KODE c 5^










	 r ^-^-^ s 	tr.•-:-^.-4	 Ct .-^; r:-t	 Cam' ^	 ^ ..<.^ =^J	 l.^	 ^'.^'r^a^	 °^
1
FLOW1
000113 000 X = 3
000119 000 410 M = NSP * K
000115 000 CALL VLVTN(L,IB(M+2),IX,JSW1
000116 000 IF(L) 425025,420
000117 000 920 IB(M)= L + 1
000118 000 IBtM+1) c IX
000119 000 K = K + L + 2
000120 000 NV = NV + 1
000121 Oqq 925 GO TOt930,530),	 JSti
000122 000 C
000123 000 C FLOW SOURCE
000124 000 C
000125 000 500 CONTINUE
000126 000 CALL CARDIN (JSW)
000127 000 KOOE = 3
000128 000 TESTS = .TRUE.
000124 O00 505 K = 3
000130 000 510 M = NSP + X
000131 000 CALL FLOWTN(L,TB(M+I),JSW)
000132 000 IF (L-1) 520,520,515
000133 000 515 18(M) = L
000134 000 K a K+ L+ 1
000135 000 520 GO To(510,530),	 JSW
000136 000 530 )BINSP+1) = K	 - 2
b 000137 000 IB(NSP+2I = KODE
000138 000 t(SP = NSP + K -	 1




0 p4141 000 C
000142 000 C
000143 000 600 CONTINUE
000144 000 IFITESTII GO TO E10
000145 000 WRTTEtNOOT,605)
000146 000 605 FORMATt45NDr • •	 SYSTEM PARAMETERS NOT SUPPLIED
	 • r • II
()00147 000 ERR = .TRUE.
000148 000 C
000144 000 610 TF(TES72) GO TO 620
000150 000 WRITE(NOUT,615)
p00t51 000 615 FORMAT143140• • •	 FLUID LUMP DATA NOT S1PPLIED	 • • • /)
000152 000 ERR = .TRUE.
000153 000 C
000154 000 620 IFITEST31 GO TO 630
000155 000 WRIT£(HOUT,6251
000156 000 625 FORMAT(44ROa r r	 FLOW SOURCE DATA NOT SUPPLIED 	 • • • 1)
000157 000 ERR = .TRUE.
SOOl58 000 630 CONTINUE
000159 000 NLOCS = NSP - KSP
000)60 000 NFLDW = INTERN
000161 000 REWIND NFLDW
000162 000 WRITE(NFLOW) NLOCS.
	
(IbtI+KSP),I=I,NLOCS)









FLOW2 DATE 022875	 PAGE
AELT,L FLOWZ
ELTOTT RLIB70 02 l2B-03zI9%39-(II,)
000001 GOT SUBROUTINE FLOWZ
000002 007 c
000003 007 LOGICAL ERR
00000-1 007 C
000005 oor COMMON I TAPE I RIN,"OUT,INTERN,L53O.LaIU.LUTI.LU-r?,LUT3
000006 007 COMMON /BUCKET/ TB(1)
000007 Go? COMMON / POINT t LLCC(20),LLEN(20),LENBKT
000008 001 COMMON IFUtMNS/ NTYPE, USYS, NTH, NP, NV, NFO





000012 007 DATA MAXI 1999999 1
000013 007 C
OOoOl ;f 007 NFLOW m INTERN
000015 007 NSP = 0
000016 007 DO 10	 1=1.20
000017 007 IF CLLEN(l)	 .	 ED	 .	 03 DO TO	 10
GGOOIB 007 NSP = LLOC( 1) + LLEN(II
000019 007 to CONTINUE
000020 GOT LTD = "Sp
000021 001 LV	 = LTB + NTB
000022 007 LVI = LY	 + NV
000023 007 LPR	 LVX * NV
000029 OUT NSP a NSP + 3•UTB + 2*NV0 000025 007 AEUINO NFLOW
000026 007 READINFLOW) Ou !-.-Z:,	 (ItltNSP+I),I=I.NLOrJ
00002T 007 KSP = NSP 4 NLOC
000020 007 REWIND NFLOW
900029 007 C
000030 007 C FLU113 TYPE DATA BLOCK
000031 007 C
000032 007 j = NSP
000033 GOT 25 IF( W 3*2)	 ED. 6) GO TO 30
000034 007 j = j + IB(J+I) +	 I
000035 007 1FfJ-KSP) 25,80,80
000036 OUT 30	 IC	 IBCJ*ll
000017 007 K	 2
000038 007 1§0	 IF(K	
-GT.	 ICI GO TO 75
000039 007 L = J • K
000040 007 Isul	 I
000091 007 Istiz	 I
000092 007 ISW3	 I
000043 GOT 1F(TBCL+S1.GT.O.AfiD.lB(L45).LT.MA%T) CALL ATUn(1#IBfL+5),O.O,TSW1)
00004-I 007 IF(TBCL•6).GT.O.ANO.tB(L+61.LT.MAXI) CALL ATOR(I,IBfL*6)pO*GpJStJ2)
000095 001 IPCIB(L#B).GT.O.rNo.fff(L+O).LT.nA%?) CALL ATUFI(I,IB(L*9),O.O,JSLJ3)
000046 007 -'Su = TSUI + ISWZ + I5U3
OQOO q T COT MISW	 NE, 3) ERR =	 TRUE.
000098 007 URITE(UFLOU) fIB(L+t),l=I,103
000049 007 K = K	 +	 10fL+111	 +	 11
050050 007 SO TO iD
000051 007 75 LTYP = J
000052 Do? C
000053 001 C LOAD ACTUAL TUBE NUMBERS AND ACTUAL PRESSURE NODE NUMBERS FOR SORTING
00005li	 Oct	 C
000055	 007	 80 NT = 0
FLOU2	 DATE 022875
	 PAGE	 2
000055	 007	 NPR = 0	
#,
00005T	 007	 1	 NSP
000058	 007	 100 TF(1511+21 .NE. 4) GO TO 110
000059	 007	 K = 3
000060	 GOT	 IC a IS( l+11
000061
	




007	 L = ! + K
000063
	
007	 HT = NT + 1
	
-	 i
000064	 007	 IBILTB+NT) = IB(L+I)
000065	 007	 T0(LPR+NPR+1) = TB(L+2)
000066	 007	 IB(LPR+NPR+21 = IB(L+3)
000067	 007	 NPR a NPR + 2
000060	 007	 K = K + IB(L+H) + 4	 s
000069	 007	 GO TO 105
000070	 007	 I10 } = i + IS(J+1) + 1
000071
	






GOT	 C SORT AND CWrK ACTUAL TUBE NUMBER LIST
000019	 007	 c
OOOOT5	 DOT	 135 lF(NT .LT. 21 GO TO 160
OOOOT6	 007	 CALL SR7LST(NT,TB(LTB+1)1
OOOOTT	 007	 CALL GENOUT (10(LTB+1).1A'T,'OTUBE NUMBER LISTi)
	
s	 000078	 007	 00 150 1=2,NT
000OT9	 007	 [F(IB(LTB+I).GT.IB(LTB+1-i)) GO TO 150
000000	 007	 NRITE(NOUT,140) IB(LTB+()
000001
	 007	 1110 FORMAT(33HD- • • MORE THAN ONE TUBE NUMBER 16, TH r • • /)
000082
	




000084	 007	 160 C = LPR + .
000085	 007	 SyINPR .LT. 21 GO TO 175
000086	 007	 CAL. SRTLST(NPR,181LPR+1)1
000087	 D07	 00 1P0 1=2,NPR
000088	 007	 IF(IBILPR+I) .EQ. IB(K)) GO Tfl 170
000089	 007	 K = K + I
000490	 007	 IB(K1 = IB(LPR+I)
000091	 00770
	 NT1	 CO INUE
000092	 007	 CALL GENOUT IIB(LPR +1),1,K-LPR,*OPRESSURE NODE LIST11
000093
	
001	 175 MP a K - LPR
00009 1 1	 UOT	 C
000095
	 007	 LOC = 1
000096	 007	 C
000097	 GOT C VALVES
i^	 000096	 007	 c
000099	 007	 TFINV .LT. I) GO TO 250
000100	 007	 NVLV = 0
000[01
	
007	 J = N5P
000102	 1007	 200 IF(IB(d+2) ,NE. 51 GO TO 210
000103	 907	 K = 2
000104	 007	 IC = I0IJ+11
000105	 007	 205 IF(K AT. IC1 00 TO 210
000106	 007	 L = ! + 9
000107	 007	 NVLV = NVLV + 1
000100	 007	 C STORE %1 AND VALVE NUMBER
000109	 007	 IB(LVX+NVLV) = IB(L+21
000110	 007	 IB(LV *NVLV) = 10(L+31
000111	 007	 K = K • TB9L+I1 • 1
































































GOT 210 1 = J + TB(l+1) +1
007 IF(.T	 .LT.	 KSP) GO TO 200
007 C SORT AND CHECK VALVE NUMBER LIST'
007 IF(NVLV	 .LT.	 21 GO TO 214
007 JC = NV—!
007 00 213 T1= 1,JC
007 ASSIGN 214 TG XX
007 KC = NV-1
007 DO 212 K = I,KC
007 IF (IBfLY+K+l1—IBILY+%11211,212,212
007 211 KEEP = IB(LV+K+1)
007 IB(LV+9+11 =	 IB(LV+K)
OUT IBC LV+K) = KEEP
007 KEEP =	 IBC LVX+I;+I )
007 IB{LVX4-K+11 =	 IO(LVX+K1
007 IB(LVX+K) = KEEP
007 ASSIGN 213 TO XX
007 212 CONTINUE
007 GO TO XX
007 213 CONTINUE
007 2I4 CALL GEN0UT(TB(LV+I),1,NV,'0VALVE NUMBER LIST')
007 CALL GENUUT (19(LVX+11,I,NV, 1 OIN7TIAL VALVE POSITIONS'S
007 IF(NYLV	 .LT.	 21 GO TO 225
007 00 22G 1-2.NVLV




001 215 FORnAT(34H0• • r	 AORE THAN ONE VALVE NUMBER 16, 7H	 s ♦ s /)
007 ERR	 =	 .TRUE.
007 220 CONTINUE
007 C RELATTVIIE TUBE NUMBERS, PRESSURE NODES AND TEMPERATURE NODES
COT 225 J = fISP
007 230 IF( 18(J # 2)	 .NE.	 51 GO TO
	
240
047 K = 2
GOT IC	 a	 TB(l+I1
007 235 IF(K	 .GT.	 IC) GO TO 240
007 L = 3 + K
007 JC = 1B(L+l) — I
007 IS142 =	 1
OUT ISW3 =	 1
007 NVALYE=]B(L+31
Oar CALL ATOR(3,TB(L+31,LV+I.NTB,TSW1)
007 IF(E13(L +4) 	.ST.
	
0) CALL ATOR ( q,IB(L+4) . LTB+I , NTB.TSW2)
007 1F ( I01L+51	 .GT.	 01 CALL ATOR(4,IB(L +5),LTR + I.NTB,ISIW3)
007 15W4 = 1
007 ISW5	 1




009 IF(IB(L+I11.GT.0.	 .AND.	 IB(L+111.LT.MATI3
009 •	 CALL AT0912,I5CL+1110,00 SW51
007 ISW = =TSWI	 +	 ISW2 + ISU3 + IS W I. + ISW5
007 TFIISU	 .NE.	 5) ERR =	 .TRUE.
007 IF(1514	 ,NE.	 51 URITE(NOUT. 236) NVALVE
007 236 FORMAT('0• • s	 AOOVE nESSAGCIS) REFER TO VALVE'.16, • 	c • :'/)
007 C wnITE VALVE DATA
007 WRITE	 INFLOW) 3C.[I8IL+1+21.I=L.lC)
007 IS(L+2) = LOC
007 K	 = K	 +	 IBIL+a)	 +	 1
n*TE 022875	 PAGE	 3
-.:
	









000170 007 LUC = LDC + JC + 1
000171 007 GO TO 235
000172 007 240 J = ) +IBC J+I) + 1
000113 007 IF(J .LT. KSP) GO TO 230
000174 007 C
000175 007 C RELATIYIZE TUBE NUMBERS AND PRESSURE NODES f
_ 004176 007 C EXPAND FLUID LUMP AND TUBE LUMP PAIRS AND ADD TYPE NUMBER FOR FLUID
000171 907 C
000176 007 250 3 = NSP I
004179 DOT NET = 0
000100 GOT UR1 = 0 1
000101 GOT 260 IF ( IS( J+21 . NE	 Y) GO TO 440
- 000102 007 NET = NET + 1 y
000103 007 K = 3 3
' 000104 007 IC = lB(J+t)
_ 000185 007 270 IFIK	 .GT.	 IC) GO TO 990
000186 007 L = J + K
000I87 007, NTUBE = IO(L+I)
_ 000100 007 C RELAT[1f126 TUBE NUMBER AND PRESSURE NODES
000189 007 CALL ATOR(4,10(L+1).LTB+I,NTB.ISWII
000190 007 CALL ATOR(5.IB(L+2),LPR+I,HP ,1SW21
000191 007 CALL ATO(t(5,I0(L+3),LPR+I.NP .ISW3)
Ey 000192 007 TSW = ISW1 + tSU2 * ISW3 - 3 i	 --
1 000193 007 L = L + 4[-^ 000194 007 JC =' IB(L)
i, ! 000195 007 C
': v 000196 007 IF(JC .LT. 2) GO TO 430
s; 000197 001 N = 0
000190 007 00 400	 I-1,JC,2 ..
000199 007 M = KSP + H
000200 007 Fi = N + 3
000201 007 NFL =	 [ADS(IB(L+l))
000202 007 NFLR = NFL
000203 007 CRt.L ATDR(2,NFLR,O,O.I5Wll
400204 007 IO(.t+11	 =	 I5tGHfNFLR.iB(L+[33
fu (Z 000205 007 C LOCATE rLUIG TYPE OATR
Q 000206 007 NTYP = 0
^ 000207 047 JJ = LTYP1V
cctt++ )^- 000200 001 KC = lOf JJ+1 l
.
C! 000209 007 KK = 2
': i 000210 007 280 IF(KK	 .GT. KC) GO TO 340 --
000211 007 LL = JJ + KK + 11
000212 007 HTYP = NTYP ♦ 1
In 000213 007 MM = 1





290 IF(MM .GT. LC) GO TO 320
C CRECK FOR MULTIPLE INPUT IN TYPE DATA
3
" 000217 007 TF(tB(LL+MM)	 .LT. 01 GO TO 300
000210 007 IFCIB(LL+MM) .EO. NFL) GO TO 360
- 000219 `007 1'IM	 =	 M(7	 +	 1
000220 007 Gn TO 290 i
000221 007 300 [ST = -TBfLL +19M)
• 000222 001 [NO =	 [5CLL+MM+11
000223 007 INC = [BCLL+Mh+2)
000224 OUT 00 310	 11=15T.IND.INC
` 090225 007 IF (It	 .	 ED	 HFL1 GO TO 360
000226 007 310 CONTINUE
C
zz-
FLOW2 DATE 02207+5	 PAGE	 3
000227 007 MM c 14" + 3
004228 007 GO TO 240
000229 407 320 KK = KK + LC + ,1
004230 OD7 GO TD 280
000231 007 380 WRITEINOUT,3501 NFL
000212 907 350 FORMAT(92HOs • s	 TYPE DATA NOT FOUND FOR FLUIO LUMP 16,
000233 001 1 7H	 • * ► /)
' 000234 007 SSW = 1
000;:35 007 NTYP=6
000236 007 360 IB(M+2) = NTYP
000237 007 NTL = IABS(IBIL+I+11)
000238 007 CALL RTOR(2,NTL,0,0.ISIW2)
_ 040239 007 I8(M+3) = 1SIGNINTL,IB(L+I+1))
000240 60T ISW =	 ISW + ISWI + ISW2 - 2
0402 . 1 OOT 400 CONTINUE
000292 007 IF(1514	 .EO.	 0) GO TO 424
000243 007 ERR = .TRUE.
000299 007 WRITEiNOUT,410) NTUBE
000285 007 410	 FORMATC r O• • w	 ABOVE MESSAGE(S) REFER TO TUBE',16, 9	 +► IF ♦ ^;I)
000296 007 420 WRITE(NFLOW) N.
	 (TOCKSP+11,1=1,N1
0170297 007 )n(L+11 = LOC
0002 118 OUT LuC = aDC + N + I
000294 007 NR1 = NRI+(
000250 007 930 K = K + JC + 4
Lr 000251 007 GO TO 270
1 Q 000252 007 440 J = J + IBCJ+II + 1
-	 co 000253 007 IF(J	 .LT.	 KSP) GO TO 260
000254 007 C
000255 007 C RELATIVIZE SPECIFIED PRESSURE NODES
000256 007 C
000257 007 J=IJSP
000258 007 455	 IF(IR(J+21	 .NE.	 2) GO TO 470
400259 007 ISW = 4
000240 007 IC	 =	 IBIJ+1)
000264 007 K = J + 2
000262 OUT IC2=1C12
000263 007 DO 460 1=1.IC2	 r
_ pta?69 GOT CALL ATOR(5,(BIK+I),LPR+I.NP,ISW1)
000265 007 ISW a	 ISW+	 I51d1
000266 007 460 CONT11WE
000267 007 IF115W
	
.EQ.	 IC2) GO TO 9TO
000268 DDT WRITE(NOUT,465)
000269 007 +165 FORMAT (10110• • +	 ERROR IN SPECIFIED PRESSURE NODES
	 • + all
000270 007 ERR = .TRUE.
000271 007 4TO J = J + IB(J+l) + I
000272 007 IF(J	 .LT. KSP) GO TO 455
000273 007 C
000279 007 C SQUEEZE BUCKET HERE IF REQUIREO
000275 007 C
000276 007 NET2 = 2•NET
000271 001 LNET = KSP
000278 007 LNAME = LNET + NET
000279 007 KSP = KSP + NET2




000284 007 DO MO IPRSS=I,NETZ
000285 007 700 J = NSP
000286 007 710 IFIIB(J+21	 .EO. 4) 00 TO T15
000287 007 711 J = J + IBCJ+1) + 1
000288 007 IF(J-LNET) 710,1440,1440
000289 007 T15 K = 3
000290 007 IC= IS(J+l)
000291 OUT 720 IF(K	 .GT.	 SC) GO TO 780
000292 007 L = J + K
000293 007 IF(TB(L+4)	 .NE.	 1) GO TO T60
000294 007 C SUBNETWORK REFERENCE
000295 007 IF(TPASS .LE. NET) GO TO 735
000296 GOT WRITE(NOUT,730) 	 IB(L+5),
	
IBCL+1),	 l8(J+14)
000297 GOT 730 FORMAT(19H0w w w	 SUBNETWORK A4, 1911 REFERENCED IN TUBE 16,
000298 DOT l	 26H OF NETWORK OR SUBNETWORK A4, TH 	 w w s E)
- 000299 007 GO TO T60
000300 007 735 IFtXIIET
	 .LT.	 11	 GO TO	 711
000301 DOT NAME =	 IBCL+51
000302 007 Oil	 740	 I=1,KNET
000303 007 IF(IB(LNAME+II
	 .NE.	 NAME) GO TO 740
000304 DOT TB(L+41 = -1
000305 007 IBCL+S) =	 IBILNET+II
000306 007 GO TO 760
1 000307 007 740 CONTINUE
000308 007 GC TO 711
000309 007 760 K = K + TABS(lBIL+4)l + S
000310 007 GO TO 720
000311 007 C VALVE LOCATIONS
OOO.jl2 007 780 NNV = 0
000313 007 LOCNV = 0
00031'1 007 IF(NVLV	 .LT.	 11 GO TO 940
000315 007 JJ q VSP
000316 007 800 IF(IOIJJ+2l	 .NE. 5) GO TO 920
000317 007 JC =	 IBCJJ+I)
000316 007 KK = 2
000319 007 820 IF(KK	 .GT.	 JC1 GO TO 920
000320 007 LL = JJ + KK
000321 007 K = 3
000322 007 '	 840 lF(K	 .GT. Ml GO TO 900
000323 007 L = J + K
00032'1 007 C NTS1
000325 007 IF(IBCLL+4)	 .ED.	 IBCL+11) GO TO 660
000326 007 C QTS2
000321 007 IFCIB(LL+51 .NE.
	 IR(L+1)) GO TO 880
000328 DOT 860 NNV = NNV 4 1
000329 GOT IFCHNV
	 .ED.	 11 NNV = 2
000330 007 IIS(K SP+NNV 1 =	 IBC LL+2 )
000331 007 GD TO 900
000332 007 880 K = K +	 FABS(IBtL+4/) + '1
000333 007 GO TO 840
_ 000334 007 900 KK = KK	 * IB(LL+l) +	 1
000335 007 G0 TO 320
000336 001 920 JJ = JJ	 + I8(JJ+I) + 1
000337 001 IF (JJ	 LT .	 KSP1 GO TO 800
000338 007 930 IF(N(VV
	 .LT.	 I) GO	 TO 940
fi•, M 000339 007 lefKSP+I) = NNV - 1




FLOIJ2	 DATE 022875	 PAGE
	
7
000341	 001	 C SPECIFIED PRESSURES
000342	 007	 940 NSPR = 0
000343
	
001	 LOCSPR = 0
000394	 007	 JJ = "Sp
000345	 DOT	 460 IF(IB(JJ+2) .NE. 21 GO TO 1080
000346	 007	 JC = IBCJJ+I)
000347	 DOT	 KK = 3
000348	 007	 980 IFCKK .GT. Jr) GO TO 1080
F =	 000349	 OOr	 LL = JJ + KK
000350	 OCT	 K = 3
000351	 007	 1000 IF(K .GT. IC) GO TO 1060
000352	 007	 L = J + K
000353 001 IF(IBCL+2)	 .EO.	 1B(LL)) GO TO
	
1020
000354 007 IFCIBIL +3) 	 .NE.	 I0(LL)l GO
	 TO	 1040
000355 GOT 1020 NSPR = NSPR + 1
000356 00Y IFINSPR	 .EQ.
	
i} NSPR	 2
,:	 -- 000357 007 I6(KSP+N(JV+NSPR) =	 IB(LL)
000358 ODT GO TO 1060
000359 GOT 1040 K = K +	 IABS(IBIL +41) + 4
000360 007 GO TO 1000
000361 007 1060 KK = KK + IB(LL+11 + 1
- 000362 007 GO TC 980
000363 COT 1080 JJ	 =	 JJ	 +	 18(JJ+1) +	 1
1 000364 DOT 1F(JJ	 .LT.	 KSP1 GO TO
	
960}.r 000365 007 IFINSPR	 .LT.	 21	 GO TO
	
1100
N 000366 007 LOCSPR = LOC + NNV
000367 007 lB(KSP+CJNV+l) = NSPR - 1
000368 007 C LOAD HETWC-0 FOR SORT
- 000369 DOT 1(00 LDCNET = h;n + IJNV + NSPR
_ 000370 007 IB(LOCNET+2. 	 =	 IO(J+31
000371 001 IBC LOCNET+3J = LOCSPR
000372 007 ISILOCNET+°) = LOCNV
- 000313 007 K = 3
000314 007 NN = LOCCYET + 4
000375 007 1120 INK	 .GT.	 IC) GO TO	 1140
_ 000376 007 L = J + KOA6371 007 IBINN+1) =	 IB(L+11
! 000318 DOT IB(NN+21 =	 lBIL+2)
000379 DOT IBINN+3) = IB(L+3)
000380 007 (O(NN+4)	 =	 ISIGN(18tL+51,lBtL+4))
000381 007 IF118CL+41	 .EQ.	 0)	 IBINN +4)=G
000382 Do? NN = NN + 4
000383 007 4 - K +	 IABS118CL +4)) + 4
000384 007 GJ TO	 1120
000385 GOT 1190 NNET = NN - LOCNET - 1
000366 007 IB(LOCNET+11 = NNET
000387 007 C SORT NETmORK
000388 007 NTBCHK = NNET/4-1
000389 007 IF(NTBCHK.LT .1) GO TO I4DD
000396 007 11P1
	 = NTBCHK+I
000391 007 NMI = NTBCHK-1
000392 007 NN = LOCNET + 4
000393 007 DO	 1260	 1= !,NTBCHK
070394 DOT 00	 1240 NPASS =	 I.NPI
000395 007 NFRM =	 IBIN14+21_
000396 007 mm = NN + 41




000398 007 IF (781MM+3) .CO. NFRM] 60 TO 1200
000399 007 MM = MM + 4
000400 007 1180 CONTINUE
000401 007 NN = NN + 4
OOO+r02 007, 1Ft l.GT.NMI ] GO TO 1260
aGO403 007 N1 = NN
000404 007 NZ = NN+4
000405 007 DO 1195 K = I,NM1
000406 007 IF(IB(NZ+Z).NE.NFRM] GO TO 1190
000 ,107 007 DO 1185 M = 1.4
000'108 007 KEEP = IB(N1+M)
000409 007 IB(N1+M) = IW NZ+M1
000410 001 IB(N2+M] = KEEP
000411 007 1185 CONTINUE
000412 DOT Nt = N1+4
000 ,1t3 007 1190 NZ = N2+9
000414 047 It95 CONTINUE
000415 007 00 TO	 1260
000416 007 1200 00 1220 K=1,4
DaG47L7 007 KEEP	 =	 IB(MM',n )-
cme41$ DDT IB ( MM+K) = IB(NN*X)
000419 007 IB(NN+KI = KEEP
000.920 007 1220 CONTINUE
060421 007 12+10 CONTINUE
000422 DOT URITE(NOUT,1250)	 IB(J .1
000423 007 1250 FORMAT(54HO4 • •	 ERROk ,-1N SORTING TUBE CONNECTIONS FOR NETWORK
000424 007 •A4. TH	 •	 •/ SX,25HCHE
	 PARALLEL FLOW PATHS/)
000425 007 ERR =	 .TRUE.
1300426 007 1260 CONTINUE
0013427 007 1400 NLOCS = NNV + NSPR + 18ttOCN t+11
	 3
000428 007 KURITE(NFLOUI NLOCS,
	 (IB(SP+i*,I=t,NLOCS)
000429 007 KNET = KNET + I
000430 007 IBdLNET+KNET) = LOC + NNV + NSi1
000431 001 LOC = LOC + NLOCS
000432 DOT IS(LNAME+KNET) = I5(J+3)
\
006433 007 IB(J+21 = -IB(J+21
004434 007 1440 CONTINUE
000,435 DOT C
\
000436 007 C RELA(IVI2£ PRESSURE NODES IN FLOW SOURCE UATA
000437 007 C
000438 007 LIFR = KSP
000439 007 KSP = KSP + NP
000440 DOT J = NSP
000441 DOT JC = 0
000442 007 00	 1445	 I=I,NP
000443 007 IS(LIFR ► I7 = 0
000444 007 1445 CONTINUE
000 1145 007 1450 IFtIB(J+21	 .NE.	 3) GO TO 1'00
000446 OD7 1C	 =	 IB(J+1)
000447 007 K = 3
000448 007 1460 IF(%	 .GT.	 IC) GO 70
	
1490
000449 007 L = J + K
000450 D07 JC	 =	 1111LI
000451 OUT CALL ATOR(5,IB(L+1).LPR+I,NP'TSWll
0OO45Z DOT 1$142 =	 I
000453 007 IF(JC	 .NE.	 2) GO TO	 1470






000502 007 1550 DO	 1570	 1=1,KNET
004503 007 IF(IB(LNAME+1)
	
.90. NAME) GO TO 1580
004504 OUT 1570 CONTINUE
000505 007 WRTTE(HOUT.1575) NAME
000506 007 1575 FORMAT(42HO- • r	 NETWORK DATA NOT FOUND FOR SYSTEM A4,7H
000507 007 ERR =	 .TRUE.
000500 007 GO TO
	
1585
000509 007 1580 IBCL+121	 =	 IB(LIJETO1)
000510 OUT C FLOW SOURCE OHTA FOR THIS NETWORK























-^	 y°^	 ^>a=.•	 t:v.,'	 #;,..^,,.	 ^,-^...J	 '	 t.,..^ . i^.^.^--,.^ y	 ,,	 ldx..^.^	 3	 4	 '^	 ^".°''."7-r-i
1 1
FLOW2 / BATE 022675
	 PAGE	 9
400455 007 NPI = IB(L+I)
0l
i
- 0001156 DOT IB(LIFR+NPI) = IB(L+2) p
000857 DOT GO TO
	
1 0166
040458 DOT 1465 CALL ATOR(I,IB(L+2),O,O,ISW21
!``
000455 DOT 1466 15w = ISW1 + TSW2 — 2
000464 DOT GO TO 1480
000461 007 1470 CALL ATOR(5,18(L+2),LPR+I,NP,ISW2) s
_ 000462 007 ISW = 1SW1 + ISW2 — 2
000463 001 NPI =IB(L+11
000464 007 NPO=	 IB(L+2)
000465 (301 IF tic	 .NE. 3) GO TO
	 1975
000466 007 CALL A	 I	 ,0,O,15W31
- 0044 67 pal
ISW +
ISW = 1Sw + ISw3
SW3 — 1 
000 ,160 010 LARRAY = LLOC(15) + IB(L+3) — I
T:- 004469 all ICA = ((1B(LARRAY)-2)141.2 +1
000470 007 IB(LIFR+NPI) =	 l8(LARRAY+ICAI f
000471 007 IBC LTFR+NPO)=—TB(LARRAY+I(:A)
000472 007 GD TO 1480
000473 047 1^1T5	 IB(LIFR+NPI)
	 =	 IBCL+3 )
0004 T4 007 IB(LIFR+NPO)=—IB(L+3)
400475 007 1"180	 Ht ISW	 .NE. T) ERR =	 .TRUE.
000476 OUT 1485 K = K + JC + I +
D00477 007 GO TO 1460





	 .LT.	 LNET) GO TO 1450
000480 001 C
O404B1 DOT C COMPLETE SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND FLOW SOURCE OATA
000482 007 C t
000483 007 J = NSP
000484 007 N = 0
000485 087 1500	 IFCIBCJ+2)	 •NE.	 11 GO TO	 1760
'_- 000486 007 L = J + 2
000487 007 NAME = IB(L+12)
000488 007 ISW = 0
000489 007 DO 1520 1=10 i
_	 - 000490 007 Tsui	 =	 I
000491 DOT IF(IB(L+I)	 .LT.	 MAX[) CALL ATOR(I.I6(L+I1,O,O.I5WI1
004492 DOT lSw = T5W + ISWS
I:~ '1 GO4493 007 1520 CONTINUE
_ 000494 007 I5W1
	 =	 1
rl
000495 001 IF(ISCL+13) .LT. MA XI 
 CALL ATORCI,TBCL+131,O,O.I5WA)
000496 407 I5w	 =	 ISW + ISul





L 000 ,096 007 WRTT£CNQUT.1530) NAME 6}
































































































GOT	 IF(JC .EC. 0) GO TO 17+x0
GOT	 J! = J + IB(J+I) + I
GOT	 J! = JJ + IB(JJ+1) + I
007	 IF(IABSt1BCJJ+2)) .NE. 4) 60 TO I?rfO
GOT	 KC = IB[JJ+11
007	 IF(KC .LT. 2) GO TO 1740
007	 JJJ = NSP
007	 1&00 1F(IBCJJJ+2) .NE. 3) GO TO 1680
007	 KKK = 2
007	 Lt. = sB(1JJ+iI
007	 1620 IF(KKK .GT. LC) GO TO 1660
00T	 LLL = JJJ + KKK
007	 MC = IB(LLL+I)
007	 IF CIABSII8CLLL+3)1 . GT . MAXI) GO TO i6I'O
007	 1635 NPI = IB(LLL+2)
007	 KK = 3
007	 1640 I F (KK .GT. KC) GO TO 1670
007	 LL !e !! + KK
001	 IF(IB(LL+2I .EO, NPI) GO TO 1700
GOT	 IF(IB(LL+31 .EO, NPI) GO TO 1700
007	 KK = KK + 1A35(IBtLL+4)) + 4
007	 GO TO 1640
GOT	 1670 KKK = KKK + MC + 1
OOT	 60 TO 1620
007	 1680 JJJ = JJJ + IBCJJJ+ll * 1
007	 IF(JJJ I.T.. 	 LNET) GO TO 1600
007	 GO TO 1740
007	 1700 LOCP =,LOC + N
007	 LL = KSP + N + !
007	 LLL = LLL + I
007	 N = N + MC + 1
007	 IBILL) = HC
007	 00 1720 [=1.MC
007	 IB(LL*I) = IB(LLL+I)
007	 2720 CONTINUE
007	 IT40 IB(L+11) = LOCP
007	 1760 J = J + IBIJ+11 + 1
007	 1F(J .LT. LNET) GO TO 1500
OOT	 NR2 = 0
007	 IF tN .EO. 0) GO TO ITTO
007	 WRITE (NFLOW) N.(!B(KSP+)3,I=1,N1
007	 U92 = NR2+1
007	 LOC = LGC+N
007	 1770 UFO = LOC
GOT	 U = 0
GOT	 C
GOT C COLLECT SYSTEM PARAMETERS
GOT	 C
GOT	 J = N5P
007	 1800 'r"t[B(J*2) .NE. 13 GO TO 1840
007	 L =J+2
OOT	 LL = XSP + N
007	 N =N+ 15
007	 OO 1820 1=1.15
007	 IBtLL+II = IBCL+I)
007	 1820 CONTINUE






(Ifs  056 45 a[7 IF(I ,LT. LHETI GO TO 1800
2t7051ia (1 131 WAITEtNFLOW) H,1TB(KSP+I 3 . I=1rH3
01305'1 0407 E
000572 OOT WATTE(NFLOW) NP, (IB(LIFR+[)r
	
I=lrNP1
000573 OCT 00 1842 I=1.NP
tl005T •t 007 I5(LTFR+I)=0
4905rS 007 1842 CONTINUE
Cn057i O0: J=NSP
tt0'.1517 OOT 1845 NE. 21 GO TO 1849
0005113 OUT IC - IB( J+1 )
000579 OOT % = J+2
000590 007 C0	 1847	 I=1.TC,2
000581 007 H5PR=1BfK+II
000522 007 I9(I-tVA-NSPR)mI8(K+I+I)
000583 001 1847 CONTINUE
006584 007 1049 J=	 J+IB(J+1) +I
000505 001 iF(J	 I.E.. 	 LNET) GO TO
	
L845
000586 007 WAITE(NFL13U3 NP,(18(LIFR+I),I=1.NP)
000587 007 C
000500 007 IF (NV AT. 0) WRITE ([[FLOW) NY,IIe ( LYX+I )r[= 1,NY1
000589 001 C
000590 007 WRtTECLUTI) (IB(LTO+I),lml.NTB)
0 0059 
1
007 WRtTEILUTI) (IBILPR+I),I=I.NP	 )
000592 OCT TF(NV	 .GT.	 0 5 WRITE ( LUT1) t T8f LV + T ),1=1,NV )
000593 007 WRITEfL530) NTYPE,NSYS,NTB.NP.NV,NFO
000594 007 REWIND NFLOU
000595 OUT LTYP = LIS
000596 007 N = 0
000597 OOP L = LTYP
000598 OUT TWITYPE .LT.
	
1) GO TO 0070
000599 (10T 00	 1860 J=1,NTYPE
000600 007 REAO(NFLOW)
	 (1OIL+I 1,5=1,l01
000601 007 L = L + 10
000602 007 1860 CONTINUE
(100603 007 1670 LFLO = L
000604 007 tF(NV	 .LT.	 1) G0 TO	 1900
000605 COT 00	 1880 J=I,NV
000606 007 REAB[NFLOW) N.	 (IB[L+t+Ll,t=1,A)
000607 007 I81L+TI = N
000608 007 L = L + N + l
000609 007 1880 CONTINUE
000610 007 5900 IF(NRt
	 .LT.	 1) GO TO
	
1940
000611 COT 00 MU J=1,NRl
000612 007 REA0INFLOU) N,	 ((BIL+I+SI,I=I.N)
0006t3 007 IBfL+IS = N
000614 007 L = L + K + 1
000615 007 1920 CONTINUE
000616 COT 150 00 1 960 J=1,NET0006!7 407 : ZAO(NFLOW) N, [ IB(L+I L T=1,N )
000610 007 L - L + N
000619 001 1960 CONTINUE
000620 COT IF(N42
	 I.T.. 	 1}GO	 TO	 2000000621 OUT R£AOINFLOWI N, 	 (IBIL+I ).t=1,H1
000622 007 L = L + N
000623 007 2000 WRITE(L030) (iBtLFL0+I1 	 1=1 NFO)
000629	 007	 L=LFLV







/FLOW2 DATE 022875	 PAGE
	
12	 i
000626 DOT WRITE(L53D1 (IB(L+I)..I=1,N)
000627 007 LIFR=L
000628 007 READ(NFLOW) N,	 (1B(L+I),i=1,H) [
000629 DOT L = L + N i
000630 007 LPR=L !—
000631 007 READ(NFLOW) NA IB(L+i),I=I,Np
^9632 ' 007 L-L+N
000633 007 LVX = L i
::-- 000634 007 N = 0
000635 007 IF(NV
	 .GT. 01 READ(NFLOW) N, (I8(L+1),I=1,N$
000636 007 L = L + N .I
000637 007 REWIND NFLOW
000638 007 C
li
000639 C07 H = LFLD - LTYP
000690 007 WRITE(LB30) (IB(LTVP+I),I=1,N)
000641 007 x = 200.W
- 000692 007 WRITE(LBb) (x,(=1,NTB)
IF(NV	 GA 01 WRITE(LB301 (IBCLY%+I),i=1,NVI000643 007 ^f
000648 007 IF(ERR) ERDATA=2.0
000645 007 WRITE ( LB30) ( IR(LPR+( ) , I = 1,NP) !i
0006 ++ 5 007 WRITE I LB30 1 	 ( IB(LIFR+I 1,I = 1,HP1
000647 007 C' l
b 0006118 007 RETURN
000649 007 ENO










0	 I2	 . 
000013	 000	 L1201 = L(281 + 2
000019	 000	 N5 = I
000915	 000	 NF = la
000016	 000	 5 IF(NF .GT. NNTI GO TO 20
000017	 000	 10 WRiTE(6,100) (OATA(i+l),t=R5,NF), NF
000018	 000	 L(281 = 1.(28) + 1
000019	 GOO	 tF(L(281	 .GE. 601 CALL TOPLIN
000002 	 000	 IF(NF .EQ. NNT) RETURN
900021	 000	 N5 = NF + l
000022	 000	 NF = NF + 10
000023
	
000	 GO TG 5
000024	 000	 20 WRITE(6,1001 (0ATA(I+1),1=NS,NRT)
000025	 000	 IFIL(2B)	 .GE.	 60) CALL TOPLIN
000026	 000	 RETURN
00002T	 000	 100 FORMAT(1X 3G12.5, 5X 5G12.5,
	
151
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000	 aInENSION GATA(II, HEAD(9)
00000 11	 000	 C
000005
	
000	 COMMON IFIXCONI L(1)
	 f
'	 000096	 000	 C







000010	 000	 0 = DATA( II
^'"	 0 00	 060	 WRI TE	 )
000011
	






000030 000 GQ TO 160
000031 000 90 IFIKARO(KOL)	 ,NE.	 1HA1 GO TO	 110
000032 000 -95 KOL = KUL * 1
000033 000 CALL SUBN(TYPOATII),ISUI
000039 000 GO	 TOtl95,96,150,160,250).
	 ISW
000035 000 96 WRITE(NOUT,100) K
000036 000 100 FQR11ATt6.2HO* * #	 FLOATING POINT
040_3? 000 1COLUMN	 13,	 7H	 * + . 1)
000038 goo GO To 160
000039 000 C REAL NUMBERS
00004o (100 110 CALL SU6N(TVPDATtI),1SW)
000091 000 IFI.NOT. 	 .G T.	 0.05 1
000092 000
0,
G0 TQt115,195,I50.I6a,2501, 	 TSW
000093 000 115 WRITE(NOUT,120) K
000049 000 120 FORMAT(31H0# r •	 INTEGER	 INPUT
000045 000 1 NUMBER EXPECTED
	 * * * 11




000001 DOG SUBROUTINE FLTYP(TYPOATiJSW)
000002 000 C
000003 000 DIMENSION TYPDAT(I)
o0oB04 000 C
000005 000 COMMON /TAPE	 / NIN, NOUT
000006 000 COMMON /CARD	 / KAB, KUL, MXKOL
000007 000 COMMON /CIMAGE/ KARD(80)
000008 000 C
000009 000 15 TYPOAT(6) = 0.0
000010 000 TYPOAT(7) = 1.0
000011 000 TYPUAt(G ) = 1.0
000012 000 TYP13AT(9) = 1.0
BOOM 000 C
000014 000 25 00 200 I=1,9
000015 000 CALL SKPD(JSW1
000016 000 G0 TO(60,2201,	 JSW
000017 000 60 K = KOL
000018 000 GO	 TO(1)0,110,L10,110,90,90,110,70,80), 	 T
000019 000 C F1
000020 000 70 CALL SUBNtTYPDAT(I),ISW)
000021 000 KSW =I
000022 000 GO TO(195,15,150,160,250),
	 ISW
000023 000 75 KSW = 2
000024 000 GO TO 195
000025 000 C F2
000026 000 80 G0 TOt85.1101,
	 KSW
000027 000 85 )F(KARD(KOL1	 .EQ.	 IRA) GO TO 95
000028 000 WR1TE(NUUT.87)
000029 000 87 FORMAT(36HOr „ *	 ARRAY INPUT NOT FOUND	 +r • 4 11
NMER INPUT FOR ARRAY NUMBER IN
GO TO 195






...^._, 	 +,..^..,.i	 u-..a.^s	 .^^-,s	 ^,^-° v
	






ELTOTT RLIB70 132•x8 -03x19iNb—{1,1
000047 000 155 FORMAT ( 97H0 # r •	 ENO FOUND WITHIN FLUID TYPE DATA	 s	 s 11
000048 000 160 CALL.	 SKPTEIJSW)
000049 000 GO	 TO(15,2201.	 JSW
000050 000 195 KEEP = KAAD(KOL)
000051 000 KOL = KUL + 1
090052 000 IFIKEEP	 .NE.	 IH=) GO TO 200
000053 000 IFtt
	
.GT.	 4) GQ TO	 210
ROOD5 at 000 WAITE(NOUT,196)







FLTYP DATE 022875	 CAGE	 2
000056	 000 1 DATA	 r r r/1
000057	 000 GO TO 160
000058	 000 200 CONTINUE
000055	 000 210 TYPDAT(10) = TYPDATf234LTYP13AT13l1(11.0*TYPDATt1))
000060	 000 220 RETURN



















00000t 002 SUBROUTINE FLUIDtICDDE,LL13CI,LLOL2,ZERO,KOP)
000002 000 C
000003 000 LOGICAL LCP, LRO, LMU, LKT, CUP, ERR
000004 000 C
000005 000 COMMON /FIXCOM/ KONCII
000006 000 COMMON /TEMP	 / T	 (1)
000007 000 COMMON /FLODAT/ NFLOW (1)
000008 000 COMMON/TYPDAT/ TYPE 	 (10,I)
000009 000 COMMON /SYSDAT/ NSYSTM( 15,1)
000010 000 COMMON /FDATA / COP,
	
LCP, FJCP,	 RCP, LRO, NRO, RAO
000011 000 COMMON /FDATA / NH , LMU, NMU, RMU, LKT, NKT, RKT
000012 002 C Orin G`1 IFOATA / KOBE. NLOC1. NLOCZ. TZERO
000013 000 COMMON /P;,INTN/ LNODE, LCOND, LCONS, LARRAY, IMP, LTB, LPR
000014 000 COMMON IFOInNS/ NTYPE,NSYS
000015 000 C
000016 000 DATA ROUT 16 /
000017 000 C
000018 000 NODE = ICODE
000019 000 NLOCI = LLOC1
000020 000 FILOC2 = LLOCZ
000421 002 TZERO = ZEROhj 000022 040 SHUT = 0
i 000023 000 STUI = 6
N 000024 000 KPI n 0
000025 000 C
000026 000 C SYSTEM LOOP
000027 000 C
000028 000 00 9000 1=l,NSYS
000029 000 CALL FLOPtNH	 ,LCP,FICP.t3,I)
000030 ODD CALL FLOPINCP,LCP,RCP,1,1)
000031 000 CALL FLOP(4RO,LRO,RRO,2,I)
000032 000 CALL FLOPINMU,LMU,RMU,3.1)
000033 000 CALL FLOPIN%T.LBT.RKT,4.1)
000034 000 C SETUP FLOW PROPERTIES
000035 000 COP =	 ,FALSE.
000036 000 TF tNSYSTM(10,1)	 .ED.	 0	 .AND. KOP	 .EO.	 0) CD TO 50
000037 000 COP =	 .TRUE.
000030 000 IF ILNOOE	 .ED. 01 CALL NNREAD113
000034 000 'IF ILTB	 .ED.	 0) CALL NNREAD(51
000040 000 KON128) = 100
000041 000 50 LOCI	 = NSYSTM112,t)
0000 112 000 ?Ct = NFLOWtLOC11
000043 000 C
009049 000 C NETWORK LOOP
0000 +15 000 C
0000 +16 000 DO 0500 ,1I-4,ICL.4
0000x7 000 LOCO _ NFLOW(LOCt+JL+3)
000040 000 117[LOCO)	 100,8500,St00
000049 000 100 KP2 = KPI
000050 000 SHU2 = SHU1
000051 000 STU2 = STUI
000052 000 LOC2 = -LOCO
000053 000 IC2 = NFLOW(LOC2)
00005 01 000 C




DATE 022875	 PAGE	 1
FLUID	 DATE 022875	 PAGE	 2
b^
000056 000 C
000057 000 DO 5000 J2=4,IC2,4
000058 000 LOCO = HFLOW(LOO?+Jx+31
000059 000, EF(LOCD) 200,5U00,2150
000060 000 200 KP3
	
= KP2
000061 000 SHU3 = SHU2
000062 000 STU3.= ST02
G00063 400 4OC3 = —LOCO
000064 000 IC3	 = WFLOW(LOC3)
000065 000 C
000066 000 C SUBNETWORK LOOP
000067 000 C
000068 000 00 2100 J3=4,TC3.,4
000069 000 LOCO = NFLOW(L8C3+J3+3)
000070 000 IF(LOCO) 300,2100,400
000071 000 300 WRTTE(NOUT,3201 NFLGW(LOC3+1)
000072 000 320 FGRMA7(19110• . r	 SUBNETWORK	 A4, 37H MUST N6T CONTAIN A SUBNETWOR
000073 000 IX	 r r r /)
000074 000 ERR =	 .TRUE.
000075 000 GO TO 2100
000076 Goo 400 ASSIGN 600 TO XX
000077 OOD FITS
	 = NFLOW(LOC3+33)
000078 O0o NFRM = NFLOW(LGC3+J3+1)
000079 00.0 IC	 = NFLOWtLOCD)
000080 000 X	 = 0.0
007081 000 C
000082 000 C TUBE LOOP
000083 COG C
000084 000 DO 2000 K=1,IC,3
000065 000 L = LOCO + K
000086 000 LMP	 = TABS(HFLGW(Ll)
000087 000 NTYP	 = NFLOW(L+11
000088 000 NTBLMP = NFLOW(L+2)




000091 000 500 HU = TPOL(5.70)
000092 000 GO TO 1900
000093 000 600 SF(NFRM ,EQ. KP31 GO TO 1800
000094 000 SU(91
	 = 0.0
000095 000 SUM2 = 0.0
000096 000 CALL UPSUM3(NFRM, LOCI ,JIsLOC2.J2,LOC3,J3,SUMI,SUM2)
000097 000 SHU3 = SUM)/SUM2
000098 000 CALL RPGL(NH,SHU3,STU3)
000099 000 KP3 = NFRM
000100 000 1800 HU = SHU3
000101 000 TU = STU3
000102 000 1900 CALL TMPEO(NTB.L,TYPS[1,NTYPI,HU,TU,X)
G00103 DOG 1950 TU = T(LMP1
000TO4 000 ASSIGN 500 TO XX
000105 000 2000 CONTINUE
000106 000 C
U00107 coo 2100 CONTINUE
000108 Goo C
000109 000 GO TO 5000
000110 000 C
OG0Ill 000 215G ASSIGN 2300 TO YY
000112 .000 NTB
	 m NFLOWtL0C2+J2)
^"-'--•----^-^--- fir--	 ,_	 ^^.	 _ _	 rv, ^ ^ .
FLUID	 DOTE 022875	 PAGE	 3
000113	 900	 NFRM = NFLOW(LUC2+.12+1)
000114	 00o	 IC	 = NFLOW(LOCD)




`r	 000117	 OGO	 C TUBE LOOP
000118	 000	 C
000119	 000	 DO $1500 K=I,IC,3
000120	 OOO	 L = LOCO + K
000121
	
000	 LMP	 = I AB S(NFLOIV(L ) 1
000122
	
000	 BTYP	 = NFLOW(L+1)
ODO M
	
000	 NTBLMP = NFLOU(L+2)
000129	 000	 X	 = X + TYPE(3,NTYP1
000125	 000	 IF(NTBLMP) 490O,44DO,YY
000126	 000	 2200 HU = TPOL(5,TU)
000121
	 •000	 GO TO 4300
000128	 000	 2300 IF(NFRM .EQ. KP2) GO TO 4200
OL`O129	 O00	 SUM = 0.0
000130
	
006	 SUM2 = 0.0
000131
	 000	 CALL UPSUM2( Win, LOCI. JI,LOC2,J2,SUMl,SUM21
000132
	
000	 SHU2 = SUM1/SUM2
000133	 000	 CALL RPOLI NH, SHUZ,STU2)
000134	 000	 KP2 = NFRMb	 000135	 000	 4200 HU = SHU2
1..a	 000136	 000	 TU = ST02
N	 000137	 000	 4300 CALL TMPEO(NTB,L.TYPECI,NTYPI.HU ,TU,x)
000138	 000	 4400 TU = T(LnP)






OOD142	 000	 $000 CONTINUE
w,	 000143	 000	 C




000146	 000	 5100 ASSIGN 5300 .0 ZZ
O	 000147	 000	 NTB = RFLOU(LOC1+Jl)
006148
	
000	 NFRM = NFLOU(LOC1+31+11
00149	 000	 C	 = F U	 C0	 1	 N L (	 O0 LO 1
^.n	 000150	 000	 x	 a 0,0
_	 G7 000151	 000	 C
0.	 000152	 000	 C 7JBE LOOP)^ #^,	 000153	 000 C[[''
	
000154	 000	 DO 0000 K=1.IC,3
000155	 000	 L = LOCO + K
000156	 000	 LMP	 = IABS(RFLOTA(L))
►^ 	 0001ST	 000	 NTYP	 = NFLOW(L+11
000158	 000	 NTBLMP = NFLOW(L+21
064159	 000	 x	 = X + TYPE(3.NTYP1
000160	 000	 IF(NTBLMP) 7900.7900,ZZ
000161
	
000	 5200 HU n TPOL(5,TU)
000162	 000	 GO TO 7000
000163
	
000	 5300 IF(NFRM •E0. KP1) GO TO 7700
ODO164 _	 000	 SUMI = 0.0
000165	 000	 SUM2 = 0.0
000166	 000	 CALL UPSUMI(NFRM,LOCI,II,SUMI,SUM2I
000167	 000	 SHUI = SuM11SUM2
000160	 000	 CALL APOL(NH.SNUI,STUII







FLUID VATS 022875	 PAGE	 4	 i
000170 000 7TOD HU = S"UI
000171 000 TO = STU1
000172 000 7800 CALL TnPEO(NTB,L,TYPE(1,NTYPI,HU,TU,R1
k% 00173 000 7900 TU = T(LMP )
01?0I7) 000 ASSIGN 5200 TO ZZ
000I75 000 B000 CONTINUE_
000176 000 C
000177 000 B50U CONTINUE [!
000178 000 C_
C^3L79 000 9000 CONTINUE
000(00 000 C
000181 000 DETURN
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FLUMP DATE 022875	 PAGE	 1 ';
AELT.L FLUMP j
ELTOT7 RLIE70 02128-03 :19:49-91.)
000001 000 SUBROUTINE FLUMMADOES.JSW)
000002 000 C
000003 000 LOGICAL ERR
00000~ 000 C l
000005 000 DTMENSION NODES(1)
00'006 00G C t
000007 000 COMMD(( /TAPE	 / NTN. ROUT j
000008 000 COMMON /CAR()	 / KRO. KOL, MXKOL ^{
000409 000 COMMON /CIMAGE/ KARO(801 i{
000010 001 COMMON /FLOERR/ERR
000011 000 C
000012 000 L = 0
000013 000 15 CALL SKPB(JSW)
0D0014 000 GO T0156,)20),	 JSW
000415 000 30 TF(KARO(KOL1	 .NE.	 1H) GO TO 75
000016 000 KOL = KOL + 1
000017 000 K = KOL
000018 000 CALL SUBN(NI,ISU) S
000019 000 NODES( L+1 )_ -N1 }
000020 000 GO TO(55.85,95,105.9 g 1.	 JSW 1
000021 000 55 KOL = KOL + 1
000022 000 K = KUL
000023 000 CALL SU3N(NODES(L+2),ISWI
G00029 000 GO TO(60,85,95,105,9 g 1,	 ISW
000025 000 60 N3 a 1
000026 040 IF(KARO(KOL)
	 .ED.	 1H)- GO TO 65 a
000027 000 KOL = KOL + 1 .'
000028 000 K = KOL
000029 000 CALL SUBN(N3.ISU)
000030 000 G0 TR165.85,45,105.94),	 ISW
000031 000 65 NODES(L+31 = N3
000032 000 1FlIABS(NODES(L+111.GT.NODE51L+2)1 NOOES(L+3)=•-TABS9NOGE5(L+3))
000033 000 L = L + 3
000034 000 GO TO 61
000035 GOO 75 K = KOL
000036 000 CALL SUBNtRGOF$1L+II,TSU)
000037 000 GO TO(80,85,105,105,791,	 TSW
000038 000 79 TF(NOGES(L+l)	 .NE.	 0) L = L + 1
000039 000 GO TO 125
00009.0 000 00 L = L + I
000091 000 81 J a KUL
000042 000 00 82 KOL=J,MXKOL
000043 060 TFIKARDtKOLI	 .EQ.	 1H.1 GO TO 83
000049 000 8t CONTTNUE
000045 000 CALL CAROIN(JSUI
000046 000 00	 T0115,120),	 JSW
620047 000 83 ROL = KOL + 1
000098 000 GO TO 15 --
000049 000 85 URITE(NOUT.90)
000050 000 90 FORMATt58H0+ • +
	 FLOATING POINT NUMBER INPUT FOR NODE NUMBER	 s s
000051 DOG 1 •	 11






cc JSW = 2,.ierrrr a,nur	 ,nn•
/FL,ULIP DATE 022875	 PAGE	 2
000056	 b00 1 s s 11
000057	 000 104 ERR = ,TRUE.
000050	 '900 105 GO TD( 110,1201. JS11
000059	 000 110 CALL. SrPTECISU) }l
000060	 000 120 RETURN ^!













DATE 02287:' 	 PAGE	 iFLUX
AELT,L FLUX
<.1
ELTOT7 RLI576 02/28 -03:19x50-(0.)
i
t
000001 000 SUBROUTINE FLUXCNFLXTP,DATA,NCRV,DOTI)IE,OTIME)
000002 000 C
!000003 000 DIMENSION DATAC II
000004 000 C j
000005 000 COMMON /FIXCON/ TIMEN j
000006 000 C
000007 000 EQUIVALENCE (D.N)
000008 000 C a
000009 000 C
000010 000 IF(OTIME .GE. TIMEN) RETURN
000011 000 IF(NFLXTP	 AT. 0) REAO(NFLXTP) FLXTIM
000012 000 NFLXTP = IABS(NFLXTP)
-_	 000013 000 10 REAOCNFLXTP) INP, (DATA(i+2+JwN p;2+J-2+NP	 ! L I=1eNP,2),
OODOI q 000 1	 (00.7A(i+2'JsNP +2• J -2aNP- I ),1=2rNP,2),J=i.NCRY)
000015 000 READ(NFLXTP) FLXTIM
000016 000 OTIME = FLXTIM + DOTTME
-	 000017 000 M OTIME .LE. TIMEN) 60 TO 10
000018 000 WRITEC6,20) OTIME
"-'	 000019 000 20 FORMAT(22H FLUX TABLES EN011VG AT 	 G)I.5,
	
15H HAVE BEEN READ	 )
000020 000 LOC = t
000021 000 A = DATAILOC)
000022
	
000 IC = N






 = DATACLOC+,I) + DOTIME
000025	 000 36 CONTINUE
000026	 000 LOC = LUC + IC + )
000027	 000 +10 CONTINUE
i, 000028	 000 NFLXTP = -NFLXTP
000029	 000 RETURN
000030	 000 END
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FIJOBCK DATE 022875	 PAGE
	 1
Q 4ELT4 FUUBCK
ELTOT7 RLIB70 02/28-03119s51 -(1,1
000001 000 SUBROUTINE FWDBCK FWDBCK
b 000002 000 C FWDBCK
000003 000 C++++++++++++o-+++.}+++++++++•r+t++++++++++++++++r+++++++++++a+++a+++++a+++FWDBCK
:C< Q 00000+1 000 C FWDBCK
e^+ 000005 000 C THIS SUBROUTINE USES IMPLICIT FORWARD-BACKWARD DIFFERENCING
	 FWBBCK	 I
000006 000 C TO PERFORM TRANSIENT THERMAL ANALYSIS. THE FOURIER EQUATION IS	 FWDBCK	 j








-BACKWARD- FINITE DIFFERENCE FORM.	 THESE TWO FORMS ARE






000010_ 000 C NON-LINEARITIES THE GENERAL QUARTIC FORMULA IS USED WHEN FWDBCK
0000)1 000 C NECESSARY. FWBBCK	 g
Y--^ 000012 000 C FWDBCK
U3 000013 000 C+++++a.+++++r++ae++++ FWDDCX
000014 040 C FWDBCK
-	 -- 000915 000 C THE DEFINITIONS OF THE CONTROL CONSTANTS ARE..... FWDBCK
000016 000 C STQSTL
000017 000 C CONTROL CONSTANT I CONTAINS THENEW PROBLEM TIME (TIMEN)
_ 000010 400 C CONTROL CONSTANT 2 CONTAINS THE TIME STEP USED (BTIMEUI
000019 000 C CONTROL CONSTANT 3 CONTAINS THE PROBLEM STOP TIME (TIMENDI
' 000020 000 C CONTROL CONSTANT 4 CONTAINS THE TIME STEP FACTOR,EXPLICIT (CSGFACI
000021 000 C CC5	 IS THE	 INPUT NUMBER OF	 ITERATION 00 LOOPS,
	
INTEGER (NLOOP)-:
^J 000022 000 C CC6 CONTAINS THE DIFFUSION TEMPERATURE CHANGE ALLOWED (OTMPCA)
'
N
440023 44q C CC? CGNTXINS THE OUTPUT EACH ITERATION SWITCH (OPEITR)
40002l( 000 C CC8 CONTAINS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED TIME STEP (OTIMEHI
000025 000 C CC9 CONTAINS T11E NEW ARITHMETIC TEMP.	 DAMPING FACTOR (DAMPA)
_ 000026 000 C CC10 CONTAINS THE NEW DIFFUSION TEMP	 DAMPING FACTOR (DAIPD)
000027 0^0 C CC11	 CONTAINS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED ARITHMETIC TEMP. CHANGE CATMP:A)
000020 000 C CC12 CONTAINS THE BACKUP SWITCH CHECKED AFTER VARIABLES CRACKUtI
000029 000 C CC13 CONTAINS THE PRESENT TIME OR PROBLEM START TIME (TIMED)
000030 000 C CC Ii CONTAINS 711E MEAN TIME BETWEEN AN	 ITERATION (TIMEM)
00003[ 000 C CC15	 CONTAINS THE DIFFUSION TE.IPERAIURE
	
C HAIIG E t,ALCULATED COTMPCC)
x 00032 DOG C CC16 CONTAINS ARITHMETIC TEMPERATURE CHANGE CALCULATED (ATMPCC)
000033 000 C CONTROL CONSTANT	 17	 IS RESERVED FOR 14E C/S:, IiiNIMUM ICSGMTN)
000034 OOfl C CONTROL	 CONSTANT	 18 CONTAINS THE OUTPUT Ifu TCRVAL (OUTPUTI
^,. 000035 000 C Ct19 CONTAINS THE ARITHMETIC RELAXATION CRITERIA ALLOWED (ARLXCAI
_ 000036 000 C CCPO CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF RELAXATION LOOPS USED,INTEGER CLODPCT)
000037 000 C CC21 CONTAINS THE MINIMUM ALLOWED	 TIME	 STEP (DTiMEL)
000038 000 C CC22	 IS FOR	 THE	 INPUT TIME	 STEP	 IMPLICIT (OTIMEII
000039 000 C CC23 CONTAINS THE C/SG MAXIMUM (CSGMAXI
000090 000 C CC24 CONTAINS THE CISG RANGE ALLOWED (CSGRAL)
_ 000041 000 C CC25 CONTAINS THE CISG RANGE CALCULATED CCSGRCL)
000042 000 C CC26 CONTAINS THE DIFFUSION RELAXATIPN CRITERIA ALLOWED (ORLXCA'
0000 413 000 C CC27 CONTAINS THE DIFFUSION RELAXATION CHANGE CALCULATED (ORLXCCI
0000 114 O90 C CC28 CONTAINS THE LfNE COUNTER, 	 INTEGER (LINECT)
004015 000 C CC29 CONTAINS THE PAGE COUNTER, 	 INTEGER (PAGECTl
000046 000 C CC30 CONTAINS ARITHMETIC RELAXATION CHANGE CALCULATED IARLXCC)
000047 000 C CC31	 IS INDICATOR, O = THERMAL SPCS.1=711ERMAL LPCS,2=GENERAL (LSPCS)
000090 000 C CC32 CONTAINS THE ENERGY DALANCE OF THE 	 SYSTE41,	 IN - OUT (ENGBALI
000049 000 C CC33 CONTAINS THE DESIRED ENERGY BALANCE, USER 	 INPUT (BALENGI
000050 000 C CC34 CONTAINS THE NOCOPY	 SWITCH FOR MATRIX USERS (NOCOPYI
000051 004 C CC35 CONTAINS RELATIVE NODE NUMBER OF CSGMIN
000052 040 C CC36 CONTAINS RELATIVE
	
"'DE NUMBER OF DTMPC'_
000053 000 C CC31 CONTAINS RELATIVE N 7E NUMBER OF ARLXCC
000054 000 C CC3B CONTAIN5 AELA7IVE NC E NUMBER OF ATMPCC
;.'•: 000055 000 C CC39 CONTAINS RELATIVE NOD;	 NUMBER OF DRLXC4
i	
I
DATE 022075 PAGE	 2
...^.--_-..-;:, .-:.. ^:--.«,r: _^_._-:.—^x-nr^^,rm.^.^."..:.e..^-_"•-._gym..-..^
	 ^	 -
000056 000 C CCAID-41-42-43	 CONTAIN DUMMY INTEGER CONSTANTS (J—K—L—MTESTI
000057 000 C CC44-4546-47-48 CONTAIN DUMMY FLOATING CONSTANTS
	
tR—S—T—U—VTEST)
000058 000 C CC't9 15 THE QUASI —LINEARIZATION INTERVAL FOR CINDSM tLAXFAC)
000059 000 C CC50 CONTAINS THE STEFAN —BOLTZMANN CONSTANT (SIGMA) {
000060 000 C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ++++++++++a++STDSTL
" 040061 000 C FWDBCX
000062 000 C FWDBCK
000063 000 C++++++++a++++++++++++ ►++a+++a+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ++a++++++++++FWDBCK
000064 000 C FWDBCK
000065 000 C STDSTL
000066 001 LOGICAL FLOW
000067 001 COMMON /FDIMNSI NTYP, NSYS
i •: 000068 000 COMMON/TITLE/11(11 /TEMP/T(II /CAP/C(11 /SOURCE10(11 /COND/G(1)
000069 000 COMMON /PCt/NSQI(I) /PC2/NSQZ(I) /KONST/K(I1 /ARRAY/A(1)
000070 000 COMMON /DIMENSI NND,NNA,NNT,NGT,NCT,NAT,LSQI,LSOZ




000073 000 EQUIVALENCE	 ( KONI I ),CON( 1 )),(K( ) ),XKI 111,E X( 1 ),NXC 1) 1
040074 h00 EQUIVALENCE tNT,LTA),tNG,LGI
"ut?15 000 COMMON /XSPACE/	 NOIM	 ,	 NTH	 X(!) FWDBCK
000076 000 COMMON /FIXCON/ TIMEN , OTIMEU
	
. TIMEND	 CSGFAC ,	 NLGDP	 , FWDBCK
- vti_:^:T7 000 1	 OTMPCA	 . OPFITR	 . OTIMEH
	
, DAMPA	 ,	 DAMPD r	 ATnPCA
	 r FWDBCK
ODOOTS 000 2	 BACKUP	 TIMED	 ,	 TIMEM	 , DTMPCC	 ATMPCC .	 CSGMIN	 , FWOBCx
b 000019 000 3	 DUTPUT	 , ARLXCA	 . L07PCT	 . DTIMEL	 . OTIMEI .	 EXTLIM	 . FWDBCK Y
000080 000 if	 PERIOD	 NPRD
	 ,	 DRLXCA	 . DRLXCC	 NL ) N£ NPAGE	 r FWDBCK
000981 000 5	 ARLXCC	 , LSPCS
	
, ENGBAL
	 . OALENG	 ,	 NOCOPY NCSGM FWDBCK
000082 000 6	 NOTMPC	 , NARLXC	 ,	 NATMPC	 .	 N" LXC	 ,	 JTEST
,	 ,
,	 KTEST
_ 000083 000 7	 LTEST	 , MTESTRYEST	 ,	 STEST	 TTEST	 , UTEST
000084 000 8	 YTEST	 .	 LAXFAC^,	 SIGMA 1^ ^i^
000065 000 EDU I'VALENCE
	 ( CON( 1 1, T IMEN }
1
tl^t000086 000 C F1408CK
000087 (100 C FWDBCK 1^
000088 000 C FWDBCK







000092 000 C INITIALIZING CONTROL CONSTANTS. FWOBCX „'t
000093 000 C FWDBCK L'+
000094 001 ;ZERO = —460,
000095 700 IFIOUTPUT.LE.0.O1	 GO TO 500 FWDBCK
000096 000 IFtDTIMEH.LE.0.0)	 OTIMEH = I.OE+8
000097 000 1F(DTIMEI.LE.0.0)	 GO TO 510 FWDBCK
000098 000 1F(NND.LE.0)
	 GO TO 560 FuOGCK
000099 GOO tFCORL%CP..LE.O.01
	 GO	 TO 520 FWDBCK
000100 000 IF(DTMPCA.LE.O.01
	 OTMPCA =	 1.0E+8
000101 000 TF(NrlA.LE.0)
	 GO	 TO	 900 FWDBCK q;
_ 000102 000 IFIARLXCA.LE.0.01
	 GO	 TO 530 FWDBCK k
000103 000 IFtATMPCP,LF.0.0)
	 ATMPCA =	 1.0E+8
000104 000 +100	 tF	 (CON(r0)	 .LE.	 0.1 CON150) =1.
000105 000 IF( NL00P.LE.0	 GO TO 540 FWDBCK
000106 000 IF( LSPCS_NE.I	 GO TO 550





FORMATC'O++ERROR++ OUTPUT MUST BE
	 SPECIFIEII11
006110 000 GO TO 600 FWDBCK
Goo III 060 510	 UAITE	 (NOUT,511) FWDBCK
000112 000 511
	 FOAMAt('O++ERROA++ OTIMET MUST BE SPECIFIED'1
- of
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000113 000 G0 TO 600 FWDBCK
000111 000 S20 WRITE (NOUT,521) FWDBCK
000I15 000 521 FORMAT('O++ERROR++ DRLXCA MUST BE SPECIFIED') a
000116 000 GO TO 600 FWDBCK
000117 000 530 WRITE INOUTr5311 FWDBCK
000118 000 53L FORMAT('O++ERROR++ ARLXCA MUST BE SPECIFIEO•)
000119 000 GO TO 600 - FWDBCK
090120 000 SAO WRITE (NDUT,541) FWDBCK
000121 000 591 FORMAT('O++ERROR++ NLOOP MUST BE SPECIFIED')
000122 000 GO TO 600 FWDBCK
000123 000 550 WRITE (NOUT,551) FWDBCK a
000124 000 551 FORMAT('O++ERROR++ -FWDBCK- REQUIRES -LPCS-1} r
000125 f•30 GO TO 600 FWDBCK
000126 000 560 WRITE (UOUT,561) FWDBCK
000127 000 561 FORMAT('O++ERRDR++	 -FWDBCK- REQUIRES AT LEAST ONE DIFFUSION'
000128 000 ' NOBV
000129 044 600 CALL GUTCAL FWDBCK
000130 000 RETURN
000131 000 700 CALL TOPLIN FWDBCK
000132 000 ITRAN	 = 2 FWDBCK
000133 000 ITNTH	 = NTH+I FWDBCK




b 000.136 000 R16	 =	 1.000/16.000
000137 000 R3	 = 1.000/3.0DO
N 000130 000 RSR2=	 1.000/SORT(2. 
DOD 
IL
Qp 000139 001 FLOW = .FALSE.
-_ 000140 001 NSP = 0
000141 001 IXF = NTH
000142 001 IF(NSYS
	
.LT_	 1) GD TO 754
000143 001 FLOW =	 .TRUE. i.r.._
000144 001 NSP = NNT
000145 001 00 725	 I=1,NNT
000146 001 Nx(IXF+I3 = 0 j
000147 001 725 CONTINUE
- OOOl4B 000 C FWDBCK
000149 000 C++++++++++ F1:DBCK
000150 000 C FWDBCK
000151 000 C SETTING UP DYNAMIC STORAGE (3+NNC} FWDBCK
000152 000 C FWDBCK
000153 001 150 IX1 =	 IXF + NSP
000154 001 IX2	 = IXI+NNT FWDBCK
000155 000 1X3	 =	 IX2+NNC FWDBCK
000156 000 TXL	 = NOIM FWDBCK
000157 000 J	 = IX3+NNC FWDBCK I
000158 000 WRITE (NOUT,801)	 ! FWDBCK r
000159 000 801 FORMAT('O++NOTE+ + -FWDBCK- REOUIRES116,
000160 000 L	 WORDS OF DVUAMTC STORAGEr/l
000161 000 NLINE	 = NLINE+3 FWDBCK
040162 000 900 NTH	 = NTH+,1 FWDBCK
000163 000 NDIM	 = NDIM-.! FUOBCK
000164 000 IF(NOIM.GE.0)	 GD TO 1100 FWDBCK i
000165 000 NDIM	 =	 IABS(NOIM) FWDBCK i
000166 000 WRITE (NOUT,1001)	 NDIM FWDBCK s
000167 000 1001 FORMAT('O++ERROR + + -FWDBCK- REQUIRES•I5, s MORE WORDS OF DYNAMIC' 4
r,• 000165 000 a	 '	 STORAGE•}
Ir -^:i. 400169 000 CALL GUTCAL 4ER1+9
3
FWaECK DATE 022875	 T?AG£	 S
000170 000 RETURN
000171 000 E FWDBCK
000172 000 C++++++++++ FWDBCK
000173 000 C SET UP INITIAL VALUES, IERO OUT SOURCE TERMS CALL -VARBLI- FWDBCK
_ 000179 000 C AND CALL ;DUTCAL- FOR START CONDITIONS FWDBCK
OOOl75 000 C FWDBCK
000176 000 C FWDBCK
000177 000 1100 113IM	 = NUTM FWDBCK
000178 000 TTH	 = NTH FWDBCK
_ 000179 000 TIMEN	 = TIMED FWDBCK
000180 000 DTIMEU	 = 0.0 FWDBCK
000181 000 TIMEM	 = TIMED FWDBCK
1300182 COD SUMDTP	 = 0.0 MOCK
000183 090 no ll9n	 I = 1,NNC FWDBCK
000189 000 1Lil0 Ott$	 = 0.0 FWDBCK
000185 000 CALL VARBLI FWDBCK
000186 000 CALL DUTCAL FWDBCK
000187 DOD C FWDBCK
000168 000 C++++++++++ FWDBCK
000159 000 C FWDBCK
000190 000 C COMPUTING TIME INTERVAL AND OUTPUT INTERVAL FU95CK
000191 000 C FWDBCK
000192 000 1300 OTIMED	 = AMIN1(OTTMEI.DTIMEH3 FWDBCK
000193 000 CHKSUM	 = (	 SUMOTP + DTIMEU
	 !
OOOi94 000 FLD(35,1.CHKSUM) =1
F' OOOl45 000 IF(CHKSUM.LT.DUTPUT)	 GO 7Q 19130 FWOSCI(
000196 000 DTIMEU
	 a OUTPUT-SUMOTP FWOBCK
OOD197 000 GO TD 1500 FWDBCK
000198 000 1900 (F(CHKSUM+DTIMFU.LT.OUTPUT)
	 GO TO 1500 FWDBCK	 k
OOOl99 000 DTIMEU
	 = (OUTPUT-SUMOTP)/2.0 FWDBCK
000200 000 1500 TIMEN	 = TTMEO+DTIMEU FWDBCK
000201 000 IF(TIMEN.LT .TIMENO)	 GD TO 1540 FWDBCK
000202 000 FIMEN	 = TIMEND FWDBCK
000203 000 DTIMEU	 = TIMENO-TIMED FWDBCK
-' 000209 000 SOMOTP	 = OUTPUT-DTIMEU `VER1+11
000205 000 1540 TIMEM	 = (TIMEN+TTMEO)I2.0 FWOBCK
000206 Goo IF(OTTMEU.GT.DTIMEL)	 GO TO 1600 FWDBCK
000207 000 WRITE (NOUTr1541)	 DTIMEU FUBBCK
006208 000 l5il FORMAT('O++ERROR++ DTIMEU IS LESS THAN OR EOUAL TO DTIMEL.'
000209 000 '	 DTIMEU	 =1613.6)
DOOM 000 CALL DUTCAL VER1+9
000211 000 RETURN
D00212 OOD 1600 DT02CC
	 = DTIMEU/2.0 FWDBCK
000213 000 CSGM)N	 = 1.0E+8
' 000219 000 ASSIGN 1650 TO [PASS FWDBCK
080215 000 ASSIGN 4001
	 TO ITER
is 000216 000 D(FMAX	 = 50.0
000217 000 IF( ABS(EXTLIM). NE. 0-01 	 DIFMAX = A8S(EXTLTM)
000210 000 C FWDBCK
000214 006 C+++++++++ FWDBCK
000220 000 C RELAX THE DIFFUSION AND ARITHMETIC NODES FWDBCK
000221 000 C FWDOCK
000222 000 DO 5001 LDOPCT = I,NLOOP
040223 (1013 It = 0
000224 000 DRLXCC	 = 0.0 FWDBCK
^'• 000225 000 ARLXCC
	 = 0.0 FWDBCK







00022T 001 IF(OPEITR.RE.0.0) KOP =	 !
000228 000 GO TO IPASS FWDBCK
000229 000 C FWDBCK
000230 000 C ON FIRST PASS ZERO OUT SOURCE TERMS AND CALL -VARBLI- FWDBCK
000231 000 C TO 59T CONDITIONS FOR THIS INTERVAL FWDBCK
000232 000 C FWDBCK
F 000233 001 165D ASSIGN 2550 TO IPASS
000234 OGO J2 = t
000235 000 BACKUP	 = 0.0 FWDBCK
000236 060 00 1700	 I = I,NNC FWDBCK
000237 000 1700 0(1)	 = 0.0 FWDBCK
000238 000 CALL VARBLI FWDBCK_
000239 000 IF(BACKUP.NE.0.0)	 GO TO 1300 FWDBCK r
^
000240 000 C FWDBCK j_
000241 000 C CONVERT TEMPERATURES TO RANKINE AND LOAD DYNAMIC STORAGE FWDIICK
` 0002,12 000 C FWDBCK
000243 000 00	 1000	 I =	 l.NNT FWDBCK '!
000244 000 1800 T(1)	 = T(I)+460.0 FWDBCK
000245 001 DO	 1850	 I =	 1,NNT FWDBCK
'- 000246 000 1850 Xi 1x1+T )	 =	 T(I ) FWDBCK
00024T 001 C
000240 001 IF(FLOW) CALL FLU10f2,IX1,IXF,TZERO,KOP1
000249 000 C FWDBCK
!-' 000250 1300 C ON FIRST PASS SET UP THE CONSTANT TERMS FOS THE DTFFUSION FWDBCK
O
000251 000 C NODES IN THE CAPACITANCE AND IN THE SOURCE ARRAYS. FWOOCK'
000252 000 C FWDBCK
000253 000 00 2500	 1	 = I,NND FWDBCK
000254 000 TI	 = T(1) FWDBCK
000255 000 T( I ) =	 It 1)	 -460. {	
F
000256 000 IFtFLD(I,I,NSGI(JI+I)I.EO.0) GO TO 	 2000 * -°_—
000257 000 NTYPE = FLO(0,5,NSOZ(J2))
OOG258 000 LA = FLO15,17,NSOP1J2))
000259 000 LK = FLD122,14,N502(J21)
000260 000 GO	 TO 11005,1010,1015.1020,1025,1030,1035,1040,10951,	 NTYPE
000261 000 1005 CALL	 0101WN1 TI 11. Al LA ),XK( LK ),C( I I 1
000262 000 GO TO	 1999
000263 000 1010 CALL	 OIOIUM ( Tf I I.Af LA 1. XKt LK ),CI )
d Q 000264 000 1012 J2 = J2+1000265 000 LA = FLO15,1T,NS021J2)) ^?
t
- 1 OG0268 000 LK	 = FLO122.14,N502(J211
000267 000 CALL	 OiDIUM(T(1).A(LA).XK(LK).C2)O 000268 GOO GO TO 1998
O >y 000269 000 1015 Cl	 =	 XK1LK)*XK(LA)
^. A 000270 000 GO TD 1012
00021 1 000 1020 CALL 0ID1WM ( Tf11.A(LA1,XK(LK).Cl)
1d 000212 000 J2 = J2•l 2
Ci ^p- 000773 000 LA	 = FL0(5,IT.NS02(J2))
000274 000 LK	 =	 FLO(22.14,ug02i.12)1
000275 000 C2	 = XKfLK)•%K(LA1
000276 000 GO TO	 1998
000277 000 1025 CALL PLYAWM(A(LA).T ( I),A(LA+ 11,XKtLK),C(1)5
000278 000 60 TO	 1999
000219 000 2030 CALL PLYAWM(AtLA),TtI),AtLA+I I.XKtLK),C11
000280 000 1032 J2	 =	 J2+1
000281 000 LA	 = FL0(5,IT,NS02(J2))
_ 000282 O00 LK	 = FLO(22.14.N5O2(J2)1
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000289 000 60 TO 1998
000285 000 1035 Cl = XKCLK)*XK(LA)
000286 000 GD TO 1032
000287 000 1040 CALL PLYAWMCA(LA).T(I),A(LA+l),XK(LK),Cl)
0002B8 000 JZ = 12+1I..
000289 000 LA = FLD(5.I7,NS02(J2))
0013290 000 LK = FLDC22,l9.NS02(J21)
I; 000291 000 CZ = XK(LK"%K(LA)
000292 000 GD TD 1998
000293 000 10 +15 CALL 02DIWMCTCI), CON(19) . A(LA) , XK(LK) , C(11)
`t 000299 000 GO TD 1999
000295 000 1998 C[lI = CI+C2
000296 000 1999 32 = J2+1
000297 000 2000 CONTINUE
000290 000 C(1)	 = C(I)/DT02CC FWDBCK
000299 000 CIP	 = C{I) FWDBCX
f _ 000300 0+)0 TF(FLO(4.1.NSQ1(J1+1)).ED.0) GO TO 5000
000301 000 NTYPE = FLD(0,5.NS02(JZ))
000302 000 LA = FLO15.I7,NSQZlJ2))
000303 000 LK = FLD(22,14.NSQ2(JZ))
000309 000 GO TO YERS 5
000305 000 .	 a050,g050,4050),NTYPE YERS 5
1 000306 000 9005 Q!1) =	 XK(LK)+Q(I)
000307 000 GO TO 9999
W 000308 000 90t0 Q1	 = 0.0
1 i 000309 G00 9012 CALL_ 010(WM{T((),A(LA),XK(LKI,02)
000310 000 GO TO 4998
000311 OOP 9015 01 = 0.0
000312 000 4017 CALL	 DIDIWIM1ICON(141.A(LA),XK(LK1,02)
000313 000 GO TO 9998
000314 000 4Q20 CALL 0101WM(CDNl I li ).A(LAI,XK(LK),QII
000315 000 9022 J2 = J2+1
000316 000 LA = FLD(5,17.NSQ2CJ2) 1
000317 000 LK = FLD(22,14.NSQ2(J2)I
000318 000 UD TO '1017
000319 000 9025 01	 = YK(LKIrXKCLAI
000320 GOO GO TO 4022
000321 000 9030 CALL DIOIWMICDN(19),A(LA1,XK(LK).QI1
000322 000 J2 = J2+1
_ 000323 000 LA = FLD(5.1T,NSQ2(J2))
000324 000 LK	 = FLD(22,I4,11502(121)
- 000325 000 02 = XKCLK)*XKCLA)
000326 000 GO TO 4998
000327 000 4035 CALL DMIWMCCONCI9),A(LA1,XK(LK).O1)
000328 000 9037 J2 = J2+1
000329 000 LA	 n FLDt5.17,NS021J211
000330 G00 LK = FLD(22,14,NSQ2(J2))
000331 000 GD TD 11012
000332 000 40140 01 = XK(LK)oXK(LA)
000333 000 GO TO 4037
000334 000 9050 J2=J2+1 YERS 5
000335 000 JPSLA=FLO15,17,NS02(121) YERS 5
000336 000 JPSLK=FLO(22,14,N502(J2)I YERS 5
000337 000 SPJTIM= CON()4 ) + XKI JPSLA I + XKC JPSLK I YERS 5
000338 OGO CALL UIIMCV(XK(JPSLK),SPJTIM,A(LA),XKCLK1,01) YERS 5
''•'
000339 000 02=0.0 YERS 5







000391 000 31996 0( I I = O1+R2+0t I )
000392 000 4999 J2 = J2+1
000393 000 5000 CONTINUE
000399 000 (i4	 = +2.0+01I1+TTsCIP FWDOCK
_ 000345 000 GSUM	 = 0.0 FWt)BCK
000346 000 GSUML	 = 0.0 FWOBCK
000347 000 GSUMR	 = 0.) FWOBCK
000348 000 ASUM	 = 0.0 FWOOCK000349 001 1Ff.NOT. FLOW) GO TO TO
000350 001 LRP = NX(IXF+II
000351 001 IF(LMP	 .EQ. 01 GO TO TO
000352 OOL HA = XCIXF+LMP)
000353 OOL OSUM = HA nT(LMP)
_ 000354 001 Al	 = OI + HA*X(IXI+LMP)
000355 00) GSUML = HA
000356 000 70 JI = J1+1
000351 000 LG = FLO(5,16,NSOl(JI))
000358 00l IF(LG.E0.01 GO TO 81
000359 000 LTA	 = FLU(22,14.,NS0I(J1))
000360 000 T( LTA)	 =	 T( LTA)	 •-1160.
000361 000 LTAE = LTA+1X1
000362 000 IFtFLR(2.t,NSO1IJ1)1.E0.0) GO TO
	
3000
! -	 b 000363 000 UTYPE = FL0(0,5,NS02(J2))I 000364 000 LA = FLO(5,17,RSO2(J2)1Y 000365 000 LK	 = FLO(22,L4,NS02(J21I
`- 11] 000366 000 GOT012005.20tO.2Ol5,2020,2025,2030- 2035,2040,2095,2050,2055,000367 000 1	 2060,2065,2070,ZOT3,2070) 	 ,	 NTYPE VER 6
000368 000 2005 TM = (TtI)+T(LYA))/2.0
_ 000369 000 2007 CALL 0101WH TM,A(LAI,XK(LK),G(LG))
000370 000 GO TO 2999 +
000371 000 2PIO TM = TOI
000372 000 GO TO 200T
000373 000 2015 CALL 3iO1Wn(T(1),A(LA),XK(LK),G11
000374 000 2017 J2 = JZ+1
000375 000 LA	 = FLb(5,LT,N502fJ2))
000376 000 LK	 =-FLO(22,14.NS02(J21)
lI 000377 000 CALL 0101WM(TILTAI,A(LA),XK(LK),G2)I 000378 000 GO TO 2998
000379 000 2020 G1	 = XK(LK)•XK(LA)
000380 000 GO	 "+`	 2017
000381 000 2025 CALL OLOIWM(TII),AfLAI,XK(LK),G11
000382 000 32 = J2+1
000383 000 LA = FLO(S,t7,NS021J2))
000389 000 LK	 = FLO(22.14,N502(J2))
' 000385 000 G2 = XKILK)*%K(LA)
000386 000 GO 70 2998
000387 000 2030 TM = IT(I1+TlLTA))/2,0
000386 000 2032 CALL PLVAWMtA(LA),Tn.A(LA+11.%X(LK1,GtLGI)
.; 000389 000 BO TO 2999
000390 000 2035 TM = T(•11
000391 000 GO TO 2032(100392 000 2040 CALL PLYAWM( Al LA).T(I ),Af LA+11,XK(LK 1, 71 )
000393 000 2042 J2 = J2+1
000394 000 LA	 = FLO(5,)T,R502(J2))
000395 000 LK = FLO(22,I4,NS02(J2)1}•,':	 c`. 000396 000 CALL	 PLVA,JM(AtLA1,T(LTA).A(LA+I),XK(LK),G2I
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000398 000 2045 G1 = XK(LK)*XK(LA)
000399 000 GD TO 2042
000400 000 2050 CALL PLYAW11CA(LA).T(I).ACLA+1).XKCLK).S1)
000401 000 J2 = J2+1
000402 000 LA = FLO(5,17,NS02(J2))
000403 000 LX = FLO( 22,1 81 NSQ2( J2) )
000404 000 G2 = XX(LK1*XK(LA)
000405 000 GO TO 2998
000406 000 2055 TM c IT(I1+TCLTAII/2.0
00OCOT DOO CALL D2DtWM(TM,CONtl 4i) * At LA),XK(LKI.GCLG))
O0D li0tt 000 GO TO 2-9 9 j
000409 000 2D&D TM = TCLTA)
000410 000 GO TD 200Y
000411 000 2065 TN = TI LTA) 3000 11 000 GO TO 2032 t
000413 000 2070 CALL OIOlUf1(CON(14),ACLA),XK(LK1,01) VER 6
000414 000 2071 TM	 = (T(I) + TCLTA)) l 2.0 VER 6
000415 000 J2 =	 J2 + I VER 6
000416 000 LA	 = FLD(5.17,NSO2(	 J2)1 VER 6	 f
000417 000 LX	 = FLD(22,14,N302( 	 J211 VER 6	 -
000418 ODD IFCNTYPE	 .ED.	 16)	 60 TO 2OT5 VER 6
000 1119 DOG CALL 02D1WM(	 TM,	 G1.	 AtLA),	 XKILK),	 GCLG1) VER 6
0011420 000 GO 70 2999 VER 6
000421 000 2073 61	 = XK(LAI n 	 XK(LK) VER 6
000422 000 GO TO 2071 VER 6
000423 000 2075 G(LG) = G1	 *	 XKCLA)	 *	 XK(LK) VER 6
000424 000 GO	 TO 2999 VER 6
D0042s 000 2998 G(LG1 =	 I.IO./G1+l./G2)
000426 000 IF(FLDI3,I,NSDTtJll).EO.I) G(L0) = GI*G2
000427 000 2999 J2 = J2+1
000420 000 3000 CONTINUE
000429 000 T(L`.A) = T(LTA1 +460.
000430 000 TNT	 = TINT) FWDBCK
000971 000 GNG	 = GCNG) FWDBCK
000432 000 TNTO	 = TNT FCruBCK
000433 000 IFINT.LE.H1tCf	 INTO = XtTXI+NT) FWDBCK
000434 000 IF IFLOC30l,NS01(J11).N£.	 0) GO TO	 2100
OOD435 000 GSUML	 = GSUML+GNG FWDBCK	 1^ --
000436 000 GSUM	 = GSUM+GNG FWDBCK
000437 000 of	 = OI • GN6-TNTO FWDBCK
000438 000 OSUM	 = OSUM+GNG+TNT FWDBCK
000439 000 GO TO 80
000R4O 000 2100 GUG = GhG *SIGMA
000441 000 GSUMR = GSUMR +G11G 3
000442 000 GSUM	 = GSUM+GNG*(TNT+TI1*((TNT+T1)**2-2.0*TNT*TI) FWDBCK	 j
000443 000 .01	 = 01+GNG*TNTOws4 FWDBCK
000447 000 OSUM	 = OSUM+G(IG*TNT**4 FWDBCK
OOD44S 000 C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR
000446 000 80 IF(NSO1(Jll.GT.0) GO TO	 TO
000447 001 81 T(II	 = T(I)	 + '160.0
000448 000 IF(GSUMR.E0.0.0) 	 GD TO 2300 FWDBCK
000 0 149 000 C FWDBCK
000450 000 C SET UP CONSTANTS FOR USE SUBSEQUENT ITERATIONS AND FUDOCK
000451 006 C THEN SOLVE FOR TEMPERATURES BY THE GENERAL OUARTIC FUOBCK
000452 Od° C FORMULA FWDBCK
000453 000 C FWDBCK	 1---
000454 000 Ott)	 = TI n(TI- 3•GSUMR +G5UML)-OI FWDBCK	 x}
yi
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000455 000 CC	 = (CIP+GSUML)/GSUMR FWDBCK
000956 000 FF	 = -CC**2*R)6 FWDBCK
000957 000 GG	 m (Otl)-QSUM)/GSUMR*R3 FWDBCK
000458 000 GG	 = FF**Z-GG**3 FWDBCK
000459 000 IF(GG.GT•O.0)	 GD TO 2250 FWDBCK
000460 000 Tx	 = 0.0 FWDBCK
000461 000 SO TO 2920 FWDBCK
000462 000 2710 GG	 = SORTIGG) FWDBCK
000463 000 ZZ	 = SORT((GG-FF)**R3-(Gu+FF)**R3) FWDBCK
000964 000 T2	 = RSRZ*t-ZZ<-SQRT(-ZZ**2+CC*RSRZ/CZ)) FWDBCK
000465 000 GO TO 2420 FWDBCK
000 1166 000 2300 IF(GSUI'L.EO.o.0)	 GO TO 2399
000467 000 C FWDDCK
000 ,168 Goo C SET UP CONSTANTS FOR USE SUBSEQUENT ITERATIONS AND FWDDCK
000469 QQO C THEN SOLVE; FOR TEMPERATURES BY A LINEAR EQUATION FWDBCK
oo047o 000 C FWDBCK
000471 000 0(1)	 _ -TI*GSUML+QI FWDDCK
000472 000 TZ	 = fO(I)+QSUMI/(CIP+GSUMLI FWDBCK
0004T3 000 GO TO 2420 FWDBCK
0001174 OQO 2399 T2 = T(I)
- 0004TS Goo IF (IFIRST	 .NE.	 01 GO TO 2420
000476 000 2400 WR1TE(NOUT,24 A =.1	 T FWDBCK
000477 000 2401 FORMAT('O++ERROR++	 THE SUM OF THE CONDUCTORS ATTACHED TO
b
000478 000 ' RELATIVE NoDE*15,. IS EQUAL OR LESS THAN ZERO*)
•IF1 000479 000 (I.lE.	 NNp I G0 TD 2420
000480 000 SO TO 3750
(J 000481 000 C FWDBCK
000482 000 C COMPUTE TEMPERATURE CHANGE AND SET THE NEW TEMPERATURE FWDDCK
000983 000 C FWDBCK
000984 000 2420 T1	 = T2-TI FWDBCK
000485 000 T(I)	 = T2 FWDBCK
000466 000 IF(ABStORLXCC).GE.ABS(TI)I
	 GO TO 2950 FWDBCK
000487 000 OALXCC	 = TI FWDDCK
OOG408 000 NDRLXC= I FWDBCK
000489 000 C FWDDCK
000490 000 C COMPUTE CSGMIN FOR INFORMATION ONLY FWDBCK
00049) 000 C FWDBCK
000492 001 2950 IF(GSUM_EG.0.01	 GO TO
	
2500
000493 001 CSG = CIP r OT02CCIGSUM
0001194 000 IF( CSG.GE .CSGMIN1	 GO TO x500 FWDBCK
000495 000 CSGMIN	 = CSG FWp8CK
- 040496 000 NCSGM	 = 1 FWDBCK
000 ,19T 000 2500 CONTINUE FWDBCK
000498 000 GO TO 3350 FWDDCK
000499 000 C rW118CK
000500 000 C ON SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT ITERATIONS USE CONSTANTS CREATED FWOOCK
000501 Ono C ON FIRST ITERATION FWDBCK
000502 000 C FWDBCK
000503 000 C FWDBCK
000504 000 C MAKE AN ITERATION PASS ON THE DIFFUSION NODES FWDBCK
000505 000 C FWDBCK
_ 000506 001 2550 IF(FLOW) CALL	 FLUIUt2.lXI,TXF.TZERO,KOP)
000507 001 CSG = CTP ^ OT02CC/GSUM
000508 001. CSG = CTP r OT02CCIGSUM
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000512 000 GSUM	 = 0,0 FWDBCK
i
#I000513 000 GSUML'	 = 0.0 FWDBCK I
000514 000 GSUMR	 = 0.0 FWDBCK
000515 000 QSUM	 = 0,0 FWDBCK
f 000516 001 i
000517
000510 001 IF(.NOT. FLOW) GO TO 115
000519 001 LMP = NXtIXF+I) {
_- 000520 001 IF(LMP	 .EO. 01 GO TO 115 f
000521 001 HA = XfIXF+LMP)
000522 001 QSUM = NA*T(LMP) j
000523 001 GSUML = HA
000524 001 GSUM	 = HA
000525 000 115 J1 = J1+1
000526 ODO LG = FLU(5,16,NSQ1(JL)) j
000527 001 IFtLG.EQ.41 GO TO	 126
_ 000520 000 LTA = FLO122.I4,NS01(J1))
000529 000 TNT	 = TtNT) FWDBCK
i
000530 000 GNt	 = G(NG) FWDBCK
000531 000 C CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR





	 = GSUML+GNG FWDBCK
b









000537 00^ t20 GNG = GNG *SIGMA
L17 000530 000 GSUMR = GSUMR *GNG
000539 000 GSUM,.	 = 6SUM+GNG*(TNT+Ti1*ti TNT+Tll**2-3.0*'INT*TI1 FWDBCK
000540 000 GSUM= OSUM+GNG*7NT ►*4 FWDBCK
000541 000 C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR
000542 000 125 IFtFJS01(J1).GT.01 GO
	 TO	 115
000543 001 126 IFIGSUMR,E0.0.0) GO TO 3200
00054 01 000 C FWDBCK
000545 000 C SOLVE TEMPERATURE
	 BY GENERAL QUARTIC FPAMULA :'+DOCK
000S46 000 C FWDBCK
000547 000 CC	 = tCTP*GSUML)/GSUMR FWDBCK
0005018 000 FF	 = -CC*o2*Rt6 FWDBCK
000549 000 GG	 = IQ(1)-GSUM:/GSUMR*R3 FWDBCK
k 000550 000 GG	 = FF**2-GG**3 FWDBCKr..-
000551 000 IFtGG.GT.0.01	 GD TO 3150 FW04CK
000552 000 T2	 = 0.0 FWDBCK
000553 000 GO TO 3250 FWDBCK
00055 +( 000 3150 GG	 = 5URT(GG) FWDBCK
. 000555 000 II	 = SORT(SGG-FF)**R3-(GG+FF)**R3) FWDBCK
00(1556 000 T2	 = RSR2*(-IZ+SORT[-ZI**2+CC*RSR2/ZZ)) FWOBCK
000557 000 60 TO 3250 FWDBCK
000558 000 C FWDBCK
000559 000 C SOLVE TEMPERATURE BY LINEAR EOUATION FWDBCK
000560 000 C FWDBCK
000561 000 3200 T2	 = fOf11+OSUM)/(CIP+GSUML) FWDBCK
_ 000562 000 C FWDBCK
000563 000 C COMPUTE TEMPEDATURE CHANGE AND SET THE NEW TEMPERATURE FWDBCK
09056 44 000 C FWDBCK
000565 000 3250 T1	 = T2-TI FWDBCK
OOG566 000 TfI1	 m T2 FWDBCK
000567 000 IF( ABS(ORLXCC).GE.ABS(TI11 	 GO TO 3290 FWDBCK
1„	 +.






















	 = I FWDBCK
000570 000 C FWDBCK
000571 000 C COMPUTE CSGMIN FOR INFORMATION ONLY FWDBCK
OOOST2 000 C FWDBCK
_ 000573 000 3280 CSG	 = CIP*UTDZCCIGSOM FWDBCK
900579 000 tFCCSG.GE.CSGMIN)	 GO TO 3300 FWDBCK
000575 000 CSGi Iu
	
= CSG FWDBCK
000576 900 NCSGM	 = 1 FWDBCK
000577 0110 3300 CONTINUE FWOBCK
000575 090 C FWDBCK
000579 000 C MAKE AN ITERATION PASS ON THE ARITHMETIC NODES FWDBCK
040500 000 C FWDBCK
_ 000581 ODG 3350 IF(kNA.EQ.Oi	 GD TD 3900 FWDBCK
000502 000 J31 = J1
000503 000 JJ2 a J2_
000509 000 DO 3800	 1 = NN.NNC FWDBCK
000505 000 TI	 = 711) FWDBCK
000506 000 IF (LOOPCT .GT.
	
1) GO TO 6000
000507 G00 T( I 1	 a	 T(1 /	 ••960.
000588 000 L = 1
000569 000 IF(FLO(4,1,NSO1(JJ1+1)1.E0.01 GO TO 6000
000590 (100 NTYPE = FLDCO35,N502(JJ2))
000591 000 LA = FLOt5,1T,NS0V JJ2))
000592 000 Lit	 = FLpt22,19,NSO2(JJ2))
000593 600 GO TO (5005,5010,5015.5020,5025.5030.5035,5090,5030. VERS 5
U) 000594 000 •	 5050,5050,5050).NTYPE VERS 5T 000595 000 5005 12(L) =	 XK(LK )+0(L 1
000596 000 GO TO 3499
000597 000 5010 Q1 = 0.0 d (^
000598 000 5012 CALL D1D1WM(TtL),A(LA),XK(LK1,02) ^f
000599 000 GO TO 5998 M
- 000600 0011 5015 O1	 =	 0.0
000601 000 5017 CALL•0101WntCON(I4).A(LAI,XKCLK),02)
000602 000 GO TO 5998
000603 000 5020 CALL DIDIWMICONCI"),A(LA),XK(LX).Qt1
000609 000 5022 JJ2 = JJ2*1
000605 000 LA = FLOt5,17.NS02(JJ21)














O1DIwr]tCOR ( 14),1ItLA1 . XKCLKI,Q1) .A
000611 000 JJ2 =	 J12+1'
000612 900 LA = FLO(5.I7,NS92tJJ21)
000613 600 LK = FLDC22.19,NSQ2(JJ2))
000619 000 02 = %KtLK1-XKtLA)
5100615 000 GO TO 5998
t(006IL 000 5035 CALL DIDIWM ( CON(141 , ACLAI,XKtLK1.011
0006I7 000 5037 JJ2 = JJ2+1
" 000618 000 LA = FLO(5,)7.NSO2tJJ2))
}- 000619 000 LK = FLO(22.14,NS02(JJ21I
I; 000620 000 GO TO 5012
000621 000 5,540 01	 =	 XK(LK ),XXC LA )
nnnI, 22 (inn rn	 rn Sni7
i
fi=t ^,'au-=





000627 000 CALL DIIMCY(XK(JPSLK),SPJTIM.AILA),XK(LK),011
000628 000 02=0.0
000629 000 GO TO 5990
000630 000 5998 Q(L1 = 01+02+0(L)
000631 400 5999 JJ2 = JJZ+1
000632 000 6006 CONTINUE




000634 000 GSUMR	 = 0.0
000635 000 OSU]9	 = Q(1)
000636 000 105 JJI	 = JJI*I
I r .. 00063: 000 LG = FLDC5,16,NSOI(.TjI))
000630 000 LTA = FLD(22,14,NS01(JJ1))
000639 000 IF (LOOPCT	 .GT.	 L) GO TO 4002
000640 ODD T( LTA 1 = T( LTA) -460.
000641 000 IF4FLC12,1,NS01(JJI)).E0.C) GO TO 4000
A ', OG0642 000 NTYPE = FLO(0,5,NS02(JJ2))
000643 000 LA = FLU( 5,L7,NSOZfJJ2)1
000644 000 LK	 = FLD(22,1+I,N5Q21JJ2)1
000645 000 GDTO(3005.3610,3015,30ZO,3025,3030,3035,3040,2045.3050,3055,
t, 000646 COG 1	 3060,3065,3070,3073,30701
	 , NTYPE
j 000647 004 3005 TM =	 (T(Ll•T(LTA1)/2.0
000648 006 3001 CALL	 DID1W]9lTM.A(LA),XK(LK),G1LG)1
tj 000649 000 GO TO 7999
11 000650 600 3010 Tn = T(L)
000651 000 GO TO 3007
r 000652 000 3015 CALL OIDIWM(T(L),A(LAI,TK(LK1,GI)
000653 OOD 3017 !!2 = JJ2+1
4t 000654 000 LA =FLD(5,IT.NSQ2(JJ2))
000655 600 LK = FLD(22,14,NS02(JJ2))
p. 060656 000 CALL	 CtClWM(T(LTA),AILA).XK(LK),G21
000657 000 00 TO 3990
000658 000 3020 GI	 =	 XK(LK)-XK(LA)
006659 000 GO TO 3017
000660 000 3025 CALL DI0)Wm(T(L),A(LAI,XK(LK),G1)
000661 (100 JJ2 a JJ2+1
000662 400 LA = FLO(5.17,NSg21JJZ))
000663 400 LK = FLD(22,14,NSQ2(JJ2))
_ 000664 000 62 = XX(LKr-XK(LA]
000665 000 GO	 TO	 39''!j
'
Q 0. 000666 000 3030 TM	 =	 tT(L'.-?'^TA3112.0
000667 000 3032 CALL P_ ti ',JM[ At LA I,TM,At LA+I ), XK( LK ),G( L fd l )
t )"( 000668 006 90 TQ 349+
" b 000669 000 3035 TM = TSL)
0_ 000670 000 GO TO 3032
Q 0646tl 000 3040 CALL	 PLYAUn(A(LA),tIL).AtLA-1-1),X%(LKI&GI)
i' 000672 000 3042 JJ2 a JJ2+1
000613 000 LA = FLO(S.IT,k5g2tJJ211
000674 000 LK =FM 22.14.NSQ2(Jj211
000675 000 CALL PLYAWM ( A(LA ). T( LTA ). At LA+L ). XK(LK ),G2 )
000676 000 GO TO 3996
600677 000 3045 GI
	
= XK(LK)-XK(LA)
000670 066 GD TD 3042
000679 000 3050 CALL	 PLYAUM ( A(LA1,T1L) , A(LA+II . SK(LK),GI)
000600 060 (J2	 =	 JJ2+1
000681 000 Ln = FL0(5,17.N502fJJ2))
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000603 000 G2 = XKILK)*XK(LA)
000684 oat, GO TO 3998
000685 000 3055 TM = (TtL)+TILTAI)/2.0 :.
000606 000 CALL 112D 1WM1 TM, COM 19 1, Al LA ), XKt LK ). G( LG )1 ,^
000687 900 GOTO 3999
000688 000 3060 TM = T(LTA) j
000684 000 GO TO 3007 !
000690 0J0 3:065 TM = T(LTR)
000641 000 GO TO 3032
000692 000 3070 CALL U tD SWn( CON(14 ), A(LA ), XKI LK ), G1 1 VER 6 f4
F _ 000693 000 3071 TM	 = CT(L) + T(LTA)) / 2.0 VER 6 ,j
000694 000 JJ2 = J32 + I VER 6
000695 000 LA	 = FLD(5,IT,NSOZ(JJ2)3 VER 6
000696 G00 LK	 = FLO(22,14,NS02(JJZ)) YEA 6
000697 000 IF(NTYPE	 .E0.161 60 TO 3075 YEA 6
- 000690 000 CALL D201WM(TM,	 G1,	 A(LA),	 XK(LK),	 GILG)1 VER 6
_
000699 000 GO TO	 3999 VER 6
000700 000 3073 GI	 =	 XK(LA)	 * XK(LK) VER 6 k
' 000701 000 GO TO 3071 VER 6
000702 000 30T5 GILGI =	 G1	 u	 XK(LA)	 *	 cX(LK) VER 6
000703 DOD GO TO 3999 YER 6
000704 000 3996 G(LG]	 c	 1./Il./fit+1./GZ)
000705 000 IF(FLD(3,I,NSA1(JJl)).EQ.11 GILG) =
	
D1*GZ i
OOOTO6 000 3999 JJ2 = JJ2+1Y
000707 000 4400 CONTINUE
_ A3 000 Too 000 T(LTA3 = T(LTA) +460.000709 000 4002 TNT = T(NT)
— 000)10 000 GNG	 = G(NG) FWOBCK
000111 000 C CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR
000712 000 IFIFLD(3,I,NSG1(JJl)).NE.0) GO TO 	 190
1
000713 Dart OSUM	 = QSUM+GNG+TNT FWDOCK
00071'( 000 GSUML	 = GSUML+GNG FWOOCK s
000715 000 GO TO	 3550 FWGBCK
000716 000 190 GHG = GHG *SIGMA
000717 000 OSUM = QSUM +GNG-TNT+04
000718 000 GSUMR	 = GSUMR+GTMU FW0BCK
- 000719 000 C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR
000720 000 3550 IF(NSOI(JJII.GT.0) GO	 TO	 185
- 000721 000 IF	 (LOOPCT	 .ED.	 11 T(I) = 111)	 +460.
000722 000 IFIGSUML.GT.0.0	 .OR.GSUMri.GT.O.0)GO TO 3599
040723 000 T2 a T(I)
000724 000 IF (LOQPCT	 .GT.	 1	 .OR.	 (FIRST	 ,GT.	 0) GD TO 3750
000125 000 GO TO 2400
000726 000 C FWGBCK 1
' 000727 000 C CHECK TO SEE IF MORE ENERGY IS BEING REMOVED THAN THE FWGBCK
000720 000 C NODE CAN SUPPLY FWODCK
000729 000 C FWODCK
000730 000 3599 IFIOSUM.GT.0.01	 GO	 - 0 3600
D00731 000 12 _	 a 0.0 FWGBCK }
000132 000 GO TO 3750 FWODCK
000733 000 3600 IFIGSUMR.LE.O.01	 GO TO 3700 FWDBCf.
;. 000735 000 IF(GSUML.LE.0.01
	 GO TO 3650 FWODCK
000735 000 C F14OBCK
000736 000 C SOLVE TEMPERATURE 9Y GENERAL QUARTIC FORMULA FWOOCK
000737 000 C FWDOCK
00008 000 CC	 = GSUMLIGSUMR FWt]DCK
),ti 000739 000 FF	 = —CCu*2*RI6 FWGBCK
i^
Loll
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GG	 = SORT(FF**Z-GG**3)	 FWDBCK
000792	 000	 ZZ	 = SORT((GG-FF)**R3-tGG+FFI**R3) 	 FWDBCK
000793	 000	 T2	 = RSR2+(-ZZ+SQRT(-ZZ**Z+CC*RSR2/ZZ)) 	 FWDBCK
000749	 000	 GO TD 3750	 FWDBCK
004745	 (100	 C	 FWDBCK	 t
000796	 000	 C	 SOLVE TEMPERATURE BY OUARTIC EQUATION	 FWDBCK
000747	 000	 C	 FWDBCK
0007H6
	
000	 3650 TZ	 = (O5UM/GSUMB)**0.25	 FWDBCK
000749	 000	 GO TO 3750	 FWDBCK
004750	 000	 C	 FWDBCK
•.-	 000751	 000	 C	 SOLVE TEMPERATURE BY LINEAR EQUATION	 FWDBCK
000752	 000	 C	 FWDBCK
COOT53	 000	 3700 T2	 = QSUM/GSUML	 FWDBCK
000754	 000	 C	 FWDBCK
_ -	 000755	 000	 C	 COMPUTE TEMPERATURE CHANGE AND SET THE NEW TEMPERATURE 	 FWDBCK
000756	 000	 C	 FWDBCK





000758	 000	 T(1)	  T2FWDBCK
000759	 000	 IF(ABS(ARL%CC).GE.ABS(Tt)) 	 GO TO 3800	 FWOBCK
i	 000160	 000	 ARLXCC	 = 71	 FWDBCK
000761	 OOG	 NARLXC	 = )	 FWDBCK
000762	 000	 3800 C 0 N T I U U E	 FWDBCK
z	 000763
	
404	 C	 FWU4CK i
	
ty	 000764	 000	 C	 CHECK TO SEE IF DIFFUSION AND ARITHMETIC RELAXIATION 	 FWDBCK
	
1	 000765	 000	 C	 CRITERIA WAS MET.	 FWDBCK
'	 000766	 000	 C	 FWDBCK
000167	 000	 3400 IF(A8S(ARLXCC).LE.ARLXCA.ANO. 	 FWDBCK
000768	 000	 A85(D1lL%CC).LE.DRLXCA) 	 GO TO 5206	 FWDBCK
DOOT69	 000	 C	 FWDBCK
000170	 040	 C++++++++++	 FWDBCK
000771	 000	 C	 IF THREE ITERATIONS HAVE BEEP PERFORMED,EXTI:APOLATE USING 	 FWDBCK4`.	










000716	 000	 GO TO ITER	 I-WOBCK
!'	 Q Q	 000177	 000 C	 FWDBCK
000778	 OGO	 C	 FIRST ITERATION	 FWDBCK
000T79	 000	 C	 FWDBCK
000780
	
000	 4001 ASSIGN g 2OG TO ITER
000781
	










^.	 COOT03	 000	 GO TO 5001
000764	 OOG	 C	 FWDBCK
000TO5	 000
	
C	 SECOND ITERATION!	 FWDBCK
000786	 000	 C	 FWDBCK
04
04
0787	 000	 9200 ASSIGN 4900 TO ITER	 FWDBCK	 '-
0788	 400	 DO 4300	 1 = 1,NNC	 FWDBCK




000791	 000	 C	 FWDBCK
	
•	 000792	 000	 C	 THIRD ITERATION	 FWOBCK
000793	 000	 C	 FWDBCK
000794	 000	 4900 ASSIGN 4001 TO ITER
000795
	
000	 GO 4600	 I = I,NNC	 FWDBCK
'.	 000796	 DOfl	 TI	 = x{1X2+I)	 FW08CK
b !'
' '	 _...w ^— .—: .::—	
..x..., v	 .,+:fit;-^... .. b. -	—, ',:;	 -.... '. ::. o-
	




	 ....	 ._:	 -  
FWDBCK ^^ DATE 022875	 PAGE
	 IS
000797 000 72	 = X(IX3+I1 FWDBCG
000798 000 T3	 = TCI1 FWDBCK
000799 000 IF(TI _LT.T2 . AND.T2.LT.T3) GO TO 4500 FWDBCK
000000 -000 IF(TI _GT.T2 . AND.T2 . GT.T3) GO TO 4500 FWDBCK
000801 000 GO TO 4800 FWDBCK
000802 000 1500 ANUM	 = T3-T2 FWOSCK
000803 000 RI	 = T2-T1 FWDBCK
- 000804 000 IF( ABS(ANUM).GE.ABS(R1)) GO TO 4800 FWDBCK
N 000805 000 ADEN= ANUM-R1 FWDBCK
w: 000806 000 1FIA8S[ ADEN I.LT.1.0E-101 GO TO 4800
000007 000 TE	 = T3-ANUMw+2/ADEN FWDBCK
000608 000 TDIF	 = T9-13 FWDBCK
000809 000 c FWDBCK
000810 000 C LIMIT THE EXTRAPOLATION TO + OR - TDIFMAX DEG., AND RESULTANT FWDBCK
000811 000 C TEMPERATURES MUST BE POSITIVE FWDBCK
000812 000 c FWDBCK
000813 000 IFCABS(TDIF).GT.	 DIFMAX] TE = T3+SIGN(DIFMAX,TDIF)
000811 000 IF(TE_LT.0.0) 7E = 0.0 FUDOCK
000015 000 TDIF	 = TE-73 FWDBCK
000816 000 IF( I.GT.NNDI GO TD +1600 FWDBCK
000817 000 IF(ABSC It) IF3.LE.ABSCDRLXCC)1 60 TO 4700 FWDBCK
000818 000 DRLXCC	 = TDIF FWDBCK
000819 000 NARLXC	 = 1 FWDBCK
000820 000 GO TO 4700 FWDBCK
b 000821 000 -1600 IF(ABS(TDIF).LE.ABSCARLXCC)) GO TO 4700 FWDBCK
000622 000 ARLXCC	 = TOIF FWDDCK
000023 000 NARLXC	 = I FWDBCK
d 000824 000 -1700 TCI1	 = TE FWDBCK
_ 000825 000 1800 CONTINUE FWDBCY.
000626 COG 5001 CONTINUE
000827 000 NLINE	 = NLINE+3 FUOBCK
000828 000 IF(bLINE.LE.601 GD TO 5100 FWDBCK
000829 000 CALL TOPLIN FWDBCK
000630 000 NL]}1E	 = NLINE+3 FWDBCK
000831 000 5100 WRITE I1YOUT.51011 	 TIMED.	 TIMEN, NARLXC, ARLXCC. NARLXC, ARLXCC FWDBCK
000032 OG0 5101 FORMATC • O++CAUTION++ RELAXIATION CRITERIA NOT MET'
000833 000 /	 TIMED =	 'G13.6. 1 ,	 TIMEN =	 'G13-6112X,
000831 000 . '	 ORLXCC('I5.'	 REL)= 1 013.6,' .AnLXCr(115.
000835 1300 '	 REL)= 1 613.61
'- 000836 D00 C -FWDBCK
_ 000637 000 C++++++•-+*• FWDBCK
000838 000 c FWDBCK
000839 GOO C CHECKING TO SEE 17 DELTA TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE FOR A TIME FWDBCK
000040 000 C INTERVAL	 IS WITHIN LIMITS.	 IF NOT CALCULATE A SMALLER F1aOBCK
00(1841 000 C TIME INTERVAL AND AE-00 THE TEMERATURE CALCULATIONS FWDBCK
000842 000 C FWDBCK
000043 000 C CHECK DIFFUSION NODE FWDBCK
000844 000 C FWDBCK
000845 000 5200 DTMPCC	 = 0.0 FtJOBCK
000846 COG DO 5300	 1 a	 I,NNO FuOBCK
000847 GGG OTMP	 =	 TC[)-XIIXI+1} FWDBCK
000848 000 ;FCABS(DTMP).LE.ABSCOTMPCC)) GO TO 5300 FWDBCK
000849 OGG DTMPCC	 = OTMP FW08CK
090850 600 NRThPC	 = ] FWDBCK
000851 000 5300 CONTINUE FWDBCK
000852 000 IF( ABSCOTMPCC).LE.OTMPCAI GO TO 5500 FWDBCK





































































000 NLINE	 = N I.I NE+2 FWDBCK
000 IF(11LINE.GE.60)
	 GO TO 5 .400 FWDBCK
000 CALL TDPLIN FWDBCK
000 NLINE	 W NLINE+2 FWDBCK
000 5900 WRITEINDUT,5901) TIMEO, DTIMEU,
	 'OTMPC, DTMPCC FWDBCK
000 5401 .-.FORnAT('O++NOTE++ AT TIMED='G13.' DTIMEU WAS REDUCED TD 'G13.6,
400 ' BECAUSE DTMPCC('15,'REI.) ='G13.6,'	 .GT. DTMPCA')
000 GO TO 6900 FWDBCK
000 C FWG3CK
000 C CHECK ARITHMETIC NODES FWOBtK
000 C FWDBC9
000 5500 IF(NNA.LE.0)	 GO TO 7000 FWUBCR
000 ATMPCC
	 = 0.0 FWDBCK
000 DP 5600	 I = NN,NNC FWOBf.K
000 t,TM P 	 = T( 1 )-X( TXi+I ) FWDBI::
000 fF(ABS(ATMP).LE.ABS(ATMPCC)) GO TO 5600 FWOS::;-
000 ATMPCC	 = ATMP FUOBC3
000 NATMPC	 = I FWDBCK
000 5600 CONTINUE FWDBCK
000 IFIABSIATMPCCI,LE.ATMPCA) 	 GO TO 7000 FWDBCK
000 DTIMEU	 = 0,95+OTIMEU*ATMPCAlABS(ATMPCC)
000 NLINE
	 = NLINE+2 FWDPCK
400 IFfRLI NE. LE. 60s
	 GO TO 5700 FWDBCK
000 CALL TOPLIN FWDBCK
000 NLINE	 = NLINE+2 FWDBCK
000 5700 WRITE(NOUT,5701) TIMED.
	 DTIMEU.	 NATMPC, ATMPCC FWDBCK
000 5101 FORMATI'O++NOTE++ AT TIMED='G13.6,' DTIMEU WAS REDUCED TO +013.6,




000 C UNFOLD 2.0/UTIME0 FROM THE CAPACITANCE ARRAY.
	 WIPE OUT THE FWDBCK
000 C CALCULATED TEMPERATURES AND RELAOAD THE INITIAL TEMPERATURES FWOBCI'
G00 C FOR THIS TIME STEP FROM DYNAMIC STORAGE.
	 CONVERT THE FWOECA
000 C TEMPEATURES BACK TO PARENHEIT• FWDBCK
000 C FWDB( K
000 6400 00 6500	 1	 = I.kNO FWDBCK
000 6500 Cl 1)
	 = Cft) • n T02CC FWDBCK
000 DO 6650	 1	 = 1,I1NT FWDBCK
001 6650 TI I1
	 =	 %(IXI+iI -460.0 FWDBCK
000 GO TO 1500 FWDBCK
000 C FW08CK
000 C FWDBCK
000 C++*++ ++ ►+ FW0BCX
000 C FUDOCK
000 C 7111E STEP HAS BEEN SUCESSFULLY COMPLETED FWDBCK
000 C FWDBCK
000 C S:T CAPACITANCE VALUE BACK TO NORMAL. PUT TEMPERATURES BACK FWDBCK
00G C IN PARENHEITn AND CALL •-VARBL2- FWDBCK
004 C FWDBCK
000 7000 DO 7100	 1 = 1,NND FWDBCK
000 C111	 = C(I)-0TU2CC FWDBCK
000 7100 CONTINUE FUDOCK
000 OD 7200	 1 = I,NNT FWDBCK
080 7200 1(1)	 =	 7(11-960.0 FWDBCK
000 C FWDBCK
000 BACKUP	 = 0.0 FWDBCK
000 CALL YARBL2 FUDOCK
000 IF(BACKUP.E0.0.0)








/FWDBCK DATE 022675 POGE	 17
000911 000 C FWDBCK
000912 000 C BACKUP SWITCH i?AS BEEN TURNED ON FROM •-YARBL2-.
	 WIPE OUT FWDBCK
000913 000 C THE CALCULATED TEMPERATURES AND RELORD THE INITIAL FWDBCK
040914 000 C TEMPERATURES FOR THE TIME STEP FROM DYNAMIC STORAGE. FWDBCK
000915 000 C CONVERT THE TEMPERATURES BACK TO FARENHEIT AND REDO FWDBCK
000916 000 C THE TIME STEP. FWDBCK
0130917 000 C FWDBCK
000918 041 00 7220	 1 = I,NNT FWDBCK
000919 000 7Z20 T1S1	 = %CIKI+I1-460.0 FWDBCK
_ 000920 000 60 TO L300 FWDBCK t
000921 000 C FWDBCK
000922 000 C CHECK FOR TIME TO PRINT,	 INCREMENT TIME. FWDBCK
004923 000 C FWDBCK
-rI00092+1 000 7240 TIM	 = TIMEN FWDBCK
00092 OGG IFtRST =1
040926 000 SUMOTP	 = SUMOTP+OTIMEU FWDBCK
000921 000 IFCOPEITR.NE.0.03
	 CALL OUTCAL FWDBCK
000928 000 IF(SUMOTP.LT.OUTPUT)
	 GO TO 7300 FWDBCK i
000929 000 CALL OUTCAL FWDBCK
000930 000 WRITE 16,80001 LOOPCT ri
000931 000 8000 FORMAT 1!2114	 LO0PtT=.11011 j
000932 004 -NLINE = NLINE +3
b 000933 000 SUMOTP	 = 0.0 FWDBCK
000934 000 C FWDBCK
-
4:... 000935 000 C CHECK FOR TIME 70 STOP FUOBCK
'' IV 000906 000 C FWDBCK
000937 000 7300 IFCTIMEN+0.01 L OT1MEU.LT.TIMENDI GD TD 1300 FWDBCK
000938 OOI NTH	 = IXF FWDBCK
000939 000 NOIM	 = IXL FWDBCX #
0009 910 000 RETURN FWBBCK ^
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000001	 000 GORN	 PROC
000002
	 000 SF(FLb(2,I,NSQI(XI )1.90.0) GO TO 300
000003	 000 NTYPE = FLD(0,5,NSQ2(K2))
000099	 000 GO TO (299,299,290,298,298,299,299,298,298,298,299,299,299,	 VER•6
660005	 000 !	 248,298,290	 )^	 NTYP$	 YER	 6	
E
000006	 OOfl 298 KZ = K2+1

















000001 000 S114ROUTINE GENOUT( ROATA,ISTRT,ISTP,
 NAME I
000002 000 C
000003 000 DIMENSION F:1T( 121, NAME( 221
000004 000 DIMENSION NOATAII)
000005 '000 DATA MAXI
	
1	 1342177281
000006 000 DATA MZERO 107777777TT7TT/
000007 000 DATA FMT(1), FMT(12) / 6H11X1P	 , 6H 1101	 /




000010 000 BASE =	 634Et2.4.
000011 300 ASSIGN 32 TO MM
000012 000 CKO =	 .FALSE.
000013 000 GO TO 5
000014 000 ENTRY GENT(NOATA,ISTRT,ISTP,NAME)
000015 000 BASE = 6HI9,	 3X
000016 000 ASSIGN 45 TO Mn
OOOOIT 000 CKU =	 .TRUE.
OOOOtB 000 GO TO 5
000019 000 ENTRY GENR(NDATA.ISTRT.ISTP,NAME1
	 i
kJ 000020 000 BASE = 6HE12.4,
000021 000 ASSIGN 45 TO MM
I^ 000022 000 CKO =	 .TPUE.
000023 000 5 DO 6 J=1,21
00002,1 000 IFINAMEIJ+II.EQ.MZEROIGO TO 7
000025 000 6 CONTINUE
000026 000 7 W"ITE16,I0)(NAME(I),I=1,J)
000027 000 10 FORMAT(22A61
000028 000 ONE =	 .FALSE.
000029 0(00 1FIISTRT	 .EQ.
	
1	 .AND.	 ISTP	 .ED.	 1) ONE _	 .TRUE.
000030 000 15 I=TSTRT
000031 000 20 IFII	 .GT.	 ISTP) GO TO 70
000032 000 L=I
000033 000 00 30 J=2,11
000034 000 FMT(J) a BASE
000035 0130 30 CONTINUE
000036 000 IFICKO	 .AND. ONE) 60 TO 60
000037 000 1F(I
	 .NE.	 ISTRTI GO TO 36
000038 OOD M=ISTRT-IO•(TSTRT/10)
000039 000 IF(M	 .EO.	 11 GO TO 36
000040 000 IF(M	 .EO.	 01 M =	 10
000041 000 00 35 1=2,M	 .
000042 DOD FMTIJ)=6H 12X
000043 000 35 CONTINUE
000044 000 L=M
000045 000 J=I-M+(O
000046 000 GO TO 38	 -
000047 000 36 J=1*9
000048 000 38 IFIJ	 .LE.	 ISTP) GO TO 39







000 ,353 000 37 CONTINUE
000057 000 314 (.O	 TO MM,	 (32,45)
000055 000 32 DO 40 K=I,J
SL ;
.__.,	 a` --^"L aj	
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j
GENOUT DATE 022675	 PAGE	 2
000056 000 L=L«1
000057 000 M TABS{ HOATRI K)) . LE. MAXI)	 FMT[L)=6HI9. 3%
_	 000058 900 40 CONTINUE
000059 000 415 IF{ONE) GO TO 60
000060 060 WRITEI6 , FnTHH0ATA(K) , K=I.J1,J
000061 000 1=3;1
000062 000 GI) TO 20
000063 000 60 URITEI6.FMT) NOATA(ISTRT)








000001 000 SUBROUTINE GENLNK OHL
000002 000 +	 C GENERATES	 LINK	 .ZERO	 OF	 USER'S	 PROGRAM GNL
000003 000 COMMON ICROBLK/ LS-ART, LECARO, LCOPY, NW,	 KBLK(507),IMAGE(t at GNL
00000 11 000 COMMON /TAPE/	 NIN. NOUT,	 INTERN, LB30, LW, LUT1 GNL
000005 000 COMMON /DATA/ NNO,NNA.NUB,NNT,NGL,NGR,NGT,NUC,NECI,NEC2.NCT,LENA. GNL
000006 000 1	 ERRATA,PROGRM.ENDRUN,LS£O1,LSED2,LONG GNL
000007 000 COMMON /LOGIC/ OUMMY(58).GENERL GNL
000008 000 COMMON /PLOGICI PARINT,	 PARFIN, PNODE, PCONU, PCONST. PARRAY GNL
000009 000 COMMON /PLOGIC/	 PTITLE, PCHGID,	 LCONST. LARRAY GNL
000010 000 DIMENSION	 MAI4(9) GNL
000011 000 DIMENSION	 LOGICT(121,	 LOGICF(2) GUL
000012 000 LOGICAL	 PNOOE,	 PCONO.	 PCONST,	 PARRAY GNL
000013 000 LOGICAL	 GENERL, LSTART,	 LOOPY GNL
000014 000 LOGICAL	 LCONST, LARRAY GNL
000015 000 DATA	 (MAIN(I),	 1	 =	 1.9) /6HCALL	 ,611INPUTT,6tiCALL	 .6HEXECTH, GNL
000016 000 1	 611GO	 TO	 .6Ht	 .6HENO	 ,61f	 .6HI9PUTG	 / GNL
000017 000 DATA	 (LOG ICT(11,	 1	 =	 1,121	 1	 6HLNODE	 ,6H =	 .TR,6HUE.	 ,61ILCOND ,GNL
000018 000 1	 6H =	 ,TR.6HUE.	 ,6HLCONST.6H =	 .TR,6HUE.	 ,6HLARRAY. GNL
000019 000 2	 6I1	 =	 .Tn,bHUE.	 /,	 (LOGICF(1).	 1	 =	 1.2)	 /614 =	 .FA.6HLSE. /GNL
000020 GOO DATA LO /6HSINDA / Wit.
000021 000 COMMON/SROCOMIZDYI236),NRNSFR(22)
000022 000 LCONSY=PCONST GNL
000023 000 LARRAY=PARRAY GNL
000024 000 LSTART=,TRUE. GNL
000625 000 IMAGE(I)=LO GNL
000026 000 CALL BLKCRD GNL
000021 000 IF (GENERLI MAIN(2)=MAIN(91 GNL
000028 000 NNO=NNO•NNA GNL
000029 000 I1=NNT GNL
000030 000 12=NNO GNL
000051 003 13=NNT GNL
000032 000 14=NGT GNL
000033 000 15=NCT GNL
000034 000 16=LENA GNL
000035 000 t7=LSEGI GNL
000036 000 IB=LSEOZ GNL
000031 000 IF (PUODE) GO TL' 10 GNL
000038 000 it=t GNL
000039 000 I2=1 GNL
0000110 000 13=1 GNL
000041 000 I7=t GNL
000942 000 LOGICT(21=LOGICF(t) GNL
000043 000 LOGICT(31=1OGICF(2) GNL
000044 000 10 CON TINI+E GNL
000045 000 1F IPCONOI GO TO 20 GNL
000046 000 14 =1 GNL
00004T 000 11=1 GNL
000048 (100 LDGICT(5)=LOGICF(1) GNL
000049 000 LOGtCT(6)=LO5ICF(2) GNL
000050 400 20 CONTINUE GNL
000051 000 IF (PCONST) 60 TO 30 GNL
000052 GOO t5=1 GNL
000057 000 LOGICT(8)=LOGtCF(1) GNL
000054 000 LOGICT(9)=LOGtCF(2) GNL















































































00 0056 000 IF (PATMAY) GO TO 440 GNL 55
000]57 000 16-1 GNL 56
00OLSO 000 LOGICT{ 11 MOGICFt I) GNL 5T
pOn_J59 000 LOGICT(12)=LOGICF121 GNL 58
000060 000 90 CONTINUE GNL 59
000061 000 IF (MND.EG.0)	 12=1 GHL 60
000062 000 CALL CLRYEC
000063 000 ENCODE I10O,NRNSFRI 11,12,13,144,15,16
00006 41 000 LCOPV=.FALSE. GNL 63
000065 DOG CALL BLKCRD GNL 64
000066 000 IF	 (LSE02.EQ.0)	 I6=1 GNL 65
000067 000 CALL CLRVEC
000068 000 ENCODE il1O,fIRNSFRf
	
17,18
000069 000 CALL BLKCRO GNL 6T
000070 001 CALL FLOCOM
OOOOTI 000 00	 TO	 i=1,12,3 GHL 6B
000072 000 NW=NW+I GNL 69
000073 000 KBLK(NW)=MAIN(8) GNL TO
QOOOM 000 J=1+2 GNL 71
000075 000 DO 50 K= I,J GNL- 72
000076 000 HW=NW+) GNL 73
000077 000 KBLKtNW1=LOGTCTIK) GNL Tq
000078 000 50 CONTINUE GNL 75
I 000079 000 00 60 K = 1.10 GNL 76
000080 000 NW=NW+1 -	 GNL 7T
t= 000081 000 KBLKiRW)=MAINI8] GNL 78
+-J 000082 000 60 CONTINUE GNL 79
000083 000 TO CONTINUE GNL BO
DDOaaa 000 DO 90	 I=1,7,2 GNL 81
ODOM 000 NW=NW+1 GNL 82
000086 000 KBLK'SNW)=MAiNI81 GNL 03
OODO87 OOD IF	 II.E0.I1 K8LK{)4W)=MA1N(6) GNL 84
000088 000 NW=NW+I ONL 85
000089 000 KBLKINWI=MATNSII GNL 86
000090 000 NW=NW+1 GNL BT
d
000091 000 KOLK(NW)=MAiNIT+11 GNL 88
000092 000 DG	 tl0 J=1,il GNL 89
000093 000 NW=NW+1 GNL 90
7,.1	 - 000099 000 KBLK(NW)=MA1N(8) GNL 91
000095 OOO 80 CONTINUE GNL 92fVY
000096 000 90 CONTINUE GHL 93
s 000097 000 RETURN GNL 44
^*I 000090 000	 C GNL 95
000099 000 IOD FORMAT {6X,1OHDIMENSTON s2HT(.15.2H1.,2HCI.15.,2H)„ 2HO1,15,2H), 2HGNL 96
000100 000 IG(, I 5,2H),2ilK( , 15,2H1, . 2HAt.15.2H) , 14Y) GNL 97
000101 DOD IIO FORMAT t5X,61115EOTI,TS.7H),5EQ21.i5,1H),55N1 GNL 90
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000001	 000 SUHf1OUTINE GFPANT
000002	 000 COMMON / FLONG / GF(1)
000003	 000 COMMON / FOIMNS / NTYPE, NSYS. NTH


















GDPLOT /A DATE 022STS.	 !'RGE	 q
AELT,L GOPLOT/A
r; ELTOTT RLIBTO 02/28-03t20;02-(1,)
1r• 000001 000 SUBROUTINE	 GOPLOTtNSYM)
000062 000	 , OIMENSIDN	 ASYMI501,OSYIh(50),BUFR(46801aADS(11.ORD(!) 	 i
000003 000 COMMON	 MPTS,TPG.GUFR
000004 000 £OUIVALENCE (BUFR(I),ABS(!)),(BUFR(200I1.ORD(I))
000005 000 INTEGER	 ISYMt2)
000006 000 DATA	 ISVM/6R1234	 .6R
000007 000 FNP = NSYn*2 + 6	 I
000008 000 OT = ABSINPTS) - ABS(l)	 {
000009 000 NP = FNP + OT/TPG + 1.5	 :r
000010 000 NPP = NP - 1	 i
600011 000 K = NPTS / I4PP_
000012 000 ASYMI I) =	 ABS(1)	 r
' 000613 000 OSYM( 1 ) = OAD( ) 1
GOOD14 000 ASYMIUP3 = ABSINPTSI
000015 000 OSVM(NP) = ORD(NPTS)
000016 000 KK = 0
000011 000 DO	 10 I=2,NPP
000018 000 KK = KK + K
000019 001 1X=NXVIABSIKKII
040020 001 lY=NYV(OADIKK))	 +-
000021 001 CALL RITE2Y(IX,IY,1023,9D,I,I,NSYM.TSYM,NL)
1 700022 DO1 1D	 CONTINUE(.90023 001 IXA=NXV1 AOSt l) )
^- 000024 001 IYA=ttYV(0R0( 1 ) )






000028 001 CALL LINEV(IXA.IVA,IXB,IYB)
000029 001 IXA=IXB	 r
r. 400038 001 IYA=IYO
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000001	 004	 SD9ROUTINE HSTFLO (TINE)
	
000002	 000 C
s' .	 000003	 000	 COMMON /TEMP 1 TCI)
	
000004	 001
	 COMMON MOOT 1 1)1 11
	000005	 001
	 COMMON /VALVP / VP(1)
	
000006	 001
	 COMMON /PRESS / P(1.)
00I COMMON lOELTAP/ UN 41
001 COMMON /POIDJTNl
000 COMMON /XSPACEI NOtM. NTH, NEXT(I)
000 COMMON /FIXCON/ CONED
000 COMMON /TITLE./ HEADER112)
000 COMMON /DIMENS/ NNA, NND, NSL
001 COMMON /FDIMUS/ NTYPE, NSYS: $TB, NP, NV
000 C
000 DATA K6 / Of
000 DATA LL / O/
000 DATA LT /231
000 C
000 C
001 OT = CON12)
001 IF CKK	 .GT.	 OS GO TO 10
001 NW = HAX4(I.NT03[lot NPR = MAXO(1. NP)
001 HVP = MAXOIt,NV)
000 IFCLNDDE	 .EG.	 0) CALL NHREAD[1)
001 IF ILT5	 .EO. 01 CALL UNREAD(S)
001 W917E ILT) HEADER.(LL,1=1,5),NW,NPR,NVP.LL.LL,LL
001 INSL . t NEXT( LT5+1 1, I=I,N1J 1.( NEXT( LPR+( ), I = S,NPR 1.
003 2(NEXT(LVP+I1.1=1.NV),tNEXT(LUDDE+11,1-1.NSL)
000 TIME2 = 0.0
000 TIMEI = CON(131 + COV 21
000 CALL. HSTTP( TIME11
000 KK = I
000 GO TO 50
000 30 T MEZ = TIME2 + OT
000 IF(CON(IIr1.00000)	 .LT.	 CONt3)l GO TO
	 12
000 GO TO 15
000 12 TFCTIME2	 LT. TINC	 1 GO TO 56
000 TF(CONII)	 .LT.	 TIMEII GO	 TO 50
000 t5 TIME)
	 = C0813)
000 TTME2 a	 0.0
000 CALL HSTTP(CON(i))
000 IFICON(tiol.000001	 .LT.	 CON13)) GO TO 50
000 20 CALL 11STTPC-CON(I))
000' KK = 0







001 WRITE CLT1 XTTME,(DP(Ts,T=1.NW1,(P(t),1=l.NPRI,
003 SS vP[ 31 . 1=k.NVP), ( tJl I ), I=1.NW1. ( 7[ 1 ),I=t,NSL )
11 00 ENO






















OGOOOt 000 SUBROUTINE HXCNT (XI,X2,X3rX4.X5,X6,X7,%B,X9,£NTHI,ENTH2)_
000002 000 C	 ANRYSTS OF COUNTER FLOW HEAT EXCHANGERS




000009 000 EQUIVALENCE (NUA,UA), (NCP.CP)
r 000005 000 C
000006 000 UA = X1
000007 000 FR(I) = X2
" GGDODB 000 FR( 2) = X3•
000009 (100 CP(1) =	 X4
000010 000 CP(2) = X5
000011 0-v0 TIM(l) = X6
000012 000 TIN(21 =	 XT
' 000013 000 TOUT(1) = X8
000019 000 TOU712) = X9
PIG0015 000 DO	 t0	 T=I.2
000016 000 IF(FR(I)	 .LT.	 0.01 GO TO	 100
! 000011 000 10 CONTINUE




000019 000 TAVG = o.5*( Tim t)+TOUT(1)I
000020 000 CALL	 OIOEG14TAVG,%'f,CP(I))
I 000021 000 3 IF( NCP12)	 .LT.	 !	 .OR.	 NCP12)	 .GT.	 65000) GO TO 6
000027 000 TAVr, = 0.5+(TIN(2)-TOUT(2))
000023 000 CALL OIDEGl(TAVG,X5,CPf2))
L\'
_ 000029 OLD 6 CONTINUE
000025 000 WCPI I 1
	
= FR( I )4CP( t )
000026 000 WCPt2)
	 = FA(23*CP(21
000027 000 IF(IABS(NUA)	 .LE.	 99999	 ,AND.	 TABS(NUA)	 .GT.	 0)
-_ 000028 000 X CALL D20EGl(FR(1),FR(21,X1,UA)
000029 000 IS = 1
000030 000 IL = 7
000031 000 TF(UCP(1)
	
.LE. WCP12)) GO TO 20
000032 000 I5 = 2
000033 GOD IL	 =	 1
000034 000 20 WCPRAT	 = UCP( IS ) /WCP( It.
000035 000 IF(UCPAAT
	 .GT.	 .001) GO TO 30
000036 000 EFF =	 1,0
000037 000 GO TO 50
000036 000 30 TF(WCPRAT	 .LT.	 .999	 ,OR. WCPRAT	 .GT.	 1.001) GO TO 40
000039 000 EFF = UA/(WCPIIS)+t)A1
OG0040 000 GO TO 50
000091 000 40 E = E'Pt-UA/WCP(1S) + UA/WCP(IL))
000042 G00 FF'
000093 000 50 TOUT(1S) =	 TIN(IS) -	 EFF •(T1N(I5)-TIN(IL))	 -
000094 000 CALL
	 010£Gl(TIN(!),ENTHI,H)1)
0060 ,15 000 CALL	 DIOEGI(TTJY(Zl,FNTH2,HI21
000046 GOO GO	 TO	 115.801,	 IS
000091 000 75 CALL	 OIOEGl(TOU7f!),ENTHI,H0I)
000098 000 1102
	 =	 1112	 +	 f HI1-HG! 1 •FR(1)/FR(2 )
000049 000 CALL REVPDLIH02,ENTH2,ToUTI21)
000050 000 60 TO 05
000051 000 BO CALL OIDEGI(TOUT(23,£NTH2,1102)




000054 000 05 X8	 =	 TOUT( 1 I
000055 000 X9 = TUUT(2)

A ,	I	 rl Lift"
HXCONO DATE 022875	 PAGE
AELT,L HXCOND
ELTOT7 RLIBTG 02/28-03-2007-t0t)
OOOGoI 000 SUBROUTINE HXCONDtXI,WG,WC,NHG,NHC,TGIN,'tCtN,PSTIN,P,XLAM,%MIMD,
000002 000, 1 PSIOUT,WL,TGOUT.TCOUT)
000003
000 C000004 EQUIVALENCE CNEFF.EIVI
000005 000 C
000006 ODO DATA MAXI I 65000 I
000007 000 c
000008 000 C
000009 000 IFINNS	 LT.	 I	 DR. NHG	 GT. MAXI) GO TO 100





MUG	 LT. 0.0) 00 TO 100
lFtWC	 .LT.	 0.0) GO TO 100
000013 coo EFF = X1
000014 000 IFc UEFF	 GT.	 I	 AND. NEFF	 LT. HAXI I
000015 Gag I	 CALL D3DEfjI(PSIIU,UG,WC,%l,EFF)
000016 000 TGOUT = TGln - EFF*(TGlN-TClNl + 459.69
000017 000 PBDUT = 0.1217*C%Pt19.3•(TGOUT-50D.0)/TGOUT)
000018 000 TGOUT = TGOUT - q59.69





IF(PSIOUT	 .Gtd-	 PS11N	 DR.	 PSIOUT	 LT.	 0-01 PSIOUT	 PSIIN.
94L = UG•tPSTIN-PSIOUT)
ti '	 lfi 000022 000 IFITGOUT	 GT.	 T61N) WL = 0.0
000023 000 CALL DIDEGICTC14	 U"C,HCIN	 )
00002 ,1 000 CALL DIDEGICTGIN	 NHGdlGlN	 )
000025 000 CALL OlDEGl(TGOUT,N"Gd190UT)
000026 000 "COUT = HrIN *tt(tlGlN-HGOUT)•UG)	 WL•XLWlWC
000027 000 CALL REVPOL4HCOUTAHC,TCOUT)
000029 000 UG = LJG - WL
000029 000 RETURN
000030 Gag C
000031 coo 100 WRITE 16,t011 NHG,	 N11C,	 UG,	 UC
000032 000 101 FORMAT( tH9 120t I H- I	 96K ERROR TERMINATION IN SUBROUTINE HXCOND,
000033 000 1 NHG =	 110.	 ?H,	 NAC s	 ItO,	 6H,	 UG	 G15.8,	 6H,	 WC	 G15.8	 IX
00003 4f 000 2	 120[ Iti. I)
000035 000 CALL ULKBrK
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600002	 oco	 C ANALYSIS OF CROSS FLOW HEAT EXCHANGERS
000003	 Goo	 DIMENSION CPM, FRM, NCM2), TINCZ), TOUT(2), WCP(Z)
000004	 000	 EQUIVALENCE CRUA,UA). fHCP,CP)
000005	 000	 C
000006	 000	 UA = XI
000001	 000	 FRM = X2
000008	 000	 FR(2) m X3
000009	 000	 Cp(I) = Xq
000010	 Oaa	 CP(2) = XS
000011	 000	 TIN( I) = X6
000012	 000	 TIN(2) = XT
000013	 OGG	 TQUT[Il = xe
000019	 000	 TOUT( 2) = X9
000015	 OGO	 Go 10 1=1,2
000016	 000	 IF(FR(H LT. 0.0) SO TO 100
000017	 000	 10 CONTINUE
000018	 000	 IF(NCPCI ) LT. I DR. MCPM GT. 65000) GO TO 3
000019	 000	 TAVG = O.5•(TIN(I)*T0UT(l))
000020	 000	 CALL OIQEGtITAVG,X4,fP(I]l
000021	 000	 3 MNCPCZ)LT.I.OR. " CP(2) ST. 65000) GO TO 6
000022	 000	 TAVG = 0.5•( TIN 
(2 
)-TOU T(21)
000023	 Goo	 CALL DIOEGI(TAVG,X5,CP121)
000024	 OGG	 6 CONTINUE
vi	 000025	 000	 WEpt t I = FR(11*CP(I)
000026	 000	 WCP(Z) = FR(21-CP(2)
000021	 000	 MIABS(NUA) LE. 99999 AND. IABStNUA) GT. 03
0130028	 000	 X CALL D24EGI(FR(I),Fn(2I,XI,UA)
000029	 000	 IS = (
000030	 000	 IL = 2
000031	 Goo	 IFI LJCP( I I LS, UCPI 2)1 60 TO 20
000032	 000	 IS = 2
000033	 000	 IL = I
000034	 000	 20 WCPFtAT = WCPI I S )/WCP( IL I
000035	 000	 FFIWCPRAT GT. 0011 GO TO (30,40,50,003, RODE
000036	 000	 EFF = 1.0
000031	 000	 GO TO TO
000038	 000	 30 E = EXPC-UA••.78•WCP(IS)••.221UCP(IL))
000039	 000	 EFF = 1. - EXP(E•WCP(IL)-t)A*-.22/WCPCISI•*1.22)
000040	 000	 GO TO TO
000041	 000	 40 UAS = UA/t4C p t IS
000042	 000	 UAL = UA/WCPCIL)
000043	 Goo	 EFF z UASJ(UASl(j.-ESP(-UASI) • UAL/(I.-E%P[-UALIl	 1.)
•	 000049	 000	 SO TO TO
000045	 Goo	 50 EFF = C I .-EIP( -WCPRAT	 I .-EXP( -UA.*tJCPC IS 1 I ))IUCPRAT
o(laoilb	 000	 GO TO 70
000097	 000	 fiG EFF = 1.	 EXPC -tJCPl IL )/WtPt 15 1 %*( I . -EXPC -UA/WCP( M)I )
000048	 000	 70 TOUT( IS)	 TIN( 15) - EFF*( TIM IS)-TIN( IL) I
000049	 000	 CALL DIOEGItTIN(l),ENTHI,HlI)
000050	 000	 CALL DI DEG It TIM 2 ), ENTH2,lil i!)
000052	 Goo	 00 TO 175,001, IS
000052	 000	 75 CALL DIOEGI(TOuTt I ).E?JTtfl tlDl
000053	 000	 H02 = MIZ + t HI I-HDI )*FFI( I 11FIll 2
000054	 000	 CALL FlEVPOL1HO2.E4TH2,TOUT(2)l
000055	 000	 60 TO 65
000056 000 80 CALL D1DEG1(TOUT121rENTH2,11021
000057 ODO HO 	 = HI1	 + 1HIZ —H021+ FBI 2)/FR(oI
000058 00v CALL REVPOL(HOI,ENTHI,TOUT(1))
000059 000 85 XO = TOUT(1)
000060 1000 X9 = TOUT(21
_	 000061 000 RETURN
000062 000 100 14RITE(6,101)	 FR(I)
000063 000 101 F01111AT(1HD	 131t)Ha1//'	 THE NEGATIVE FLOW RATE'E15.8,'	 IS NOT ALLOW
000 n 84 000 XEU. EXECUTION TERMINATED IN SUBROUTINE HXCRGS'//lX 131(IH*I )
000065 000 CALL WLKBCK
000066 000 CALL EXIT
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HXEFF	 DATE 022875	 PAGE	 1
4ELT,L HUFF
ELTOT7 RLIB70 02128-03:20:10-(O n )	 !;
000001	 000	 SUBROUTINE HXEFF IXI,XZ,X3,X'*PX5,X6,XT,XB,X9,ENTHI,ENTHZI
OOOOOZ
	
00,0 ' C ANALYSIS OF HEAT EXCHANGERS WITH EFFECTIVENESS GIVEN
000003	 000	 DIMENSION CPI2), FREZ). NCP(2), TIN(21. TOUTt21, UCP(Z)	 i
000004	 000	 EQUIVALENCE (NEFF.EFF), (NCP.CP)	 f
000005	 000	 C	 .
000006	 000	 EFF = X1
000007	 000	 FR(tl = X2
000008	 000	 FR(Z ) = X3
000009	 000	 CPC)) = XH	 p
000010	 000	 CP12) = X5
000011
	
000	 TIG(11 = X6
000012	 000	 TIN(2) = X7
000013	 000	 TOUT(1) = X8
9000th	 000	 TnUT(21 = X9
000015	 000	 00 10 I=1,2
000016	 000	 IF(FR111 .LT. 0.01 GO TO 100
000017	 000	 10 CONTINUE
_	 000018	 000	 IFINCP(11 .LT. 1 .OR. NCP(I) .OT. 65000) GO TO 3
000019	 000	 TAVG = 0.5*(TIN())+TOUT(1)1
000020	 000	 CALL O1DEG1(7AVG-Xh,CP(1))
000021
	
000	 3 IF(f1CP(2) .LT. 1 .nn. NCP12) .GT. 65000) GO TO 6




V7	 0000211	 000	 6 CONTINUE
`a	 000025	 000	 WCP(l) = FRI 1) ►CPIII
000026
	
000	 WCP(2) = FR( 21•CP(2)
000027	 000	 IF(IABS(NEFF) .LE. 99999 .AND. IABS(NEFF) .GT. 0)
000028
	
000	 X CALL D2DEG1(FR(I1,FR(21,X1.EFF)
000029	 000	 15 = 1	 tP
_	 000030	 000	 IL = 2
000031
	
000	 IFIWCP(I) .LE. WCP(21) GO TO 20
000032
	
000	 IS = 2
000033
	 000	 IL = 1
000034
	
000	 ZO TOUT(IS) = TIN(IS) - EFF-(TINtIS)^TIN(IL))
^ t	000035	 000	 CALL OlOEGl(TlN(l),ENTHI,Hll)
?F^ + 	 000036	 000	 CALL B1DEG3tTlN1E1 , ENTH2.H12)
000017	 000	 GB TO !75,80). 15
000038	 000	 75 CALL OIOE6I[TOUT(t),ENTHI,HO))
000039	 000	 H02 = HI2 + IHII -HO II-FR(II/FR(21
,(	 000040	 000	 CALL REVPOL(HO2.ENTH2,TOUT(Zll
^+ q 	000041
	
000	 GO TO 85
tr^^	 000042	 000	 80 CALL Dl0EG1(TOUT(21.EfJTH2,HOZ)
000093
	
000	 HO1 = H) I + ( HI2 -HO2)+FRI 2)/FR(I )
-+	 000099	 000	 CALL REVP8L(HOI,ENTHI,TOUT(111
0000.45	 000	 85 XB = TOUT(l)	 t
000096	 000	 X9 = TOUT(2)
OOGOh7	 000	 RETURN
000098	 000	 100 WRITE(6,101) FR( I)
000099	 000	 101 FORMATIIHO 131ttH=111 1
 THE NEGATIVE FLOW RATE'E15.8,' IS NOT ALLOW
000050	 000	 XED. EXECUTION TERMINATED IN SUBROUTINE HXEFF//IX 131(1H•)1
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HXPAR DATE 022075	 PAGE
•ELT,L HXPAR
ELTOTT PLUTO 02/Z8-0312O:tI-tO n )
000001 000 SUBROUTINE HXPAR
000002 000 C	 ANALYSIS OF PARALLEL FLOW HEAT EXCHANGERS
000003 000 DIMENSION CP(2). FACZ), MCP(2), 	 TINCZ), TOUTM, WCP(2)
000009 000 EQUIVALENCE (NUA,U4), CNCP,CP)
000005 000 C
000006 000 UA = X1
000007 000 FR(I) = XZ
000008 000 MZ) = X3
000009 000 CPCII =	 Xlf
000010 000 CP(2) = 15
000011 000 TINCII =	 X6
GOOM 000 TIN(2) = XT
000013 000 TOUT(l) = X8
000014 coo TUT(2) = X9
000015 000 130	 10	 1=1,2
000016 000 IFIFFRII	 LT.	 0.0) GO TO	 100
00001? 000 10 CONTINUE
000018 000 IF( NCPf I I 	 LT.	 I	 OR.	 NCP( I I.GT.	 650001 GO TO 3
000019 000 TAVO	 = 0,5#t TIN( I 14-TOUT( I I
000020 DGO CALL DIDEGI(TAVG.X9,CP(I))
000021 000 3 IF(ftCP(2)	 LT.	 I	 OR.	 NfP(2)	 ST. 65000) GO TO 6
000022 000 TAVG = 0.5•(TINt21-TOUT(2))
000023 000 CALL OlOEGl(TAVG,X5,CP(2))
000024 000 6 CONTINUE
000025 000 WCP(tl	 =	 FR( I I*CP( 1 3
000026 coo WCP(2) =	 FRt2J-CP12)
OoGoZT 000 IF(TA8S(NUAI	 LE.	 99999	 AND.	 tABS(NUA)	 GT.	 0)
000026 000 X CALL D20EGI4FA(I),FR(2I,X1,Uft)
000029 000 IS	 I
000030 000 IL	 2
000031 000 IFIUCP(II	 LE.	 WCP12)) GO	 TO 20
090032 000 Is = 2
000033 000 1L	 =	 I
000034 000 20 WCPRAT -- UCP(fS)IWCPCILI
000035 000 IF(WrPRAT	 GT.	 .0011 GO TO 30
000036 000 EFF =	 1.0
00003T 000 GO TO 50
000038 coo 30 EFF = (t.-EXPC-tJAIWCP(ISI-UAIWEP(ILIII/ft.+UCPRATI
000039 000 50 TOUT/ IS)	 •
	 TiM IS I	 - EFF*9 TIM 15)-Ttt(t IL))
000040 000 CALL	 OIDEGl(TINtI),E'lTHI,H7II
0 r,y 000041 000 CALL DIDEGII TIN( 21.EfATH2."121
000042 000 GO	 TO 475,001.	 1S
000043 000 75	 CALL DlOEGtfTOUT(I),ENTHI,HOI I







0000q r 000 80	 CALL	 oinEGt( TOUT( 2I.ENT142,1102
000098 000 HOI	 Hil	 •	 tHI2-"02I*FR(2)tFR( t)
000099 COG CALL	 REYP0 L(HOI,ENTHl,T0UT()I)
ue 000050 000 as	 XB	 =	 TOUT11 3
000051 000 X9 = TOUT(2)
000052 coo RETURN
000053 coo 100 URITE(6,101)	 FA(l)
00005 11 000 101	 FC!PnAT( 1110	 1319 111• ► 11'	 IIIE	 NEGATIVE FLOW IIATEIE15,8,1	 IS NOT ALLOW
















000001	 000	 SUBROUTINE IMBED
000002	 000	 C
000003	 400	 COMMON /BUCKET/ I5(1)
i.	 000004	 000	 COMMON /DATA / DUM1(61, NGT, MUC, DUM2(4), ETIDATA
000005	 000	 COMMON /POINT / LOC(201, LENIZO)
000006	 000•	 DIMENSION KEYA(4)/ZH*A,211 +K,2H*T,ZH•G/
000007	 000	 LOGICAL CRDERR
ODDO08	 000	 C
000009	 Goo
	 Lt = LOC(137
000010
	
000	 L2 = LE141131 + LI -1
009011	 000	 MM = LOC(14)
000012
	
DOG	 M2 = LOC( l5 f -• I
_	 000013	 000	 00 500 M=LI,L2
000014	 000	 Ml = M2 + 1
000015
	
009	 MZ = M2 + TB(MM)
000016	 ooh	 MM = MM + I
000o1T	 Goo	 KEY = 6H
000018	 000	 DO 400 I=MI,M2
000019	 000	 FLD(0,12,KEY) = FLO(0,12,IB(I))
000020	 000	 00 10 E =114
000021
	







	 GO TO 400
I	 000024	 goo	 40 NUM = IB(I)
W	 000025	 G00	 CALL CONVRT(1?,30,N0r,CR0EAR)
0N	 000026	 000	 IF ICROERR) GO TO 380
00002T	 600	 C
000028	 000	 85 GO TO (100,200,300,350), K
00002°	 000	 C









	 LL a LOC(14f




	 LEND = IST + LEN1131 - 1
000036	 000
	 00 140 JJ=IST,IENO
00003T	 000	 IF(NUM .EQ. IBtJJ)) GO TO 390




	 LL = LL + 1
000040	 000	 140 CONTINUE(;y"1	 000041
	
000










000045	 000	 200 NLOC = LOCftI)
000046	 000	 HLEN = NUC
000047	 000GO TO 360
000048
	 000	 C
000049	 000	 C TEMPERATURES
000050	 000	 C
000051	 000	 300 NLOC = LOCO )
000052
	
000	 HLEN = LENII
000053	 Goo	 GO TO 360
000054	 000	 C




_	 .u.^u.-.-.w,:-^..^.-. ___,,.vim .-...-»^.. . _.-........a.r.
	 _^.... .............. _.	 ..
ii7tBE0
	
, DATE 022BT5	 PAGE	 2
000056	 000	 C
00005T	 000	 350 NLOC = LOCt51










000	 380 £ROATA = 1.0
000063
	
000	 NN = I — M1 + 1
000064	 000	 WRITE(6,385) IB(I),NN.IB(Ml
000065	 000	 385 FORMATISH . . s	 A6, 23H REFERENCED AT LOCATION F5,
000066	 000	 1 9H OF ARRAY 15, 26H I5 NOT IN THE LIST ; t s)
000067	 000	 GO TO 900
000068	 000	 C





















1NPUTT/LF DATE 022875	 PAGE
•ELT,L INPUTT/LF
ELTOT7 RLIb70 02128-O3t2OtI4-(3,)
000001 000 SUBROUTINE INPUTS
000002 no COMMONIFOIMNS/ NTYP, NSYS, NTB, NP, HV, HFD
000003 000 COMMON /FLGBAT/ FLOW(I)
000004 000 COMMON /SYSOAT/ SYSTEM(15,11
' 000005 000 COMMON /TYPOAT/ TYPE(10,11
000006 000 COMMON /WDOT	 / W( I}
OOOOOT 000 COMMON /PRESS / P(1)
000008 000 COMMON /FLOWG / GF(II
COOD09 000 COMMON /VALVP / YP(1)
a- 0400!0 000 COMMON /WDOTI
	 I WI( I1
000011 000 COMMON /FLOWR / AFR(1)
000012 000 COMMON /DELTAP/ OP(l)
000013 000 INCLUDE COMM,LIST
OOOOB 000 DIMENSION OUMMY11)
000015 000 EQUIVALENCE IDUMMY(11,11NO),	 (DUMMY191,LENA)_
000016 000 COMMON /LOGIC/ LROOE,LCONO,LCONST,LARRAY
_ 000017 000 LOGICAL LNOOE,LCOND,LCONST,LARRAY
000018 800 LOGICAL PTITLE
000019 000 INTEGER RECALL
000020 000 DATA RECALL 160SECALLI
b 000021 000 DATA	 LEND/31{END/,	 INIT/6HINITIA/,	 {FIN/5HFINAL/I
000022 000 LB311=12
000023 000 NOUT=6W 000024 000 10	 CONTINUE
;. 000025 000 C..PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
000026 ODD READ (LB30) }DENT
000027 000 IF	 (tDENT.EO.IFIN) GO	 TO 505
000020 000 IF	 (]DENT.EO.IENO) SO
	 TO	 150
000029 000 C..REGULAR RUN OR	 INITIAL PARAMETERS
000030 000 C	 TITLE
000031 000 REPD (LB301 (H(I),1=1,201
000032 000 C	 NODE INFO
000033 000 READ	 (LB301 NND,((NA,NNT,IT(1),i=I.NNT1
000039 000 IF INNO.EO.0) GD TO 50
000035 000 READ (LB30) (C1I),1=1,NN6)
000036 000 50	 CONTINUE
.. 000037 000 NNO=f(NO•NNA
000038 003 OD 60	 1=1.NNT
000039 000 Qt11-0.0
000040 000 60	 CONTINUE
000041 000 C	 CONDUCTOR INFO
000042 000 READ	 IL63D) NGT,(G(}),1=1.NGT1
000043 000 C	 CONSTANTS INFO
600Dw9 000 READ	 ILB301 NCT,(CON(t),1=1.50)
000045 000 IF (NCT.E0.0) GO TO 120
000046 000 READ	 (L0301 (K(11,I=I,f1CT)
000041 000 C	 ARRAV INFO
000040 000 120	 CONTINUE
000049 000 READ fL830) NAT,LEIJA
000050 000 IF tLENA.EO.0) 60 TO	 130
000051 000 READ (LB36) (A(I),I=1.LENA)
000052 000 C	 PSEUDO COMPUTE SEQUENCE INFO
000053 000 130	 IF	 (tOENT.E0.11JiT)	 GO	 TO	 135
000054 000 READ(LB301 NTYP. NSVS, NTB. NP , NV, UFO






„ .	 r ^	
,•	 r.—a	 c.^..^=	 nom,
;i
/r 	'I
1NPUTT/LF	 DATE 022875	 PAGE	 2
000056	 000	 READ(Lti3D) (FLOW(II,T=l,NFO)
000057	 000	 READ(LM lI (tSYSTEM(I,Jl,I=1,151,J=1,NSYS)
000050	 000	 READILB30) ((TYPEII n JI,I=l,10),J=1.NTYP1
000059	 000	 REAO(LB301 (Wt I1.1=1.NTB)
000060	 000	 IF(NY .GT. 01 READ(LB301 lYP(1),I=1,NY1 	 r
!E	 000061
	






000064	 000	 READ (LB301 LSOI.LS02,CN541(I).1=1.LS01)
000065	 000	 IF CL502.F0.0) GD TO 140 	 ;#
000066	 043	 READ (LB301 (N502(I),1=1,LS02)





000	 Dn e00 I=),NN0 -











000076	 000	 IF 4(NTYPE.EQ.21.6R.INTVPE.E0.7)) GO TO 190
000077	 000	 IF t(NTYPE.E0.12).OR.tNTYPE.E0.13)) GO TO 190
_	 000078
	
000	 GO TO 195
b	 000079	 000	 19.0 LK=FL0t22,14.NS021J2-t))(	 000080	 000	 ICX(LK 1 = AOSt YK(LK 11
I-j	 000081
	
000	 195 IF (NSO1(J1).GT.0) GO TD 105




000099	 000	 140 CONTINUE	 E
000065
	




Q	 000007	 000	 C..FINAL PARAMETER CHANGES
000080	 000	 505 CONTINUE
	 }
000089	 000	 C	 TITLE
000090	 000	 READ (LB301 PTITLE
O	 000091
	
000	 IF (.NOT.PTiTLE) GO TO 50
000092
	
000	 READ (LB301 (H(11.I=1.201
—(	 000093
	
G00	 C	 NDOE CHANGES
000099	 000	 510 CDNTINUE
000095	 000	 READ (LB301 JJ,KK
000096	 000	 IF IJJ.ED.01 GO TD 520	 i
000097	 000	 READ CL83D1 (NUM,TINUMl n 1=1.JJ)
000098	 000	 520 IF (KK.E0.0) GO TO 530
000099	 000	 READ IL83D) tNUM,C(NUM),I=1,KK)
000100	 000	 C	 CONDUCTOR CHANGES
k'.	 000101	 000	 530 CONTINUE
000102
	
G00	 READ tLB3D) JJ
000103	 000	 IF tJJ.E0.01 GO TD 540
°	 000104	 000	 READ (LB30) (NUl.GtNU(1),T=1.JJ)
000105	 000	 C	 CONSTANTS CHANGES
000106	 000	 540 CONTINUE
000107	 000	 READ IL030) JJ,KK
OOOl08	 000	 IF (JJ.E0.01 GO TO 550
000109	 000	 READ (LB301 (NUM,KON(NUMI,I-I.JJ)
000110	 000	 550 IF (KK,EO.0) GO TO 560
000111	 000	 READ (L0,30) tN9M,K(NUM),T=1,KK)













ELTOTT RLIB 2 02128-03:20x16-t0.]
000001 000 SUBROUTINE LTNECK(I)
000002 000	 C
000003 O00 COMMON /FI%CON/ N111
000009 000	 C
000005 000	 C
000006 000 TR NI28}+I
	
.GT.	 60	 .OR. N(29)	 .EQ.	 03 CALL TOPLIN












LUMPIN DATE 022875	 PAGE	 1
•ELT. L PIN I 
ELT 0T7 RL1670 02128- 03:20:17—t1,)
000001 000 SUBROUTINE LUMPINIL,LMP,JSW1
000002 000 C
000003 000 LOGICAL ERR —
000004 000 C
000005 000 DIMENSION LMP(I),	 INTCK(12)
000006 000 C
000007 000 COMMON /TAPE	 / NIN, NOUT
000008 000 COMMON /CARD	 / KDD, KOLr MXKOL
000009 000 COMMON /CIMAGEI KAROIBO)
000010 001 COM'.	 'I /FLOERRIERR
000011 000 C
000012 000 DATA	 TNTCK	 /	 1H1,	 1H2,	 1H3,	 1H4,	 1115,, 11(6,	 111T,
	 INS,	 1H9,	 IHO,
000013 000 1	 1H—,	 lH+/
009014 000 C
000015 000 L = 0
000016 000 115 CALL SKPB(JSU1
000017 000 GO 701150,440),	 J514
000018 000 150 IF(KARDtKOL)	 .NE.	 111() GO	 TO 240
000019 000 KOL = KUL + 1
000020 000 CALL
	 St1BN(NFLI,tSU)000021 000 GO 70(185,375,305,430,450),
	 ISW000022 000 155 KUL = KOL + I
1 000023 000 CALL	 SUBN(NTLI,ISUI
000024 000 GO TO(160,375,385,430,450),
	 ISW
000025 000 160 KUL = KOL { 1
000026 000 CALL SUBN(NFLJ,ISU)
000021 000 GO TO(165,375,385,430,4501,ISW
000028 000 165 KOL = KUL * 1
000029 000 CALL SUSNtNTLJ,ISU)
000030 000 GO	 TO(170,375,385,430,450),	 ISW
- 000031 000 170 11	 =	 1
000032 000 12 =	 I
000033 000 IFINFLJ
	 .LT.	 NFLI1 It	 = —I





000036 000 KUL = KOL • I
000037 000 CALL	 SUBN(I1,I5U1
000030 000 GO	 TO(I75,395.305,430,4501,	 ISW
000039 000 ITS KOL = KOL • T
000040 000 CALL SUON(12,ISU)
000041 000 GO	 TOCIB5,395,365,430,4501,
	 ISW
000042 000 180 KOL = KUL + 1
000043 000 185 TF(M(?OtNFLJ —NFLI.T1)	 .90.	 0) GO TO 200
000044 000 URITE(NOUT,190) NFLJ.
	 NFLI,	 T1
000045 000 190 FORMAT18H0• • •	 I6.	 2H — 16,	 22H MUST BE A MULTIPLE OF I3,
000046 G00 1	 7H	 • •	 • /1
- 000047 000 TFIMOUINTLJ—NTLT,I21 	 .EQ.	 01 GO TO 430
000048 000 GO TO 205
000049 000 200 IF(MOD(NTLJ —NTLI,121	 _F13.	 0) GO TO 210
000050 (100 205 URTT£CNOU T .190) NTLJ,	 NTLI,	 12
000051 000 GO TO 430
000052 000 210 1F((NTLJ — (1TLI1/T2	 .EO.	 INFLJ — NFLI)/111 GO TO 220
000053 000 URITE(NOUT,?151
r
000054 000 215 FOAMAT(901104	 •	 THE NUMBER OF FLUID LUMPS GENERATED DOES NOT EOU
a 000055 000 IAL THE 11IM8ER OF TUBE LUMPS 	 • • • It
e _




LUMP IN DATE 022675	 PAGE	 2
000056 01, GO TO 930
MOST 000 220 J = NTLI
000058 000 DO 225 I=NFLI,NFLJ.11 `-
000059 000 LMP(L+1) = I
000060 000 LMP(L+2) = J
' 700061 000 J = J + 12
000062 000 L = L + 2
090063 000 225 CONTINUE
(100064 000 GO TO 320
000065 000 240 00 2501=1,12
000066 000 IF(KARD(KOL)
	 .EQ.	 INTCK(T)) 60 TO 300
F 000067 000 250 CONTINUE
000060 0]0 IF (KARO(KOL).NE.1HE) 60 TO 	 2561
000069 too IF (KARD(K3L+1).NE.1HN) GO TO 254
000070 000 IF (KARD(KOL+2).EQ.IHD) GO TO 435
Wort 000 C
000072 000 259 K = KOL
000073 000 255 J = KOL +	 1
000074 000 00 260 KOL=J,MXKGL
' 000075 000 IF(KARO(KOL)
	
.EQ.	 1H,) GO TO 270
000076 000 260 CONTINUE
000077 000 M = MXKOL
000078 000 CALL	 CARDIrI( JSW )
(y 000079 000 GO TO 275
! 000080 000 270 M = KOL	 - 1
I-r 000081 000 275 M = MINO(K+3.M)
m 000082 0.0 L = I0:) 000063 000 ENCOOE1280,LMP(L))	 (KARD(I),1=K,M)
000089 000 280 FORMAT(9A1)
000085 000 GO	 70(935,990),	 JSW
000086 000 C
000087 000 C
' 000008 000 C
000089 000 300	 CA •_L	 5UBN(LMP(L+( ), ISW )
000090 000 GO TO(305,375,435,930050).	 ISW
000091 000 305 KOL = KOL + I
000092 000 310 CALL SUBN(t(7P(L+2),1SW1
000093 000 GO	 TO( 315,375.910.430.4501,1SW
000094 000 315 L a L + 2
000095 00C 320 J = KOL
000096 000 DO 325 KOL=J.MXXPL
000097 000 IF(KARO(KOL)	 .ED,	 IH.) GO TO	 330
000098 000 325 CONTINUE
000099 000 CALL CARDIN(JSW1
Conlon 000 GO 70(115040), JSU
000101 000 330 KOL = KOL + 1
OOOIO2 000 GO	 TO	 115
000103 OOG C
000109 000 375	 URITE(NOUT-;180)
000105 000 380 FORMAT(50H0 4 • •	 FLOATING P0I14T NUMBER INPUT FOR NOCE NUMBER 	 ♦ a
000106 000 •1	 •	 11
000107 Goo GO TO 430
000108 000 385 WRITE(NOUT.390)
000109 000 :00 FORMAT(60H0+ • •	 END FOUND BEFORE COMPLETION OF MULTIPLE INPUT 	 •












000113 000 1100 FORMATI56H0+ +. . FLOATING POINT NUMBER INPUT FOR INCREMENT
	
► • s
000114 000 1	 /)
000115 000 50 TO 430
000116 000, 410 WRITE(U13UT.4201
000117' 000 420 FORMATf64HO* + • FLUID LUMPS AND TUBE LUMPS MUST BE INPUT IN PAIR
000110 040 1S	 n • + /)
OD0119 000 430 ERR o .TRUE.
000120 000 435 CALL, SKPTE(JSW)
000121 0Ca 440 RETURN


























000001 000 DIMENSION NBUFR(27), DATA(3000), ALPHA(15)
000002 000 DIMENSION XSTART(7],XSTnP(7)
000003 OC- DIMENSION ADD(T)
00000 1 4 000 DATA XSTART, XSTOP,	 AD0121x0.1
000005 000 DATA	 ALPHA	 /ltlA,IHB,IHC,IHB,IH5,1H6,IHE,IHF,IHG,IHH,IHI,IHJ.tHK,
000006 000 1 IHL,IHM/
000007 000' WRITE(6,3)
000008 000 3 FORMAT(1FIllOV OUTPUT FROM COnBIN ROUTINE'/1)
000009 000 READ(5,120) NTAPE,
	
IUNIT.	 KT,	 KODE2,	 INC
000010 000 120 FORMAT(615)
000011 000 IF(NTAPE	 .EQ.	 0) GO TO 200
000012 000 IF(	 KT	 .EQ.	 0) KT =	 13
- 000013 000 M I UNIT .E;. 0) IUNIT = 7
000019 000 REWIND KT
000015 000 KODEL = 0
004016 000 IF(NTAPE	 AT. 01 K00E1	 = 1
000017 000 NTAPE = TABS(NTAPE)
000018 000 IFtKOOE1	 .NE.	 0)'RFAD(5,2T) IXSTART(l), 	 XSTOP(I).	 I=I,NTAPE)
000019 000 IF(KODE2	 .NE.	 01	 REAO(5.1401
	 ADO
000020 000 140 FORMAT(TF1D.0)
000021 000 27 FORMAT!VIFS.31
tj 000022 000 DO	 10 L = I.NTAPE
I. 000023 000 'R=0
1-' 000024 000 1	 = L	 •	 IUNIT •-	 1
i„
O 000025 000 REWIND000026 000 RERD(T) (NBUFR(JI,J = 1.264	 NSL,	 (DATA(JI,J=I.NSLI
000027 000 NBUFR1211 = NSL
000028 000 IF	 IL	 .NE.	 1) GO TO 8
000029 OOG NRITE(KT) NBUFR,	 (OATA(J).J=l,NSL)
000030 000 NTOTAL = 0
000031 000 00	 6	 J=17,27
000032 000 NTOTAL = NTOTAL + NBUFFi(J)
000033 000 6 CONTINUE
000034 000 9 READ (1) TInE.IDATAtK),K=I,NTOTAL]®
000035 00o TIME = TIME + ADO(L)
000036 000 IF (TIME	 .LT. 0,0	 .AND. L	 K. NTAPE) GO TO
	
15





(. 000040 000 IF(TIME-XSTOP(L)133,
000041 000 TIME=-TIME






IF(M	 .GT.	 01 GO TO 9
r.i 000095 00o n =	 INr
000046 000 WTIME =	 TIME
000097 000 10 WRITECKT)	 TIME,	 (DATA(KI,K=I,NTDTAL)
000098 000 IF	 ITIME)	 12,9,9
000049 000 8 READ (11 TIME,( DATA( K),K=1,NTOTALI
000050 000 TIME =	 TIME + ADO(L)
000051 000 1FlTIME-XSTART(L)18,
000052 000 )Fi TIME-• XT(ME 121,9, l0
000053 000 21 WRITE	 (6,24)
000054 000 24 FORMAT (//1093411TAPES ARE NOT IN THE CORRECT ORDER)






000056 000 I2 ENDFILE KT
000057 000 REWIND KT
000058 000 I5 REWIND I
000059 000 %TIME = WTIME
000060 000 WRITE (6.20) L, XTIME
000061 000 20 FORMAT(13X WHTAPE 13, 	 ION ENDING AT FIO.5,	 29H HAS BEEN LOADED
000062. 000 1 ON NEW TAPE./)
000063 000 18 CONTINUE
000064 000 IF(KT	 .GT_	 15) GO TO 200
000065 000 WRITE(6.30) NTAPE, ALPNA(K.T)
000066 000 30 FORMAT (1HOI0X9HOATA FROM12,38H PLOT TAPES HAS BEEN COMBINED ON UN
000067 000 )IT A2)














ELTOT7 RLIBTO 02!26- 03x20e20—(G,)
000001 GOO SUBROUTINE MFSDIA,N,S)
000002 000 DIMENSION A(1)
' 000003 000 DOUBLE PRECISION DPIV, DSUM
000004 000 C INITIALIZE DIAGONAL—LOOP
000005 000 KPIV = 0
000006 000 00	 11	 K=i.N
000007 000 KPIV = KPIV + K
000006 000 IND = KPIV
000009 000 LEND = K — 1




000012 000 DSUM = 0.00
000013 000 IF(LENO) 20,2
000019 000 C START INNER LOOP
000015 000 2 00 3 L=I.LENO
000016 000 LANF = KPTV — L
000017 000 LIND = IND — L
000018 000 3 DSUM = DSUM + A(LANF)+A(LIHD)
000019 000 C TRANSFORM ELEMENT A(IN01
I1	 000020 000 4 DSUM = A(INO) — O5UM
000021 G00 IFII — K)	 10 ,5,10
A-4 000022 000 C TEST FOR NEGATIVE PIVOT ELEMENT AND FOR LOSS tF SIGNIFICANCE
IU	 000023 000 5 [F(OSUM)	 12,12,9
000024 000 C COMPUTE PIVOT ELEMENT
000025 000 9 OPIV = OSORT(OSUM)
000026 000 A(KPIV)	 = DPIV
000027 000 Dp1V =	 1.0010PIY
000028 000 GO TO	 11
000029 000 C CALCULATE TERMS IN ROW
000030 000 10 A(INO) = DSuM.DPIV
000031 000 It TNO =	 [NO .	 I
000032 000 RETURN















000001 000 SUBROUTINE NNREAD(N)
000002 000 INCLUDE COMM.LIST
000003 001 COMMON JFOIMNS/ NTYPE, NSYS. NIB, NP, NY
000009 001 COMMON IFOINTN/ LNODE. LCOND, LCON5. LARY,
	 ICOMP, LTB, LPR. LV
000005 001 C
000006 001 DATA LNODE, LCOND. LCONS, LARY, 	 ICOMP. LTB, LPR. LV / 8*0
_ 000007 Oct C
000008 001 C
000009 000 LUTI = 4
000010 000 REWIND LUTI
000011 000 L = NTH+NOIM
000012 000 J = L-NNT41
000013 001 GO TO (5	 I 0 5.20,30),N
000014 000 5 NOIM = NOIM-NNT




000017 000 DO 8	 I=J,L
000010 000 FL0(1,2.X(I)1=O
000019 000 8 CONTINUE
000020 000 LNODE = J-1
000021 000 RETURN
000022 000 10 NOIM = NDIM-NGT
F-' 000023 DOG IFINDIM.LT.0) GO TO 98
000029 000 READ(LUTI) NNT,(Z.1
	 = J,L)
000025 000 J	 =	 L-NGT+1
O000Z6 000 R E A 0 ( L U T 1 ) NGT.IX(11,I
	 =	 J,L)
- 000027 000 LCOND = J-t
000028 000 RETURN
000029 000 15 NDIM = NOIM-NCT
000030 000 IF(NDIM.LT.0) GO TO 98
000031 000 IF	 IK0N(3l).E0.2)	 GO	 TO	 17
000032 000 REAOILUTI) NNT,(Z,I
	 = J,L)
000033 000 J	 = L-NGT+1
000034 000 READiL11TI) NGT,(Z.1
	 = J,L1
000035 000 17 CONTINUE
000036 000 J	 = L-NCT+I
(+ 000037 000 READ (LUTI)	 Z,NCT,(Xtll,I=J,L)
ry]: 000038 000 LOONS = J-1
Q4- . 000039 000 RETURN
000040 000 20 NDIM = NDIM-2•NAT
000041 000 IF(NDIM.LT.01	 GO	 TO	 98
000042 000 IF	 (XON131).E0.21	 GO	 TO	 22
c l ^. 000043 co0 R1_ADILUTI)	 NNT.(Z.I
	
=	 J.LI
00004H 000 J = L-NGT+I
000045 000 READILUTI) NGT,(Z.I
	
=	 J,LI
000046 000 22 CONTINUE
Ori004T 000 IF (NCT.E0.01 GO TO 23
000040 000 J = L-NCT+I
000049 000 READ	 ILUTI)	 Z.NCT.(Z,I=J,L)
DDO OS O 000 23 CONTINUE
000051 000 J=L-2•NAT+1
000052 000 L=J+N4T-1
000053 000 READ( LUTI)	 NAT,(241),1
	 =	 J.L1





000057 000 READ (LOT11 NAT,(X(Il,1=J,L)
000058 000 L 
01000059 000 Be 25 1 = 1, NAT
000060 000 LDC=LARRY+NAT+1
000061 000 J = NX[LOC1
000062 000 NX(LOC1 = L
006063 000 L = L+J
00006 11 000 25 CONTINUE
000065 060 RETURN
000066 001 C FLOW DATA
00006T 001 30 NOIM =NOW - NTB - NP - NV
000068 001 IF INOIM	 .LT.	 01 GO TO 98
000069 001 READ (LUTI) NNT,(2,1=J,L)
000070 001 J = L - MGT + 1
000011 001 READ (LUT11 NGT,(I,1=J,L)
000012 001 IF (NCT	 .EQ.	 0) GO TO 33
000013 001 J = L - NCT + I
000614 001 READ (LUTII Z,NCT,(Z,1=J,L)
000015 001 33 J = L - NAT + 1
000016 001 READ ILUTl1	 NAT,(1,1=J,L1
000011 001 READ	 (LUTI1 UAT.(Z,1=J,L1
000078 001 J = L	 NIB - NP - NV + 11
000079 001 L = J + NIB - I
00008D OOI READ	 (LUT11	 1X111,1=J,L1
J= 000081 DOl LT5 = J - L
000082 001 J = L + 1
000083 001 L = J + NP - I
000004 001 READ	 (LUTI1 (X[11,1=l.L)
000085 001 LPR = J - 1
000066 001 IF INV	 .EQ. 0) RETURN
000087 001 J	 = L +	 1
000000 001 L = J + NV - 1
000089 001 READ (LUTI) (X(I 1, 1=J.L 1
000090 001 LV = J - I
000091 001 RETURN
000092 000 98 WRtTE(6,991 NDIM
000093 000 CALL EXIT




















000001 000 SUBROUTINE NTSOL (L141
000002 000 C
OD0003 000 LOGICAL CDP, FIRST
000004 (170 C
000005 000 DIMENSION .RDATAC1)
000006 000 C
000007 000 COMMON /POINTN/ LNOOE. LCOND, LCONS, LARRY,
	 ICOMP, LTB, LPR
000006 000 COMMON /FLODAT/ NOATA (1)
000009 000 COMMON /WORT	 / W	 (1)
000010 000 COMMON /PRESS / P	 (1)
000011 000 COMMON /FLOWG / GF	 (1)
000012 000 COMMON /FLOUR / AFR	 (11
000013 000 COMMON /DELTAP/ OP	 (1)
00001 11 000 COMMON /FOATA / CDP, LRO. NRO, R0, LMU, NMU, XMU. GC2
000015 000 COMMON /FOATA / TOL, MXPASS, FROF
_- 000016 000 C
000017 000 COMMON /XSPACE/ NOIM. 	 NTH, IYEXT(I
000010 000 C




000023 000 L25	 = NT" +	 1
000024 000 NEXT(L251 = NDIM
000025 000 NPRN a 0
lJl 000026 000 FIRST =	 .TRUE,
000027 000 EFROF = 1.0
000029 coo C
000029 000 C PASS LOOP
000030 000 C
000031 000 00 940 NPASS=I,MXPASS
000032 coo OWMX = 0.0
000033 000 C
000034 000 IF1.NOT. COP) GO TO 470
O.CQ35 000 1F(.NOT. FIRSTI CALL TOPLIN
000036 000 CALL LINECK491
000031 000 WRITE(6,9601 NPASS,	 NOATAtLI4*1)
000038 000 460 FORMAT( 11/12"	 • r	 PASS	 15,	 13H FOR NETWORK A6,	 714	 r • r)
000039 000 C
000040 000 C TUBE LOOP
000041 000 C
000442 O00 470 00 520 J-4,L20,9
000043 000 K	 = L14 * J
000044 000 NTB	 = NOATA(K)
000045 000 NFRM = NOATAIK+11
000046 000 NTO	 = ItDATA(K*21
000041 000 KOAT = NDATA(K+3)
000090 000 C
000099 000 IF(FIRSTI GO
	
TO 475
000050 000 NFAM = NEXTIL25+4FAM)
000051 000 NTD = NEXT(L25+NTB)
000052 000 C
000053 000 ills	 IF(-NOT.
	 COP) GD TO 500
000054 000 CALL LINECV13)
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000056 000 1 KDAT, W(NTB1
000057 000 k80 FORMAT(//	 7X 7HNT8	 = 110
	 8X 7HNFRM
	 = 119
000058 000 1	 8X 7HNTO	 = 110	 ,	 8X 70KDAT	 a 110	 ,	 BX THWINTBI= 613.8	 1
000059 000 C
000060 000 500 IFCKDAT) 505,501,510
000061 000 501 IFIAFFICNTS)l 502,503.502
000062 000 502 GF(NTB) =
	
I.0/AFA(NTB)
000063 001 GO TO 515
000069 000 503 GF(NTB) = 0.0
000065 001 GO TO 515
000066 000 505 NTH = NTH + WAN + 1
000067 000 CALL NTSOLIC-KDAT,WINTB),NFRM,t;iD,OP1)
000068 000 NTH = L25 - 1_
000069 000 GFI HTB) = WI NTO )WI,
000070 000 1FI.NOT.




000072 000 WRITE16,506) NPASS,NDATA(1-14i+11
000073 000 506 FORMAT(// 23H • .	 .	 CONTINUING PASS 15,	 13H FOR N^."WORK A6,
00007 q 000 1	 7H	 • •	 •1
000075 000 GO TO 51T
000076 000 510 CALL FLORES(KOAT,NTBI
000077 000 C
ky 000078 000 C APPLY USER ADDED RESISTANCE TO FLOW CONDUCTOR
1 000079 000 C
000080 OOl 517 IF(AFR(NTB1	 .NE.	 0.0)	 GF(NTB1	 =	 1.0/(1.0/GFtNT5)+AFRINTB))
000081 001 515 IF(.NOT.	 FIRST)	 GO	 TO 520
000002 000 CALL	 PRN(PIEXTC L25 ),NPRN,PIOATAC K+1) )
000063 000 CALL PRNIN£XT(L25),NPRN,NDATA(K+2)1
000084 000 520 CONTINUE
000085 000 c
000086 001 CALL FLBAL(NPRCI, L1 4,	 0,	 0,	 0,	 EFRDF,t)UMR,DPO	 )	 _
000007 000 C
000000 000 1F10WMX	 .GT.	 TOLI GO TD 530
000089 000 DO 525	 J=4,L20,4
000090 000 K = LI% + J
000091 000 NFRM = NOATAC9*11
(I00092 000 NTO = NUATAIK-21
000093 000 NDATAtK+:) = NEXT(L25+1FAM)
000094 000 NOATAIK+21 = NEXTCL25+NTO)
000095 000 C
000096 000 C CALCULATE PRESSURE DROP IN TUBE
000097 000 C
000090 000 NT8	 = NOATA(K)	 -




000101 000 OPi NTB 1 = P( NFRM 1 - P(NTO)
000102 009 525 CONTINUE
000103 000 RETURN
000104 000 530 FIRST =	 .FALSE.
000105 000 EFROF = FADF
000106 000 540 CONTINUE
000107 000 C
000108 000 CALL	 TOPLIN
000109 000 WRITE(6,5601 NOATA(1-14+11,	 (S;PASS,	 OWMX,	 101.
000110 001 560 FOAMATC85110• •	 SUBROUTINE NTSOL	 FAILED TO CONVEAGE TO A SOLUTI
000:11 000 IDN FOR PRESSUAES FOR NETWORK	 A6,	 711	 • s r	 /^





NT50L	 DATE 022875	 PAGE	 3
000113	 000	 3 8X 19HMRXIMUM CHANGE	 - G13.8
000;;,	 000	 N 8% 19UMMXIMUM ALLWABLE - G13.B )1 00115	 000	 C
000116	 000	 CALL ULKUCK
000117	 000	 CALL DUTCAL
000118	 000	 CALL GFPMNT
000119	 000	 CALL EXIT












NTSOLI DATE 022975	 PAGE	 I
dELT,L NTSOLI
ELT0T7 RLT570 02/28-03:20125-t2:,)
000001 000 SUBROUTINE NTSOLI(L14 .WIN,UPI,NPO,DPI)
000002 000 c
000003 000 LOGICAL COP, FIRST
000004 000 C
000005 000 DIMENSION RDATAII) .
000006 000 C
000007 000 COMMON IPOINTN/ LNOOE. LCOND, LLDNS, LAR(IY, ICOMP, LTB, LPR
000008 000 COMMON IFLODAT/ NDATA (1)
000009 000 COMMON /WORT	 / W	 (1)
000010 000 COMMON /PRESS I P	 (I)
000011 000 COMMON IFLOWG / GF	 (1)
000012 000 COMMON IFLOUR / AFR	 111
000013 000 COMMON /DELTA?/ OP	 (1)
000014 000 COMMON /FDATA I COP, LRO, NRO, RO, LMU, NMU, XMU, GC2
000015 000 COMMON /FDATA I TOL, MX fl ASS,	 FROF
000016 000 c
000017 000 COMMON /XSPACE/ HDIN, NTH, NEXT( I)
000018 000 C




1 000022 000 L20=NDATAILI4)-3
lr 000023 000 L25 = NTH • I
17 000024 000 NEXT{L251 = N01M
co 000025 000 NPRN = 0
000026 000 FIRST a .TRUE,	 c
000027 000 EFRDF = 1.0
000026 DOB C
000029 000 C PASS LOOP
000030 000 C
000031 000 DO 540 NPASS=I,MXPASS
000032 000 D'WMX = 0.0
000033 000 C
000034 000 IF(.NOT.	 COP) GO TO 1170
000035 000 IFI,NOT. FIRST) CALL TOPLIN
000036 000 CALL LINECK(4)
- 000037 000 WR1TE(6,460) NPASS. NDATA(L14+1)
000030 000 460 FOOMATt///t2H + • •	 PASS 15,	 13H FOR NETWORK A6. 7H, • . •)
000039 000 C
000040 000 C TUaE LOOP
000041 000 C
- caco4a 000 470 00 520 1=4,L20,4
000043 000 x	 = L1N + 3
000044 000 HT0	 = NDATA(KI




000047 000 KOAT = NOATA(K+3)
000049 000 C
OOOO49 000 IFIFIRST) GO TO 4T5
000050 000 NFRM = NEXT(L25+NFRM)
00005t 000 NTO = NE%71L25+NTO)
0DOOS2 000 c
(100053 000 1175 IFI-NOT. COP) GO TO 500
000054 000 CALL LINECK(3)












000056 OGG I XDAT,	 IJINTB.1
DO0057 000 +(BO FORMAT( 	 TX 7HNTB	 = 110	 , 8X 7HNFHM	 = 110
000058 000 1	 8X THNTO	 a 110	 , 8X 7H1(DAT	 = IIO	 ,	 8X 7HW(NTB)= G13.8	 1
00:059 000 C
000060 000 500 IF(KDAT) 505,501,510
000061 000 501 IF(AFR(NTB)) 502,503,502
000062 000 502 GF(NTB) =	 i.0/AFRtNTB3
000063 002 GO TO 515
000064 000 503 GF(NTB) = 0.0
000065 002 GO TO 515
000066 000 505 NTH = NTH + NPRN + I
000067 000 CALL NTSOLN(-KOAT,WCNTBI,NFRM,NTO,OPNI
000060 000 NTH = L25	 - 1
000069 002 GF( NTB) = Ut FITS 1/DPN
GOC p 70 000 IFC.40T.	 COP) GO	 TO 517
000071 000 CALL LINECK(3)
000012 000 WRITE16,506) NPASS,NDATA(1.14*11
000073 000 506 FORMIITC// 23H • • •	 CONTINUING PASS 15,
	
13H FOR NETUOP5 A6,
000014 000 I	 7H	 +	 • •1
000075 000 GO TO 517
00OD76 000 510 CALL FLORESIKOAT,NTB1
000077 G00 C
000070 000 C APPLY USER RGOEO RESISTANCE TO FLOW CONDUCTOR
000079 000 C
1 000080 002 517 FriAFR(NTBI	 .NE.	 0.0) GF(NTB3 =	 1.0/11.0/GF(NTB)+AFRCNT511
000081 002 515 IF(.NOT_ FIRST) GO TO 520
.	 I`p 000002 000 CALL.	 PRNINEXT(L251.NPRN,NDATR(K+111
000083 000 CALL PRN(NEXT(L25),NPRN,NOATA(K+21)






' 000008 000 IF(OWMX	 .GT.	 TOL) GO TO 530
000089 000 00 525	 J=4,L20,4
000040 000 K = L14 + J
000091 000 NFRM	 NOATAtK+)1
000092 000 NTO = NOATA(K+2)
000093 000 1104TA(K+1) = NEXT(L25+NFRM1
000094 000 NOATA(K+2) = NEXT(L25+4701
000095 000 C
000096 000 C CALCULATE PRESSURE DROP IN TUBE
000097 000 C
000096 OGG NTB	 = NDATA(K1
,^.1 000099 000 NFRM = NOATA(K+I1O 
5 000100 000 NTO	 = NOATACK+2) 
DOOM 000 OPCNTB) = P(NFRM)	 PINTO)
DOOM 000 525 CONTINUE
000103 000 RETURN
DOG104 000 530 FIRST	 =	 _FALSE.
000105 000 EFROF = FRDF










000110 002 560 FORMAT185H0.	 • •	 SUBROUTINE NTSOLI FAILED TO CONVENGE. TO A SOLUTI
f 000111 000 ION FOR PRESSURES FOR NETWORK	 A6,	 7"	 • • • //
000112 000 2 8X	 1911MAXIMUM PASSES	 -	 710	 /
( J
r,
HTSOU DATE 022875	 PAGE	 3
1300113
	
000 3 8X 19HmAXImum CHANGE	 G13.8 /
d04114	 000 M OX 19HMAXIf1OM ALLOWABLE	 G13.8	 1
064115	 006 C
0001!8	 000 CALL WLKSGK
000117	 000 CALL OUTCAL
000118	 000 CALL GFPRNT

















000001 000 SUBROUTINE NTSOLN(L14,WIN,NPI,NPO,DPN)
.000002 000 C
000003 000 LOGICAL COP, FIRST
000004 060 C
000005 000 DIMENSION ROATA(1)
000006 000 C
000007 000 COMMON IFLOOAT/ NDATA (1)
000008 000 COMMON	 /WDOT	 / W	 (I)
000004 000 COMMON IPRESS I P	 (1)
000010 000 COMMON /FLOWG I GF	 (1)
0000!1 000 COMMON IFLOWR I AFR	 (1)
000012 000 COMMON /DELTAP/ OP	 (!)
000013 000 COMMON /POINTN/ LNODE, LCONO, LCONS, LARRY, ICOMP,	 LTB, LPV1
000014 000 COMMON	 /%SPACE/ NDIM,	 NTH, NEXT(1)
OO r.015 000 C
0000,16 000 COMMON IFDATA	 / COP,	 LAO,	 NRO,	 R0, LM(),	 NMU, XMU, GC2
000017 000 COMMON /FOATA ? TOL, MXPASS, FROF
000010 000 C
000019 000 EQUIVALENCE (ROATA,NDATA)
^j 000020 000 C
000021 GOO C
}-' 000022 000 L2O=NOATA(L14)-3
000023 000 L25 = NTH + 1
000024 000 NEXT(L25) = NOIM
UOOJ25 000 NRRf) =	 0
000026 000 FIRST =	 .TRUF.
000027 000 EFROF =	 1.0
000028 000 C
000029 000 C PASS LOOP
" 000030 000 C
000031 9O0 DO 540 NPASS=I,MXPASS
000032 000 DWMX = 0.0
000033 000 C
- 0000-^R 000 IF( .NOT. COP) GO TO 470
000035 c00 IF(. NOT. 	 FIRST) CALL TOPLIN
000036 000 CALL	 L(NECK(41
000037 at 13 WRITE(6,450) NPASS,	 NOATA(LI4+1)
-
1% 00030 000 460 FORMAT( ///12H •	 •	 PASS	 I5,	 13H FOR NETWORK A6,	 7H	 a +	 f)
000039 000 C
000040 000 C TUBE LOOP
000041 000 C
000091 000 470 00 520	 J='(,L20,4
000043 000 K	 = L14 + J -
- 000044 000 NTB	 = NOATA(K)
000045 000 NFRM = NOATA(K+1)
000096 000 UTO	 = NOATA(K+21
000047 000 KDAT = NOATA(K+3)
000040 000 C
000049 000 IF(FIRST) GO TO 475
000050 000 NFRM = N£XT(L25+NFRM)
000051 000 NTO = NEXT(L25+NTO)
000052 000 C
000053 000 475	 IF(.NOT.	 COP) GO TO 500
000054 000 CALL	 LINECK(3)f ,.
-r






/JJTSOLM DATE 022875	 PAGE	 2
040056 000 1 KDAT, W(NTB)
000057 000 980 FORMAT(//	 7X T'7NTB	 = 110	 , 8X THNFRM	 = 110
000058 000 1	 DX 7HNTO	 = 110	 , OX 7HKDAT	 = ISO' , BX 7HW(NTB)- 013.6 	 )
000059 000 C
000060 000 500	 1F(KOAT) 505,501,510
000061 000 501	 IFIAFRINTB)) 502,503,502
000062 000 502 GF(NTB) =	 1.0/AFR(NTB)
000063 002 GR TO 515
070064 000 503	 GFINTBI	 =	 0.0	 ..
000065 002 GO TO 515
001066 000 C
000067 000 505 CALL TOPLIN
000460 000 WRITE(6,506) NOATA(LIq+1)
000069 000 506 FORMAT(16HG+ r •	 NETWORK A6, 374 MUST NOT CONTAIN A SUBNETWORK	 +
00070 000 1	 +	 •)
000471 000 CALL WLKBCK
000072 OGO CALL EXIT
000073 000 C
000074 000 510 CALL FLORES(KDAT,NTB1
000075 000 C
000076 000 C APPLY USER ADDED RESISTANCE TO FLOW CONDUCTOR
(104077 Goo C
b 000078 002 517	 1F(AFR(NTB)	 .NE.	 0.0) GF(NTO) =	 1.0/(1.0/GF(NT1S)+AFR1NT11))1
0000(9 002 515	 IF(.NOT.	 FIRSTI GO TO 520
co 040080 000 CALL PRNC((EXTIL25),NPRN,(JDATA(K+1))
fU 000081 000 CALL PRNI N£ X T(L25 ) , NPR(J,NDATA(K+21 )
' 000082 000 520 CONTINUE
000081 000 C
000089 002 CALL FLBAL (NPRN,LI9,UIN,NPI.NPO.EFROF,DWMX,BPN1
000085 000 C
040066 000 IF(DUMX	 .GT.	 TOL) 6D TO 530
000087 000 00 525	 J=4.L20.4
000088 000 K = L14 + J
^.^ 000084 000 NFRM = NOATA(K+1)
r.y 000090 000 NTO = 14DATA(K+21
000591 000 NUATA(K+I) = NEXTIL25+NFRM)
009092 000 NOATA(K+2) = NEXT(L25 +r.:p}
000093 000 C
000048 000 C CALCULATE PRESSURE DROP IN TUBE
000095 Goo C







_ 000099 000 OP(NTB) = P(NFRI4) - PCNTO)
000100 000 525 CONTINUE
1+^ 000101 000 RETUAN
^i 000102 000 530 FIRST =	 .FALSE.
000103 000 EFROF = FROF
000104 000 S40 CONTINUE
ooalos goo C
000106 000 CALL TOPLIN
000181 000 WRITE(6,5601 IJOATA(L14+1). MXPAS5, 	 DWMX,	 TOL
000108 002 560 FORMATI85H4+ a +	 SUBROUTINE NTSOLN FAILED TO CONVERGE TO A SOLUTI
000149 000 SON FOR PRESSURES FOR NETWORK 	 A6.	 7H	 • + + //
000110 000 2 81	 19HMAxIMUM PASSES	 -	 110
000111 000 3 BX	 19FIMAx1MUM CHANGE	 - G13.8
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600113 000	 C
00011 49 000 CALL WLK8CK
0001I5 000 CALL OUTCAL
000116 000 CALL GFPRHT
000117 000 CALL EXIT















000001 000 FUNCTION POL(LOC,X)
000002 000	 C
000003 000 COMMON / ARRAY / NDATA(1)
Goo oo^& 000	 C
000005 000 CALL D1DEG1(X.NOATA(LOC),Y)












000001 000 SUBRDUTINE PRESUB (NI PAS 1





000003 000 COMMON /CROBLKI LST ART. L£CARD,LCDPY,NW,K5L.K(507),IMAG£1191 PAS 3
000009 000 COMMON IDATAI X(13).PROGAM.ENORUN pHs 4
000005 000 COMMON /LOGIC/ DUMMY(58),GENEAL PAS 5
000006 000 INTEGER REM PAS 6
00000T 000 INTEGER CO PAS T
400008 flOD LOGICAL LS TART,LCOPY,LECARD PAS 8
000009 000 DIMENSION NAMDLK(4).	 NAME(4) pRS 9
000010 000 DATA REM/6H REM	 / pR5 10
000011 000 DATA [NAMOLKIi1,1=l.9)/SHION	 ,6HLES
	
1	 ,6hLES 2	 .611 CALLS/ PAS 11
000012 000 DATA (NAME(1),T=I, 4)/ 6HEXECTR,6HYARDLI,6HVAADL2,6HOUTCAL/ PRS 12
044013 000 DATA COMMNT 100000040000101 PAS 13
000019 000 DATA IC
	
/!HC/ PAS 14
000015 000 DATA BLANK IIH / pR5 15
000016 000 10 CONTINUE pRS 16
000017 000 CALL	 SREADC(8) V 6
000418 000 C0LI=FLO(0.6.lMAGE(1)) PRS 18
000019 000 IF (COLI.NE.COMMNT) GO TO 20 PAS 19
DOOM 000 FLDt0,6,IMAGE(!)1=BLANK PRS 20
000031 000 COLI=IC PAS 21000022 D00 WATTS:	 1NOUT.50)	 (TMAGE(I),I-1.I2),C0L1 PAS 22
000023 000 GO TO	 10 PAS 23
000024 000 20 CONTINUE PAS 24
000025 000 WRITE	 tNOUT,40)	 11MAGE9!1,I=1,121 PAS 25
000026 000 IF (IMAGE(2+.EO.REM) 00
	 TO	 10 PRS 26
00OC[7 000 IF (IMAGE(4).NE.NAMBLK(N1) GO TO 30 PAS 27
000028 000 LSTART=.TRUE. PAS 20
000029 060 LECARO=.TRUE. PRS 29
000030 000 IMAGER )=NAnE1N1 PAS 30
000031 000 CALL BLKCRO PHS 31
000032 000 LCCPY=.FALSE. PAS 32
000033 001 CALL FLOCOR
000034 000 RETURN pR5 33
000035 000 30 CONTINUE PAS 34
000036 000 PROGAM=1.0 PAS 35
00003? 000 ENOAUN-1-0 PAS 36
000039 000 WRITE (NOUT.601 PRS 37
000039 000 RF.TURPt PAS 38
000440 000 C pHs 39
000041 000 C PAS 90
000042 000 4+0 FORMAT (12A61 PAS 41
000093 000 50 FORMAT	 (12A6,SX.1411 PRS 92
000044 000 60 FO(tMaT 16H • + •,0TH EXECUTION
	 BLOCKS	 1H	 IMPROPER	 CODES	 OR IPAS 43
000045 000 ILLEGAL
	 BLOCK	 OESIGNATION	 ENCOUNTERED
	
) PAS 44
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000001 002 SUBROUTINE PRINTUtLOC,VAR.NrCI
000002 000 C
000003 000 DIMENSION VAR(I)
00040" 000 C
000005 000 COMMON /F 7 XCON/ KON(27), LC
000006 000 COMMON /XSPACE/ NOIM, NTH, NX11.
000001 000 C
000D00 000 DATA MOOT / 6 !
000609 000 C
000010 000 URITEINOUT,1001
000011 COP J =	 1
000012 000 $0 L = J * 4
000013 000 IF(L AT. N) L = N
000014 000 IF(LC
	 .LT.	 601 GO TO 200
000015 000 CAI-L 	TOPLIN
004016 000 WR,TEcNOU1,100)
000017 000 100 FORMAT(1H	 )
000014 000 LC	 = LC + I
Id 000ut9 000 200 LC = LC + 11 000020 040 URITE(NOU7,300) tC,NX(LOC+I),VARtI1,1=J,L1






co 040022 002 IFf L.EO.N l RETURN
t3\ 000023 000 J = L +	 1
000024 000 GO TO 50
000025 000 END
END ELY.





000001 000 SUBROUTINE PRN(LOC n N.NODE)
OOo002 000 C
000003 000 DIMENSION LOC(I1
000004 000 C
000005 000 C
000006 000 IFIN _4T.	 17 GO TO 20	 -
000007 000 DO I0 3=1,N
000000 000 IF(LDCEJ+,1)
	 .EQ, NODE) GO TO 30
000009 000 10 CONT)'SCf
000010 000 20 H = N + I
000011 000 If(N	 .GV.	 LOC([)) GO TO 40
000012 000 LDCIN+1) = NODE
000013 000 NODE = U
0040[4 000 RETURN
000015 000 30 NODE = J
000016 000 RETURN
000011 000 C
000010 000 40 NEED = W — LOC( I)
000019 000 CALL TCPLIN
000020 000 NRITE(6,501 NEED1
000021 000 50 F g fiMAT1(13H0+ + r	 INSUFFICIENT DYNAMIC STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR FLOW
m 000022 000 IDALANCTNG SUDROUTTHE
	 • + + // 8X SHSHORT	 15.	 IOH LOCATIONS)
000023 000 CALL WLKOCK












Q^::.u9j	 G'	 »`f""'r,'^U 
eELT,L PSEUDO
ELTOTT'RLIB70 02128-03:20:33-(3.1
000001 000 SUBROUTINE PSEUDO
000002 0004 COMMON /BUCKET/ IBM
000003 000 COMMON /DATA! NND,NNA,GUMI(101,E4IDATA.DUM2(2),LSEUI.LSE02.LONG
000004 000 COMMON /POINT/ LOC(20),LEN(20)
004005 000 COMMON ILOGICI DUM(4),LPRINT,OUMMY(55),LONG2
000006 000 COMMON /TAPE/ NTN,NOUT,INTERN.LB30
000007 000 DIMENSION B(1)
000000 000 EOUIYALFNCE (IB,B)
000009 000 LOGICAL NLC,GNENUM.LPRI)JT,LONG,MATCH,N000ND
000010 000 LOGICAL	 ISSET,NLO,LONG2
mi 006511 000 C
000012 000 Ni rz.FALSE.
000013 000 NLO=.FALSE.
``? 000014 000 PIP ASS=O
000015 000 NC=O
000016 000 IENG=NIJD*NNA
000017 000 00	 520	 I=S.[E17D
- 000010 000 C CHECK FOR NONLINEAR CAPACITANCE
' 000019 000 IF (I.GT.NND) G0 TO 60
`"	 ry 000020 000 M=LOC11J*I-1
0000-21 000 NL.CI0=FL0(I.I,IBIMIS
000022 000 IF	 (NLCIO.E0.0) GO TO 60
co




004027 000 GO	 TO	 (10,20,30,40,10,20.30,40,101,
	
[TYPE
000020 000 10 JTYPE=[TYPE
000029 000 CALL	 PCS2	 IIBIM).TPCS2A,LITA)
_ 000030 000 FLD(0,5,IPCS2A)=JTYPE
000031 000 NC=NC*1
000032 000 ONENUM=.TRUE.
000033 000 GO TO 130
000034 000 20 CALL	 PC52 (IB(M),IPCS2A,LITA)
000035 000 JTYPE=TTVPE
00OD36 000 IF	 (LITA.EO.I)	 JTYPE=TTVPE*1
000037 000 CALL	 PCS2	 (IB(M*I),IPCS20.L1TA1




+'. 000041 000 NC=NC-2
000042 000 GO TO 50
000043 000 30 JTYPE=TTVFE'2
0000 +(4 000 CALL	 PCS2 (IB(M),fPC52A,L1TA1
000045 000 FL13(0,5,TPCSZA)=JTYPE
000046 000 O(JENUM=. TT(UE .
000047 000 NPA55=NPASS*1
060048 000 IF	 (NPA5S.LT.1B(M+II) GO 	 TO 50
000049 000 NPASS=O
60005 11 000 NC=JJC*2
000051 000 GO TO 50
000052 zoo 40 CALL	 PCS2 (IB(MI,IPCS2A,LITA)
000053 000 JTYPE=ITYPE-2
000054 000 IF	 (LITA.E0.11	 JTYPE=(TYPE-1





























































000056 000 IF (LITA.EQ,1) JTYPE=ITYPE PSI) 5600005T 000 FLO(0.5.IPCSZAI=JTYPE PSD 57000058 000 ONENUM=.FALSE. PSO 50000059 000 NPRSS=NPASS+1 PSI) 59000060 000 IF (NPASS.LT.S81M+231 GO TO 50 PSO 60000061 000 NPRS5=0 PSI) 61000062 000 NC=NC*3 PSO 62000063 000 50 M=L0C(1T)+LEN(17) PSO 63000064 000 IF	 (M.GE.LOC(1B))	 CALL FINORM (17,71) PSO 64000065 004 IB(M3=IPCS2A PSO 65000066 000 LEN(IT)=LEN(IT1+l PSO 66000067 000 IF (ONV)IIM) GO
	 TO	 60 PSO 6T000068 000 M=LOC(17)+LEN(IT) PSO 68000069 000 IF (M.GE.LOC(18)) CALL FINOAM (17,M) PSI) 69000070 000 IB(M)=IPCS28 PSI) TO000071 000 LEN1l7)=LEN(1T)+1 PSO 71000072 000 C CHECK _CUR 0 FROM SOURCE BLOCK PSO 72
000073 000 60 CONTINUE PSO 73000074 000 M=LDC(I)+I-1 PSI) 74000075 000 NLQlO=FLD(2,I,18(M)) PSO 75000076 000 IF	 (NLOIO.EQ.0)	 GO	 TO	 190 ."!1 76000017 000 C PROCESS IMPRESSED 0 PSO 77b 000078 000 NL(i=.TRUE. PSD 78
000079 000 MST=LOC121 PSO 79
co 0".0080 000 NEN0=MST+LEN(2)-1 PSO 00
110 000081 000 DO TO M=MST,(9ENO PSD 01000082 000 ITYPE=FLI+(0,6,IB(M)) PSD 62000083 000 IF (ITVP£.EO.0) LO
	 TO	 70 PSO 63000004 000 NOONUM=FLO(a,15,10(M)1 PSD 84000085 000 IF	 (NOONUM.NE.1) Gi.	 TO	 TO PSO 85000086 000 MM=M+1 PSD 86
000087 000 GO TO 80 PSO 87000000 000 70 CONTINUE PSD BB000089 000 80 GO	 TO (90,100.100,110,120,125),ITYPE VERS	 5000090 000 90 IPCSZA=0 PSO 90000091 000 FL0CG,S,IPCS2AI=ITVPE PSO 91000092 000 KNUM=FLI) (23.13.18( mil )) PSI) 92000093 000 FL0(23,13,IPCS2AJ2KNVM PSO 93000094 d00 ONENt(M=.TRUE. PSO 94000095 000 GO TO
	 130 PSO 95000096 000 100 CALL	 PCS2 (I8(MMI,IPCS2A,LITA) PSO 96
000097 000 JTYPE=ITYPE PSO 97000098 000 FLOl0.5,IPCS2A)=JTYPE PSO 98
000099 000 DNENUM=.TRUE. PSI) 99
000100 000 GO TO	 :30 PSO 100000101 000 110 CALL	 a iSd	 (I6{MM),IPCS2A,LITA) PSO 101
000102 000 JTYPE=ITV-E PSD 102000103 000 IF	 (LITA.FJ.11	 JTYPE=JTYPE*1 P50 103600104 000 CALL PCS2 (IB {MM + 1I,IPC520,LITA1 PSO 10900105 000 IF	 (LITA.EQ.I) JTYPE = JTYPE+2 PSO 105
000106 000 FLO(0,5.'PCS2A1=JTYPE PSD 106000707 000 ONENUR=.FALSE. PSO 107000108 000 GB TO	 130 PSO M
000109 000 -	 120 ITYPE=T PSD 109







000113 000 130 M=LOC(171+LEN(IT) PSD 111
00011 11 000 IF IM.GE.L0001811 CALL FIND M 017,M) PSO 112
000115 000 TBCM1=tPC52A PSO 113
000116 000 LEN( 17 )=LECI( 171+1 PSD 119
000117 000 IF (ONENUM) GO TO 140 PSO 115
000118 000 M=LOC(17)+LEN(t7) PSO t!b
000119 000 IF	 (M.GE.LOC(18)) CALL
	
FINDRM (17,M) PSO IST
000120 ODO ISCM1=tPC52B PSD Its
- 000121 000 LEM IlW£N(171+1 PSD 119
000122 000	 C PASS THRU NAMS PAIRS PSO 12O
000123 000 140 J=0 PSG 121
000L24 000 NG=O PSG 122
000125 000 MPASS=O PSG 123
000126 000 MATCH=.FALSE. PSD 124
000127 000 NOCONO=.TRUE. PSO 125
000126 000 ISSET=.FALSE. PSD 126
000129 000 NGV=O PSD 127
000130 000 150	 IF	 (J.GE . L£I41 T )1
	 GO	 TO +190 PSO 128
000131 000 M=LOC(7)+J PSO 129
1100132 000 J=J+t PSO 13,^
000133 000 NAND=IB(MI PSp 131
_ 0001311 000 MUSE=FLO( 0, 1,NAIIP 1 PSD 132
000135 000 IF	 CMUSE.EO.0) A,V=NGV+1 PSD 133
b 600136 000 NA=FLD(7,14,NANBI PSG 134
000137 000 IF	 (NA.NE.(1	 GO	 'O	 370 PSO 135
000138 000 NOCOND=.FALSE. PSG 136
000139 000 NA1(JAV=FLO(6.IINANB3 PSO 13T
000140 000 IF (NAIWAV.EO.I) G0 TO 370 PSD 138
000141 000 IPCSI=O PSD 139
000142 000 (CATCH=.TRUE. PSD 140
000143 000 FLO(5,l6,IPCSII=NGV PSO 141
000144 000 NB=FLO(21,15,NANB) PSO 142
000145 000 FLD(21.15,IPCS1)=NB PSO 143
000196 000 IF	 (NB.GT.NNO) GO
	 TO	 160 PSD 144
DOOl47 000 IF	 C.NOT.LONG1	 FLD[21,l,tBIM)1=1 PSO 145
000148 000 160	 NRAO=FLO(I.I	 NA((B ► PSO 146
OOOI'r9 000 FLO13,1,1PC51)-N9A0 PSO 147
000150 000	 C CHECK FOR NONLINEAR CONDUCTOR PSG 148
000151 000 170 NLGTD=FLD12,1.NANB) PSD 149
000152 000 IF	 CNLGIG.E0.0) G(1	 TO	 460 PSO ISO
000153 000 IF	 (FLD(3,1.NANB1. EQ. II	 GO	 TO 450 PSD 151
00015 41 000	 C PROCESS NONLINEAR CONDUCTOR PSO 152
000155 000 FLO(2,1.1PCS1)=1 PSO 153
000156 000 M=LOCI9I+NG PSG 154
000157 000 JTVPE=FLO(O.S,IB(M)1 PSD 155
000158 000 „0 TO (180.210,230.270,300.310,320,330,340,342,344,3441,TTVPE VER 6
600159 000 180 JTVPE=I PSO 157
000160 000 190	 K NUn = FLO(23.13.10(M)I PSO 150
000161 000 MM=L(ICC12)-KNOn-I PSO 159
000162 000 IF	 (B(MM).GE.0.01	 GO TO
	
200 PSD 160
000167 000 JTVPE=JTVPE•1 PSG l61
000164 000 IF	 (FLOt7,14,NAN8).EO.I) GO TO
	
200 PSD 162
000165 000 JTVPE=12 PSO 163
000166 000 IF	 (ITVPE.E0.5)
	 JTVPE=13 PSO 164
000167 000 200 CALL
	 PCS2 (I81MI.IPCS2A,LITA) PSO 165
000166 000 FL000.5,IPCSZA)-JTVPE PSO 166





- MUDD DATE 022875
	 PAGE	 h
000170 000 DNENUM=.TRUE. PS6 168
04017! 000 GO TO 350 PSD 169
000172 000 210 JTYP£=3 PSD 170
0001 13 000 2 20 CALL PCS2 II8IMI,IPCS2A,LITA) PSD !T1
000174 000 IF ILITA.ED.II JTYPE=JTYPE+1 PSD 172
GOO175 000 CALL PC52 (IO(M+!),IPCS20,LITA) PSD 113
000176 000 IF (LITA.EQ.1) JTYPE=JTYPE+2 PSD 174
OOOITT 000 FLDIG,5,IPCS2AI=JTYPE PSD 175
	
E
000178 000 OfJENUM=,FALSE. PSD 176
000179 000 NG=NG+2 PSO 177
000100 000 GO TO 350 PSD 178
000181 000 230 JTYPE=1 PSD 179
004182 000 240 X fjUM = FLDI23,13.1DtM1I PSD 180
004183 000 Mh=LOC(12)+KNUM-1 PSO 181
000184 000 IF (81MM).GE.0,0) GO TO 250 PSO 182
000185 000 Ot MM )=ADSt Si MM ) I PSD 183
000166 004 JTYPE=JTYPE+1 PSD 18+1
000187 000 IF	 (FLOIT,l4,NAtJB).EO.1) GO TO
	
250 PSD M
404180 000 1TYPE=l2 PSO 166
000109 000 IF ttTYPE.EQ,5) JTYPE=13 PSD !87
' 000190 000 250 CALL PCS2 (I8(t•1),IPCS2A,LlTA) PSD 1DO
000)91 000 FLDt0,5.IPCS2AI=JTYPE PSO 189
y 000192 000 ONENIIM=. TRUE . PSD 190
000193 000 hPASS=MPASS+1 PSD 191
1-' 000194 000 IF IMPASS.GT.11 GO TO 260 PSD 192
000195 000 NUMG5=10tM+1) PSD 193
000196 000 260 7F I MPASS_LT.tJUMGSJ GO TO 350 PSD 194
000197 000 MPILSS=O PSD 195
000198 000 NG=:NG+2 PSO 196
000199 000 ti 'u TO 350 PSD 19T
000200 000 210 JTYPE=3 p5D 198
000201 000 280 CALL	 PCS2 tlBtltl,IPCS2A,LITA1 PSO 199
000202 000 IF	 ILITA.ED.11 JTYPE=JTVPE+1 PSD 200
000203 000 LALL	 PCS2	 (I8IM • 1),IPCS20.LITA) P511 201
406294 000 IF ILITA.ED.I) JTYPE=JTYPE+2 PSO 202
000205 004 FLD10.5.)PC52A)=JTYPE PSO 203
_ © 000206 G40 QNENUM=.FALSE. PSD 209
!-^ 000207 040 MP455=hPA55+1 PSD 205
000208 000 IF	 IMPASS.GT.1) 60 TO 290 PSO 206
000209 400 NI1MG5=I01M+21 P,SD 207
004210 000 290 EF tMPA':.LT.FiUMGSI GO TO 350 PSD 206
000211 000 MPASS=O PSO 209
000212 DOG NG=NG+3 PSD 210











Or4716 000 310 JTYPE=B PSO 214)
000217 000 GO TO 220 PSD 215
000218 000 320 JTYPE=b PSO 216	 -
000219 001 GO TO 240 PSD 217	 µ
000220 000 330 JTYPE=C PSD 218
000221 000 GO TO 280 PSD 219
000222 000 340 JTVPE=11 PSD 220
000223 000 GO TO 200 PSD 221
000224 000 342 JTVPE
	 = 14 YER 6
000225 000 GO TO 220 YEA 6







000227 000 GO TO 200 VER b
000220 000 C PLACE PCS2 IN BUCKET PSO 222
000229 000 350 M=LOC(IT)+LEN(171 PSD 223
000230 000 IF (C.GE.LOC(181) CALL FINDRII (17,!7) PSO 2211
000231 000 IB(M)=IPCS2A PSO 225
000232 000 LEM 17)=L'EN(1T1+1 PSG 226
000233 000 IF IDNENUM) GO TO 360 PSD 227
000239 000 M=LOC(17)+LEN(IT) PSD 228
000235 000 IF (M.GE.LOC(181) CALL FINORM (IT,M) PSD 229
000236 000 lot M)=IPCS20 PSO 230
000237 000 LEN(I7)=LEN(L7)+1 PSO 231
000230 000 360 CONTINUE PSO 232
000239 000 M=LOC(T]+.1-1 PSD 233
000240 000 IF (.NOT.LONG2)	 FLD(3,1.IN[17}) n l YERS-005
000241 000 GO TO 460 PSO 235
000242 000 C CHECK FOR MATCH ON NO PSD 236
000243 000 370 NA=FLD(22,14.NA11B) PSD 297
000244 000 IF	 (NA.11E.11 G0
	
TO	 390 PSD 238
000245 000 NOCGIIO=.FALSE. PSG 239
000246 000 NAIWAY=FLO921.L,NANB1 PSO 290
0GO247 000 IF (NAWAY.E0.1) GO TO 390 PSO 241
000248 300 IPCSI=O PSD 242
000_-17 000 MATCH=.TRUE. PSO 243b 000?`-^ 000 FLO15.16,1PCSL)=NGV PSO 244
S 000251 000 NB=FLD(&,15,NANB) PSO 245
000252 000 FLO(21,15.IPCS1)=N0 PSO 246
000253 000 IF (NB.GT.NNDI GO TO
	 300 PSO 247
000254 000 IF	 (.NOT.LONG) FLO(b,1.191M11=L PSD 240
000255 000 300 NRAG=FLOtl,l,NAN01 PSO 249
000256 300 FLDt3,1,IPCSII=NRAO PSO 250
000257 000 GO TO 1TO PSO 251
000258 000 C UPDATE POINTER MG IF NO MATCO PSG 252
000259 000 390 NLGID=FLD(2.I.NAN8) PSO 253
000260 000 IF INLGIO.EU.0) GO	 TO	 150 PSD 254
000261 000 M=LOC191+N(, PSO 255
000262 000 ITYPE=FLO(0,5.!B(M)1 PSO 256
000263 000 ITYPE=M0O(TTYPE.4)+1 PSG 257
' 000264 000 GO TO 1400,440,440.420),	 ITYPE PSO 256
000265 DOM NOD MPASS= MPASS • 1 PSG 259
000266 14'5 IF	 (MPASS.GT.1) GO TO 410 PSG 260
000261 n4v.3 NU0GS=IBtri	 1 PSD 261
OG0268 000 410 IF (MPASS.LT.NUMGS) GO TO 150 PSD, 262
000269 000 MPASS=O PSO 263
000270 000 NG=40+3 PSD 264
04(1211 000 60 TO 150 PSG 265
490272 000 420 MPASS=MPASS-1 PSO 266
000273 000 IF	 (MPA5S.GT.1) GO	 TO 430 PSD 261
000274 000 NUM6S=IBIM+11 PSO 268
000215 000 930 TF IMPASS.LT.NUMGSI GO TO
	 ISO PSG 269
000216 000 MPASS=O PSG 270
000271 000 NG=NG02 PSO 271
000278 000 GO	 TO	 150 PSG 212
000219 000 490 NG=NG-ITYPE-1 PSO 273
000200 000 GO	 TO	 150 PSO 279
00028( 000 450 TSSET=.TRUk. PSO 275
'
000282 000 C FLOC NLC ANU NLO ON FIRST G ONLY PSO 276
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000284 000 FLD(I,I.TPCSII=1 P'SD 270
000285 000 NLC=.FALSE. PSD 279
000206 000 970 1F (.NOT.NLQ) GO TO 480 PSO 280
000287 000 FLD(4,1.ipC51)=1 PSO 281
000280 000 NLQ=.FALSE. PSO 282
' 000289 000 C PLACE PCS1 IN BUCKET PSO 203
000290 000 480 R=LOC(16:+LEN(161 PSO 284
000291 000 IF IM.GE.LOCI17)) CALL FINORM (16,M) PSO 285
000292 000 IB(MI=iPC51 PSO 286
000293 000 LEN(161=LEN(161+1 PSO 287
000294 000 IF (.NOT.ISSET)	 GO TO	 150 PSO 288
000295 000 ISSET=.FALSE. PSO 289
000296 000 GO TO	 i90 PSD 290
000297 000 C FLAG '.AST G FOR EACH NODE PSD 291
000298 000 490 CONTINUL PSO 292
000299 000 500 IF (MATCH) GO TO 510 PSO 297
000300 000 IPCSI=O PSO 298
000301 000 MATCII=.TRUE. PSO 299
000302 000 GO TO 460 PSO 300
. 000303 000 510 M=LOC(16)+LEN(I6)-1 PSO 301
006304 000 FLOIO,IrIB(M))=1 PSO 302
000305 000 520 CONTINUE PSO 303
000306 000 IF ILDNG) GO TO 530 PSO 304
b 000307 000 C SET LAST G TO 0 IF SPCS PSO 305
000300 000 M=LOCI 16 )+LE)J( 161 PSO 306F	 ' 00e7309 000 IF (M.GE.LOC(II)I CALL FINDRM (16,M) PSO 307
W 000310 000 IBIM)=0 PSO 300
000311 000 FLO(0.1PIB(Ml)=1 PSO 309
000312 000 LEN( 16 )=LEN( 16 1+1 PSO 310
000313 000 530 CONTINUE PSO 311
000114 003 IF(.NL1I.LPRI4T) GO
	 TO 540
000315 000 WRITE	 (NOUT,550)	 LOC(16),LEN(161 PSO 313
000316 000 IST=LOC(161 PSO 314
000317 000 IENO=I5T+LENt16)-1 PSO 315
°J 000318 000 WRITE
	
(NOUT.560)	 fI,IB(1),T = TST,IENOI pSD 316
000319 000 WRITE	 (NOUT.5701	 LQCf17),LENfl7) P50 317
< 000320 000 IST=LOC(171 PSO 310
00032t 000 IENO=IST+LEN(IT)-1 PSO 319











000325 000 LSE02=LE(1c1I PSO 323
000326 000 CALL 11010TA (5) PSO 329
000327 000 RETURN PSO 325
000328 000 C PSO 326
pt













000332 000 580 FORMAT I P	-	 •	 • RELATIVE NODE NUMBER 1 • ,15,'1 IS NOT CONNECTED TO PSO 330
000333 000 IANY OTHER NODE') PSO 331












000001 000 SUBROUTINE QCOMB(AC.FI,AI,F2,A21
000002 000 C f
000003 000 DIMENSION ACM, Al(l), 11211 )
009004 000 C
000005 000 EQUIVALENCE (AC1,NC1,	 (Al1,Nll,	 (A21,N2)	 1
000006 000 C
000007 000 C
000068 000 ACI = ACC))
000009 000 All	 =	 Al(l)
000010 000 A21	 =	 A2(1)
000011 000 NC = (NC121+2
000012 000 L = Nl + N2
000013 000 I1 = 2
000014 000 12 = 2
000015 000 I	 = 2
000016 000 5	 IF(II	 .GT.	 N11 GO TO TO
000017 O00 1F(12	 .GT. N2) GO TO 30
000018 000 I-F(AI(11) - A2(I21)	 20,10,50
000019 000 10	 AC( II	 =	 A1(113
000020 000 ACC 1+1 	 = F1+A1(11+11 + F2*4 21 I2+11
000021 400 T1 = TI + 2
000022 n00 I2 c	 12 + 2
000023 000 L	 = L	 - 2
000024 000 GO TO	 100
000025 000 20 CALL OIOEGI(AI(TI).A2.V)
000026 000 AC( I1	 =	 A1(III
000027 000 AC(I',1) = FI*A1(T1+1) 	 + F2•V
000028 000 II	 =	 11	 + 2
000029 000 GO TO 100
000030 000 30 ACC 1)	 =	 A1(11)
000031 000 ACC T+1) = F1-AttT+11	 + F2+A2CN2+1)
000032 000 11	 =	 11	 +	 2
006033 000 GO TO	 L00
000034 000 50	 CALL	 010EG1(A2t 121,A1,V )'
000035 000 Re(11	 = A2(12)
000036 000 AC(1+1) = F1*V	 + F2-A2(T2+1)
000037 000 I2 =	 12 + 2
000038 000 60 TO 100	 j
000039 000 TO AEC 1) = A2(121
000040 000 ACC1^1) = F1sA1tN1+i) + F2+A2(12+11
000041 000 12 =	 T2 + 2	 I
000042 000 l00	 IF(I
	
-EQ.	 L1 GO Tn	 120
000093 000 T =	 1	 + 2
000044
_
004 IF(1	 .LE.	 NC.1	 GO	 TO	 5	 `1
000045 000 URITEl6.110)	 AC( II
000046 000 110 FOAMAT(67HOTNSUFFICIENT SPACE AVAILABLE IN AC ARRAY IN SUBROUTINE
000047 000 1000MB.	 IC	 =	 T5i
000048 000 CAI.L GENO1JT(AC(2),1,NC,'000MBINED
	
ARRAY')
000044 000 CALL t1LKBCK
000050 OOC CALL EXIT
000051 000 120 NC = I
000052 000 AC(1)	 =	 AC1
000053 000 CALL LINECK(2)















000002	 000	 TF(r-LO H,1,NSQ1tK1+1)).EQ.0) 60 TO 600
000003
	
000	 NTYPE 2 FLU(0,5,NS02tK2))
000084	 000	 K2 = K2+1




000006	 000	 599 K2 = K2+1










































000001 000 SUBROUTINE REVPOL(V,A,X)
000002 000 ,C
000003 000 OTMEN$ION At I)
COMM 000 C
000005 000 EQUIVALENCE (O,N)
000006 000 C
000007 000 C
000008 000 0 =	 Ail)
000009 000 N = N
000010 000 IF(PIOO(N.2)	 .GT.	 01 GO TO 20
000011 000 IF( AtN+I)	 .GT.	 A(3)) GO TO	 16
000012 000 X = A(2)
000013 000 IF(Y	 .GE.	 A(31) RETURN
00001 1+ Oo'. X = A(H )
000015 000 1FIV	 .LE.	 A(N+l)) RETURN
000016 000 00	 15	 1=9,N.2
000011 000 MY - A(I+11)	 15,10,5
000010 000 S X = At 1-21 + ( Y-A( 1-1) )•t At 1 )-A( T-21 M A( 1+1)-A( 1-1) )
000019 000 RETURN
b 00002 0 (100 IO X	 = At I )1 000021 000 RETURN
E-' 000022 000 15 CONTINUE
000023 000 GO TO 20
000024 000 16 X	 = A(21
000025 000 IFLY	 .LE. A(3)) RETURN
600026 000 X	 =	 A(N1
000027 000 IF(V	 .GE.	 AIN+11) RETURN
C00028 000 00	 19	 I=i,A.2
904029 000 IFLY	 -	 Ail*)))
	
17.18,19
000030 000 17 X = At 1-2 } + ( Y-A( I-1 )1 • ( At I ) •-A( 1-2) M At I+1 )-A( 1-11
000031 000 RETURN
000032 000 18 X	 =	 A(1)
000033 000 RETURN
000014 000 19 CONTINUE
000035 000 20 WRITE(6,251 All)
_ 000036 000 25 FORMAT(36H WRONG ARRAY LENGTH FOR REVPOL,
	 IC = t5l
000037 000 CALL WLKBCK








000001 002 SUBROUTINE Rl'OL(L.V,VAR)
Do0002 000 C
060003 000 DIMENSION ROATAil)
000004 000 c
000005 00G COMMON /ARRAY / NOATA(11
000006 002 COMMON /FOATA I OUMIIT), TZERO
000007 000 C
000000 000 EQUIVALENCE (ROATAO),NDATA(1)1
000009 000 c
000010 000 DATA NOUT / 6
D00011 000 DATA LOC	 / 2 /
000012 002 DATA KERR / 0 /
000013 000 C
':.. G00014 000 c
000015 000 C
000016 004 10 M = 2
_ 000017 000 NP = NDATA(L)
Oa0OIB 000 K = L + M
000019 000 IF(ROATA(K)-Y) 20.100,50b 000020 000 20 M = M + 2
000021 000 IF(M	 ,GT. i:Pl GO TO 90
>L? 000022 000 00	 30	 l=fl.13P,2
CC) 000023 000 N = K + 2
000024 000 IF IROATA(NI-Y)	 25,100,80
a: 000025 000 25 K = N
000026 000 30 CONTINUE
000027 000 GO TO 90
006020 000 50 M = M -
000029 000 IF(M .LT. 2) GO TO 90
ODOG30 000 00 60 1=1,M,2
006031 000 K = K - 2_
004032 000 IF (RDATA(K)-Yl 80,100,60
000033 000 60 CONTINUE
_ 000034 000 GO TO 90
600035 000 60 i = ROATA(K-1 1 + (Y-FIOATA(K l )s(RDATAI K+1 1-ROATA(K-1) )
000036 000 1	 /(ROATA(K+2)-RDATA(K
	 31
000037 000 GO to )10
000030 000 90 WR(TE(NGUT,95) V.	 L, NP,	 (RDATA(Lr1),1=1.NP)
000039 000 95 FORMnT(	 OLIO• • •	 G13.8, 40H I5 OUT aF RANGE OF THE TABLE STOAEO
000040 000 IAT LOCATION	 I9,	 7K	 ♦ r . !/
 DX	 15	 /I (07 5GI5.011
E00041 002 KERR = KERR+1
000042 002 IF(NERR.LE.101 GO TO
	
100
000043 002 CALL OUTCAL
0000'14 002 CALL EXIT
060045 000 100 X = RDATAIK-1)
- 000046 000 110 LOC = X - L








000020 000 1 FORMAT ( 61H01NCORRECT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INPUT TO SUBROUTINE INVRS.
000021 000 I	 1C	 =	 15.	 5H,	 N =	 15)
000022 000 CALL NLKBCK
000023 000 CALL EXIT
00002 4 000 C
000025 000 5 LOCI=NC+4
DOOM 000 K=1
000027 000 00 15	 I=2,N
000020 000 00	 10 1=1,N
000029 000 A4LDC11=A(L0CI+K)
000030 000 LDCI=LOCI*l
000031 000 10 CONTINUE
000032 O00 K=K+I
000013 000 IS CONTINUE
000014 000 GO TO 20
000035 1500 C






000042 000 20 ASSIGN	 120 TO TI
000043 GDO 0 = 1.000
000044 000 LOCI=ISTRT
000045 000 DO 300 lzl.N
000046 000 IMI	 =	 I	 -	 1
000047 000 ASSIGN 140 TO .!1
000088 000 00 200 1=1.N
000049 000 LOCI = LOCI *
	
1
000050 000 SUM = A(LDCI)
000051 000 GO	 TO	 It
DG0052 000 90 LOC2 =	 I	 + ISTRT
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000003	 000	 DOUBLE PRECISION 0, P1V, SUM
	
000004	 000	 C	 cr
	000005	 060	 DIMENSION A(1)
	
000006	 000	 C	 i
	00000T	 000	 EQUIVALENCE ( A,NCS




(100010	 000	 A = At 1 1
	




OGG	 R = Al 2)
-	 000013	 000	 N = NC
	
000014	 000	 ISTAT = 3
	
000015	 000	 MI = N*U
	
000016	 000	 M2 = (M1*Hl/2
	
000011	 000	 TF(1C.EQ.Mll GO TO 5
	
000018	 000	 IF(IC.EO.M2) GO TO 20
	
000019	 000	 WRITE(6.11 IC, N
WON i
sVRVA5 DATE 022875	 PAGE	 2
000056 000 NM9 = N - K
000057 000 LOC2 = LOC2 + NMK
000058 000 LOC3 = LOC3 + NMK
000059 000 a t00 CONTINUE
000060 000 120 GO TO JJ000061 000 190 ASSIGN	 160 TO	 J.1000062 000 IF(SUM .LE.
	 0.000) GO TO 990
'1
.. 000067 000 Ply'= OSORT(SUM)000069 000 D = D*PIV
r OGU065 000 A(LOCI) = Ply
000066 000 GO TO 200
000067 000 160 A(LOCI) = SUM/PIV
000068 000 200 CONTINUE
000069 000 ASSIGN 90 TO IT
000070 000 300 CONTINUE
000011 000 DET = 0+0
0000727 000 C
r"
4404 a O44 LDC25 = L061 + t
000019 000 LOC35 = LOCI
0000T5 000 A(LOCI) =	 1.0/A(LOCI)
000076 000 LOCI = LOCI	 - !b 000077 000 Ply = At LOCI-!11 000018 000 30 600 1=2,11
rO 000019 000 LOC2S = LOC2S - IF	 C) 009000 GOO L= 1- I000081 000 00 500 J =2,1
000082 000 SUM = 0.000
000083 000 LGC2 = LOC2S
000084 000 LOC3 = LOC3S
000085 000 00 900 K=1.L
000086 000 SUM = SUM + A(LOC2)•A(LOC3)
000087 000 LGC2 = LOC2 + 1
000088 000 LOC3 = LOC3 + f - K - 1
000089 000 400 CONTINUE
000090 000 LOC3S = LOC3S - 1
000091 000 L = L - 1
000092 000 A(LOCI1 = -SUn/PIV
000093 000 LOCI	 = LOCI -	 l
000099 000 500 CONTINUE
000095 OAO Af LOC I) =	 I .0/A( LOCI 1
000096 000 LOCI = LOCI	 - 1
000097 000 Ply =	 AILOCI-I)
000098 000 600 CONTINUE
000099 000 C
000100 000 LOCI=ISTRT +1
000141 000 OO 900 I=t,H
000102 000 LOC2S = LOCI
000107 400 LOC3	 = LOCI
00010 +1 000 00 800 J=I,N
000105 000 LOC2	 = LOC2S
000106 000 LOC25 = LOC2S * 1
000101 000 SUM = 0.000
000t08 000 00 700 K=J,N
090109 000 SUn = SUM + A(LOC21+A(LOC3)
000110 coo LGC2 = LOC2 + 1
000111 000 LOC3 = LOC3 + I









000113 000 AtLOCIT = SUM a
000119 000 LOCI = LOCI + 1
000115 000 800 CONTINUE'
000116 000 900 CONTINUE i
000117 000 C
' 000118 000 IF(IC.E0.M2) RETURN
C00119 000 LOC1=M1+3
i 000120 000• 00 920
000121 000 DD 910 J=H,1.-1
000122 000 1I=nlrt0t I 	 )
000123 000 JJ=MAZO(I,J)
000124 000 LOC2=lSTRT+III-•l).N-(II-11+1I12+JJ
- 000125 000 At LOCI)-At LOC2 )
f-; 000126 000 LOCI=LOCI-}
000127 000 910 CONTINUE 1
000126 000 920 CONTINUE
000129 000 RETURN
- 300170 000 C
00013! 000 990 WRITE16,995)
000132 000 995 FORMAT(38HOSINGULAR MATRIX ENCOUNTERED BV SINYRS)
000133 000 CALL WLKBCK ;t
--	
b
000139 000 CALL EXIT
1 000135 000 RETURN











fSKPR	 ORTE 022875	 PAGrz
m	 4ELTA SKPBELTOW RLIBIO 02l28-03t20:92?--(1,)
:0:001	 :G:	 SUBROUTINE SKPB(JSWI
0 002	 a
000003	 -000	 COMMON /TAPE / NIN, ROUT
000004	 000	 COMMON /CARD I KRU, KOL, MXKQL
00110.05	 000	 COMMON /ClMAGEI KARD(80)
000006	 000	 c000007	 000	 Jsw = I
000008	 Ono	 IF(KOL ST. MXKOLI GO TO 30
000009	 000	 15 J = KOL
4,000010	 000	 00 20 KDL=J.IIXKOL
000011	 000	 IF(ICARD(KOL) NE. IH	 60 TO 50
000012	 000	 20 CONTINUE
000013	 000	 30 CALL CAFLOtN(JSW)
900014	 000	 Go T0(I5,501, jSU











000001 000 SUBROUTINE SKPTE(ISWI'
000002 000 C
000003 000 COMMON /CARD	 / KRO, KOL, MXKOL
000004 000 COMMaN /CTMADE/ KARO(80)




KO /	 SHE,	 INN,
	
INS) /
000006 000 SSW = i
000007 000 5 J = KUL
000000 000 M = MXKOL -• Z
000009 OOO DO 15 KOL=J,M
000010 000 TF(KARD(KOL)	 .HE.	 KE) 00 TO	 15
0000(( 0oo TF(KnR0(KOL+11	 .NE. KN1 GO TO 15
000012 000 IF(KARG(KOL+21 .£0. 	 KDI GD TO 20
000013 000 15 CONTINUE
000014 coo CALL CARDIN(ISWI
000015 000 GO TO(5,50).	 SSW
000016 000 20 J = NOL + 3
000017 000 DO 30 KOL=J,MXKOL
000018 000 IF(KARD(KOL)	 .EQ.
	
IN.) GO TO qD
000019 000 30 CONTINUE
000020 000 CALL CARDIN(ISUI
b 000021 000 GO TO 50
000022 000 40 KOL = KOL + 1
TV
O 000023 000 50'RETORN
















ELT TT. RLIB70 02/28-03zZ004-(1.)
00000t 400 SUBROUTINE SNDSNR
000002 000 C
000003 000 C STEADY STATE EXECUTION ROUTINE FOR SINDA
	 - FORTRAN 5
000004 000 C
000005 000 C THE LONG PSEUDO-COMPUTE SEQUENCE I5 REQUIRED_
000006 000 C
000007 000 C ALGORITHM IS BASED ON NEWTGN•RHAPSON METH;ID
000008 000 C
000009 000 C A SAUSS-JORDAN REDUCTION (SUBROUTINE GJR) IS USED
000010 000 C TO SOLVE THE LINEAR SYSTEM EQUATIONS
` t 000011 000 C
000012 000 C
_	 - 000013 000 DIMENSION Y(21
000014 001 LOGICAL FLOW
000015 001 COMMON /FDIMNS/ NTYP, NSVS
000016 000 INCLUDE COMM,LIST
OOODIT 000 INCLUDE OEFF,LIST
000018 000 IF ( KON(5 ). 	 LE.	 0) KON(5) =1000
000019 000 IF (CONI19)	 .LE.	 0.) CON119) =0.0001
000020 000 IF (CON133)	 .LE.	 0.) CON( 331 =	 1.0E-05
000021 000 IF (CGN(50)	 .LE.	 0.) CON1501=1.0
1 000022 000 WRITE
	
16 1 8011 KON(5),CON(191,CON(33)
11] 000023 000 KONI2B1 = KON(28) +6
i p 000024 000 IESAL =0
000025 OOO IMAXT =0
000026 000 PASS = -1.0
^-
040027 000 NNC = NNA+AIHO
000028 001 FLOW =	 .FALSE.
000029 001 NSI,	 =	 0_
000030 001 IXF	 = NTII
_ 000031 001 IF(NSYS
	
.LT.	 11 GO TO 2
,000032 001 FLOW =	 .TRUE.
000033 001 NSP a NNT
00003'1 001 00	 1	 1=tdt,MT
000035 001 NXIIXF+;)	 =	 0
400036 001 1 CONTINUE
000037 001 2 IEl	 =	 I XF + NSP
E 000030 000 NLA = NDIM
000039 000 NNCPI = NNC•l
000040 001 J.1= NNC4 NNCPI + NSP + NNCPl
000041 000 NTH = NTH+JJ
000042 000 MAIM = ND10-JJ
` 000043 000 WRITE 16,8861 NDIM
000044 000 IF (NDSM .LT.	 0) GO TD 995
000045 000 CON(1) = CDN(13)
000046 000 CON(14) =	 CON(131
000047 000 GO TO	 15
040048 000 10 COW I) = CON( 131 4 CON( 16)
000049 000 IF (CONE 11	 - CON(3)	 .GT.	 0.1 CON(II = CON( 3)
000050 000 CON( 14) _ ( CON( I1	 + CUN(13)112.0
000051 000 CON(2) = CON111	 - CON(13)
000052 000 C COMPUTE 5T£ADY STATE TEMPERATURES
000053 000 15 LAX = KON(51
000054 000 00	 120	 KI=I.LAX











i	 i.^-v..`•”	 _`	 1.3',.'.,".:.J"^"^




SHO SNa DATE 022e75	 PAGE	 2
000056 coo GIN = 0.
_ 000057 000 C EVALUATE TEMPERATURE VARYING PROPERTIES AND 0
000058 coo CALL NONLIN
00005 4 000 C HEAT INPUT ?111 IS STORED IN LOCATIONS UNC•N(IC+I,
	 I	 i,...NHC
000060 000, C OF EXTRA
004061 ODL KOP = KON(7)
000062 001 IF(FLOW) CALL FLUID(5,O.IXF,O.O.KOP)
000063 000 no 21	 I=1,NNC
- 400469 000 OIN-= OIN + 0(I1
000065 ODD DD 21 J=I,NNC
000tbb 006 L=(J-1)• HNC + I
000067 000 X(L) =0.
000060 000 L=NNC•NNC+I
000069 000 21 X(LI =0(1)
000070 000 IF (PASS
	
.GE. 0.) GO TO 23
0000'.'1 000 CALL OUTCAL
0000(2 000 PASS =	 1.
000073 000 25 "PASS=:-
000074 000 KJ=l
000075 000 it =0
00031'6 D "3 DO TO I=1,HNC
000077 000 LE=IEI +I
000078 001 ; '( .NOT. FLOW) GO TO 35
600079 001 LMP ' NXCIXF+T3
	 ub 000000 001 IF( L'1P	 .EQ.	 O 3^ GO TO 35
fU 000081 001 RA = X(IXF+LMPI000082 001 J = (I•-11*HNC	 +	 T
111 000083 001 X(J) = X(J 1 + HA
000084 001 J = "NC-NNC + I
000085 001 X( J 1 = Xf 3) + RA + I T( LMP 1 - T( 1 11
000086 000 35 It = Jl	 +l
000007 000 LG = FLD(5,16,NSO11J11)
000088 001 IFCLG	 .£0.	 01 GO TO 70
000089 coo LTA = FLD122,14,N5G1(J111
'
000090 000 IF (FLO(3,1.4S019J11I	 .ED. 0) GO TO MO_
000091 000 T1	 = T(I1+960.
000092 coo T2 = T(LTA1 +460.
000093 coo C START BUILDING THE JACOBIAN MATRIX
000094 coo GLG = GILG) -CON(5O)
_ 000095 000 CONI = 9.0 • GLG • Tl**3
400096 000 CONS =GLG • (Tl•T1 + T2•T2) • III
	
+ T21
000097 000 IF (FLO(21,1.NSO1(J13)
	 .£0.	 11 GO TO 50
y: 000098 000 IF (LTA	 :GT.	 NNCI GO TO 45
000099 000 J = ILTA -I) • NNC +1
000100 000 X(J) = -4.0
	 GLG •T2+03
000101 000 GO TO 45
i 000162 000 ND CONI = G(LG)
000103 000 CON3 = G(LG1
000104 000 IF	 (FLO(21.1,NSO1(J111 	 .£0.	 1) GO TO 50
000105 000 IF ILTA	 .GT. NNC1 GO TO 45
000106 DOG S =(LTA -11•N"C +I
	 -
000107 066 X( J ) = -G( LG )
000100 000 015 J	 = 11 - 11 • NNC +1
000149 000 1(J 1 =	 X(J)	 +CDNI
000110 000 J = NNC • NNC	 +1
000111 000 X(J )	 = X( J I	 + CON3+( T( LTA 3 -T( 113








































































000 C WITH X(K) BEING THE KTH ITERATE ANO J(K) THE JACOBIAN
000 C THE ALGORITHM IS THE FOLLOWING
000 C J(K)(X(K+1) -X(K)l = B	 - F(X(K11
000 C WHERE WE
 ARE. SOL" ING
	 F(I,X3 = B(11
000 C I	 =	 1,...,N
000 J-uNC•NNCP1 +1
000 CALL GlR(X,HNCPI,NNC,NNC,NNCP1,Z1004,X(J),V)
000 DO 80 I=).NNC
000 J = NNC ►NNC +1
G00 E0 T(l )	 = TI I l	 +	 X(J )
000 AAMAX = ABSCX(NNC+NNC +1)1
000 00 90 I=I,NNC
000 J = NNC. NNC +1
000 90 AAMAX = AMAXI(ABS(XIJI),AAMAXI
000 GOUT	 0.
000 J1 = 0.
000 00 150 I=I,NNC
001 IF(	 NOT. FLOW) GO TO 135
001 LMP = NX(IXF+T)
001 IF(LMP	 .Ea.	 01 GO TO 135
001 GOUT = OOUT + XCIXF+LMP).(T(l) - T(LMP1)
000 135 J1	 =	 J1	 +1
OGO LTA a FLD(22,14,NSOl(J1)1






001 tF(LG	 .EU.	 01	 GO	 TO	 150
000 IF (FLDt3,1,NS01(J1)l	 .ED.	 0) GO TO
	
140
000 TI	 =	 T(II	 4460.
000 T2 = T(LTAI + 460,
000 OBUT = OOUT +G(LG)•CON(50)•(T1•s4 -T2•+4)
000 60 TO 145
000 IMO GOUT = OUT + G( LG 1* ( T( I ) -T( LTA )1







	 .GT.	 CON(33)	 .OR.	 IEBAL
	
.GT.	 0) GO
	 TO	 160000 WRITE (6,082) KON420),CON132),AAMAX
000 lEFAL =1
000 160 CONTINUE
000 C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE
000 IF )AAMAX	 .GT.	 CON(191	 .OR..IMAXT




	 .LE.	 CON(33)	 AND.	 AAMAX	 I.E.. 	 CON(1911 GO
	
TO	 130




	 =K 0 114 20) +2
000 CALL OUTCAL
000 120 CONTINUE
000 121 WRITE	 t6,085) LAX
000 130 CALL VARBL2
000 CON( 13) = CON(I)
000 WRITE	 (6,0871 KON(51,KONt20). CON( 19),AAMAX,CON(33).CON(321
000 KON1281 = KON;281 + 9
SNDSNR
000170 900 CALL OUTCAL
006171 000 IF (CON(31	 .GT.	 COMI )	 1.000001) GO TO 10
DOOM 000 NTH=IEI
000173 000 NDIM = NLA
0001T4 000 RETURN
000175 000 995 WRITE (6,884)
000176 000 60 TO 1000
000177 000 1000 CALL QUTCAL
000170 000 RETURN
000179 000 801 FORMAT (/ 5X,19H CONTROL PARAMETERS,// 10X, OH NLOOP =,
	
35,3X, 9" AR
000180 000 •LXCA =,F10.6.3X,	 9H	 ALENG =,1PE10.5,13
000181 000 882 FORMAT (1 5X.63H THE DESIRED SYSTEM HEAT BALANCE HAS BEEN REACHED
006162 000 *	 -- LOBPCT =,	 I5, 9H ENGBAL = E12.5,	 9H ARLXCC =,E12.511
000183 000 883 FORMAT (1 5X,76H THE MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE CHANGE 15 NOW BELOW 7HE S
000189 000 •PECIF3EU LIP11T -- LOOPCT =,	 15,
	
9H ENGBAL =,E12.5,	 9H ARLXCA =.E12
000185 000 s.5/1
000186 000 887 FORMAT (/ 5X,35H FINAL CONTROL PARAMETER CDnPAR15ON,110X,9H 	 NLGOP
000187 000 • =,25,30X,
	
9H LOOPCT =,I5,/ 5X, 	 9H AR,XCA =,Ele.5,3X,	 911 ARLXCC =,
000188 000 *E12.5,1 5X.	 9H BA>_ENG =,E12.5.3X,	 9H ENGBAL
000189 000 BOO FORMAT(/ 5X.8HLOOPCT =, 	 15,3X.SHARLXCC =,E12.5,3X,BHENGBAL =,E12.
000190 000 •51
000191 000 684	 FORMAT(' NO OF NODES HAS	 EXCEEDED	 DIMENSION
000192 000 1 LIMITS.
	
TO RERUN CHANGE DIMENSION STATEMENT AND NDIM STATEMENT T
000193 000 2[1 HANDLE LARGER NUMBER 	 01
1 000194 000 B85	 FORMA1135H	 ITERATION COUNT EXCEEDED, 	 NLOOP =	 ,110)
000195 000 886 FORMAT(T8,20H LOCATIONS AVAILABLE)
p 000196 000 1003 FORMAT( 1HO, I	ERROR	 1N GIR•1







DATE 022875	 PAGE	 it
*HOG.P SNFRDL
L. L	 '.LLL.	 : .
..........	 rn, ^_
SNFnDL	 DATE 022875	 PAGE
AELT.L. SNFROL
ELTOT7 RLIBTO
000001 000 SUBROUTINE SNFROL
000002 000 r EXPLICIT FORWARD DIFFERENCING EXECUTION SUBROUTINE FOR SINDA F-Y
000003 Ono C THE LONG PSEUDO-COMPUTE SEQUENCE IsREauInm
60000 4 002 COMMON IFUTMNS /
 NTYP, NSYS.
000005 0011 INCLUDE COMM,LIST
000006 000 tUCLUOE DEFF,LIST
cl000007 000 IF( CONE 'i J.L!. 1.0 )	 CON( ,4	 1.0
000000 Goo IF ( KON( 5 )	 LE. 2) KOW 5	 =10
000009 000 IF(CON(6).LE.G.) CON(6) 	 1.E+8
GOOGIO 000 IF(CON(G).LE.O.) CON(0)	 1.E+8
c000ll 000 IF( CON( 9 ).LE.O. I
	
CON( 9}	 .0
000012 000 IF(CON(II).LE.O.	 rON(Ill	 I.E+8
000013 000 IF( CON( 10 ).LE. 0. 	 GO TO	 999
00001 21 Ono IF	 I CON( 191	 LE.
	
0.1	 CON t 19
000015 000 IF(KON1311.NE.11	 GO	 TO	 995
000016 000 IF (CON150)	 LE.
	 0.i
	
CON( Su I =1
000017 000 PASS	 -1.0
000018 000 UNC	 UN04NNA
000019 0130 IE a NTH
000020 000 NLA	 NQIM
000021 002 NTH	 NTH+NfJT
000022 002 NDIM	 IYDIM-NNT




000024 000. 1 = hLA-4NC
C) 000025 000 tril.LT.01 60 TQ 998
OD 000026 000 La	 = NNO+I000021 000 TSTEP
	 COR(ID)
000026 000 TPAINT	 CON(131
00002I C INITALIZE TIME SUM BETWEEN OUTPUT INTERVALS
000030 Ou 5 TSUM = 0.0
000031 000 C DOES OLD TIME PLUS THE OUTPUT INTERVAL EXCEED THE STOP TIME
000032 000 1F(CON(I3)4CQN(181.LE•CQN(3)) 	 GO TO	 10000033 000 r DOnT EXCEED IT
000034 000 CON( IS) = CON( 3)-CON( 131
000035 Goo c IS THE TIME STEP LARGER THAN ALLOWED
000036 000 10	 IF(TSTEP.LE.CON(8)) Go TO	 15
000037 Goo TSTEP = CON(S)
Itj 1300038 000 C ODES THE TIME SUM PLUS THE TIME STEP EXCEED OUTPUT INTERVAL
000039 000 IS 1FITSuM+TSTEP-CON[I8}1 25,30,20
000090 000 C DONT EXCEED IT
000041
 00: 20 TSTEP = rONI 18)-TSUM
000O LI 2 00 GO TO 30
0000 •t3 Goo C ODES TIME SUM PLUS TWO TIME STEPS EXCEED OUTPUT INTERVAL
0000" 000 25	 IF(TSUM*2.0*TSTEP.LE.CON(18)) GO TO 30
000095 000 c APPROACH THE OUTPUT INTERVAL G RADUALLY000046 000 TSl*EP	 = ICON( 18 )-TSUM 1/2. 0
00 %1 047 000 r STORE DELTA TIME STEP IN THE CONSTANTS
000096 000 30 CON(2) = TSTEP
000099 000 C 15 THE TIME STEP USED LESS THAN THE TIME STEP ALLOWED
000050 Don IF(TSTEP.LT .CON(211)
	
GO TO	 997
000051 000 c CALCULATE THE NEW TIME
000052 000 CONIII = TPR;NT4TSUM+TSTEP
000053 000 c COMPUTE THE 
MEAN 
TIME BETWEEN	 ITERATIONS
000054 000 CON(14)	 tCON(l)*CON( 131)12.G







000056 000 DG 35 I = IAND
000057 000 LE = IE+I
000058 000 X(LE) = 0.0
000059 000 Q(I) = 0.0
000060 000 35 CONTINUE
000061 000 C SHIFT THE ARITHMETIC TEMPERATURES INTO THE EXTRA LOCATIONS
000062 002 tF(NND .EQ. NUT) GO TO 45
000063 002 DO 36 I=LI.NNT
000064 002 X(IE+I) = Ttt)
000065 002 36 CONTINUE
000066 000 00 90 1 = LI,NNC
000067 000 Q(I) =	 0.0
000068 000 40 CONTINUE
000069 000 45 KON(12) = 0
000070 000 CALL YARBLI
000071 000 IFIXON(121.NE.0) GG TO
	
10
000072 000 J1 = 0
000073 000 J2 =	 1
000074 000 TCGM = 0.0
000075 000 CXM = 1.E+8
000076 000 C CALCULATE 0 SUM AND G SUM
000077 000 00 85
	 I = i.NN0
000078 000 LE = IE+1
000079 000 INCLUDE VARC,LIST
000080 000 INCLUDE VARO,LIST
000081 000 70 JI
	 = J1+1
GOOD02 000 LG = FLO(5,16,NS01(JI)1
000083 002 tF(LG	 .EQ.	 03 GO TO 65
000089 000 LTA = FLDt22,14.N5Q1(JI))
000085 000 INCLUDE VARG,LIST
000086 000 C CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR
000067 000 IFtFLDt3,I,NSG1(JI)).EQ.01 GO TO 75
000008 000 TI	 =.T(11+460.0
000089 000 T2 = TtLTAI+460.0
000040 000 GY = GtLG)•tTIKT1+T2•T21+(T1+Y2)
000091 000 GV =GVwCONt501
00009 000 GO TD 80
000093 000 75 GV = G(LG)
000094 000 C '	 OBTAIN THE 0 RATE THRU THE CONDUCTOR
000098 . 000 80 Ott)•=
	 0(t)+GV+(T(LTA)-Ttl$)
000096 000 C SAVE SUMMATION OF CONDUCTORS
000097 000 X(LE1 = X(LE1+GY
000098 000 C CHECKFOR LAST CONDUCTOR
000099 000 IF(NSoItJI1.GT.0) GO	 TO TO
ODO M 000 85 CONTINUE
000101 000 C OBTAIN NEW DIFFUSION TEMPERATURES, DT"PCC AND.CSDMTtI
000102 00() DO IUD	 I	 = I,NND
OOOtO3 000 LE =	 IE+1
.400104 OOz IF(.NOT.	 %(LE)
	 .GT, 0.0) GO TO 90
000105 000 C CALCULATE C/SK MINIMUM
W IO6 000 T1	 =	 CITI/X(LE)
000107 000 TF(TI.GE.CKMI GO TO 90
000)03 000 CXM = T1
000109 000 XON135)	 =	 I
000110 000 C COMPUTE NEW TEMPERATURES USING CALCULATED SOURCE TERMS
000111 000 90 TI = %T£P-O(1)/C(I )
000112 000 C CALCULATE THE ABSOLUTE VALUC TEMPERATURE CHANGE




000113 000 T2 = AllS(T1)
000114 000 C SAVE THE LARGEST TEMPERATURE CHANGE
000115 000 IF(TCGM.GE.T2) GO TO 95
0001!6 000 TCGM = T2 .3
040117 000 KON(36) _ [ W
000118 000 C STORE THE TEMPERATURES
000119 000 95 XCLE) = T(I)
000120 000 T111 = T(1)+T1
000121 000 IAO CONTINUE
(100122 000 CON(I7) = CKM
000123 000 DELTA = CKM/CON(4)
000124 002 KOP = KON(7)
000125 002 IFINSYS
	 .NE. 0) CALL FLUID(1,O,0.O..KOP)
000126 000 C CHECK FOR FIRST PASS
000127 000 IF(PASS.GT.0.0) GO TO
	
115
000120 000 C UNDO THE TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS
000129 002 105 Be	 110 I = 1,NNT
000130 000 LE = IE+I
400131 000 T(i} = X( LE
000132 000 110 CONTINUE
000133 000 IF(PASS.('T.0.01 GO TO
	 15
000134 000 PASS = 1.0
000135 000 CON(1) = TPRINT 7
b 000136 000 Colic 2)	 = 0.01 00G137 001 TSTEP = DELTA+0.75
11] 000138 000 GO TO 195
N 000139 600 C IS THE TIME STEP USED LESS THAN THE TIME STEP CALCULATED
d 000190 000 115 IFITSTEP.LE.QELTAI GO TO
	 130
000191 000 C COMPUTE THE TIME STEP
000112 001 TSTEP = GELTA*0.75
000113 000 GO To 105
Doom 001 120 TSTEP = 0,75*TSTEP*CON(6)/TCGM
000195 000 GO TO 105
-` 000146 001 125 TSTFP = 0.75+TSTEPsCON(II)/TCGM
_ 000147 000 GO TO 105
000198 000 C SEE IF THE TEMPERATURE CHANGE WAS TOO LARGE
000149 000 130 IF(TCGM.GT .CONC611 60 TO	 120
000150 000 C STORE THE MAXIMUM DIFFUSION TEMPERATURE CHANGE
000151 000 CON1151 = TCGM
000152 000 C CHECK TO SEE IF THERE ARE ANY ARITHMETIC NODES a




000151 000 .0 COMPUTE ARITHMETIC TEMPERATURES BY SUCCESSIVE POINT OVER-RELAX !
•, 000155 000 EADAMP = 1.
000156 000 LAX = KQN(51
- 000157 000 C STORE U'S CALCULATED DURING DIFFUSION NODE LOOP
400158 000 00	 133	 1=1,NNC^
1 000159 000 133 Xc l[+NNA1 =	 OCII
000169 000 l31 CONTINUE_
000161 GOO ON = CON(91 i¢
ir 000162 000 OD = 1.0-GN
000103 00.7 no	 170	 I =	 l.LA%
^.'
000164 000 111 = It
000165 000 J!2 = ,12
000166 GOO TCGM = 0-0 j
000167 000 KON1201 = I
'
000168 000 00	 165 L = LI.NNC }

















OOO1TO 000 SUMCV = 0.0
000171 000 TF(I.GT.1} GO TO 6000
_ OOOl72 000 INCLUDE VR02,LIST
000173 000 135 JJ1 = JJ1+1
000179 000, LG = FLO(5,16,NSO1(JJ1))
000175 000 LTA= FLOS22.14.715011JJ1))
000176 000 IF( I.GT.11 GO TO 4000
000177 000 INCLUDE VRG2,LIST
OOOIFB 000 C CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR
000119 000 IF(FLO(3,1,NSO1(JJ1))_E0.0) 	 GO TO
	
155
00!1180 000 T1 = T(Ll+460.0
ODO M 000 T2 = TILTA)«960.0_
000102 000 GV = GILG)stT1-T1+T2*T2)w(T1+T2)
000183 000 GV =GV•CON(50)
000188 000 GO TO 160
000185 000 135 GV = G(LG) j
000186 000 160 SUMC = SUMC+GV !
OOOI8T 000 SUMCV = SUMCV+GVsT(LTA)
000100 000 (_ CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR
a. 000189 000 IF(NSOl(JJ1).GT.0) GO
	
TO	 135
ODOM 000 T2 = OD-T( L )+O N.(
 SUMCV+O( L I VSUMC
000191 000 C OBTAIN THE CALCULATED TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
000192 000 T1 = ABS(TIL)-721
000193 000 C STORE THE NEW TEMPERATURE
1 000199 000 T(L) = T2
000195 000 C SAVE THE MAXIMUM ARITHMETIC RELAXATION CHANGE
F-^ 000196 000 IF(TCGM.GE.T11 GO TO	 165
000197 000 TCGM = T1
_ 000198 000 KON(37) = L
OD0199 000 165 CONTINUE
000200 000 C SEE IF RELAX'TION CRITERIA WAS MET
000201 000 OLD3 = OL02
000202 000 OLD2 = OLD}
0002G3 000 OLD1 = TCGM
000204 000 LTL3 = LTL2
000205 000 LTL2 = LTLI
000206 000 LTLI = L
000207 400 TEMPS = TEMP2
- 000208 000 TEMP2 = TEMPI
000209 000 TEMP)	 = T(LI
000210 000 IFITCGn.LE.CON(19)) GO TO ITS
(*°1 000211 000 170 CONTINUE
000212 DOG DELTAA= OLD2 - OLOI
000213 000 OELTAB= OLO3 •- OLD2
000219 000 00	 113	 tl=I.NNC
000215 000 173 OS 111	 = Xt1I+NNA)
L 000216 000 IF IOELTAA	 ,LE.	 0.) GO TO	 17'i
000211 000 IF (OELTAB	 I.T.. 	 DELTAA) GO TO 179
r^ 000218 000 :F (DEL T AS	 _LE.	 4.1 GO TO 179 +?
000219 000 IF %!TLI
	
.NE.	 LTL2) aD TO	 174
000220 000 IF (L;L2	 .NE.	 LTL3) GO TO
	
174
000221 000 IF (TEMPI	 ,GT.	 TEMP2) GO TO IT6
000222 000 IF (TEMO2	 .GT.	 TEnP3) GO TO
	
174
000223 000 GO 'TD	 177
000229 000 176 IF t `(EMP.	 .LT.	 TEMPS) GO TO
	
174
000225 000 177 CONTINUE
^' 000226 000 KON( 9 1 = 69N(5 ) + LAX
SNFADL DATE 0228T5	 PAGE	 5
000227 000 IF ((CON(9) +.1) .LT. BAOAMP) CON(9) = "N(9) 4-.1
000228 000 IF	 CCDNC9 y	.GT.	 1.)	 CON(9 y =1.
000229 000 WRITE (6,T04 y LAX,KON(51,DN,CON(9)
000230 000 T04 FORMAT (//IOX,40HTHE SOLUTION WAS CONVERGING WHEN NLOOP =,15.43H N
000231 ado -AS EXCEEDED.	 NLOOP WILL BE INCREASED TO,I5,iH,/14X, 2OHDAMPA INC
000232 000 •REASE(1iFROM,F5.3,3H TO,F5.3,23H AND THE LOOP CONTINUED, M
000233 000 KON( 28 ) = KON(28) +6
^70234 000 GO TO	 131
- 000235 000 C REDUCE DAMPA AND TRY AGAIN
000236 000 174	 DO	 171	 11 =1,N(YA
000237 000 JJ =	 11	 +LI	 -1
000230 000 KK = 11




000290 O00 BADAMP a CON(9)
000241 000 CON(91 = CON(9) -.1
000242 000 IF (CON191	 ,LT.	 .00011 GO TO
	
IT2
000243 000 WRITE (6,705) CONC9y
000249 000 705 FORMAT 111102,76HNLOOP WAS EXCEEDED WITHOUT CONVERGENCE.
	 DAMPA WI
000295 000 *LL BE REDUCED TO A VALUE OF, F5.3,24H 	 AND THE LOOP REPEATED.,//1
000246 000 KQN(28) = KON(28)	 *5
00024T 000 GO TO	 131
000248 000 172 CON(9) = CON(91	 +.1
000299 000 WRITE (6,7061 CON(9)
000250 000 T06 FORMAT 1//IOX.20HOAMPA WAS REDUCED TO, F5.3,20H WITHOUT CONVERGENC
000251 OOfl 4E1
000252 000 KGN1281 = KON(281 +3
N 000253 000 GO TO iO00
N 000254 000 C STORE THE MAXIMUM ARITHMETIC RELAXATION CHANGE
000255 000 175 CON(30) = TCGM
_ 000256 000 C COMPUTE THE ARITHMETIC TEMPERATURE CHANGE
000257 000 TCGM = 0.0
000258 000 00	 180	 I	 = LI,NNC
000259 000 LE = IE+1
000260 000 71	 =	 ABS( TI I I-XI LE 1 1
000261 000 IF(Tf.LT.TCGM) GO TO 180
000262 000 TCGM = T1
000263 000 KON(381 =	 1
000264 000 180 CONTINUE
000265 000 C SEE IF ATnPCA WAS SATISFIED
000266 000 IF(TCGM.GT .CON(Ill) GO TO
	
125
000267 000 CON(161 = TCGM
000268 000 185 KDN(121 = 0
000269 000 CALL VARBL2
:T 000270 000 C CHECK THE BACKUP SW ' " 4
000271 000 IF(KQN(12).NE.01 GO
	
TO	 105
000272 000 C ADVANCE TIME
000273 000 CONtl31	 = CON(l)
000274 000 TSUM = TSUM+TSTEP
000215 001 TSTEP = DELTA•O.T5
000276 000 C CHECK FOR TIME TO PRINT
000277 000 IFCTSUM.GE.CONC181) GD TO 190
000278 000 C CHEC K FOR PRINT EVERY ITERATION
000279 000 IF(K0N(T1.EQ.Q1 GO	 TG	 10
000280 000 CALL OUTCAL
000281 000 GO TO 10
000282 000 C TRY TO EVEN THE OUTPUT INTERVALS
000203 000 190 TPRfNT = TPRINT+TSUM
I
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000289	 000 195 CALL OUTCAL	 #
000285	 000 C IS TIME GREATER THAN ENO COMPUTE TIME
000286	 000 IF(CO4(11w1.0000GI.LT.CON(31) GO TO 5
000287	 000 NTH = fE













000 00 TO	 1000
000294	 000 997 WRITE(6,8671
000295	 000 GO TO 1000
000296	 000 990 WRITE(6.888)	 I
000291	 000 GO TO 1000
000290	 000 999 WRITE16,8891
000299	 000 1000 CALL OUTCAL
000300	 d00 CALL EXIT
000301
	 000 885 FORMAT(95H CNFROL REQUIRES LONG PSEUDO-COnPUTE SEQUENCE)
000302
	
000 886 FORMAT(24I1 CSGMIN ZERO OR NEGATIVE)
000303	 000 887 FORMA7(20H TIME STEP TOO SMALLI
- 000304	 000 8138 FORMATt1O.20H LOCATIONS AVAILABLE)



































































RLIB70 02128-03 :20:52- t 2,)
000 SUBROUTINE SNFRWD
000 C EXPLICIT FORWARD DIFFERENCING EXECUTION SUBROUTINE
000 C THE SHORT PSEUDO-COMPUTE SEOUEN^.E IS REQUIRED
002 COMMON /FDIMNS/ NTYP, NSYS
000 INCLUDE COMM,LIST
.000 INCLUDE DEFF,LIST
000 IF(CON(4).LT.1.0) CON(4) =	 1.0
000 IF (KON(5)	 .LE.	 2) KON15) =10
000 iF(CONt6).LE.O.)	 CON(b) =	 1.E+8
000 IF(CON(B).LE.O.)	 CON(0) =	 1.E+8
000 IF(CONt9).LE.O.)	 CON(9) =	 1.0
000 IF(CON(11).LE.O.) CONC11) 	 =	 1.E+8
000 IF(CON(18).LE.O.) GO 	 TO	 999
000 IF	 (CON(19)	 .LE.	 0.)	 CON(19) =.1
000 1F(K0N(311.NE.0) 00
	 TO	 995
000 IF	 (CON(50)	 .LE.	 0.) CON(501	 =1.
000 PASS = -1.0
000 NNC = NNO-NNA
000 IE = NTH
000 NLA = NOIM
002 (1T[[ = NTH+NNT
002 NDIM = NDIM^NNT
000 C CHECK FOR EXTRA LOCATIONS FOR CALCULATED NODES
000 I = NLA-NNC
000 IF(I.LT.01 60 TO	 998
000 Ll = NNO+I
000 TSTEP = CDN( 181
000 TPRINT = CON(13)
000 C INITALIZE TIME SUM BETWEEN OUTPUT INTERVALS















000	 C	 DOES OLD TIME PLUS THE OUTPUT INTERVAL EXCEED TNE_STOP TIME
000	 IF(C0N(13)+CONtl8).LE.CON(3)) GO TO 10
000	 C	 DONT EXCEED IT
000	 CON( tG i = CON( 3 )-CONt 13 )
000	 C	 15 THE TIME STEP LARGER THAN ALLOWED
000	 10 IF(TSTEP.LE.C(?N(8)) GO TO 15
000	 TSTEP = CON(S)
Q00
	 C	 DOES THE TIME SUM PLUS THE TIME STEP EXCEED OUTPUT INTERVAL
000	 15 IF[TSUM+TSTEP-CON(I81) 25,30,20
000	 C	 RUNT EXCEED IT
000	 20 TSTEP = CDN(18)-TSUM
000	 GO TO 30
000	 C	 DOES TIME SUM PLUS TWO TIME STEPS EXCEED OUTPUT INTERVAL
000	 25 IF(TSUM +2.O-TSTEP.LE.CONtl8)1 GO TO 30
000	 C	 APPROACH THE OUTPUT INTERVAL GRADUALLY
000	 TSTEP = (CONGO)-TSUM)/2.0
000	 C	 STORE DELTA TIME STEP IN THE CONSTANTS
000	 30 CON(2) m TSTEP
000	 C	 IS THE TIME STEP USED LESS i*IAN THE TIME STEP ALLOWED
000	 IF(TSTEP.LT.CON(211) GD TO 99T
000	 C	 CALCULATE THE NEW TIME
000	 CO(at 11 = TPRINT^T$UM +TSTEP
000	 C	 COMPUTE THE MEAN TIME BETWEEN ITERATIONS
000	 CON(19) _ (CON(t1+COn(13))/2.O
00955	 000	 C	 ZERO OUT ALL SOURCE LOCA7IONS AND EXTRA LOCATIONS
it
060056 000 DO 35 I = 1.NND
600057 000 LE = IE+I
000058 000 X(LE) = 0.0
000054 000 0(I) = 0.0
000060 000 35 CONTINUE
000061 000 C SHIFT THE ARITHMETIC TEMPERATURES INTO THE EXTRA LOCATIONS
000062 002 )FtNND.EO.NNT) GO TO 45
000063 002 DO 31	 1=L1,NNT
00606+1 002 X(I£+•I)	 ^	 T(l)
006065 002 31 CONTINUE
000066 000 IFtNNA.LE.0) GO TO 45
600067 000 00 40 I = L1,NNC
000068 000 Ot11	 = 0.0
000064 000 40 CONTINUE
000070 000 45 KON112) m 0
000071 000 CALL VARBLI
000072 000 IFtKON(12).NE.0) 60 TO
	
10
000073 000 J1	 = 0
000o74 000 J2 = 1
000075 000 TCGM = 0.0
000076 000 CKM = 1.E+8
O000T7 000 C CALCULATE 0 SUM AND G SUM
000078 000 DO 05	 1 =	 I,NND
000079 000 LE =	 IE+I
I' 600980 000 INCLUDE VARC,LIST
i13 000091 000 INCLUDE VAR6,LI5T
p 000002 ODO 50 J1 = Jl+l
',71 ODOO133 000 LG = FLD(5,16,NSD1(J1))
000089 000 C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR
000085 000 IFILG.E0.0) GO TO 05
000086 000 LTA = FLD(22,14,NS01(Jl1)
000GOT 000 INCLUDE VARG,LIST
000008 000 C CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR
000084 000 1FtFLC(3,1,NS01(J1)).EU.0) GO TO
	 55
000090 Goo TI	 = Tti1+460.0
000091 000 T2 = T(LTA)+460.0
000092 000 GV = G{ LG )•; T 1 n T1+T2+T2 )•[ T1+T2 }
000043 000 GV = GV -CONI50)
000094 000 GO TO 66
000095 000 55 GV = GILGI
000096 000 G OBTAIN T11E 0 RATE THRU THE CONDUCTOR
000097 060 60 DOOT = GV•ITtLTA)-T(I))
000098 000 01 1 ) = Ot I WIDOT
000099 000 C SAVE SUMMATION OF CONDUCTORS
000160 000 %(LE) a X(LEI+GV
0001.01 000 C CHECX FOR ADJOINING DIFFUSION NODE
000102 000 IF(LTA.GT.NND.OR.FLO(2 l. I,NSO1tJ1)).£0.1) GO TO 65
000103 000 C SAVE SUMMATION OF CONDUCTORS FOR ADJ01N1NG tioDk
000104 000 LEA = IE+LTA
000105 000 %4LEA) = XtLEA)+GV
000106 000 OtLTA) = OtLTA)-ODOT
000107 600 C CHEC K FOR LAST CONDUCTOR
000100 000 65	 IFtNS01(JII.GT.0)	 GO TO 50
000109 000 85 CONTINUE
000110 000 C OBTAIN NEW DIFFUSION TEMPERATURES, OTMPCC AND CSGMIN
000111 000 Be 100 I = I.NND











000113 000 C CALCULATE C/SK MINIMUM
00011 11 002 IFt.NDT.	 X(LE)
	 .GT.	 0) GO TO 90
000115 000 71 = C(I)IX(LE)
000116 000 IF(T1.GE.CKM) GO TO 90 y
000117 000 CKM = T1
000118 000 KON(35) = I
000119 000 C COMPUTE NEW TEMPERATURES USING CALCULATED SOURCE TERMS +
000120 000 90 T1	 = 75TE?+O(I)/C(I) '
000121 000 C CALCULATE THE ABSOLUTE VALUE TEMPERATURE CHANGE
000122 000 T2 = ADS(TI)
000123 000 C SAVE THE LARGEST TEMPERATURE CHANGE
OOOl24 000 IF(TCGM.GE.T2) GO TO 95 '•
000125 000 TCGM = T2 F	 ----
000126 000 KON(361 = 1 1
000127 000 C STORE i:E TEMPERATURES
000128 000 95 X( LE 1 = 1'd It I
-- 000129 000 T(11 = TO );TI
" 000130 000 100 CONTINUE
000131 000 C0N(17) = CKM
000132 000 DELTA = CKM/CONtIt)
000133 002 KOP = 0
00013k 002 IF( CON( 7).NE.0.01 KOP = 1 ^^-
L 000135 002 IF(USYS
	 .NE.	 01 CALL FLUID(I,O.O,O.,KOP)
000136 000 C CHECK FOR FIRST PASS
000137 000 1F(PASS.GT•O.0) GO
	 TO	 115
000138 000 C UNDO THE TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS
W
000139 002 105 DO	 110	 I	 =	 t.NNT
000140 000 LE = IE*I
000141 000 T(1)	 =	 X(LE) t
000142 000 110 CONTINUE
OOOl43 000 IF(PnSS.GT.O.0) GO TO
	
15
000144 000 PASS 55 -	 1.0
000145 000 CON( 1) = TPRIUT
000146 000 CON(2) = 0.0 f
00014t 001 TSTEP = DELTA+0.75 ti
000148 000 GO TO 195
000149 000 C IS T)iE TIME STEP USEDLESS THAN THE TIME STEP CALCULATED
000150 DOD 115 IF(ISTEP.LE.OELYA) GO TO
	 1.30 j
' 000151 000 C COMPUTE THE TIME STEP
000152 001 TSTEP = DELTA+0.75 ----
000153 000 GO TO 105
000154 001 120 TSTEP = 0.75+TSTEP-CON(61/TCGM
000t55 000 GO TO 105 3
000156 001 125 TSTEP = 0.75+TSTEP+CON(1Il/TCGM
- 0001st 000 GO TO 105
000158 000 C SEE IF THE TEMPERATURE CHANGE WAS TDO LARGE }
{ 000159 000 130 IF(TCGM.GT.CON(611 GO TO
	
120
000160 000 C STORE THE MAXIMUM DIFFUSION TEMPERATURE CHANGE
,}
000161 000 CDN(15) = TCGM
000162 000 C CHECK TO SEE IF THERE ARE ANY nRITHMETIC MODES
000163 000 TF(N&A.LE.01 GO TD	 105
00016 11 000 C COMPUTE AR1THr1ETIC TEMPERATURES BY SUCCESSIVE POINT OVER-RELAX
000165 000 OnDAMP = 1.
000166 000 LAX = KON(5)
000167 000 C STORE U'S CALCULATED DURING DIFFUSION NODE LOOP
000168 000 00	 133	 11=1,N14Cr
000169 000 133 X(11 *NNA)	 = D(II)






























000170 000 131 CONTTNUE i
OOGITI 000 ON = CON(9) j
' 000172 000 D0 = i.0-•UN( 000173 000 DO 110 I = I,LAX
GOOt74 000 JJ1 = 51 E
ODO1T5 Goo JJ2 = J2
OoGI76 000 TCGM = 0.0
OODITT 000 KOtic20)
000178 000 00 l65 L = LIANC
_ OOGIT9 000 SUnC = 0,0
i
1100100 000 SUMCV = 0.0 ;I000181 Goo IF(t.GTA ) GO TO 6000 t
00018Z 000 INCLUDE VRO2 , LIS'T
000183 000 135 JJl = JJ1+1 j
00018 +1 000 LG = FL005,16.11SO1C131)) f
000185 000 LTA = PLO( 22.14.NS01(JJ1))
- 000186 000 TFtI.GT,11 GO TO 4000
OGOt8T 000 INCLUDE VRG2.LIST
- 000188 OOtl .0 CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR
000109 000 tFCFLD(3,1.NSQICJJI)).E0.0) GO TO
	 140
_ GOO190 Goo TI	 = T(L)+460.0
000191 000 T2 = T(LTA)+460.0
L 060192 000 GV = G(LG)-(TI*T1+T2+T2)r(T1+T2)
tV OQOt93 000 GV =GVrCON(50)
- 000194 000 GO TO 145 i
000195 000 140 GV = G(LG)
_ 000196 000 145 SUMO = SUnC+GV
000197 000 SUMCV = SUMCV+G9•T(LTA)
000198 000 C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR
000199 000 IF(NSOI(JJI).GT•Q) GO
	 TO	 135
000200 000 T2 = DO•T(L)sDNy(SUMCV+O(L))/SUMC
000201 000 C OBTAIN THE CALCULATED TEMPERATURE OTFFEREfJCE
000202 000 T1	 = AOS(T(L)-T21
000203 000 C STORE THE NEW TEMPERATURE f
000209 000 TI L) = T2
000205 000 C SAVE THE MAXIMUM ARITHMETIC RELAXATION CHANGE
000206 000 tF(TCGM.GE.TI) GO
	 TO	 165
000207 000 TCGM = T(
000200 000 KON(37) = L
-_ 060209 Goo 165 CONTINUE
000210 000 C SEE IF RELAXATION CRITERIA UAS MET
- 000211 000 OLD3 = p LD2
0002t2 coo pL112 = OLD1
S
000213 Goo OLD1 = TCGM
000214 000 LTL3 = LTL2
004215 GOO LTL2 = LTL1
000216 000 LTL1 = L
0002tT Goo TEMP3 = TEMP2
000210 000 TEMP2 = TEMPI
000219 000 TEMPI = T(L)
000220 000 TFCTCGM.LE.CQNlI9)) GO T0.175
000221 000 170 CONTINUE
000222 Goo DELTAA= GLO2 - OLO1
000723 000 DELTRO= OLR3 - OLO2







L T3 Of I I I	 = Xf t I+NNA 1
IF (DELTAA	 0.3 60 TO I74,LE.
:`
..._..^	 ..^ .^ _	 U'^.'3J	 l.,xi•..+z«3	 1;-:.w+. ^w
	 ^	 ._-.^-._.
	 L^_,..^.	 4.^ .....	 i-.-..-.,	 i.T..... ^..,	 P'_"' ^
	
^._^...':..Y^
	 ^	 ^	 7^N
' SNFAWO
000227 000 IF (D£LTAB	 I.T.. 	 OELTAA) GO TO 174
000220 000 IF (DELTAB	 I.E.. 	 0.1 GO TO	 114
000229 000 IF CLTLI	 .NE. LTL2) GO TO 1T4
000230 000 IF (LTL2 .NE. LTL3) GO TO 1T4
000231 O00 IF (TEMPI	 .GT.	 TEMP2) GO TO 176
000232 000 IF ITEMP2	 .GT. TEMP31 GO TO 174
000233 000 GO TO 177
000234 000 176 IF CTEMP2	 .LT. TEMP3) GO TO	 1.74
000235 000 177 CONTINUE
000236 000 KON[51 = KON(51 + LAX
000237 000 IF ( ( CONE 91 +. 1 ) 	 . LT.
	
BADAMP) CON ( 91 = CINC 9 ) +.1
000230 000 IF (CON(9)	 .GT.	 1.)	 CON(91 =1.
000239 000 WRITE (6,7041 LAX,KON{5),ON,C0N(9)
_ 0002+10 000 704 FORMAT (II10%,400THE SOLUTION WAS CONVERGING WHEN NL00P = .15.9311 W
0002 ,11 000 *AS EXCEEDED.	 NLOOP WILL BE INCREASED TO,I5.IH,/IGX, 20ROAMPA INC
000242 000 •REASED FROM,F5.3,31i TO,F5.3,23H AND THE LOOP CONTINUED,11)
000243 000 KO4(28) = KONC28) +6
000244 000 GO TO	 131
000245 000 C REDUCE DAMPA AND TRY AGAIN
000246 000 174 00	 171	 IT=I,NNA
000247 000 JJ	 = 11	 +L1	 —1
000240 000 KK = II
	
+ IE + NND
t1 000249 000 171 T(JJ 1 =	 X(KK I
R] 000250 000 BAOAMP = CON19)F. 000231 GOO COH(91 = CON191 -.1
JD 000252 000 IF	 (CON(9)	 .LT.	 .0001) GO TO	 112
000253 GOO WRITE	 16.705) CDN(91
000254 000 705 FORMAT Clll()X,TbHeJLG(?P WAS EXCEEDED WITHOUT CONVERGENCE.	 DAMPA WI
000255 Goo •LL DE REOUCEO TO A VALUE OF. F5.3,24H 	 AND THE LOOP REPEATED.,//)
_ 000256 000 KONG 28) = KONI 201 +5
000257 000 GO TO	 131
090250 000 172 CON(91 = CON(9) +.1
e 000259 000 WRITE (6,706) CON(9)
000260 O00 706 FORMAT (11101,Z6HDAMPA WAS REDUCED TO, F5.3.20H WITHOUT CONVERGENC
000261 000 .E)
r 000262 000 KOMI28) = KOH(28) +3
000263 000 GO TO 1000
000264 000 C STORE THE MAXIMUM ARITHMETIC RELAXATION CHANGE
f`. 000265 000 ITS CON(301 = TCGM
000266 GOO C COMPUTE THE ARITHMETIC TEMPERATURE CHANGE
0GO267 OGG TCGM = O.o
000268 000 00	 160	 I	 a LI,NNC
1b n 000269 000 LE = TE+1
Q 000270 000 T1
	 = A95t T1 11-X(LE) )
000271 000 IF(TI.LT .TCGM) GO TO	 180
F 000272 000 TCGM = T1
000273 GOO KON(383 =	 I
000274 000 180 CONTINUE
000275 000 C SEE IF ATMPCA WAS SATISFIED
000276 0Oo IF(TCGM.GT.CONI111) GO TD 125
000277 000 CON(161 = TCGM
000278 000 385 KON(121 = 0
'
000279 000 CALL VAPBL2
000280 000 C CHECK THE BACKUP SWITCH
000281 000 IFIKON(121.NE.0) GO TO
	
105
000282 000 C ADVANCE TIME






















































000	 TSUM = TSUM+TSTEP
001	 TSTEP = OELTA+O.T5
000 C
	 CHECK FOR TIME TO PRINT
000	 IF(TSUM.GE.CONCIS)1 GO TO 190
000	 C	 CHECK FOR PRINT EVERY ITERATION
000	 IFIKUN(T).E0.01 GO TO 10 	 }
000	 CALL OUTCAL
007)-NG TO 10
000	 C	 TRY TO EVEN THE OUTPUT INTERVALS
000	 190 TPRINT = TPRINT+TSUM
000	 195 CALL OUTCAL
000	 C	 IS TIME GREATER THAN END COMPUTE TIME
000	 IF(CONCI)+1.00000I.LT.CON(3)) GO TO 5
000	 NTH = IE




000	 GO TO 1000	 «
000	 996 WRTTEC6,8861
000	 GO TO 1000
000	 997 WRITE(6,8BT)
000	 GO TO 1000
DOG	 998 WRITEC6,8881 1
Goo	 Go TO 1000
000	 999 WRITE(6,089)
000
	 1000 CALL OUTCAL
000	 CALL EXIT
000	 885 FORMAT(46H CNFRWO REOUTRES SHORT PSEUOD
—
COMPUTE SEOUENCE)
000	 886 fMATS2411 CSGMIN ZERO OR NEGATIVE)
000	 8BT FORMAT120H TIME STEP TOO SMALL)
000	 888 FORMAT(IO,20H LOCATIONS AVAILABLE)
600	 889 FORMATC1911 NO OUTPUT INTERVAL)
00^	 END




^^.^. ♦ '^	 C""""':9L	 ,
SNFRWD DATE 022075	 PAGE	 7
6ELT.L SPLITIP
ELTOTT RL10T0 02/28-03(20:55-1[0.1
' 000001 000 SUBROUTINE SPLIT 1I0) SPL 1
000002 000 COMMON /BUCKET/ 0(1) SPL 2
000003 000 COMMON /TAPE/ NIN,NOUT.INTERN,LD30.LB4P.LUTI,LUT2,LUT3,LUT9,LUT7 SPL 3
000004 000 COMMON /DATA/ NND,NNA,NNB,NNT.fiGL.NGR,UGT,NUC,UECI,NECZ,NCT,LENA, SPL 4
000005 000 1	 EBOATA,PROGRM,ENDRUNPLSEQI,LSEQZ SPL 5
000006 000 DATA RECALL 16HRECALL/ SPL 6
000007 000 C ..INITIALIZATION SPL T
000008 000 REWIND LUT! SPL B
000009 000 REWIND LUT3 SPL 9
000010 000 REWIND LB3D SPL 10
0000)l 000 C ..PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION SPL 11
000012 000 10 CONTINUE SPL 12
000013 000 READ (LUTT) IDENT SPL 13
000014 000 IF (IO.EO.IDENT) GO TO 20 SPL I4
000015 000 CALL SKIP SPL 15
000016 000 GO TD 10 SPL 16
OOOOIT 000 C ..TITLE SPL 17
000018 000 20 CONTINUE SPL 18
000019 000 WRITE (LB3D) RECALL SPL 19
000020 000 READ (LUTT)	 (8(1),1=1,20) SPL 20
000021 000 WRITE
	
(LUT3) (B(I),I-1,203 SPL 21
H 000022 000 WRITE	 (LB30)	 t6(I),I=1.201 SPL 22
000023 000 C ..PROBLEM DIMENSIONS SPL 23
R]
R] 000624 000 READ ILUT7) NND,NNA,NNT,NGT,NCT,NAT,LSEGI.I.SE02,LENA SPL 24006025 000 C ..CHECK FOR GENERAL PROBLEM SPL 25
000026 000 IF ((NNT.EQ.OI.AUD.(NGT.IEG.01l GO TO 40 SPL 26
000027 000 C NODE INFO SPL Z7
_ 000020 000 READ
	 ILUT71 tBt11.T=l,NNT1 SPL 28
-_ 000029 000 WRITE (LUT1)	 NNT.(8(I).1=I,NNT) SPL 29
000030 000 READ	 (LUTT)	 (B(T).1=1.NNT1 SPL 30
000031 000 WRITE	 (LU T 3) NND.(B(I),1=I, NNT) SPL 31
000032 000 WRITE	 (LB301	 Nf1D.NNA,NNT,(B(I1,T = I.NNT) SPL 32
000033 000 IF	 (NfJD . EO.D)	 GO	 TO	 30 SPL 33
000034 000 READ (LUTT)	 (BiI1,1-1,NN0) SPL 3'
000035 000 WRITE	 ILUT31	 (B(I),I=),NND) SPL 35
000036 OC9 WRITE
	
( LB3D) [ B[ T 1, I=1 .NND 1 SPS. 36
000037 000 C ..CONDUCTOR	 INFO SPL 37
000038 300 30 CONTINUE SPL 38
000039 000 READ (LUT71	 (B(I1,l=1,NG7) SPL 39
000040 000 WRITE
	
(LUTI) N6T,(B(11.I=1,NGT1 SPL 40
000041 (300 READ
	
(LUTT) (Bt I5,I=1,NGT) SPL 41
000042 000 WRITE	 (LUT3)	 IR[11.I=l,NGT) SPL 42
^; Q 000043 000 WRITE	 (L030) NGT,(B[1),I=I,NGT) SPL 43
- 000047 000 C ..CONSTANTS INFO SPL 44
000045 000 40 CONTINUE SPL 45
' 000046 000 READ	 (LUTT)	 (B(I),I=1.50) SPL 46
000047 000 NUC=O SPL 47
000040 000 IF INCT.EQ.D) GO TO 50 SPL 40
6^.50')9 000 IST=51 SPL 49
000050 000 IEND=IST+NCT-1 SPL 50
000051 000 READ (LUTT) NUC,(O(I).1=l ST,IEND1 SPL 51
000052 400 50 CON::NUE SPL 52
^ f 000053 000 WRITE (LUT3) NUC.NCT.(BlI) ' f=1 ' 5O) SPL 53
000054 000 WRITE
	 (LB30) NCT,(8(I),I=1,50) SPL 54
!'`.	 + 000055 000 IF (NCT.E0.0) GO TO 60 SPL 55
.	
..	 4	 ,,.	 ._
....-..-„--=_.i_....^,.,lt:w »...^- .....«_.... ,.-,^...:-.-..	 .^-J.i:::;...t •.,:.:.',,::._^.,--^.-:..... ^.^.:'.-_-.... 	 ..,-,	 .,..	 u._..	 ..a.
	







000056 000 WRITE (LUT1) NUC,NCT,(B(I),I =IST,IEND) SPL 56
000057 000 READ (LUT7) (B(Ii,I=1,NCT) SPL 57
000058 000 WRITE (LUT3) (B(I),I=1,NCT) SPL 58
000059 000 WRITE (LB30) t8[I1,I =I,NCT) SPL 39
000060 ,Do, C —ASSAY INFO SPL 60
- 090061 000 60 CONTINUE SPL 61 -
000062 000 IF (NAT.E(I.0) GO TO TO SPL 62
000061 000 READ (LUTT) (BCI),I=1,NAT3 SPL 63
000059 000 WRITE CLUTI) NAT,CB(II,I=I,NATI SPL 64
E
_ 000065 000 READ CLUTTI (Bt)),1=I,NAT) SPL 65
t
° 1Y 000066 000 WRITE (LUT1) NAT,CB(I),I=1,NAT) SPL 66
00006T 000 READ (LUT7) tB(I),I=1,LENA) SPL 67 {
000068 000 TO CONTINUE SPL 68
000069 1100 WRITE ILUT3) NAT,LENA SPL 69
OGOOTO 000 WRITE (LB30) NAT,LENA SPL 70






000073 000 WRITE (LB30) (B(I),I=I,LENA) SPL 73
000074 000 C ..PSEUDO COMPUTE SEDUEUCES SPL 74
000075 000 80 CONTINUE SPL 75
000076 000 IF	 ([11NT.E p .01.RNO.INGT.E p .411	 GO TO
	
90 SPL 76
000077 000 READCLUTT) NTYP, NSYS, NTB, NP, NV, NFO
000078 000 M USYS .LT.	 11 GO TO 86 a
OOOOT9 OGO REAO(LUT7)	 (BIII.I=I,NTB) -
1 000084 000 WAIT£ILUT)} (0(1),1=1,NT5)
_ R1 QOR08I 000 READCLUTTI	 (Btil,l=1,NP	 I
N) OOOG82 000 WRITECLUTII
	
IB(ll.I=l,Np	}
4. 000063 G00 IF(NV	 .EQ.	 0) GO TO 82
000089 000 REAO(LUTT3	 (Bt 11,1=1,NV	 )
000085 000 WRITE(LUTI)	 IB(I),1=1,NV	 1
000086 800 82 READCLUTTI	 CBCI),I=1,NFD1
OOOGST 000 WRITE(LB301	 IB(1),I=I.NFO)
000008 COO NSA = 15-NSVS --
(r 000089 000 0EAD(LUT7)	 ($[I),I=l,tiSP1
000090 000 WRITEILB3P)	 CB(I),1=l,NSP1
G00091 000 NSP = 10.4TYP
000092 000 REAO(LUT7)	 10(11.1=1,NSP)
000093 000 WRITEtLB30) CBIII,I=I,NSPI
000099 000 READILUT71	 (BII1.1=1,NTBI
000095 000 WRITEIL530I	 CB(I1.1=1,NTB1
- 000096 000 IFINV	 .EQ.	 G) GO TO	 89
Y 000091 GOO READ(LUT7)
	
(B11),I=l,NVI
(100098 000 WRITEI:,B3D)	 (8(11,1=i,NY1
_
000099 G00 SO REAUILUT17	 {BtI1.l = i.NP y F^
_ 000100 000 WRITE(LB3D1	 CBIII.I=I,NP1
000101 OOG READ( LUT7 )	 I B( I !, I=I,NP 1
000102 000 WRITE( LB30) [StIy,I=I,NP1
000103 000 88 CONTINUE
00010 !1 000 READ C LUT7) (8( I 1. = 1. LSE011 SPL 77
000I05 000 WHITE (L03D1 LSEGI,LSEG2,(DC1),} = i.LSEO1) SPL 78
000106 000 IF CLSE02.E0-0) GO TO 90 SPL 79
,r- OOOl07 000 READ	 CLUTTI	 (6(1),1=l,LSE02) SPL 80
000108 O00 WRITE •1LB3D) IBC II,I = I,LSE021 SPL 81
000109 000 C SPL 82
000I1G GOS 90 RETURN SPL 83
^•
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090001 000 SUBROUTINE SRTLST(IC,LIST)
000002 0,00 C
900903 000 C
000909 000 DIMENSION LIST(1)
000905 Goo c
090]66 1069 C
000097 009 JC = IC - 1
000098 000 00 200 i=1,3C
OG0009 000 ASSIGN 390 TO J
000010 002 KC = TC-I
000011 001 DO 100 K=1.KC
000012 000 IEILIST(K+1)-LIST(K)) 50,100,100
00GO13 000 50 KEEP = LIST(K)
00091 +1 900 LIST(K) = LIST(K+it
^. 000015 000 LIST(K+)) = KEEP
O000l6 901 ASSIGN 200 TO J
909017 000 100 CONTINUE
000018 001 GO TO J
000019 000 200 CONTINUE
000920 000 300 RETURN














000001. 000 SUBROUTINE STDSTL STDSTL
000002 000 C STDSTL
000003 000 C++++++++++++++++++++++++++.rfa+++-r++++fff+++r;++r+++++a+++++.f++++s++++STDSTL
000009 000 C STDSTL
000005 000 C THIS EXECUTION SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE STEADY STATE STDSTL
000006 000 C SOLUTION OF A NETWORK.
	 THE LONG PSEUDO COMPUTE SEQUENCE STDSTL
000007 000 C OPTION IS R£OUIRED.
	 ALL NODES RECEIVE A -SUCCESSIVE POINT- 	 STDSTL
000008 000 C ITERATION.	 THE CONVERGENCE 15 EITHER A MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE
	 STDSTL
000009 000 C CHANGE OR AN ENERGY BALANCE 08 BOTH. $TDSTL
000010 000 C STDSTL
' 000011 000 C++++++++++++r+++++rr STDSTL
000012 000 C STDSTL
00001.3 000 C CONTROL CONSTANT 1 CONTAINS THE NEW PROBLEM TIME (TIMEN)
000014 000 C CONTROL CONSTANT 2 CONTAINS THE TIME STEP USED (OTIMEU)
000015 000 C CONTROL CONSTANT 3 CONTAINS THE PROBLEM STOP TIME (TIMENI!)
00001.", 000 C CONTROL CONSTANT 4 CONTAINS	 THE TIME STEP FACTOR,EXPL)CIT (CSGFACI
^:.. ,Jli 000 C CC5	 IS THE	 INPUT NUMBER OF	 ITERATION DO LOOPS.	 INTEGER (NLOOP)
000018 000 C CC6 CONTAINS THE DIFFUSION TEMPERATURE CItANGE ALLOWED (OTMPCA)
A60019 000 C CC7 CONTAINS THE OUTPUT EACH	 ITERATION SWITCH (OPEITR)
000020 000 C CCS CONTAINS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED TIME STEP (OTIMEHI
000021 000 C CC9 CONTAINS THE NEW ARITHMETIC TEMP. DAPPING FACTOR (DAMPA)
000022 000 C CCIO CONTAINS THE NEW DIFFUSION TEMP_ DAI ING FACTOR 4DAMPDI
000023 000 C CC11	 CONTAINS	 THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED ARITHMETIC TEMP. 	 CHANGE IRTMPCAI
N
000024 000 C CC12 CONTAINS THE BACKUP 	 SWITCH CHECKED	 AFTER VARIABLES (BACKUPI
000025 000 C CC13 CONTAINS THE PRESENT TIME flR PROBLEM- START TIME (TIMED)
000026 000 C CC14 CONTAINS THE MEAN TIME	 BETWEEN AN	 ITERATION (TIMEM)
000021 000 C CC15 CONTAINS THE DI F FUSION TEMPERATURE CHANGE CALCULATED (OTM?CC)
000020 000 C CC16 CONTAINS ARITHMETIC TEMPERATURE CHANGE CALCULATED (AIMPCC)
000029 000 C CONTROL CONSTANT	 17	 1S RESERVED FOR THE C/SG MINIMUM (CSGMIN)
000030 000 C CONTROL	 CONSTANT	 18 CONTAINS TtIE OUTPUT 	 INTEPVAL IGUTPU11
000031 000 C CE19 CONTAINS	 THE ARITHMETIC RELAXATION IRITERIA ALLOWED [nRLXCA)
900032 000 C CC20 CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF	 RELAXATION LCOPS USEO,INTEGER (LOOPCT1





004034 000 C CC22	 IS FOR TAE	 INPUT	 TIME	 STEP	 IMPLICIT 4OTIMEI)
000035 000 C EC23 CONTAINS THE CISG MAXIMUM (CSGMAX)
000036 000 C CC24 CONTAINS THE C/SG RANGE ALLOWED (CSGRAL)
^^.t•b^I 000031 000 C CC25 CONTAINS THE C/SG RANGE CALCULATED ICSGRCLI
000038 000 C CC26 CONTAINS THE DIFFUSION RELAXATION CRITERIA ALLOWED (DRLXCA)







CC28 CONTAINS	 THE LINE COU+JTER,	 INTEGER
CC29 CONTAINS THE PAGE COUNTER, 	 INTEGER
(LINECTI
(PAGECT)
t.M1 000042 000 C CC3Q CONTAINSARITHMETIC RELAXATION CHANCE CALCULATED (ARLXCCI
000043 000 C CC31	 IS	 INDICATOR,	 Q-THERTIAL	 SPC$,1=THERMAL LPCS,2=GENERAL ILSPCSI






CC33 CONTAINS THE DESIRED ENERGY BALA tiCE,	 USER	 INPUT
CC 34 CONTAINS TIIE NOCOPY 	 SWITCH FOR MATRIX U5EkS
(BALENG)
INOCOPYI
t5t 000047 000 C CC35 CONTAINS RELATIVE N00E NllMBER DF CSGMIN
000048 000 C CC36 CONTAINS RELATIVE NLDE NUMBER OF OTMPCC
}}..►+?^t 000049 000 C CC37 CONTAINS RELATIVE NODE NUMBER OF ARIXCC
r	 ^J3 000050 000 C CC38 CONTAINS RELATIVE N,' p E	 NUMBER OF	 ATf.PCC
000051 000 C CC39-+10-41-42-43 CONTAIN DUMMY	 INTE',,ER	 CONSTANTS
	 (1.-J-K-L-MTESTI
000052 000 C CC44-45-116-47-118 CONTAIN DUMMY FLOAT 1NG toNSTANTS
	
(R-S-T-U-VTEST)
000053 000 C CC49	 IS THE	 DUAST-LINEARIZATION INTERVAL FOR CINDSM (LAXFAC)
000054 000 C CC50	 IS NOT USED AT PRESENT






000056 000 C STDSTL000057 001 LOGICAL FLOW
000058 001 COMMON /FDIMNS/ NTYP, NSYS
000059 Oct COMMON /PO)NTN* LNODE
000060 000 COMMON *7ITLE/H(1) /TEMP/T(II /CAP /C(1) ISOUPCE/0I"1 /COND /G(I1
000061 000 COMMON /PC!/NS01(1)
	
/PCZ/NSQ2(1) :KONST/K(1)	 IA„nAY,'A(1)
000062 000 COMMON /DlnENS/ NND.NNA,NNT,NGT,NCT.NAT,LSQI,LS02
000063 '000 DIMENSION	 KO14(50)
000064 OOG DIMENSION CDN(1),XK;1),HX(1]
000065 000 EQUIVALENCE	 (KQNI1),CON(Il1,IK{1),XK(I)1,(X(11,NX(l13
000066 000 COMMON /CDMAP /	 1TRAN
	 ,	 ITNTH ,	 IDIM	 ,	 fTH STDSTL000067 000 COMMON /XSPAC:E/
	 (101M	 NTH X(1) STDSTL000068 000 COMMON /FIXCON/ IIMEN , GTIMEU TIMEND	 CSGFAC
	
, NLOOP	 , STDSTL
000069 000 1	 OTl7PCA	 OPEITR	 , OTIMEH , DAMPA	 DAMPD	 , ATMPCA	 , STDSTL
000070 030 2	 NOACK	 ,	 TIMED	 , TIMEM ,	 OTMPCC	 , ATMPCC
	
, CSGMIN	 , STOSTL
000011 000 3	 OUTPUT	 ARLXCA	 , LOOPCT ,	 OTIMEL	 ,	 OfI FIE I	 , EXTLIM	 , STOSTL
000012 000 V	 PERIOD	 ,	 RPRD	 , ORLXCA ,	 ORLXCC	 NLINE	 , NPAGE
	 , STDSTL
000073 000 5	 ARLXCC	 LSPCS	 , ENGBAL , BALENG	 , NOCOPY NCSGM STOSTL
000074 000 6	 NGTMPC	 , NARLXC	 , NATMPC , NDRLXC	 ,	 OUMMY(Ill
000075 000 C STDSTL
000076 000 C STDSTL
000077 000 DOUBLE PRECISION R16,R3,RSRZ,C5,FF,GG,ZZ
000070 000 CONI14) = TIMED
000079 000 NOUT =6
000080 Goo ICNT=O
000081 000 STDSTL
000092 000 C STDSTL
000083 000 C INITIALIZING CONTROL CONSTANTS. STDSTL
000084 000 C STDSTL
000085 001 TZERO = -1160,
000086 000 TF(NLOOP.L£.0) 00 TO 200 STDSTL
000087 000 IF( NNA.LE.0) GO TD 100 STDSTL
090088 000 IF(ARLXCA.GT.0.01 Go TO 100 STOSTL
000089 000 IF(BALENG.LE.0.01 GO TO 300 STDSTL
000090 000 IF (NIJO.GT.O.O.AND.GRLXCA.LE.D.01 GO TO 350 STDSTL
000091 000 GO TO 150 STOSTL
000092 000 100 IF(NN0.LE.0.0) GO TO
	
150 STDSTL
000093 600 IF(0RLXCA.GT.0.0) GQ TO
	
150 STDSTL
00(1094 000 IFI8ALENG.LE.0.61 GO TO 400 STDSTL
000095 000 IF( NNA,GT.0.0. AND. ARLXCA.LE.0.0) GO TO 450 STDSTL
000096 000 150 IFILSPCS.I)E.1I GO TO 500
000097 000 CoNl50) = DUMMY( III
000090 000 IF	 (CON150)	 .tE.	 0.) CON(501 =1.
000099 000 SIGMA=CDN1501
2001oo 070 GO TO 100 STDSTL
000101 000 200 WRITE INBUT.201) STOSTL
000192 000 201 FORMAT(IH1,32H ERROR - NLGGP MUST BE SPECIFIED)
000103 000 GO TO 600 STDSTL
000104 000 370 WRITE 9NOUT,3011 STDSTL
000105 000 301 F3RMAT(1H1,50H ERROR - EITHER ARLXCA OR EALENG GUST BE SPECIFIEDI
040106 000 GD TO 600 STOSTL
000107 O00 350 URITE(NOUT,3511 STDSTL
000108 000 351 FOAMAT {1111,6711 ERROR - ARLXCA MUST ALSO BE SPECIFIED. SINCE DRLXCA
D0 p 109 000 LAND BALENG WERE)
000110 000 GO TO 600 STOSTL
000111 000 400 WRITE (NOU7.401) STDSTL













STDSTL REQUIRES THE LPCS)
GO TO 600	 STDSTL
950 WRITE(NOUT0511 	 STDSTL


















tF(NSYS.LT.11 GO TO 750
FLOW = .TRUE.
"SP = NNT
DO 725 1 = I,NNT
































ro 000138 001I1] 000139 000
' ON 000140 000
000141 QOR C STDSTL
000142 000 C SETTING UP THE DYNAMIC STORAGE (2+NNC1 STDSTL
000143 000 C STDSTL
anot44 001 750 121 =	 IXF+NSP
000145 000 1x2	 = IXI+NNC STDSTL S
000146 000 IXL	 W NDIM STOM
000147 000 J	 = IX2+HNC STQS7L
000148 000 WRITE (NOUT,8011	 J STDSTL
''
000149 000 901 FORMAT(1Ht,23H NOTE - STDSTL REQUIRES,I6,254 WORDS OF DYNAMIC STOR .I
f
4
000150 000 IAGE 1









000154 009 [FINOIM.GE.01	 GO TO
	
1400 STDSTL 1






FORMAT( IHIf24H ERROR - STDSTL REDUIRES,I5,3011 MORE WORDS OF DYNAMI
STDSTL
000158 000 !C STORAGE) j
000159 000 GO TO 600 STDSTL
000160 000 C STDSTL







SET UP INITIAL VALUES STDSTL
STDSTL
000164 000 C STDSTL
_ 000165 00G 1000 IDIM	 = NDIM STDSTL
000166 000 IT"	 = NTH STDSTL j
00016T 000 TIMEN = TIMEM • TIMED
00a168 000 WRITE (6,705)	 ARLRCA.DRLXCA.BALENG,DAMPU,DAMPA.NLDOP
rn'' 000169 000 705 FORMAT (/1/22H	 CONTROL CONSTANTS
	 .SEi2.5,ltal
i f	 {•'r	 f •  i
3
:.2




	 I	 DATE 022075
	 PAGE	 M
000170 000 C STDSTL
O001T1 000 C++++++++++ 570574
_ OOO1T2 000 C STDSTL
000173 000 C INITIALIZE ITERATION CONSTANTS AND SOURCE LOCATIONS, CALL VAROLI STOSTL
000174 000 C AND ON IST PASS CALL OUTCAL. STDSTL —
000175 000 C STOSTL i
000176 000 lIOO CONTINUE STDSTL
000177 000 HO	 = 0 STDSTL
000178 404 IFIARLXCA.LE.O.O.AND. STDSTL
000179 000 ORLXCA.LE.0.0)	 ND a 1 STDSTL
000100 000 ASSIGN 1350 TO IPASS STDSTL
' 000101 000 ASSIGN 4404 TO ]TER STDSTL
000182 000 ASSIGN 2410 TO JPASS
000183 000 ASSIGN 2410 TO NPASS
04010+! 000 DO 4800 LOOPCT = l,NLOOP STDSTL
000105 000 C STDSTL
000166 000 C ZERO OUT ALL SOURCE TERMS STDSTL
000101 000 C STDSTL
000100 DOD DO 1300	 1 =	 1,NNC STDSTL
000109 000 1300 0111	 =	 0.0 STDSTL
000190 000 CALL VARBLI STOSTL
000191 000 GO TO IPASS STDSTL
000192 000 1350 ASSIGN 1400 TO [PASS STDSTL
000193 000 CALL OUTCAL STDSTL
000194 000 1400 DO	 1410	 1	 =	 1,NNT STOSTL
Rj 000195 000 11110 T(I )	 =	 T(I 1 + 1160.0 STDSTL
i-T 000196 000 IF(NND.LE.0)	 GO TO 3100 STDSTL
_ 000197 000 C 570574
004140 OOQ C PERFORM R SUCCESSIVE POINT ITERATION ON THE DIFFUSION NODES. STDSTL
000199 000 C STDSTL
000200 001 ARLXCC = 0.0
000201 001 KOP = 0 +-... —
`= 000E02 001 IF(OPEITR.NE.0.01 	 KOP	 =	 l
000203 001 IF(FLOW) CALL FLUID( 5.0,1XF,TZERO,KOPI
000204 000 J1	 =0
000205 000 J2 =1
000206 000 DRLXCC	 a 0.0 STDSTL
000207 400 DO 3001
	 I=1.NND
000200 000 T( I 1 =	 Tf f )	 ^460.
000209 000 IF(FLDtl,l,NSOI(JI +I)I.E0.0) GO TO 2000
000410 040 NTYPE = FLOfO,S,NSO2(J2)1
000211 000 GO	 TO	 (1999,1990,1990,1990,1999,1999,1990,1990,19991,
	 NTYPE
000212 000 1990 J2 = 12+1 F
000213 000 1994 12 = J2+1
000214 000 2000 CONTINUE
000215 000 iF(FLD(4.i.NSO1tJi*]11.ED.01 GO
	
TO 5000
000216 004 NTYPE = FLO(0.5.NS02(J2))
}
000217 000 LA = FLD(5,17,HS02(J211 -!
000218 000 LK	 = FLOf22,14,N502(J2))
000219 000 GO TO 14005.4010,4015,4020.4425,4030,11035,4040.4030, - YEAS	 5
000220 000 s 4050,4050.40501,NTYPE VERS	 5
000221 000 4005 Off)	 =	 XK(LK )+O(f )
000222 000 GO TO 4999
000223 DOD 4010 DI	 =	 0.0
000229 000 9012 CALL
	
DiDIWMIT(1),A(LA),XK(LK),02)
000225 000 GO TO 4990
i' 000226 000 4015 al	 =	 0.0
STOSTL GATE 022875	 PAGE	 5
00022T 000 qOIT CALL DIDIUtltCGN(14),A(LAI,XX(LK),02) 4
000228 000 GO TO 4998
000229 000 JJOZO CALL	 DIDIUrtrOt4tl9),fi(LA),XK(LK),Ql)
000230 Goo 4022 ja	 12+1
000231 000 LA	 PLO( 5, ITASaV JZ ) I
000232 000 LK	 FLO(22,I4,NSUZ(J2)1
000233 000 GD-TO 4011
0002311 000 810Z5 01	 = XKt1,K)•XK(LA)
000235 000 GO TO 4022
000236 GOO 14030 CALL DIDIWMCCON(lti),A(LA),XK(LK),Ql)
00023T 000 JZ = J2+1
000238 GOO LA = FLD(5,tT,NS02(JZ)l
000235 GOO LX	 = FLD(22.19,NSQ2(J2))
000240 000 02 = XXfLK)%XK(LA)
000241 GOO GO TO 4998
000242 000 81035 CALL Ul 0 114M CON( V] ),At LA I , XK( LK ),Q I
000243 000 4037 J2 = J2+1
00024 44 001) LA	 = FL0(5,I7,f1SQ2(J2))
000295 000 LK = FLOf 22, 14	 NS(12( JZ )1
000246 600 GO TO 4012
000247 goo 9040 01	 = XX( LK 16XKC LA
000248 000 GO TO 4037
0002 10 OGO 4050 J2=J2-1 VERS 5000250 000 JPSLo;=FLD( 5. 1 T,IYSD'2( J2)) VERS 5000251 000 JPSLK=FLO(22,14,MS02C3211 VERS 5
000262 000 SPJTIM-.C(?Nt I II )+XK( JPS!A )-%K( JPSLK) VERS 5
000253 000 CALL DiIMCVCXK(JPSLK) # S VI JTTM,A(LP,),XK(LK),GlI VERS 5
0002$1 000 02Z0.0 VERS 5
000255 000 60 TO 4998 VERS 5
000256 OGO 4998 Olt$	 t	 01+02+0(11
000257 000 4999 J2 = JZ+l J
000258 000 5000 CONTINUE
000259 000 QSUM	 = Oil) STOSTL
000260 000 GSUML	 = 0.0 STOSTL
000261 000 G SUMII	 = 0.0 STOSTL
000262 001 IF(.IYOT.FLOW) GO TO	 25
000263 Got LMP = NX(lXF+I I
000269 001 IP(LMP	 ED. 0) GO TO 25
000266 001 HA = M I XF +LlV3
000266 001 GSUML	 HA
000261 001 Oil)	 OC I 3411A*U LnP I
0. 000268 001 OSUM	 Of 1100269
00 : 25 It	 =	jl*l:00270 LG	  FL0(5.I6,NSO1(Jt))







TfLTA1	 = T(LTA) -460.1r4. OOO2yj) 000 (F(FLO(2,1,NSOI(J1)).EO.0) GO TO	 3000





LA = FLD(5, t
000277 000 LK	 = FLD(22.I4,RtO2fJ21)
000270 000 GDTO(2005,2010,2015,2020.2025,2030.2035,2090.2045,2050,2055,
000279 000 1	 2060,2065,2070,2073.20701 	 .	 NTYPE VER 6
000200 000 2005 Tn	 ( Tf I 14 T1 L I A I ) 12. 0
000201 000 2007 CALL DID1UM(TM.A(LA).XK1LK1.G(LG))
000202 DOG GO TO 2999










000284 000 60 TO 2007
000285 000 2015 CALL OlDlWMIT(ll.A(LA),XK(LK),G11
000286 000 2017 32 = 32+1
000287 000 LA = FLD(5,17,NSQZ(J2)1
000288 God LK = FLD(22,14,NSQZ(JZ))
000289 000 CALL DlD1WMtT(LTA0,A(L4),XK(LK),G2)
000290 000 GO TO 2998
000291 000 2020 G1	 = %K(LK).YX(CA)
000292 000 GO TO 2017
000293 000 2025 CALL DIOIWMIT(11,A(LA),XK(LK),GT)
000294 000 32 = JZ+1
000295 000 LA = FLD(5,IT,NS02(J2))
000296 000 LK = FLD(22,14,NS02(J2))
000297 000 02 = XK(LK)*XK(LA)
000298 b00 GO TO 2998
000299 000 2030 TM = ITtI)+T(LTAM 2.0
000300 000 2032 CALL PLYAWM ( ACLA ),TM,A(LA+1),XKCLKI,G(LG})
000301 000 GO TO 2999
000302 000 2035 Tel	 =	 III)
000303 000 60 TO 2032
000364 000 2040 CALL PLYAWM( A(LA 1, T(T ),AI LA + 1),XK(LK ).GI )
000305 000 2042 J2 = J2+1
009306 000 LA = FLO15,17,14S021J2))
000307 000 LK	 = FLO(22,14.NS02(J2))
000308 000 CALL PLYAWM(A(LA),T(LTA).A(LA+11.%KLLK),G?I
000309 000 GO TO 2998
000310 000 2045 G1	 =	 XK(LK1 ►XK(LA)
000311 000 GO TO 2042
000312 000 2050 CALL PLYAWM(A(LA).T(T1,A(LA+11,XKlLK1.Gll
000313 000 J2 = J2+1
000314 000 LA = FLG(S.17,NS02(J2)%
000315 000 LK = FLD(22,14,NS02(J2)l
000316 000 G2 = xH(LK)•XKtLA)
000317 000 GO '0 2998
000318 000 2055 TM = (T(T)+T(LTA1)/2.0
000319 000 CALL 0201WlhtTM,CDN(T41,AtLA),%K(LKI.G(LG)1
000320 000 GO TO 2999
000321 000 2060 T(1 =	 TI LTA )
000322 000 GO TO 2007
000323 000 2065 TM = TtLTA)
000324 000 GO TO 2032
000325 000 2070 CALL	 D101Wt7{ C011t 14 ),AtLA1,xK(LK1.G11
OOu32_ 000 2071 In	 = fl(l) + T(LTAI) / 2.0
000327 4300 J2 =	 J2 + 1
003328 000 LA	 = FLO(5.17,14S02(	 Ml
000329 000 LK	 = FLD(22,14.NSQ2t	 J211
000$30 000 IFIHTYPE	 .EQ.	 161	 GO TO 2075
000331 000 CALL D201WM(	 TM. G1.	 A1LAI,	 XK(LK), G(LG1)
000332 000 GO TO 2999
000333 000 2073 GI = XK(LA1 v	 XK(LK}
000334 000 GO TO 2071
J00335 00D 2415 GILG1 = G1	 . XK(LA)	 •	 X%ILK}
000336 ODO GO	 TO 2999
OD0331 000 2998 GILG)	 =	 1./(1.101+I./G21
000338 000 IF(FLD(3,1.RSQl(JI)).EU.I) G(LG) 	 = GI-GZ
000339 000 2999 J2 = J2+1
0003,10 000 3000 CONTINUE

















































































































































C CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR




QSUM	 = QSUM+GNG*TNT STOSTL
GO TO 2300 STDSTL
Z200 GSUMR = GSUMR +GNG-SIGMA
OSUM	 = OSUM	 +GNG-SIGMA+TNT*+4
C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR TO THIS NODE
Z3130 IF(NSOI(JI).GT.0)	 GO	 TO	 25
2310 Ttl)	 =	 T(I)+460.
C STDSTL




TZ = T(I )
GO TO NPASS
2410 WRITE(NOUT,2411) 	 I STDSTL
2411 FORMAT	 1,60H ERROR - THE SUM OF THE CONDUCTORS ATTACHED TO RELAT
LIVE NOOE,15,27H.IS EQUAL OR LESS THAN ZERO)
IF (LOOPCT	 .GT.	 11 ASSIGN 2700 TO NPASS
IF (l
	
.LE. NNO) GO TO 2700
IF (LOOPCT	 .GT.	 1) ASSIGN 3600 TO JPASS
GO TO 3600
C STDSTL
C CHECK TO SEE IF MORE ENERGY IS BEING REMOVEO THAN THE STDSTL
C NODE CAN SUPPLY. STDSTL
C STDSTL
2420 IF(QSUM.GT.O.0)	 60 TO 2930 STOSTL
T2	 m 0.0 STDSTL
00 TO 2700 STOSTL
2430 IF(GSUMR.LE.0.0)	 GO TO 2600 STDSTL
IFIGSUML.LE.0.01	 GO TO 2500 STDSTL
C STDSTL
C SOLVE FOR THE TEMPERATURE BY GENERAL QUARTIC EQUATION STDSTL
C STDSTL
CC	 = GSUMLIGSUMR STOSTL
FF	 = -CC**2*R16 STOSTL
GG	 = -RSUM/GSUMR-R3 STDSTL
GO	 = SQRT(FF*-2-GG-*3/ STDSTL
ZZ	 = SORT(tGG-FF)-*R3-(GG+FF)+-R31 STDSTL
IF(ZZ.EQ.0.0)	 GO TO 2500 STDSTL
T2	 = RSR2+(-ZZ+ SORT(-ZZ**2 + CC-RSR2/ZZ)1 STDSTL
GO TO 2700 STDSTL
C STDSTL
C SOLVE FOR THE TEMPER'iTURE BY QUARTIC EOUATIUN STDSTL
C STDSTL
2500 T2	 = (OSUM/ GSUMRI-*0.25 STDSTL
GO TO 2700 STDSTL
C STDSTL
C SOLVE FOR THE TEMPERATURE BY LINEAR EQUATION STDSTL
C STDSTL
2600 T2	 = OSUM/GSUML STDSTL
C STDSTL














DOOM 000 C STGSTL
000394 000 2700 T1	 = TZ-T(I) STGSTL
000400 000 Ttl)	 = T2 STGSTL
00040, 000 1FtA8S(OALXCCI.GT.ABS(Tl)) 	 GO TO 3001
000402 000 DRLXCC	 = TI STGSTL
000403 000 NORLXC	 = I STGSTL ?^
000904 000 3001 CONTINUE
J000405 000 C STGSTL
000406 000 C. 00 SUCCESSIVE POINT ITERATION ON ARITHMETIC NODES STGSTL
000407 000 L STGSTL 1f
000408 000 IF(NNA.LE.0)	 GO TO 3800 STGSTL
000409 001 3100 JJ1 = it
000410 000 JJ2 =J2
000411 000 DO 3100	 1 = NN,NNC STGSTL
?^
000412 000 T(l) = T(I) -460.
000413 000 L = I
000411 000 IFCFLO14,1,'(501(JJI+11).ED.0) GO TO 6000
000 4)15 000 NTVPE = FLD(0,5,NS02tJJ2))
000416 000 LA = FLD(5,17,NS02(JJ2))
000417 000 LK = FLO(22,t4.NS02(JJZ))
000418 000 GO TO (5005,5010,5015,5020,5025.5030,5035,5040,5030, VERS 5
000419 000 + 5050,5050.50501,NTYPE VERS 5
00042G 000 5005 OCL1	 = XKC LK)+S:L)
000421 000 G0 ?D 3999
000422 000 5010 01	 = G.0 f
000423 000 5012 CALL	 0101wMC TC L 1-A(LA ) , XKt LK ).OZ )
W
000424 000 GO TO 5998
N 000425 000 5015 al	 = 0.0000426 000 5017 CALL	 010 trAn( CON(14 ),A ( LA ), XKC LK 1.02 )
000427 000 GO TO 5998(100428 000 5020 CALL D lO)WM(CONf14),A(LA),XK(LK).Ql)
000429 000 5022 JJ2 = J12+1
000430 000 LA = FLD15,17,NS02(JJ2)1
000431 000 LK	 =	 FLD(22,14,(1S02(JJZ))
000432 000 GO TO 5417
000433 000 5025 01 = XK(LK1+XM LA1
000934 000 GO TO 5022
000435 000 5030 CALL	 OlDlWMtCON(14),A(LA),XK(LK).O1l
000436 000 JJ2 = JJ2+1
d 000431 000 LA = FLD(5,17,NS02CJJ2)1
000438 000 LK = FLD(22,14,NS02(JJ21)
{ 000439 000 02 = XK(LK)•XK(LA)
y^^1 000440 000 GO TO 5998000441 000 5035 CALL	 DIDIUMCCONt14),A(LA),XK(LK),011
- 000442 000 5037 JJZ = J12+1	 ♦ 3
G00443 000 LA = FLD(5,17,NS02(JJ2))
000444 000 LK	 =	 FLO(22.I4.NSO2(JJ2))
( 000445 000 GO TO 5012r^
dl^.

















000451 000 SPJTIM = CDN( 14 1 + XKI JPSLA 1+XK( JPSLK ) VERS 5
000452 GOO CALL	 u11MCY( XKIJPSLK ),SPJTIM.ACLA),XKILKI,01) VERS 5
000453 000 02=0.0 VERS 5
STDSTL
000955 060 5996 Q(L) =01+Q2+O(L)
00456 000 5999 JJ2 = JJ2+1




000459 000 ` GSUMR	 = 0.0
000460 000 OSUM	 = 0t11
000461 000 80 JJ1	 = JJ1+1
OD4962 000 LG = FLDt5,16,NSQ1(JJ1))
000463 000 LTA = FLO(22,14,NSQl(JJI))
000469 000 T(LTA) = T(L7A) -460.0 
0416 
5
000 IF(FLD12,1,NSOt(JJO).EQ.0) GO TO 9000
004466 000 NTVPE = FLD(0,5,NSQ2(JJ2))
000467 000 LA = FLO(5,tT,NSQ2(JJ2))
000466 000 LK	 = FLU( 22.14,N502(JJ2))
000469 000 GOTO(3005,3010,3015,3020,3025,3030,3035,3090,3045,3050,3055,
0004TO 000 1	 3060,3065,30TO,3073.3070) ,	 NTYPE
000471 000 3005 TM = tT(L)+TtLTA))l2.0
404472 000 3007 CALL OlDIWM(TM,A(LA),XK(LK),G(LG))
000473 000 GO TO 3999
000979 000 3010 TM = TILI
000475 000 GO TO 3407b 000476 000 • ?015 CALL D101UM17(L).A(LA),XK(LK1,G1)
000471 000 3017 JJ2 = J12+1
N 000476 000 LA = FLO15.17,N5021JJ2))N 000479 000 LK	 = FLO(22,14,NSO2IJJ21)
000960 000 CALL	 0l01WMtT1LTA),A(LA),XK(LK),G2)
000461 000 GO TO 3990
000982 000 3020 Gt	 = XK(LK)+XK(LA)
000483 000 GO TO 3017
000409 000 3025 CALL D)DIWM(T(L),A(LA),XK(LK),Gl)
000405 000 JJ2 = JJ2+1
000466 000 LA	 =	 FL015,17.N5Q2(JJ2))
004 4167 000 LX	 = FLO122,14,NS02(JJ2)/
000466 000 G2= XKILK)•XK(LA)
000489 000 GO TO 3998
000490 000 3030 TM = (T(L1+T(LTA W2.0
000491 000 3032 CALL PLYAWMtAtLA),TM,AtLA+1),XKILK).G(LG1I
000492 000 GO TO 3999
000493 400 3035 TM = T(L)
000494 000 GO TO 3032
000495 000 3040 CALL PLVAWM( At LA 1, Tt L 1. At LA+ 1 1,XK1 LK 1.G1 )
004496 000 3042 JJ2 = JJ2+1
000497 004 LA = FLO(5,17.NS02(JJ2)1
000490 000 LK	 = FLO(22,14,NSO2(JJ2))
000499 ' 000 CALL PLYAUM( At LA 1,T( LTA ). At LA+I ). XKt l.K ),(;2 )
000500 000 GO TO 9998
000501 000 3045 G1	 =	 XKILK)*%K(LA)
000502 000 GO TO 3042
000503 OBO 3050 CALL PLVAWMSA(LA).T(L),ALLA+1).XK(LK),G1)
000504 000 JJ2 = JJ2•1
000505 004 LA = FLO(5,1r,NsQ2(JJ21)
000506 000 LK	 a FLD(22.14,N$02tJJ21)
000507 000 G2 = XK(LK)•XKtLAl
000508 000 GO TO 3998
000509 000 3055 TM = tTILl+TtLTA)1/2.0
000510 000 CALL 02D1UMtTM,CON(14),A(LA1,XKtLK1.OrLG1)
t








000512 000 3660 TM = T(LTA)
000513 000 GO TO 300T
000514 000 3065 TM = T(LTA)
000515 000 GO TO 3032
000516 000 3070 CALL DIDIUM(CQN(14),A(LA),XK(LKI,G1) YEA 6
00051T 000 3071 TM	 = CT(L) + T(LTAI) / 2.0 YEA 6
000518 000 JJZ = JJZ + 1 VER 6
000519 000 LA	 T FL0(5,1T,I]S029JJZ))	 - VER 6
000520 000 LK	 = FLO(22,1'(,NSQ2(JJ2) 1 VER 6
000521 000 IF(NTYPE	 .EQ.16) GO TO 3015 YEA 6
000522 000 CALL 0201UM(TM,	 01,	 AtLA), XK(LK), G(LG1) VER 6
00052: 000 GO TO	 3999 VER 6
000524 000 3073 G1 = XK(LAI * XK(LK) VER 6
006525 000 GO TO 3071 VER 6
000526 000 3075 G(L61 = G1 • XK(LA) * XKtLK) YEP 6
000527 000 GO TO 3999 VER &
000526 000 3998 G(LGI =	 l.1(I./GS+L./G23
000529 000 IF(FLD(3,1.NS0l(JJI)I.EQ.I) G(LG) a G1*G2
000530 000 39'N9 JJ2 = JJ2+1
000531 000 90tO CONTINUE
000532 000 T( LTA) =	 T(LTA) +4160.
000533 000 GUG	 = G(LG)
0005 34 000 TNT	 a T( LTA )
000535 000 C CHECK FOR RADIATION CONDUCTOR
W	 000536 000 IFtFLD(3.1,NSOItJJI)).NE.0) 60	 TO	 3400lx)	 000537 000 OSUM	 = QSUM+GNG*TNT STOSTL000538 000 GSUML	 = GSUML + GN, STDSTL
000539 000 GO TO 3500 STDSTL
000540 000 340D QSUM	 = QSUM	 +GNG*SiGMA*TNT**4
000591 000 GSUMR a GSUMR ;GNG*SIGMA
000542 000 C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR TO THIS NODE
000543 000 3500 IF(NSQI(JJI).GT.0) GO 	 TO	 00
000544 000 T(1I	 =	 T(I)	 +460.
000545 000 C STDSTL
000546 000 C CHECK TO DETERMINE THAT THE SUM OF CONDUCTORS IS POSITIVE STDSTL
000547 000 C STDSTL
0005 ,10 000 IF(GSUML.GT.O.P	 .OA.G5UMR.GT-O.0)GQ TO 3501
000549 000 T2	 =	 T(I)
000550 000 GO TO JPA55
000551 000 C STDSTL
000552 000 C CHECK TO SEE IF MORF ENERGY 15 BEING REMOVED THAN THE STDSTL
000553 000 C NODE CAN SUPPLY. STDSTL
000554 000 C STDSTL
000555 000 3501 M OSUM.GT.0.0)	 GO TO 3505 STDSTL
000556 000 T2	 = 0.0 STDSTL
QG4557 000 GO TO 3600 STDSTL
000558 ' 000 3505 IF(GSUMR.LE.0.0)	 GQ TO 3520 STDSTL
70(1559 000 IFIGSUML.LE.0.0)	 GO TO 3510 STDSTL
000560 000 C STDSTL
000561 000 C SOLVE FOR THE TEMPERATURE BY GENERAL QUARTIC EQUATION STDSTL
000562 000 C STDSTL
000563 000 CC	 = GSUMLIGSUMR STDSTL
000564 000 FF	 = -CC**2*R16 STDSTL
000565 000 GG	 = -QS0M/GSUMR*R3 STDSTL
000566 000 GG	 = SORT(FF**Z-GG**3) STOSTL
000567 000 Z2	 = SORT((GG-FFI**R3-(GG+FF) * ►R3) STOSTL






000569 000 T2	 = RSR2*(-ZZ+SORT(-ZZ4+2+CC+RSR2/ZZ)I ST057L
000570 000 GO TO 3600 STDSTL
0005% 000 C STOSTL
000572 000 C SOLVE FOR THE TEMPERATURE BY OUARTIC EQUATION STDSTL
000573 000 C STDSTL
0005711 000 3510 T2	 = (OSUM/ GSUMR)**0.25 STDSTL
000575 000 GO TO 3600 STDSTL
400576 000 C STDSTL
00057T 000 C SOLVE FOR THE TEMPERATURE BY LINEAR EDUATION STDSTL
000578 000 C STDSTL
000579 000 3520 T2	 = 05Un/GSUML STDSTL
i..-. 000580 000 C STDSTL
000581 000 C COMPUTE TEMPERATURE CHANGE AND SET THE NEW TEMPERATURE STOSTL
000582 000 C STOSTL
000583 000 3600 T1	 = 72-T(I1 STDSTL
00058+1 000 Tt t)	 = TZ STDSTL
000585 000 IF(ABS(ARLXCC).GT.ABS(T1)1	 GO TO 3700 STOSTL
- 000586 000 ARLXCC	 = TI STDSTL
OOOSB7 000 NARLXC	 = t STDSTL
000588 000 3TOO CONTINUE STDSTL
000509 001 C STDSTL,b 000590 000 C**++**++*+ STOSTL
I 000591 000 C STDSTL
IV
000 C CHECK IF RELAXATION CRITERIA IS MET. STOSTL
3
000592
000593 000 C STOSTL
 000594 000 C THE VARIABLE -NO- INDICATES THE RELAXATION CRITERIA STOSTL
000595 000 C BEING WORKED TOWARD--- STOSTL
000596 000 C NO = 0	 TRYING TO COLSE ON DRL%CA AND/OR ARLXCA STDSTL
000597 000 C = I	 TRYING TO CLOSE ON BALENG FIiR THE SYSTEM BALANCE STDSTL
000590 000 C = 2
	
TAYING TO CLOSE ON BALENG FOR THE MAXIMUM NODAL STDSTL
000599 000 C BALANCE STDSTL
000600 000 C = 3	 HAVE ACHIEVED CLOSURE FOR ALL CRITERIA INPUT STDSTL
00060! 000 C STDSTL
000602 000 C STDSTL
000603 000 3800 TF(NO.GT .01	 GO TO 155
OOD604 000 1F(ASS(ARLXCCI.GT.DRL%CA.OR. STDSTL
000605 000 ABt(ARLXCCI.GT,AGLXCA)	 GO TO 9390 STDSTL
000a06 000 WRITECUOUT,3801) LOOPCT STDSTL
000607 000 3001 FDRMAT(IH1.58H NOTE - BOTH DRLXCA AND AALXCA HAVE BEEN MET WITH LO
_ 000600 NOG IDPC7	 =.1101
000609 000 IV_ Ke	 = NLINE*2 STDSTL
_ 0011610 000 tau	 =	 I STDSTL
000611 000 130
	
3010	 1	 =	 I.NNT STOSTL
600612 000 3810 T: 11	 a	 T( 11-460.0 STDSTL
0006!3 000 CALL OUTCAL STDSTL
000614 000 00 3830	 1 = 1,NN7 STOSTL
000615 000 3830 T( 1)	 =	 Tt11*460.0 STDSTL
000616 000 C STDSTL
000617 000 C TEMPERATURE CHANGE CRITERIA HAS BEEN MET, NOW COMPUTE STOSTL
000618 000 C THE ENERGY BALANCE FROM THE SY57EM TO THE BOUNDARIES OR STDSTL
000619 000 C THE LARGEST INBALANCE ON A NODE. STDSTL
000620 000 C STDSTL
000621 000 IFtBALENG.LE.0.01	 GO TO 9150 STDSTL
000622 000 155 DO 3840 1=10141'
000623 000 3040 T(I) = T(11 -460.
000629 000 CALL NONLIN
000625 000 GOUT = 0.0
DATE 022875	 PAGE	 1!
a















000626 000 DIN = 9.0
000627 000 JI a G
000628 GOO Be 195 I = 1,NNC
000629 000 DIN = DIN+O(I)
000630 001 IFI.NDT.FLOW) GO TO 165
000631 001 LMP = NX(TXF+I) .^
000632 001 1F(LMP	 .ED. 01 GO TO
	
165
000633 Got GIN = 9IN+X(IXF+LMP)+(T(LMP)-T(I))
000634 000 165 J1 = 11+1
000635 000 LTA = FLD(22,1ti,NSQT(J1)) ?
000636 000 IF(LTA.LE.NNC) CO TO
	
l75
000637 000 LG = FLD(5,16,N!;Q1(J1))
060639 001 IF(LG	 .EQ.	 0) GO TO
	
195
0OC639 000 IF(FLO13,1,NSQ1(JI)).EQ.O3 GO TQ
	 1TO
000640 000 T1	 = T(1)4960.O
000641 OGO T: = T(LTA)+460.0
000642 000 GOUT = GOUT+G(LGia(T1++4-T2++4)
000643 000 GOUT = ODUT +GILG)+(T1++4-T2++4) +CON(50) i
000649 000 GO TO 175
000645 000 170 GOUT = QOUT+G(LG;1IT(T1-T(LTA1)
000646 000 C CHECK FOR LAST CONDUCTOR TO THIS NODE
000647 000 175 IF(NSQI(J1).GT.0)	 GO	 TO	 165
b000649
000648 000 195 CONTINUE
OGO 00 3850	 I=1,NNT
N 000650 000 3850 T(I1	 =	 T(1)	 +460.
W 000651 000 ENGBAL	 = ABS(OIN-GOUT)
E,.• 000652 000 IF (1CNT	 .EQ.	 01 WRITE (NOUT,3853) ENGBAL,LDOPCT
000653 000 3853 FORMAT (Il	 13H
	 ENGBAL =,E12.5,13H	 AT LOOPCT =,1101
000654 000 ICNT =1
000655 000 C STDSTL
000656 000 C CHECK TO SEE IF ENERGY BALANCE CRITERIA HAS BEEN MET. STDSTL
000657 000 C STDSTL
000658 000 IF(ABS(ENGBAL).GE.BALENG) 	 GO TO 4390 STDSTL
" 0006'59 000 IF(NO.E0.2)
	 GO TO 4110 STDSTL
000660 000 WR)TE(NDUT,4101I ENGBAL, LOOPCT STUSTL
VZJ 000661 000 4101 FORMAT ( 1H1,62H NOTE - _"°I TEM ENERGY BALANCE CRITERIA HAS BEEN MET,
. 000662 000 1	 ENGBAL = .10H ENGBAL = ,G13.6,10H
	 LGOPCT =,110)
k.;. 000663 000 NLINE
	 = NLINE+2 STDSTL
000664 000 NO	 = 2 STDSTL
000665 000 00 4105	 I	 = I,NOT 57057E
000666 000 4 105 T(I1	 = T(11-460.0 STDSTL y
- 000667 000 CALL OUTCAL STDSTL
^- b 000668 000 OD 4107	 I =	 I,NNT
000669 -300 4107 T( 1)	 = T( I W160.0 STDSTL
000670 Doe GO TO ; .94 STDSTL !„





4111 FORMAT( 1111,62H NDTE - NODAL ENEBiV BALANCE CRITERIA HAS BEEN MET,
1 ENGBAL =	 .G13.6.	 811LUOPCT =.110)
' 000679 000 NLINE	 = NLINE+2 STDSTL
p' 000615 000 '1150 NO	 = 3 STDSTL
—
000676 000 DO 4200	 1 = 1,NN7 STDSTL
`.` 000677 000 9200 T( I)	 = T(I1-460.0 STDSTL s
000676 000 GO TO 5001
000679 000 C STDSTL
000680 000 C++++++++++ STDSTL
000681 000 C STDSTL
r.; 000682 000 C I^ THREE ITERATIONS HAVE BEEN PERFORMED . EXTRAPOLATE USING STDSTL
! 	 ,•r
=i
.	 :' 	 -	 -. •--	
_..., ..".:_._.."...__
	 ,w,._,6L _	 -:,.-J..,......-.iii.
vSTDSTL DATE 022875	 PAGE	 13 y
000683 000 C -ATT!(£NS DELTA SQUARED METHOD-. STDSTL
000684 000 C STDSTL
000685 000 C XCE) = XC3)-1X[31-X(2)) —ZA X(31-XI 2))-(XI2)-X(13I] STUSTL 1
000686 000 C STUSTL {
00068T 000 9390 GO TO ITER STDSTL
000688 000 C STDSTL
000689 000 C FIRST ITERATION STDSTL
000690 000 C 3TOSTL
00069I 000 1400 ASSIGN 4940 TO ITER STUSTL
000692 000 00 4410	 I =	 1.NNC STDSTL
C X0693 000 94I0 XC 1X1+I )	 = T(l ) STDSTL
- 000694 000 GO TO 4720 STDSTL 3
000695 000 C STDSTL
000696 000 C SECOND ITERATION STDSTL
000697 000 C STDSTL
000698 000 1440 ASSIGN 4500 TO ITER STUSTL
000699 000 00 4950	 1	 = 1.NNC STUSTL
000700 000 4450 XIIX2+13	 =	 T( I) STDSTL
- 000701 000 GO TO 4720 STUSTL
000702 000 C STDSTL
- 000703 000 C THIRD ITERATION STDSTL
006704 000 C STDSTL
000705 000 4500 ASSIGN 4400 TO [TER STDSTL
000706 000 UIFMAX = 50. `.
b OOOTOT 000 IF(ABSIEXTLTM)	 .NE.	 0.)	 OIFMAX = ABS(E%TLIM) I1
000708 000 DO 4710	 1	 =	 1.101C STDSTL
LO 000709 000 TI	 =	 %(IXI+1) STDSTL
Q\ 000710 000 T2	 = X((X2+11 STDSTL
000711 000 T3	 = T(1) STDSTL
000712 000 IF(T1.LT.T2.ANO.T2.LT.T31 GO TO J4600 STDSTL
000713 000 1F(TI.GT.T2.AI1D.T2.GT.T3) GO TO 4600 STOSTL
000714 000 GO TO 9710 STUSTL .--
000115 000 9600 ANNA	 = T3-T2 STDSTL
000716 000 RI	 = T2-TS STDSTL
O 000717 000 IF( ADS( ANUM).GE.ABSCRII GO TO 4710 STDSTL 1
000118 000 ADEN	 = ANUM-R1 STDSTL
000719 000 IFCABS(AOEN).LT.1.OE-10) GO TO 9710 STDSTL
000120 000 TE	 = T3-ANUM••2/ADEN STDSTL
}L^ 000121 000 TGIF	 = TE-T3 STDSTL
#
000722 000 C STDSTL
_
^`
000723 000 C LIMIT THE EXTRAPOLATION TO + DR -	 DIFMA% DEG.. AND RESULTANT STDSTL
000724 000 C TEMPERATURES MUST BE POSITIVE STDSTL







IF(ABS(TOIFI	 .GT.	 OIFMAX)	 TE =
IF(TE.LT.O.0)
T3+57GNlDIFMAX,TDIF)
TE = 0.0 STUSTL
000728 Goo TDIF	 = TE-T3 STDSTL
000729 000 IF( I-GT.N?10) 60 TO 4680 STUSTL
000T30 000 [F(ABS(TDIF).LE.ABS(DRLXCC)) GO TO 4700 STUSTL
C1a 000731 000 DRLXCC	 = TDIF STUSTL
00OT32 000 NURLXC	 = I STDSTL
000133 000 GO TO +(700 STDSTL
000734 000 4680 IF(ABSCTDIF).LE.ABS(ARLXCC)) GO TO 4700 STUSTL
000735 000 ARLXCC	 = TOIF STUSTL
000736 OOO KARL %C	 = 1 STDSTL
000137 006 4700 T(I)	 =	 TE STDSTL k
" 000738 000 4710 CONTINUE STUSTL
.r. 000739 000 C STDSTL }
..a^`1^^IIHIYI^Y-.-- ...^.	 ...:. -s.r^.:_........ ^_.	 _ ^......^._..`....:...r.^_w^.............. ^..... ^. _.. ^....^.^.^..^.... 	 .^.,.c_ ,.....r_ ..... .-.._a^..f	 -	 ....-..,^.-._ ............_.,... ... ^^.-...	 -	 _-
STDSTL
000740 000 C CONVERT TEMPERATURES BACK TO FARENHEI7 AND DETERMINE IF STDSTL
404741 040 C -OUTCAL- IS TO BE CALLED. STDSTL
000742 000 C STOSTL
000743 000 4720 00 4730	 I = I,NNT STDSTL
066744 000 4730 TC1)	 = T(11-460.0 STDSTL
0067 115 000 IF(OPEITR.E0.0.0)	 GO TO 1800 STDSTL
060746 000 IF(MOO(LOOPCT,IFIXCOPEITR)).NE.0)GO TO 4800 STDSTL
000747 000 CALL OUTCAL STDSTL
000748 000 4800 CONTINUE STOSTL-
000749 000 C STDSTL
000750 664 1++++++++++ STDSTL
000151 066 C STDSTL
000752 004 C FAILURE TO ACHIEVE CLOSURE WITHIN THE MAXIMUM NUMBER STDSTL
000753 000 C OF	 ITERATIONS. STDSTL
074154 000 C STDSTL
000755 000 C STDSTL
000756 001 IF(LNOOE
	 .EQ.	 0) CALL NNREAO(l)
000757 Got IFINDRLXC	 .GT. 01 NARLXC = NX(LNODE+NDRLXC)
000750 Got IF(NARLXC	 .GT.	 01 NARLXC = NX(LNODE+NARLXC)
000759 000 WRITE (NOLT,4901I NLOOP ,	 NARLXC, ORLXCC, DRLXCA, NARLXC,
	
ARLXCC,STOSTL
000760 000 1 ARLXCA, ENGBAL. BALENG STDSTL
000761 000 4901 FORMAT(tHI,T7H CAUTION - ITERATION COUNT EXCEEDED BEFORE RELAXATIO
000762 000 IN CRITERIA MET.	 LOOPCT =,110113X,	 7HORLXCC(,16,2H)=,G13.6,t3H VS.
000763 000 2 DRLXCA =413.6113X 7HARLXCC(,t6,2H) = ,G13.6,13H VS.
	 ARLXCA =,G13.6




	 = NLtNE+5 STDSTL
000766 000 C STDSTL
000761 000 C++++++++++ STDSTL
000760 000 C STDSTL
000769 000 C CALL -VARBL2- AND -OUTCAL-, THEN DETERMINE IF THE STDSTL
600770 000 C PROBLEM IS TO STOP DR CONTINUE. STDSTL
000771 000 C STDSTL
000772 000 C STDSTL




000775 000 CALL OUTCAL STDSTL
000776 000 TF(TIMEN+.OI,1QUiPUT.GE.TIMENDI	 GO TO 5300 ST'BSTL
o0o777 000 C STDSTL
000778 000 C++++ STDSTL
000779 000 C STOSTL
000780 000 C INCREMENTING TIME CONSTANTS. STDSTL
000781 000 C STDSTL
000702 000 TIMEN	 = TIMEO+OUTPUT STDSTL
000783 000 TF(TIMEN.GT.TIMEND)	 TIMEN = TIMEND STDSTL
000784 000 TIMEM	 = (TIMEN+TIMEO)/2.0 STDSTL
446785 000 DTIMEU	 = TIMEN-TIMEO STDSTL
000706 060 GO TO	 1100 STDSTL
000787 coo C STDSTL
000788 Got 5300 NTH
	 = txF STDSTL
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000001 000 COMPILER (XM=11
000002 000 SUBROUTINE STBREP(IDENT)
000003 006 CO{(MON /FUIMNS/ NTVP, NSYS, NTB, NP, NV, RFD
000009 000 COMMON /FLOOAT/ FLOW I )
000005 000 COMMON /SYSoATI SYSTEM(15,1)
-	 000006 000 COMMDW /TYPDAT/ TYPE(10,1)





000009 000 COMMON /FLOWG I GF(i)
000910 000 COMMON /VALVP / VP(l)
000011 000 COMMON /UOOTI
	 / WI(1)
000012 000 COMMON /FLOUR / AFR(13
000013 000 COMMON /DELTAPI OP(1)
000014 000 INCLUDE COMM.LIST
000015 000 DIMENSION DUMMY(I
000016 000 EQUIVALENCE (DUMMV( 1 1,11140 i, ( DUMMVt 9 ),LENA )
000017 000 INTEGER STAPE
000010 000 DATA STAPE 1221,	 POUT /61, LUTI /9/
000019 OOG C
000020 000 REWIND LOTi
000021 000 C,.PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
000022 000 WRITE (STAPE) 1D ENT




000026 000 WRITE (STAPE) AND,NNA,NNT,NGT.NCT,NAT.LSQI,LS02,I.ENA
0000.1 : 000 C..CHECK FOR GENERAL PROBLEM
0000211 000 IF	 ( KON(31 ).EQ.21 GO	 TO 50
000029 000 C..NODE DATA
000030 000 J=NDTM-INNT+NTH}
000031 G00 IF (J.LT.01 GO T8
	
200
000032 000 READ (LUT1) NNT,(X(I+NTH I,I=I,NNT)
000033 000 WRITE (STAPE} (X(I+NTH).1=1,NNT)
000039 000 WRITE (STAPE)
	 IT[11.[=i,NNT}
000035 000 IF (NNO.GT .0)	 WRITE	 (STAPE} (C(1),I=I.NNDI
000036 000 C..CONOUCTOR OATH
000037 000 J=NOIM-(NGT+NTH)
ag0038 000 IF (J.LT.0) GO	 TO	 200
000039 000 READ (LUTI) NGT.(X(1+NTH),I=1,NGT)
000090 000 WRITE
	
( STAPE) (Xt I+NTH 1, I-1,NGT)
000041 000 WRITE
	
( STAPE) {G(I ),I=I.NGT1
000042 000 C,.CONSTANTS DATA
000043 000 50	 WRITE	 (STAPE)	 [KpN(1),1=1,50}
00004 .1 000 IF (RCT.EG.0) GO	 TO 60
000045 000 J=NDIrr-(NCT+NTH)
000046 000 IF (J.LT.G) GO
	 TO	 2GO
000041 000 READ (LUT1) NUC,NCT,(X[T+NTH).1=I,NCT)
0000 118 000 WRITE
	 ( STAPE 1 NUC,( X( 1+NTH), I=I,NCT)
000099 000 WRITE (STAPE)	 (K(I),I=I,NCT)
000050 000 C..ARRAV DATA
000051 000 60	 CONTINUE





000059 000 IF (J.LT.0) GO TO
	 200








000056 000 WRITE {STAPEI (XtI+NTHI,I=I.NAT)
000057 000 READ tLUTII NAT,(X(1+NTH),1=I,NAT)
000058 000 WRITE (STAPE) (X(I+NTH3,I=1,NAT1
000059 001) WRITE (STAPE) (A(I),I=t.LENA)
000060 000 C..PSEUDO COMPUTE SEQUENCE DATA
000061 000 70 CONTINUE
000062 000 IF (NON(31).EQ.2) GO TO	 100
000063 000 WRITE(STAPE) NTYP, NSYS, NTH, NP, NV, NFD
000069 000 IF(NSYS	 .LT.	 1) GO TO 80
000065 000 NSP = nAXO(NTB,MAXO((IP,NV))
000066 000 J = NDIM - (NSP*NTH)
000067 000 IF(J	 I.T.. 	 OI GO	 TO	 200
000060 000 READ(LUTI)	 (X(NTH+1),I=1,NTB)
000069 000 WRITECSTAPEI	 (X(NTH+1),I=I,NTB)
000070 COO READCLUTI)	 (XINTH+I),I=1,NP	 )
000071 000 WR1TE(STAPEI	 CXCNTti+!),I=I,NP	 1
000072 000 IF(NV	 .EQ.	 tl) GO TO 75
000013 000 READ(LUT1)	 [XINTH+I),I=1,NY	 )
000074 000 WRITE(STAPEI	 (X(NTH+I),I=1,NV 	 )
000075 000 75 WRITEISTAPE) (FLOW(I),I=1,NFD)
000076 000 WRITECSTAPEI((SYSTEM(T,J),[=I,15),J=I,NSYSI
000077 000 UR!TE(STAPEIU TYPE	 (T.1f.I=l,ltl),J= I,NTYPI
000078 000 WRITE( STAPE) (U(T 1.I=l,NTB)
000079 000 IF(NV	 .GT.	 O) WRITEISTAPEI	 (VP(TI,I=I,NV)
000060 000 URITE(S.APE) {WI{11,I=1,NP1
000001 000 WAITE(STAPE) (P	 (14I=101P)




000084 000 IF CLS02,EO.Ol GO TO 	 190
000085 000 WRITE	 tSTAPE)	 ("4SQ2(1),Iml.LS02)
000006 000 C
000087 000 100 CONTINUE
000488 000 URITE CNOUT,10@1	 (DENT
000909 000 109 FORMAT ('	 THE PROBLEM IDENTIFIED AS ',A6, t HAS BEEN STORED AT THIS-
000090 000 1	 POINT')
000091 000 120 RETURN
000092 000 C
000093 COO 200 WRITE (NOUT.209i J
000094 000 209 FORMAT ('	 STOREP SHORT 4 ,15, 1	DYNAMIC CORE I.00ATIONS11







000003 000 SUBROUTINE SUBNSVALUEA SW)
000002 000 C
000003 000 C SUBROUTINE SUBN BUILW= WIMBERS FROM CHARACTERS
000004 000 C
000005 000 DIMENSION ITABC16),
	
ITAONCIO)
000006 000 COMMON /CIMAGE1 KAnD(80)




000008 000 COMMON /TAPE
	
/ NIN, NOUT
000009 000 EQUIVALENCE (RN,IN)
000010 000 C
000011 000 DATA	 ITABC /	 IH+.	 1H.,	 IH-,	 IHE.	 1HN,	 IHD 1
000012 000 DATA	 ITABN I
	
LHO.	 1HI.	 LH2,	 IH3,	 1H4,	 1H5,	 IH3,	 1117,	 1H6,	 IH9 t
000013 000 C
000014 000 C
000015 070 KSAVE = KOL
0000!6 000 VALUE = 0.0
OOOC17 000 INTI	 = 0
OOOOIB 000 IEXPl = 0
000019 000 IEXP2 = 0
000020 000 ISIGNI	 =	 l
000021 000 LSIGN2 = 1
000022 000 ISw =	 I
000023 000 1F(KOL	 .LT. KXKOL) 00 TO 4
000024 000 CALL CARDIN(tSw)
000025 000 GO	 TG44,11).	 ISW
000026 000 1 ISw = 5
000027 000 RETURN
000028 000 4 KOL = KOL - !
000029 000 5 1	 = KOL + 1
000030 000 IFIT	 .GT. MXKOLI GO TC(40.50,451,	 TSW
000031 000 00 6 KOL=1,MXKOL
000032 000 IF(KAROtKOL)	 .NE.	 IH	 I GO TO
	
10
000033 000 6 CONTINUE
000034 OCO 7 KUL = MXKGL
000035 000 00 TO(40.50.45).	 ISW
000036 000 10 OO	 20	 I-1.10
000037 000 IFCKRROtK(?L)
	 .EQ.	 1TASN(I)) GO TO(240.230.250), 	 ISW
000038 000 20 CONTINUE
000039 000 00 30	 1=1.4
000040 000 IF(KAROCKOLI .EQ.	 ITABCtl)) GO TOC60,100,140,200),
	 I
000091 010 30 CONTINUE
000042 042 60 TO C4O,50.45I.I$W
000043 000 4O IN	 =	 INTI-ISTGN!
000049 000 VALUE = AN
000045 OQO AETURN
000046 000 95 1 S = 2
OG0041 000 50 VALUE =I4TI+ISIGNI-IO.O**CTEXPI+IEXPZ-1SIG42)
000048 000 RETURN
000049 000 60 GO 70(70.80,80).	 ISW
000050 000 TO 1F(INTI.NE.	 0)	 ISW = 2
000051 000 GO TO 5
000 1' c 000 80 IF(IEXPZ	 .NE.	 01 00 TO
	
27C)
0;0053 000 ISw = 3
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000056 000 100 GO TOI110,290,280).	 ISM
000057 000 110 ISM = 2
000058 Goo GO TO 5
000059 000 C_
000060 Goo 190 GU TO(150,180.1801, 	 ISM
000061 000 150 IFIINTI.EO.	 O1 GO TO 170
000062 000 15W = 2
000063 000 GO TO 5
_ 000069 000 170 1SIGNI = -1
000065 000 GO TO 5
000066 000 160 IF(IEXP2 .NC. 03 GO TO 270
000067 000 1 S = 3
000060 000 ISIGN2 = —1
000069 000 GO TO 5
000010 000 C
000071 000 200 IFSKAROtKOL+•I) .EQ.	 1TABC(5) .AND.	 KARUtKOL+21	 .EQ. ITABC(6)J
000072 000 160 TO 220
000073 000 GO 70(210,210,260), 	 ISW
OOoo79 000 210 ISu = 3
000075 000 GO TO 5
000076 o01 220 ISW = 3
000077 000 RETURN
000078 000 C
b 000079 000 230 IEXP9	 = IEXPI -	 1
N
000000 000 240 INT1 = 1871 • 10 + I - I 
^ 000081 000 GO TO 5
N 000082 coo 250 IEXP2 = IEXP2 • to + I - I
000083 000 GO TO 5
000084 Goo C
000085 000 260 WRITE(NOUT.265) KOL
000086 000 265 FORMAT(48110E ENCOUNTERED AFTER START OF EXPONENT AT COLUMN 13,
000007 000 1	 11111 OF ABOVE CARD /1
000088 000 GO TO 400
_ 000089 000 270 WRITE(NOUT,275) KUL
000090 000 275 FORMAT(511105IGN ENCOUNTFRED AFTER START OF EXPONENT AT COLUMN 13,
000091 000 1	 14H OF ABOVE CARD /)
000092 000 GO TO 400
000093 000 280 WRITE(NOUT,2851 KOL
004094 000 285 FORM RT14811aQECtnAL POINT ENCOUNTERED IN EXPONENT AT COLUMN 13,
000095 Goo 1	 14H OF ABOVE CARD /I
000096 000 GO TO 400
3 000097 000 290 WRITE(NOUT, 295) ICOL
000098 000 295 FORMATt43HOSECONO DECIMAL POINT ENCOUNTERED AT COLUMN 13._
^ 000099 000 1	 141! OF ABOVE CARO /)
►^
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hI	 000003	 000 LOGICAL LPAR, ERR	 +
000004	 000 C =
000005	 000 DIMENSION SYS(11,	 CODE(6),	 SET(15), LPAR(151,	 SPR(11
i	 000006	 000 DIMENSION KEY1( [ 0),	 LOC1 ( 71, KEY2(5),	 LOC2(51
ODOOOT	 000 C
000008	 000 COMMON /TAPE	 / NIN, NOUT	 i
000009	 000 COMMON !CARD	 / KRO, KOL, M%KDL
000010	 000 COMMON /CtMAGE/ KARD(OO)
000011 001 COMMON /FLOERR/ER.1
000012 000 C
000013 000 DATA KEY1 /	 1HC,
	
1HR,	 (HG, 1HT,	 19F.	 1HH	 IRP,	 IRE,	 1HM,	 1HK I
000014 000 DATA LOCI	 /	 11	 2,	 5,	 7,	 9,	 13,	 IS !
000015 000 DATA K£Y2	 /	 1HU,	 1HT,	 IRP,	 IH%,	 IHQ !
000016 000 DATA LOC2 /	 3,	 4,	 6,	 B,	 10
000017 000 C





" 000019 000 DATA CODE / 2HCP. 2HRO, Mid, 2HKT,	 IHH, 1HP I
000020 000 c
000021 000 L = 0
000022 000 Isw = 1
` 000023 000 5'00	 10	 1=1,15
I 000024 000 LPAR(I1 =	 .FALSE.
000025 GOO SYS111	 =	 SET(1)
000026 000 10 CONTINUE
000027 000 15 CALL	 SKPBfJSfJ)
000020 000 GO	 10125,7201.	 JS11
000029 000 25 DO	 50	 I=7,10
000030 000 IFIKAROIKOLI	 .NE.	 KEY11I)) GO TQ 50
000031 000 MI-01 60,30,200
r 000032 000 30 IF(KAROIKOL+1)	 .NE.	 1HN) GQ TD 230
000033 000 IFfKARO(KOL+2)	 .NE.	 IHOI GO TO 230
000034 000 CALL	 SKPTEIJSUI
000035 000 GO TO T20
000036 000 50 CONTINUE
000037 000 DD 55	 I=1,6
FA 000038 000 IF	 IKARDIKOLI.EO.KEYI(I)) GO 1 •0 245
w-d 0. 000039 000 55 CONTINUE






60 J = KOL +	 I
000043 000 D0 70 K0L=J,MIKOL
00004 4 000 IFtKAROIKOL)	 .EQ.	 tfll) GO TO 90
0000
00
45 000 TO CONTINUE
!. 0046 000 WRITEINOU7,T51
000047 000 T5 FORMA7t40H4• • +	 PRESSURE NODE NUMBER NOT SUPPLIED 	 + r . II
000040 000 GQ TO 650k
I 000049 000 00 KQL = KUL + 1
000050 000 CALL	 SOON (SPRIL+SI,IGW1
000051 000 GO TO(240.65,95,650,7101.	 1SWit{
000052 000 05 WRITEINQUT,901
F 000053 000 90 FORMAi167110• • r	 FLOATING POINT NUMBER INPUT FOR PRESSURE NODE NU
.j 000054 000 IMOEA	 • s r	 /I
DOOM 000 GO TO 650
tqp^
-^.- .r a:s w^?.Y
000056 000 95 WRITE(NOUT,1001
000057 000 100 FGRMAT(62HO• • •	 END FOUND BEFORE SPECIFIED PRESSURE NODE NUMBER
000058 000 1 * * * JI
000059 000 GO TO 650
000060 000 200 KOL = KOL a 1
000061 000 DD 220 1=1,5
000062 DOG IF(KARO(KOLI
	 .EQ. KEY2(I)1 GO TO 250
000063 000 220 CONTINUE
00006 q 000 230 WRITE(NOUT,235) KOL
000065 000 235 FORMATi36H0+ * *	 INVALID DESIGNATOR IN COLUMN 13,.7H
	 + * + 11
000066 000 GO TO 650
000067 000 240 LPAR(l q ) = .TRUE.
000068 000 2+15 LOC = LOCIt I )
000069 G00 GO TO 400
000070 000 250 LOC = LOC2(11
000071 000 4OO J = KOL + I
000072 000 00 420 KGL=J,MXKOL
000073 000 IF( KARO( KOL )
	
.EQ.	 IH=	 .OR.	 KARDIKOL) .EQ.
	 Ili,} 00 TO 450
000074 000 420 CONTINUE
000075 000 450 KOL = KOL + 1
000076 000 CALL SKPB(JSW)
b 000077 000 GO TO(4T5,720).	 JSW
( 000078 000 475 IF (KARO(K0L).BE.1HA) GO TO 550
R] 000079 000 KOL = KOL + 1
000080 000 480 CALL SUBN(SYS(LOC),ISU)
000081 000 GO T01700.485,50O.65D,5001, 	 TSW
' 000082 000 485 WRITE(NOUT.490)
000083 000 490 FORMATc59H0• . •	 FLOATING POINT NUMBER INPUT FOR ARRAY NUMBER 	 +
000084 000 1•	 •	 /)
000085 000 GO TO 705
000006 000 500 WRITE(NOU7,510)
000007 000 510 F01)MAT(44HG+ • •	 END FOUND BEFORE ARRAY NUMBER	 . * • /)
000088 000 IFc1SW
	
.EQ.	 5)	 00	 TO	 710
000089 000 GO TO 650
000090 000 SSG TF (LOC.NE .151 GO TO 600
000091 008 CALL SUBN (5PRIL*2),ISW)
000092 000 GO TO (610,555,630.650,630),15W
000093 000 555 L = L + 2
000094 000 GO TO 700
000095 000 600 CALL	 SUBNtSVS(LOC),ISW1
000096 000 IF	 iLOC.E0.6.OR.kGC.E0.0.OR.LOC.Ep.101
000097 000 1GO TO (700.625.630,650,630),ISU
000098 000 GO TOt610,T00.630.650,630).	 ISW
000099 OD0 610 WRITEtROUT.6201
000100 000 620 FORMAT(52110+ • r	 INTEGER	 INPUT IN FLOATING POINT FIELD	 * + •
 11
OOOl01 000 GO TO705
000102 000 625 WRITE (NOUT.6261
000103 000 626 FORMAT t52HG• • +	 FLOATING POINT INPUT IN 1NTLGER FIELD
	 + + •I)
000104 000 GO TO 20S
000105 G00 630 WRITEINDUT.635)
000106 000 635 FORMATt5aw-'.• - r	 END FOUND WITHIN NETWORK PARAMETERS
	 * + + I)
000107 000 IF( ISU	 .ED.	 51 GO TO	 710
000108 000 650 CALL.	 SKPTE(JSU)
000109 000 GO TO 720
000110 000 700 LPAR(LGC)
	 TRUE.
000111 000 705 KOL = KRL + 1
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SYSPAR DATE 02x075	 PAGE	 3
000113	 000 710 JSW = 2
000119	 000 720 DO 750 1=1,9
000I15	 000 IF(LPAR(111 60 TO T50
000116	 0,00 WRITE(NOUT,725) CODE([)
QOOl17	 000 725 FORF(RT(OHO*	 ► 	 ► 	 A2, 20H NOT SUPPLIED	 /)
000118	 000 EAR =	 .TRUE.	
F
000119	 000 750 CONTINUE
000I20	 000 00 760	 1=13,19
000121	 000 IF(LPAR(1)) 60 TO 760
000122
	
000 WR1TE(NOUT,T25) CODE(I-01	 f
000123	 000 EAR =	 .TRUE.
000124	 000 760 CONTINUE
000125	 000 RETURN	 i
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000	 Com"ON / FIXCON / CON(l)
000009	 090	 C
000005 000 EQUIVALENCE (CON113.7IMENI, (CON(34T1MEN0), (CON118I.OUTPUTI
000036 000 C
000007 000 DATA CTIMET / 0.0 /
000008 000 C
00000 1) 000 II'tCTlnEl
	 .GT.	 0.01 GO	 TO	 100
000010 000 CALL CLOCK(CTIMEI)
DOo01l 000 ETIME = 0.0
000012 000 60 TO 200
000013 000 100 CALL CLOCK(CTIME)
000019 000 ETIME = CTIME — CTIMEI
000015 000 200 IFtKOOE	 .EQ.	 01 GO TO 3$4
000016 000 CALL LINECK(3)
000017 000 WRITE16,3001 ETIME
000010 000 300 FORMAT(I6HOCOMPUTER TIME = F9_3.
	 8K MINUTES)
000019 000 150 1f(ETIME	 .'LT.	 RTIME) RETURN
000020 000 CALL LINECY.(21
000021 COD tFIKOOE	 .£Q.	 0) GO TO 450
900022 000 URiTE(6.400) RTIME
000023 000 900 FDRMAT167HOEXECUTION TERMINATED BECAUSE COMPUTER TIME EXC"OS TIME
000024 000 1 REQUESTED, F9.3,
	 8H MINUTES)
000025 000 GO TO 500
090026 000 450 WRITE(6,475) RTIME
000027 000 475 FORMAT(38H000MPUTER TIME EXCEEDS TIME REQUESTED, F9.3, 8H MINUTES)
000028 000 500 TIMENO =	 TIMEN
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TPDL
	 DATE 022875	 PAGE	 1
&ELT,L TPDL
ELTOTT RLT070 02/28-03x21)15-(4,)
00000I	 002	 FUNCTION TPOL(KODE,X)
000002	 000	 C
_	 000003	 000	 DIMENSION ADATA(1), LOC(5), CODE15)
00000'+	 000	 C
000005	 000	 COMMON /ARRAY / NOATA(1)
000006	 000	 COMMON/FOATA / COP, LCP, NCP, RCP, LRO, NRO, RR 
000007	 000	 COMMON /FOATA / NH , LMU, NMU, AMU, LKT, NKT, RKT
000000	 002	 COMM" /FDATA / OUM(3),TZERG
000009	 000	 C
000010	 000	 EQUIVALENCE (ROATA(1),NOATA(1))
000011	 000	 C
000012	 002	 DATA KERR / 0
L,	 000013	 000	 DATA NQUT / 6 /
000019	 000	 DATA LOC / 5 . 1 I
00001$
	





	 VAR = X + TZERQ
000019	 000 GO TO 	 KODE
000020	 000	 1 L = NCP
000021	 000	 GO T4 IO
000022	 000	 2 L = NAG
050023
	
Goo	 GO TO 10
000024	 000	 3 L = NMU
000025	 000	 60 TO IO
000026	 000	 H L = NKT
000027	 000	 GO TO 10
000028	 000	 5 L = NH
000029	 000	 C
000030	 004	 10 M = 1
000031	 000	 NP a NOATA(L)
000032	 000	 K = L + M
0000.3	 400	 IF(ROATA(K1-VAR) 20,100,50
Goo 034
	 Goo	 20 M = M + 2
000035	 000	 IFIM .GT. UP) GO T4 90
000036	 000	 00 30 I=M.NP,2
G00037	 000	 N = K + 2
000030	 000	 IF (ROATA(N)-VAR) 25,100,80
000039	 000	 25 K = N
	
^.	 000040	 000	 30 CONTINUE
000041	 000	 GO TO 90
000042
	
000	 50 M = M - 2
	
c-1	 000043	 000	 MM .LT. 11 GO TO 90
	
Lfi^7 +f.)
	000044	 000	 00 60,1=1,M.2
000045	 Goo	 K = x - 2
0000 116	 000	 IF tROATA(K)-VAR1 00.100,60
000047	 000	 60 CONTINUE
000098
	
000	 GO TO 90
000099	 000	 80 TPDL = R0ATA(K+11 + (VAR-RDATA(K))r(ROATA(K+31-RDATAIK+I1)
_	 ppOp5p	 000	 1	 /(RDATR(Y+Z )-ROATAtK 31
}.	 00005L	 000	 GO TO 110
400052
	
003	 90 IFIKERR .GT. 101 GO TO 100
000053	 003	 URITE (NDUT,95) VAR, COVE(KODE), L. NP, (ROATA(L^I1,T=1,NP)
00005':	 000	 95 FORMAT(33H0• • • THE IND£PENOENT VARIABLE G13.8, 74H IS LESS TRA
D00055	 000	 IN THE FIRST POINT OR GREATER THAN THE LAST POINT ON THE s + r /
n.'S4rnW
ic
TPOL	 DATE 022875	 PAGE
000055	 000	 2 BX A2p 25H CURVE STORED AT LOCATIDN 19	 OX tS 11 (OX 5615.81)
000057	 002	 KERR = KERR*l
000050	 000	 100 TPOL = FIDATACK+I)















000001 000 SUBROUTINE TPRNT
000002 000 C
000003 000 LOGICAL LSRT, CHK
00000-1 000 1'
000005 000 DIMENSION EXT(!)
000006 000 C
000007 000 COMMON !TEMP	 / III)
000008 coo COMMON / XSPACE / NOIM, NTH, NEXT(1)
Do0CG9 000 COMMON /FTXCON/ KON(11
000010 000 COMMON /DIMENS/ NNO, NNA, NNT
000011 000 COMMON /POIN:N/ LNODE
000012 coo C
000013 000 EQUIVALENCE (NEXT,EXT)
00001 1% 000 C
000015 000 DATA LSRT /	 .FALSE. /
00016 007 DATA HT	 /	 IHT /
000017 000 C
000018 000 IF(LNOOE	 _EQ_	 0) CALL NNREAD(1)
000019 000 CALL STNDRD
000020 000 IFILSRTI GO TO 50
000021 000 LSRT =TRUE.
b 000022 000 NDIM = NO	 - NUT
to
003023 Goo IF(NDIM	 .LT.	 0) GO TO	 100
-Trl 00002~ 000 NNODE = NOTM + NTH
000025 000 be	 10	 T=t,NNT
000026 000 NEXT(NN00E+1) = I
000027 000 10 CONTINUE
000028 000 DD 30 J=2.NNT
000029 000 K = NNT - J + 1
000030 000 CHK =	 .TRUE.
000931 000 DD 20 N=I,K
000032 000 NN	 = NEXTINNODE+N	 )
000033 000 NNI = NE%TtNNOOE+N+l)
00003'4 000 IF(JYEXT ( LNODE+NN) . LE. NEXTILNODE +NNI1) GO TO 20
000035 000 CHK =	 ,FALSE.
000036 000 NEXTINNODE+N	 1 = NN1
000037 000 N£XT(NNODE+N+l) = NN
900U^9 644
2P
IF(C1K1 EGO TO 50
000040 000 30 CONTINUE
000041 000 50 IFtNDIn	 .LT.	 12) GO TO	 100
000042 000 J =	 t
-
000043 000 L = 6
1 00004-1 000 M = NTH + 1
000045 000 60 IFtL	 .GT. NNT) L = NNT
O00096 000 K = M













K = X + 2
000052 000 70 CONTINUE
000053 000 K = K - l
00005-1 000 IF(KON(28)	 .LT.	 601 GO TO 00
000055 000 CALL T07LIN


















000057 000 75 FORMAT(LH	 )
000058 000 KON128) = KDN(281 + 1
000059 000 80 WRITE(6,901 (HT,
	 NEXT(I),	 £XT(I4,1),I=M,K,2)







000061 000 KDN(28) = KON(28) + 1
.	 000062 000 IF(L .EQ.	 NNT) RETURN
000063 000 J = L + l
000069 000. L = L + 6
000065 000 GO TO 60
000066 000 100 WRITE(6 1 1101 NOIM
_ 000067 000 110 FOAMAT175H0• + + 	 INSUFFICIENT DYNAMIC STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR SUBAO












ELTOTT RLIB70 02/28-03%21:18 -(10
000001 000 SUBROUTINE TUBIN(KOH,JSWI
000002 000 C
000003 000 LOGICAL ERR
000009 000 C
+ 000005 000 DIMENSION KONG )
000006 000 C
000007 000 COMMON /TAPE
	 / NIN, ROUT
000008 000 COMMON /CARU
	 / KRD. KOL, MXKOL
000009 000 COMMON /CIMAGE/ KARU(80)
000010 Oct COMMON /FLOERR/EAR
000011 000 C
000012 000 15 CALL SKPB(JSWI
000013 000 Go TD4 25, 100),	 .15W
000019 000 25 CALL	 SUBN(KDN(T),TSW)
000015 000 GO 70(30,50,70,80,90),	 ISW
000016 000 30 KOL = KUL + 1
000017 000 CALL	 SUOM(KON(2),I:)w)
(100018 000 GO 70(35,60,70,80,90),
	
ISU
000019 000 35 KOL = KOL + 1
000020 000 CALL SUllR(KDN(31.I SW )
f1 000021 000 GO TO	 (40,60,70,80.901,	 T51i
I
N
000022 000 90 KOL = KUL ^ I
000023 000 RETURN
000029 000 50 URITE(NOUT,551
000025 000 55 FORMAT(58H0+ + +	 FLOATING POINT NUMBER INPUT FOR TUBE NUMBER 	 • s
000020 000 1	 -	 /)
000027 Goo GO TO 80
o00026 000 60 WRITE(NOUT.65)
000029 000 65 FORMAT(67HOr + r	 FLOATING POINT NUMBER INPUT FOR PRESSURE NOUE NU
000030 000 IMBER	 a % r /)
000031 000 GO TO 60
000032 000 70 WRITE(NOUT,751
000033 000 75 FORMAT(48H0+ + •	 ENO FOUND WITHIN TUBE CONNECTIONS 	 + * + /)
000039 000 80 ERR =	 .TRUE.
000035 000 CALL SKPTF(JSW1
000036 000 GO 70(15,100), JSW
000(137 000 90 JSW = 2















000001 000 SUBROUTINE VAR
000002 000 C
000003 000 INCLUDE COMM,LIST
00000+ 000 C
000005 000 C
000006 000 ENTRY CVAR(JI,J2.I)




000011 000 ENTRY OVAR(J1.12.I)




000016 000 ENTRY GUAR{J),J2,I,LTA,LG)















000001 000 VARC PROC
009002 400 1F(FLO(1.1,HSD!(J1+I)).E4.0) G12 TO 2000
000003 0(10 NTYPE = FLDCO,5,NS02(J2))
	 {
000009 000 LA = FLD(5,17,NSD2(J2))
000005 000 LK = FLO(22,14,NSO2(J2))
	 j
000006 000 GO TO (1005,1010,1015,1020,1025,1030,1035,1090,10+151, NTYPE
000001 009 1005 CALL OlO1WM(T(I),A(LA),XK(LK),C(I))
0"006 000 GO TO	 1999	 #
000009 000 1010 CALL O1D)WM(T(T),A(LA),XK(LK),C1)
000010 000 1012 J2 = J2*1
000011 000 LA = FLO(5,17,NSO2(J2))
000012 000 LK	 = FLOf22,l9,NSO2(J2))
000013 000 CALL	 010)WM(T(I),A(LA),XI(1LK),C2)
000019 000 GO TO	 1998
000015 900 1015 Cl	 =	 XKILK)•XK(LA)
000016 000 GO TO	 1012
000017 900 1020 CALL OIDIWM(T(T),A(LA),XK(LK ),C1 )
000018 000 J2 c J2+1
000019 000 LA = FLO(5,1T,N5O2(J2))
000020 000 LK	 =	 FLD(22,19,NSD2IJ21)	 i
000021 000 C2 = XK(LK)+XI<(LA)
000022 000 GO TO	 1999
000023 000 IO25 CALL	 PLYAGM(A(LAI,TIt),ACLA+t),xK(LK),C(T))
	 F900024 000 GO TD 1959
000025 000 1030 CALL	 PLYAWM(A(LA1,711).4(LA+I),XK(LK),C11
000026 900 1032 J2 7	 J2+)
000027 000 LA = FLm S,IT,NSO21J21)
000028 900 LK	 = FLO(22,14.NS02(J2))
000029 000 CALL PLYAUMCA(LAI.T(II.ACLA+I),XKCLKI,C2)
	 -000030 000 GO TO 1998
000031 000 1035 Cl	 =	 XK(LKI*XK(LA)
000032 000 GO TO 1032
000033 000 1040 CALL
	 PLVAWM(A(LAI,T(I),AILA+l),XKCLKI,Cl)
000034 000 J2 = J2*1
000035 000 LA	 = FLO(5,1T,NS02(J2))
000036 000 !K	 =	 FLO(22,14,N502(J2))
000031 000 C2 a	 XK(LKIaXK(LA)
00:848 000 GO TO	 1998
000039 000 1045 CALL	 DZD1WM(7(I),CDN( 14 ).AC LA),XK(LK),C(1) )(100040 000 GO	 TO	 199'(100041 00; 1998 C(I)	 =	 CI+C2000042 000 1999 J2	 =	 J2*1
000043 000 2000 CONTINUE




SIVARC	 DATE 922875	 PAGE	 1
+ELT.L SIVARC
ELTOT7 RL1B70 02129-03t21(39°CO3)
-	 '.-..^`	 lt.—..,'-7 Q,N-:r-..a3w.s 0--•_.^,7	 i	 ^'^''•'	 'y""






ELTOTT RLI07O 02/28-03121 i +11-•( 0, )
000001 000 YARG ?ROC
000002 000 IF[FLO(2,1,l1SOl(Jl)).EO.0) GO TO 3000
004003 040 NTYPE = FLO(0,5,NSD2(JZ))
000009 000 LA = FLD(5,IT,NSG2(JZ1)
000005 000 LK = FLD(Z2,14,N502(3211
_ 000006 000 GOTO(2005,2010,2015,20ZO,ZOZ5.2030,2035,2040,2(l45,2050,2055.
000007 000 I	 Z060,2065,207G,20T3,2070) ,
	
RTYPE YER 6
000000 000 2005 TM = (T(T1+Ti LTA))/Z.O
_ 000009 000 2007 CALL	 BID lWM( TM. A(LA).XKtLK),GILG))
000010 000 GO TO 2999
000011 000 2010 TM = T(I)
000012 DOG GO TO 2007
- 000013 000 2015 CALL	 D10lWM(T(11,A(LA),XK(LK1,GI)
000014 000 201T JZ = J2+1
000015 000 1.4 =	 FLO(5,17,11S122(J2))
000016 000 LK = FLU( 22,14,NS02(J21)
,4 .	 .^. 000017 G00 CALL 010IWM(T(LTA),A(LA),%K(LK),G2)
000018 000 GO TO 2998
cy, 000019 000 2020 G1	 =	 XK(LKI*XK(LA)
000020 000 GO TO 2011
000021 000 2025 CALL OLDIWM(T(I),A(LAI,%K(LK1,Gl)
000022 000 J2 = J2+1
b 000023 000 LA = FLO(5,IT,NSOZ(J2))
N
000024 000 LK	 = FLO(22,14,N5D2(J2))
LM 000025 OGO G2 = XK(LK)+XKILA)
C- 000026 000 GO TO 2990
00002T 000 2030 Tn = (T(T)+T(LTA))/2.0
000028 000 2032 CALL PLYAWM(A(LAI,TM,A(LA+I),XK(LK),G(LG)1
000029 000 60 TD 2999
000030 000 2035 TM = T(I)
000031 000 GO TO 2032
000032 000 2040 CALL PLYAWM(AILA),Tll),A(LA+1),XK(LK),G1)
000033 000 2042 J2 = J2+1
000034 000 LA = FLD(5,17,HSO2(J21)
000035 000 LK	 = FLO(22,14,N5D2(J21)
000036 000 CALL PLYAWMIA(LAI,T(LTA),A(LA+1),XK(LK).G21
000037 000 GO TO 2998
000038 000 2045 GI	 =	 XKiLKI.XK(LR)
000039 000 GO TO 2042
000040 000 2050 CALL PLYAWMiAiLA).T(I),A(LA+11,XK(LK),G1)
w^ 000041 000 J2 = J2+1
000042 G00 LA = FLD(5,17,NSO2(J2))
8 000043 ODD LK = FLO(22,I4.NS02(J2))
000044 1300 G2 = XK(LK)+XK(LAI
000045 000 GO TO 2498
U^} OOGO46 000 2055 TH = (T(l)+TtL7A))12.0
OOOO4T 000 CALL DZDIUM(TM,CON(14).A(LA1,XK(LK1,G(LGI)





2060 TM = t' LTA)
GO TO 2DOT
000051 GOO 2065 Tl! = T(LIA 1
000052 000 GO TO 2032
000053 000 2010 CALL	 OID)WM(CON( I II 1,A(LA),XK(LK).Gll YER 6
_ 0000511 000 2071 TH	 = ( T( 1 ) + T( LTA 11
	 1	 2.0 YEA 6







000056 070 LA	 = FLO(5.1T,NS02(	 J2)) VER 6
000057 000 LX	 = FLO(22.19.N502(	 32)) VER 6
000058 000 IF(HTYPE	 ,ED.
	
161	 GO TO 2075 VER 6
000059 000 CALL 02016(fa(	 TM,	 GI,	 A(LA ).	 XK(LK I, G(LG) ) VER 6
000060 000 GO TO 2999 VER 6
066061 000 2073 GI = XK(LA) •	 XK(LK) YEA 6000062 000 SO TO 2071 VER 6
000063 000 2075 G(LG) = G1	 r XX(LA)	 f	 XK(LK) VER 6000064 000 GO	 TO 2999 vER 6000065 000 2998 G(LG)
	 =	 1./(I./G1+1.!621
000066 000 IF(FLO(3,1.NSG1(J!)).E0.1) G(LG) = G1:G2000067 000 2999 J2 = 12.1










10 00001 000 VARQ PROC
000002 000 [FtFLOt4,l,N5Q1(J1+1)).EQ.0) GO TO 5000
000003 10 00 NTYPE = FLD(0,5.NSQ2(JZ))
000004 000 LA 7 FLDt5,17,NSQZ(j2))
000005 000 LK = FL6 f 22,14,NSQZ(J21)
000006 000 60 TO VER 5 5
0000 07 000 4050.4050,4050),NTYPE VERS 5
0001008 000 41 005 U l l = XKILKI+Ugl)
000009 coo GO TO 4999
000010 000 9010 01	 = 0.0
0000 1 1 000 4012 CALL	 010 IW.q( Tt I	 Pi t LA	 XKC LK	 Q2
000012 000 GO TO 4990
000013 coo 4015 tit	 =	 0.0
000014 000 4017 CALL
000015 000 GO TO 4998
000016 000 4020 CALL	 ololWnt CON{ 1q),ft(LA).XKELK),Ill)
c000l y 000 4022 12 = J241
000018 000 LA. = FLO(5,1T,N502(JZ))
000019 000 LK = FLOt 22, 14,N5021 J2)
000020 000 GO in 4011
000021 1100 4025 (i t	 =	 IXCLK)*%K(LA)
000022 000 GO To 4022
000023 000 11 030 CALL 0 1 DIUMC CON( 14 ), M LA 1. XKt LK 1, 0 1 1
600024 000 32 v J2+1
000025 000 LA = FL0[5,1T,NS02(J2))
006626 000 LK	 =	 FLD(22,14,f4S021JZ))
000027 000 Q2 = XKfLK)wXK(LA)
000020 000 Go To qggs
000029 000 4035 CALL
	 DID ItJrt( CONS llf),A(LAI,XK(LXI,01)
000030 000 1037 JZ = JZ+1
000031 coo LA = FLnf5.17,N$Q2(J2))
000032 000 LK	 =	 FL0(22,14,M5O21J2)l
000033 000 GO To 4012
000024 000 4011 0 01 = 99(LKI-MLA)
000035 000 00 TO 4037
000036 000 4050 J2=j2*1 MIS 5
000037 000 J?SLA = FLD(5,1T,N502 ( J21) VERS 13
000038 Goo JPS1. t1 =FLO( 22, l st .NS02C J2 11 VERS 5
000039 000 SPjtl nnCLIM4191*XK(JPSLAI * XKIJPSLK) VERS 5
000040 000 CALL DI. MCV(XKIJPSLK),SPJTTM.A ( LA),XN ( LM).Ql) VERS 5
000091 000 02=0.0 VERS 5
0000 01 2 Goo GO 70 4998 VERS 5
000093 000 11 998 Gill	 =	 01*02+0(11
0000 10 000 1999 JZ = J2+1






000001 000 VAR2 PROC
000002 000 iF(FLOtZ,1,MSQ1(JJ1)).EQ.0) SO TO 4000
000003 000 NTYPE = FLD(0.5,NSQ2FJJZ))
000004 000 LA = FLDtS,IT,NS02(JJ2)1
000005 000 LK = FLOfZl,l4,NSO2tJl2))
000006 000 GOTO(3005.3010,301S,3020.3025,3030,3035,3040,3095,3050,3055,
000007 000 1 3060,3065,3070,3073,3070) , NTYPE YER 6
000000 000 3005 TM = IT(L1+TI LTA 11/2.0
000009 000 3007 CALL	 OIDIWM(TM,A(LA),XK(LK),GtLG1)
000010 000 GO TO 3999
000011 000 3010 TM = T(L)
000012 000 GO TO 3007
000013 000 3015 CALL DIOIWM(T(L),A(LA),XK(LK),G1)
000019 000 3017 JJ2 = JJ2-1
000915 000 LA	 = FL0('.{,L7,NSQ2(JJ2))
000016 000 LK	 = FLO(22,14,NS02(J12))
000017 000 CALL tllD1WMtT(LTA),A(LA),%X(LK),G2)
000018 000 GO TO 3998
000019 000 3020 GI	 =	 XK(LK)+XK(LA)
000020 000 GO TO 3017
000021 000 3025 CALL 0101WM(T(L),A(LA1,XK(LK),G1)
000022 000 JJ2 = JJ2•)
000023 000 LA = FL0(5,17,NSO2(JJ2))




000026 0.. GO TO 3998
000021 000 3030 TM	 =	 (TtL)+T(LTA))/2,0
000028 000 3032 CALL PLYAWM(AtLA),TM,AtLA+1),XKILKI,G(LG))
000029 000 GO TO 3999
000030 000 3035 TM = T(L)
000031 000 GO TO 3032
000032 000 3090 CALL PLYAWMtA(LA).TtL1,A(LA+1),XKtLK).G11
000033 000 3042 JJ2 = JJ2+1
000034 000 LA = FLO(5,1T.N5O2(JJ2))
000035 000 LK	 = FLO122.19,N5021JJ2))
000036 000 CALL	 PLYAWM(AtLA).T(LTA),A(LA+1),XK(LK1,G2)
000037 000 GO TO 3998
000030 000 3095 GI	 =	 %x(LKI-XK(LA)
000039 000 GO TO 3042
000040 400 3050 CALL	 PLYAUM(ACLAI,T(L),A(LA+l1,XK(LK),Gll
000091 000 JJ2 = JJ2+1
000042 000 LA = FLD(5,11.NS02(JJ2))
000045 000 LK	 = FLD122,l4,IYS42(JJ2$1
000094 000 G2 a	 XN(LKI-XXILA)
O0004s 000 GO TO 3998
000046 000 3055 TM =	 (T(L)+T(LTA1)/2.O
000047 000 CALL D2OIWMITM,CON1 I II 1,A(LA).%K(LK),G(LG))
000040 000 GO TO 3999
000049 000 3060 TM = U LTA)
000050 000 GO TO 3007
000051 000 3065 TM = T(LTA)
000052 000 GO TO 3032
000053 000 3070 CALL	 O10)WM(CONt14).A(LAI,XK(LKI,GI) YER 6
000054 000 3071 TM	 = (TIL/ + T(LTAI) 12.0 YER 6
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SIVAR2 DATE 022875. PAGE	 2
000056 000 LA	 = FLDI5,17,)15D2IJJ2)) VER 6
000057 000 LK	 = FLU(22,)k,NS02(JJ2)1 YETI 6
000058 000 IR NTYPE .ED-161 GO TO 3075 VER 6
040059 4110 CALL 0201WM[ T17,	 G1,	 A(LA), % K( LK ), Gt L& l ! VER 6
000060 000 GO TO
	
3999 YEA 6
000061 000 3073 G1	 = Xa(( LA }	 n'	 XK(LK) VEq 6
000062 000 GO TO 3071 YEA 6 h
000063 400 3075 G{LG) = G1	 ► XK(LA) a %K(LK) VER b S
000064 000 GO TO 3999 VER 6 i
000065 000 3998 G(LG) =	 I./(1./Gl+1./G2)
000066 000 lF(FLO{3.1,NSDllJJI)I.ED.1) G(LG) = G]rG2 n
000067 OGO 3999 JJ2 = JJ2+1 ti




































000001 000 SUBROUTINE VLVIN(L.VALVE,XI.JSW;
000062 60t LOGICAL ERA
000003 000 C
000004 000 DIMENSION VALVE(I1
000005 0"0
C
6 0 COMMON /TAPE
	 / 111N, ROUT
000007 000 COMMON /CARD
	 / KRD, KOL, MXKDL
000008 000 COMMON /CIMAGE/ KARD(BO)
000009 001 COMMON IFLOERR/ERR
000010 000 C
0000!1 000 L = 0
ODO M 000 15 CALL SKPO(JSW)
000013 000 GO TO(50,290),	 JSW
000014 000 50 DO 75	 i=1.3
000015 000 K =	 I	 —	 I
000016 000 CALL SUBN(VALVE(1),ISW)
000017 600 GO TD(70,55,261,275,262),
	 ISW
000018 000 55 WRITE(NOUT,6G)
000019 060 60 FDRMAT(60HO+ + +	 FLOATING POINT NUMBER INPUT FOR INTEGER FICE LO	 +
000020 000 1	 n 	 r	 /)
000021 .000 GO TO 275
000022 000 TO KOL = KGL + 1
000023 000 75 CONTINUE
000024 000 CALL	 SUBN(Xl,ISW)
000025 000 K	 =	 3
000026 000 GO TO(100,110,262,2T5,2621,
	 ISW
000027 000 100 WRITE(NOUT,105)
000020 "0 105 FORMAT(76H0 n 	 n r	 INITIAL VALVE POSITION MUST BE INPUT AS A FLOATI
000029 j00 ING POINT NUMBER	 + + + /)
000030 000 GO TO 275
000031 000 ltO tF(XI	 .LE.	 O.C)	 GO TO	 115
000032 000 1F(XI
	
.LT.	 1.01 GD TO
	
330
000033 080 ll5 WRITE(NOUT,1201	 KI
000034 000 120 FORMAT(i2H0n r r	 INITIAL VALVE POSITION MUST BE WITHIN THE RANGE
000035 GOO 10.0	 TO	 I.O.	 XI	 = GIO.5,	 7H	 s +	 r	 /)
000036 000 GO TO 275
000037 000 130 KOL	 = KLrL + i
000038 000 C MODE
000039 000 CALL	 SCION( VALVE( 9 ), ISW)
000040 000 K = 4
000041 000 GO	 TO(150,135.262,275.2621,	 ISW
000042 000 135 WR1TErNOUT.1401
000043 000 190
FOR 
nAT[54H0n + n 	 MODE MUST BE INPUT AS AN INTEGER NUMBER
	 • • +11
000044 000 GD TO 275
000045 000 150 KOL = KOL + t
000046 000 C XMINI
000047 000 CALL SUBN( VALVE( 51,ISW)
000098 000 K = 5
000D49 000 GO 701155,165,262,275,2621,	 ISW
000050 000 155 WRITE(NOUT,160)
000051 000 160 FDAMAT(61H0+ n n 	 XMINI MUST BE INPUT AS A FLOATING POINT NUMBER
070052 000 1+	 +	 +	 /)
000053 000 GO TO 275
000054 000 165 IFIVALVE(5l	 .LE.	 0.0)	 GO TO	 170





000056 000 170 WRITE(NOUT.1751 VALVE(5)
000057 000 175 FORMAT45CH0 4 r r	 XMIN1 (LUST BE WITHIN THE RANGE 0.0 TO 1.0, XMIN1
000058 000 1 = 610.5,	 711	 r r r /)
000059 000 GO TO 275
000060 000 100 KOL n KOL + 1
040061 000 C	 XMAXI'
004062 000 CALL SU8N(VALYE(6),ISW)
000063 000 K = 6
00046 +1 000 GO	 TO(185,195,262,275,262), iSW
000065 000 IBS WRITE(NOUT,190)
000066 000 190 FORMAT(61110+ r r 	 XMAX1 MUST BE INPUT AS A FLOATING POINT NUMBER
000467 000 1•	 •	 •	 /)
000068 000 GO TO 275
000069 000 195	 IF(VALVE(6)	 I.E.. 	 0.0) GO TO 200
000070 Ono IF(VALVE16)	 .LT.	 1.01	 GO TO 210
000011 000 200 WRITE(NOUT,2051 VALVE(61
000072 000 205 FORMAT(58HOr . r	 XMAX1 MUST BE WITHIN THE RANGE 0.0 TG 1.0, XMRXI
000073 000 1	 = GIO.5,	 7H	 s r	 r	 /1
00007 .1 000 GO TO 275
000015 000 210 KOL = KUL + 1
000076 000 C E
000077 004 CALL SUBN(VALVE(7),ISW1
- 000078 000 K = 7
000079 000 GO	 TD(215.225,262,275,262), I5u
b 000000 000 215	 IF(.NOT.	 ABS(YALVE(7))	 .GT. 0.01 GO TO 225I
Pil 000001 000 WRITE(NOUT,2201
p> 000082 004 220 FORMAT(57H0• r r 	 E MUST BE INPUT AS A FLOATING POINT NUMBER
	 • •
0 000083 coo lr	 /1
000089 000 GO TO 275
00oo0s coo 225 KOL = KOL +	 L
004006 Goo DO	 250	 f=8,16
000081 000 CALL	 SUBN(VALVE(I),ISW)
_ 000008 000 GO	 TO(230,290,264,275.2601, ISW
000009 000 230	 IF(1	 .LT.	 101	 GO	 TO	 2'10
000090 000 K	 =	 f	 +	 1
000091 coo WRITE(NOUT,235) K
000092 000 235 FORMAT(13HO r • .	 ENTRY	 13, HBH MUST BE INPUT AS A FLOATING POINT
000093 000 iNUMBrn	 r r • /)
000099 000 GO TO 275
000095 000 240 KOL = KOL +	 1
004096 000 L	 =	 1
000097 000 250 CONTINUE
000098 002 GO TO 270
000099 000 260	 IF(L	 ' EQ.	 10	 .DR.	 L	 .EO.	 121 GO TO 270
000100 000 261	 K	 =	 1	 -	 i
040101 000 262 WRITE(NOUT.2651 K
000102 000 265 FORnAT(56H0• • r	 INCORRECT NUMBER OF ENTRIES FOR VALVE DATA, IC =
000163 000 1	 13.	 7H	 •	 •	 •	 /y
004104 001 275	 ERR=TRUE.
000105 000 270	 IFtISU	 .EU.	 5) GO TO 280
' 000106 001 CALL SKPTE(JSW)
000107 000 GO TO(276.290),	 JSW
" 04-3108 000 276	 iF(L	 .EO.	 01	 GO TO	 15
000109 000 RETURN
OGOIIO 000 28D JSW = 2















0001F(FLO(2,L,N501(JJ11).E0.03 GO TO 01000
000003
	
000	 NTYPE = FLO(0,9,NS02(JJ2))
000004
	 000	 LA = FLD(5,17,N502(JJ2))
000005
	 000	 LK = FLD(22,14,NS02(JJ2))
000006	 000	 GDTO13005,3010,3015,3020.3025,3030,3035.30+(0.30+(5,3050,3055.
000001	 000	 1	 3060,3065,3070,3073.3070) ,	 NTYPE	 VER 6
000006
	 000	 3005	 Tfl = (T(L)+T( LTA )1!2.0
000909	 000	 3007 CALL D101WM(TM,A(LA).XK(LK),G(LG))
000010
	 000	 GO rn 3999
000011
	
000	 3010 Ti" 	 = T(LI
000012
	
000	 GO TO 3007
000013
	
000	 3015	 CALL O1D',(M(T(L),A(LA),XK(LK),Gt%
000014
	 000	 3017 JJ2 = JJ2 ► 1
000015	 000	 LA = FLO(5.1T,N502(JJ21)
000016	 000	 LK = FLO(22,14,NSO2(JJ2))
000017	 000	 CALL OlD1WM(T(LTA),A(LA),XK(LK),G?)
000018
	 000	 GO TO 3998
000019	 000	 3020 GI	 = XK(LK)-XK(LA1
000020
	
000	 GO TO 3017
ty	 000021
	
000	 3025	 CALL	 0113IWM(TlL).A1LA),XX(LK),Gt)
1	 000022	 000	 JJ2 = JJ2+1
000023
	
000	 LA = FL0(5,1T,NS02(JJ2)l
-	 1-'	 00002+(	 000	 LK = FLO(22, 14.NS02(JJ21 )000025
	 000	 G2 =Xl;1LK)-XK(LA)
000026
	 000	 60 TO 3990
000027	 000	 3030	 Trt =	 (T(L)+T( LTA )1/2.0
000026
	
000	 3032 CALL PLYALdM(A(LAI,TM,A(LA+I).%K(LK),G(LGI)













000	 3040 CALL PLVAWM(A(LA),T(L).A(L((+11,XK(LK).GI1
000033
	
000	 3042 JJ2 = JJ2-1
000034	 QQQ	 LA = FLO(S,IT,NS02(JJ2))
000035	 000	 LK = FLO122,14,NSD2(112))
000036 000 CALL PLYAWM(ACLAI,TCLTA).A!LA+15,XK(LK),G2)
000031	 000	 GO TO	 3990
000030
	
000	 3045	 GI	 =	 XK(LK) ► X1C(LA)
1' =	 000039	 000	 GO TO 3042
000040	 000	 3050 CALL PLYAWM (AILA),TILI,A(LA+1).XK(LK).G1I
000041
	
000	 JJ2 = JJ2+1
000042
	
000	 LA = FLO(5,17,NS02(JJ2))
000043
	 000	 LK = FLO(22,14,NS02(JJ2))
000049	 000	 G2 = XK(LK) -XK(LA)
000095	 000	 GO TO 3998
000046
	
000	 3055 TM = (T(L)+i(tTAl)12.0
000047	 000	 CALL 02D1UM(TM,CON(14).AILA).XK(LK),G(LG))
000040
	
000	 GO TO 3999
P00049	 000	 3060 TM = T(LTA)
000050
	 000	 GO TO 3007
000051
	
000	 3065	 TM = T(LTA)
000052
	
000	 GO TO 3032
000053
	 000	 3070 CALL
	
DIOIUIM(CON114),A(LA).XK(LK),Gl) 	 VER 6
00005 0,	 000	 3071	 Tr!	 = IT(L) + TI LTA I ) / 2.0 	 VER 6












000056	 000 LA	 = FLOt5,17,N502fJJ2)1 YEA 6
004457	 000 LK	 = FLOt2z,19,NSC2tJJ211 YETI 5
000058	 000 IF.NTYPE .E0.16) GO TO 3075 YEA 6
000059	 000 CALL 020IWMC TM,
	 G1,	 At LA ), XKt LK ), Gf LG I) YEA 6
000060	 000 GO TO	 3999 VER 6
000061
	
000 30T3 GI = XK(LA) r XK(LK) YEA 6
000062
	
000 GO TO 3071 YEA 6
300063
	 000 3075 GtLG) = G1 + XKtLA) r XKtLK) YEA 6
00006 11	 000 G0 TO 3999 VER 6000065	 000 3M GILG; = I./il./GI+I./G2)
E 090066	 000 IF[FLOt3,1.N501fJJ1)I.E0.13 GILG) = GI•G2{ 000067	 000 3999 JJ2 = JJ2+1
000060	 000 11000 CONTINUE



















000001 300 VRQ2 PROC
000002 000 IF(FLO(4.l,NSQI(JJI+1)).eQ.0) SO TO 6000
000003 000 NTYPE = PLQ(0,5,NS(12(JJZI!
000004 000 LA = FLOl5,l?,NSQ2(JJ2))
000005 000 LK = FLO(22,14,NS02(JJ2))
000006 000 GO TO 15005,5010,5015,5020,5025,5030,5035,5040,5030, VERS	 5
000007 000 r 5050.5050,5050),NTVPE VERS
	 5
000008 000 5005 Q(L) = BKILK)+Q(L)
000009 000 GOTO 5999
000010 000 5010 at	 =	 0.0
000011 000 5012 CALL O101WM(T(L).AILA),XK(LK).Q2)
000012 000 GOTO 5998
000013 000 5015 01	 = 0.0
000014 COO 5017 CALL DIOIWM(CON(14),A(LAI_XKILKI,Q21
000015 0(10 GO TO 5998
000016 000 51320 CALL DIOIWM(CON(14),A(LA).XK(LK1,Ul)
000017 000 5022 JJ2 = JJ2+1
000018 000 LA	 c FLO(5,1T,NS02(JJ2))
000019 000 LK = FLO(22,14,NS02(JJZ))
000020 000 50 TO 5017
000021 000 5025 01	 =	 KK(LK)aXK(LA)
000022 000 00 TO 5022
000023 000 5030 CALL	 OIOIWM(CON(14),A(LA),XK(LK),O1)
000024 000 JJ2 W JJ2+1
000025 000 LA	 = FLB(5.1T,NS02(JJZI1
000026 000 LK	 = FLO(22.1'4,NS02(JJZ))
000027 000 QZ =	 XK(LK)*%X(LAI
000020 000 GO TO 5998
000029 000 5035 CALL OIO: tJM(CONI 141,A1 LA).XK(LK I,01 )
000030 000 5037 JJ2	 =	 JJ'*)
000031 000 LA	 =	 FLD(5,IT,NSQ2(JJ2))
000032 000 LK	 = FLO(22.14,NS02(JJ2))
000033 000 GO TO 5012
000034 000 5040 01	 =	 XK(LK).%K(LA)
000035 000 60 TO 5037
000036 000 5050 JJ2= JJ2+1 VERS	 5
000037 000 JPSLA=FLO(S,1l.NSO2(JJ2)) VERS	 5
000038 000 JP5LK=FLO(22,14.NS02(JJ2)1 VERS	 5
000039 006 SPJTIM=CL•N(14)+XKIJPSLAI.XK(JPSLKI VERS	 5
000O4O 000 CALL	 OIIMLY(%K(JPSLKI.SPJTIM.A(LA).XKILK1,01) VERS	 5
000041 000 02=0.0 VERS	 5
000042 000 00 TO 5998 VERS	 5
000043 000 5998 0(L)	 =	 01+02+0(L 1
00004 +1 000 5999 J12	 =	 JJZ•l


















000001 000 SUBROUTINE UPSUMI(HFRM,LOCI,JI,SUMI,SUM2)
000002 00' C
000003 000 LOGICAL ERR
900009 000 C
000005 000 COMMON /FLODAT/ NFLOW(1)
000006 000 C
000007 000 DATA NOUT / 6 /
000000 000 C
000009 000 C
000010 000 IF(-	 GT. q ) GO TO 20
000011 000 NTB = NFLOWILOC1+Ji)
000912 000 WRITE(NOU7,10) NIB
000013 000 10 FORMAT( 90H0• • •	 NO UPSTREAM FLUID 0W $nR YUBE
	
16,711	 s • r. /)
000019 000 ERR =	 .TRUE.
000015 000 GO TO 700
000016 000 20 131	 = J1
000017 000 100 JJI	 = 1J1 - 9
000018 000 1F(JJI	 .LT. 9) GO TO
	
700
000019 000 L = LOCI + JJI
000020 000 IF(NFLOwIL+2)	 .NE.	 NFRM) GO TO 100
000021 000 LOCO = NFLOU(L+31
000022 000 IF(L0001	 120.100,500
000023 000 120 LOC2 = -LOCO
000029 000 J2	 = NFLOW(LOC2) a 1
000025 000 CALL ONSUM2(NFRM,LOC2.J2,SUMI,SUM2,N2)




000020 000 500 CALL FLOSUM(NFLOW(L),LOCD,SUMI,SUM21
000029 000 GO Tn t00
000030 000 C





UPSUM2	 1	 DATE 022875	 PAGE	 I
AELTPL UPSUMZ
ELTOT? RLIB70 02/28-03:21323-C10
000001 000 SUBROUTINE UPSUM2(PIFFIM,LDCI,11,LUC2PJZ.SUMIvSUM2)
000002 000 C
000003 000 C
000004 000 M J2	 LE. N) GO TO 20
O ,j0005 ODD CALL ONSUMZ(NFRM.LOC2.JZ,Si)MI,SUM2,N2I
000006 000 IF	 CNFRM	 NE. fll-2) GO TO	 700
000007 ODD C
000006 000 20 CALL UPSUfl1(NFRII.LOCI,JI,SUMI,SVM2I
000009 ODD c









000001 000 SUBROUTINE UP5UM3fNFRM,LOCI,JI,LOC2,J2.LDC3,J3,SUMI,SUM21
000002 004 C
000003 000 C
000009 000 IF(J3 .LE. 41 GD TO 20
000005 000 CALL DNSUM3(NFRM,LOC3.J3,SUMI,SUM2,N3)
000006 000 IF (WOM .NE. N3) GO TO 700
000007 000 C
000008 000 20	 CALL UPSUM2INFRM,LOCI,JI,LOC2.J2,SUMI,SUM2!
000009 000 C


































000001 001 SUBROUTINE WPRINT(KI,K2,K3,K4)
000002 000 C
000003 000 COMMON /FOIMNS/ NTYPE, NSYS, UTB, NP, NV
00000 11 000 COMMON/WDOT	 / W (1)
000005 000 COMMON /PRESS / P (1)
000006 000 COMMON /DELTAP/ OP(1)
000007 000 COMMON /VALVP	 / VP(1)
000006 000 COMMON /POINTN/ LNOOE, LCONO, LCONS, LARRY,	 (COMP, LNTB, LNP, LV
000009 000 C
000010 000 DATA HW, HD.	 HP,	 HV /	 IHW, 2HOP,	 1HP, 211VP /
0000() 000 C
@-00012 000 C
000013 000 IF(LNTB	 .EQ. 0) CALL UNREAD(5)
000014 001 IF(KI.NE.01	 CALL PRINTWILNTB,W	 ,NTB,ItWl
t00015 001 IF(K2.NE.0) CALL PRINTW(LNTB4OP,NTO,HD)
000016 001 1FIK3.NE.D1	 CALL	 PRI)HTW(LNP	 ,P	 ,NP	 ,HP)
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